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Abstract:
Anticoagulation and hypothyroidism are common conditions which
require precise yet highly variable range of doses that is not sufficiently
met by traditional methods of oral dosing. The challenge of producing a
therapeutic range of doses for the smaller dose range of levothyroxine for
hypothyroidism and larger dose range of warfarin for anticoagulation
using a re‐engineered inkjet system is tackled.
A novel re‐engineered off‐the‐shelf system is used to produce accurate,
precise and more flexible doses. Water seems to be an ideal solvent for
the system; the system can accommodate ethanol content for up to 50%
v/v. Distances of 2‐3 mm from the stage to printhead are ideal for
printing. The system is used to dispense actives having shown no
significant difference between cartridges and printers and robustness
when subjected to demanding physical conditions of autoclaving.
Dosing models, methods through which variable doses can be produced
with the system, are explored. Shade printing, a technique available in all
inkjet systems, is characterised and found to produce non‐linear dose
control and relatively smaller maximum dose capacity. A novel dose model
is introduced, named height‐value printing, which utilised the modified
system capacity and is shown to produce doses exceeding the maximum
currently reported by inkjet systems.
Optical dose confirmation by means of scanner is introduced for the
produced doses, showing correlation with the quantitation of doses by
HPLC (R2 of 0.9) for levothyroxine and warfarin. Sticking of the substrate
and lower and higher dosing limitations of the technique are explored.
The taste of levothyroxine films is investigated in rodent models and
shown to be well accepted when compared to water or simulated pH‐
buffered saliva. Stability of the jetting solution and produced films are
investigated and found to be lower for films. A further application of
simultaneous and independent dispensing of pharmaceuticals,
levothyroxine and liothyronine is investigated. The work unlocks the
potential of inkjet systems to address drug personalisation challenges.
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Chapter One
Introduction

Chapter 1

Introduction

1.

Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1.

Background of personalised doses

“Poison is in everything, and nothing is without poison. The dosage makes it either a poison or
a remedy”
Paracelsus (1493‐1541) (Moore et al., 2008)
There are many medicines that have therapeutic effects which vary highly for each individual
patient, requiring the delivery of personalised doses of these medicines (Hirshfield et al.,
2014). Extemporaneous methods which may involve mortar and pestle to produce
personalised doses can result in poor accuracy, laborious processing and hard‐to‐use product
(Jackson and Lowey, 2010; Lohani, 2014).
Inter‐patient dose differences reflect differences in patients, such as gender, age, weight,
ethnicity, environment and genetics (Brendenberg et al., 2003). In drug development, selection
of doses is done according to a theoretical patient population average (Brendenberg et al.,
2003). Especially in narrow therapeutic index medicines, administration of non‐personalised
dose can result in serious adverse effects or decreased efficiency (Brendenberg et al., 2003).
It should be possible to minimise adverse effects by using individualised doses (Brendenberg et
al., 2003). Evans et al., 1998 observed that the traditional non‐personalised chemotherapy
treatments given to children with acute lymphoblastic leukaemia resulted in suboptimal
outcomes in some patients; despite the fact that the dose was within limits all patients can
tolerate. When this was compared to a personalised arm in which the medication dose was
adjusted according to the individual clearance (Evans et al., 1998), the researchers found that
the patients on the individualised dosing arm had significantly fewer courses, lessening of
adverse effects and better outcomes due to accommodation of personalised efficacy from
personalised dosing in each patient (Evans et al., 1998).

1.2.

Personalisation of therapy in history

Throughout history, many examples of personalisation of therapy and dose can be observed;
this personalised delivery was in part due to the lack of mass production of therapeutic
products (Elele et al., 2012; Fierz, 2004).
For instance in Greek medicine, the Pythagoreans taught the theory of four‐humours (water,
earth, air and fire) which form the basics of matter and the four humours of the human body
(blood, phlegm, yellow‐bile and black‐bile). A healthy person’s humours are balanced until
illness takes place. The treatment is to restore the balance of the humours in that individual
patient to its pre‐illness levels (Steele, 2009).
In Roman times, Galen, whose ideas and theories would dominate the medical thinking in
Europe until the 17th century, based his treatments on the theory of opposites. If a drug causes
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fever, it can be used to treat chills. If it causes emesis, it can be used to treat constipation,
thereby personalising the drug to the condition (Shapiro and Shapiro, 2000).
Digitalis was used to induce diuresis in the 18th century, when William Withering reported
dosing “a bit every 2 hours” until nausea occurred. This case is one of the first reported
instances of dose‐personalisation (Reidenberg, 2003).
As foreign as some of procedures may seem, they nevertheless take into account an
individualisation according to the perceived patient’s symptoms and belief in the effectiveness
of the intervention (Steele, 2009). The interventions are also tailored against an outcome, e.g.
bleeding or a balance of humours, individualising the “treatments”. This was a factor
underlying the success of health care as a profession at the time, supported by the lack of
standardisation in production (Fierz, 2004).
Airley and Evans, 2012 describe the current pharmacotherapy method as one‐size‐fits‐all
process where the pharmacy stocks generalised medicine packets dispensed in rigidly
indicated dosage regimens. The data on which those regimens are prescribed are related to
the clinical trials, which are inherently flawed because they are based on the assumption of a
homogenous response to medications and an aim of making less frequent dose changes
leading to increased adherence and fewer medication errors (Airly and Evans, 2012).
Furthermore, the manufacturing of standardised dosage forms is time consuming as processes
often require multiple phases (Takala et al., 2012). The produced doses are inflexible in the
provision of personalised doses, which may have been once a key factor in the success of the
healthcare treatment (Takala et al., 2012).

1.3.

Re‐defining personalised medicine

The genomic revolution which started in the 1990s led to the discovery of hundreds of genes
that contribute to illnesses (Kolakovic et al., 2013). It was realised that genetic variation can
have a profound influence on the efficacy, leading to the growth of personalised medicine.
Personalised medicine has been defined as the right medicine in the right dose for the right
patient at the right time (Steele, 2009). It is a relatively new term commonly associated with
pharmacogenetics (Fierz, 2004).
Wening and Breitkreutz, 2010 highlight the varying of gene expression and activity on the
range of different metabolising capacities of medicines. Examples of such enzymes are the
Cyp2D6 and Cyp3A4 metabolising enzymes. Furthermore, there are number of medicines, e.g.
narrow therapeutic index medicines that need precise dose adaptation according to the
patients’ responses, particularly during initial dosing (Wening and Breitkreutz, 2010; Wening
and Breitkreutz, 2011).
The focus on genetics has been criticised for being narrow, not providing a holistic view of the
delivery of medicine which intertwines with a patient (Moldrup, 2009; Fierz, 2004). Many
researchers have raised the challenge of delivery of the more thoughtful and personalised
medicine (Florence and Lee, 2011). While the drug is key part of the therapy, it is not the only
factor. Other factors include dosing flexibility, patients’ acceptability and adherence (Florence
and Lee, 2011; Bangalore et al., 2007). The extent of this challenge has the potential to
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overcome the benefits that might accrue from developments in diagnostics and molecular
biology (Florence and Lee, 2011).
Elele et al., 2012 quotes the drug response variability and the development of doses for each
niche of the population or individual patients according to the genetic factors. The dosing in
these circumstances is to be fully tailored to the patients’ genetic background (Elele et al.,
2012). The existing pharmaceutical technologies have evolved for large scale manufacturing of
solid dosage forms which cannot accommodate the development needs of niche
subpopulations or individual patients (Elele et al., 2012).
The issue of dosing flexibility has been incorporated into the medicines and healthcare
products regulatory agency (MHRA) definition of personalised medicine. The MHRA defines
Personalised Medicine as the individualisation of drug therapy in both, choice and dose
(MHRA, 2006; Reidenberg, 2003). An extension to the field of Personalised Medicine has been
suggested by Crommelin, 2011, who differentiated the therapy from mass‐oriented delivery
systems to the more personal and tailored one by referring to the latter as Personalised
Medicines.
Florence, 2010 argues that the production and subsequent use of discrete doses is lacking in
efficacy. The discrete nature of the dose is in contrast to the human’s continual spectrum of
dosing needs that change. The currently available doses are in distinct strengths that do not
reflecting the population’s true need and nature (Florence, 2010).
The delivery of doses that cater for the individual patients need, at the current therapeutic
stage, is a challenge to achieve. Doses are mass‐manufactured in predefined strengths, which
are chosen to exert an effect in the greatest portion of the population during clinical trials so
as to aid in the manufacturing company’s market penetration (Cohen, 2001; Pardieke, 2011;
Herxeimer, 1991).
The variability within the population means that groups can experience the desired
therapeutic outcome when others can receive higher or lower doses than they require, causing
suboptimal therapy or adverse effects. The prevalence of adverse effects due to therapy
untailored to the individual has been estimated to be from 75‐85% (Herxheimer, 1991; Cohen,
1999).
An example of the mass‐manufacturing of a dose that shows higher efficacy in greater portion
of the population is fluoxetine (Prozac). The manufacturer chose a minimum dose of 20 mg for
mass‐manufacturing as it exerted effect in 64% of the target population, when the un‐
marketed 5 mg dose had exerted an effect on 54% of the population (Cohen, 1999; BNF, 2014).
The lower dose has been reported to result in fewer adverse effects and drop‐out rates when
compared to the available higher dose (Cohen, 1999).
At the individual patient level, Pies et al., 1995 reports the case of zolpidem use which he
prescribed to an insomniac patient using the available 5 mg dose. The dose did not achieve a
sufficient quality of sleep for the patient, so the next available higher dose of 10 mg tablet was
prescribed instead. Severe adverse effects ensued; the patient decided to decline zolpidem
therapy. A dose of 7.5 mg has been suggested to meet the patient’s need, but such a tablet
does not exist (Pies, 1995; BNF, 2014).
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Herxheimer, 1991 reports the clinical experience of a patient requiring amlodipine for
coronary heart disease control, aware of potential adverse effects, the patient takes the
minimum available dose of 5 mg (BNF, 2014), and immediately deterred by the emergence of a
mild swelling of the knee, which could have been avoided at lower doses, had they been
available.
To summarise, discrete strengths are not adequate in providing the precise dose needed for
the majority of patients, as the response can vary 10‐30 folds or more amongst those
administering the dose (Ma and Lu, 2011; Cohen, 1999). Manufacturers produce round
numbered dose strengths that do not necessarily have a clinical underpinning for the condition
the medicine is meant to address (Herxheimer, 1991).

1.4.

The forgotten age groups

There are at least two identifiable and disparate patient groups for whom the need for
personalised medicines is needed, children and the elderly (Florence, 2010). Neither of those
two groups comprise homogenous sets.
Children exhibit rapid growth, maturation and development exemplified in changes in
metabolism and physiological functions during their progression from neonatal state through
infancy then early and late childhood (Nunn and Williams, 2005; Florence, 2010). The elderly
experience changes in body fat distribution, renal clearance, GIT function and concomitant
disorders (Florence, 2010).
Paediatric and geriatric patients differ from the standard patient who is the focus of
pharmaceutical companies in new product development (Breitkreutz and Boos, 2007).
There are profound differences in response between children and adults, and between
children of different ages. As a child grows, kidney function (e.g. glomerular filtration rate) and
liver function (enzyme systems) involved in drug disposition evolve leading to changes in the
relationship between dose and exposure (Knibbe and Danhof, 2011). Development in the
expression and function of the receptors involved in the pharmacodynamics and safety of the
drug ensues. This leads to alterations in the relationship between exposure and response
(Knibbe and Danhof, 2011)
Therefore, dose personalisation for paediatrics and geriatrics is in dire demand across the
world. In case of the elderly, personalisation is further complicated by poly‐pharmacy, since
patients aged 65 years or older take on average 13 medicines and as many as 28 (Kolakovic et
al., 2013; Florence and Lee, 2011). This further emphasises the need to control the dose of
administered medicines to reduce the potential for drug‐drug interactions.

1.5.

Other applications of personalised dosing

In 1998, Lazarou et al., 1998 conducted a meta‐analysis of 39 studies to estimate the incidence
of adverse effects, the researchers approximated nearly 106,000 deaths, this number was the
result of exclusion of medication errors, non‐compliance, overdose and drug abuse. The
number was due to medications correct use; this was further supported by Hsiao and Wang,
2012. Cohen, 2002 argues this is due to the lack of the availability of multiple doses that
matches the patient’s dosing requirements. Vesell, 1991 estimates the responses can vary
within the same individual 4‐40 folds. It should be possible to minimise the adverse effects of
medicines if individualised dosages are made available (Brendenberg et al., 2003).
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Kolakovic et al., 2013 stipulate that the personalised dosage production can increase the speed
with which development of preclinical formulation evaluations can be done; due to the fewer
preparation steps that are required than traditional manufacturing. They also envisage a role
in clinical trial dose preparation and dose‐escalation studies (Kolakovic et al., 2013).
In clinical trials, extensive formulation studies need to be conducted prior to dosing studies.
This can be a challenge due to the limited amount of drug substances available during early
stages of development. With inkjet printing, drug loaded solution can be used to dispense a
variety of dose strengths to produce the dose range needed for clinical trials, eliminating the
time, effort and cost of formulation studies as only the loaded solution needs to be formulated
with a compatible substrate (Voura et al., 2011).

1.6.

Personalising in current dosage forms

Commercial medicines are generally available in few discrete doses. The delivery of highly
potent actives, drugs with narrow therapeutic indices, paediatric formulations, and individual
dosage unit may need to be divided or dosed prior to administration. The literature is
reviewed below for the safety and efficacy of such practices.
1.6.1. Tablets
The most common solid dosage form are tablets; tablets are cheaper to develop, manufacture,
transport, store and dispense than liquid medicines (Nunn and Williams, 2005; Brendenberg et
al., 2003). However, it is not always suitable for fine tuning doses to individual patients due to
the limited number of standard tablet strengths (Brendenberg et al., 2003). Therefore, dividing
or splitting tablets has been a common and simple technique of obtaining smaller doses
(Brendenberg et al., 2003). It is defined as It is the obtainment of higher dose tablets and
breaking them in fractions to obtain smaller doses, e.g. in half or quarter (FDA, 2009).
Some tablets cannot be split, however, due to their controlled release coating, those that do
have been found to result in content uniformity failures and mass deviation (Wening and
Breitkreutz, 2010).
Dose manufacturing limitations are the most common reason for splitting of tablets in long
term care facilities (80.5%) (Fischbach et al., 2001). While splitting can reduce the cost of
medicines (Hill et al., 2009; Peek et al., 2002; Verrue et al., 2011) and enhance dose flexibility
and easier swallowing of tablets (Quinzler et al., 2006; Verrue et al., 2011), it has a number of
disadvantages.
In healthcare, medications with the exact needed doses are often available for a minority of
patients. Tablets only offer accurate dosing within the pharmacopoeial limits when used
whole, when split there is a risk of obtaining inaccurate doses. One factor for this inaccuracy is
that tablets cannot be split precisely; weight of actual split tablet can range from 50‐150% of
the actual half‐tablet weight (Standing and Tuleu, 2005).
Splitting has been shown to result in inaccurate dosing, dose variation and content uniformity
failures even when done by pharmacy students and pharmacists (van Riet‐Nales et al., 2014;
Hill et al., 2009; Rosenberg et al., 2002). Even when tablet splitters, scissors, hand or a kitchen
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knife is used, the practice has been shown to result in inaccurate dosing (van Riet‐Nales et al.,
2014; Shah et al., 2010; Verrue et al., 2011).
Some patients suffer from movement disorders and elderly people could have difficulties with
splitting (Brendenberg et al., 2003). In addition to being arduous, time consuming (Fischbach
et al., 2001) dosing inaccuracies and deviations (from 9‐40%) are possible and can render
therapy hazardous in case of narrow therapeutic index medicines (Brendenberg et al., 2003;
Peek et al., 2002; Voura et al., 2011).
It can also be confusing for the patient and some tablets are harder to split since splitting is
dependent on tablet shape, size, splitting technique and device as well as patient ability (FDA,
2009; Peek et al., 2002). As a practice, tablet splitting is not a recommended practice for long
term dose personalisation (FDA, 2009), as Table 1‐1 summarises.
Table 1‐1: Solid dosage forms and disadvantages of dose‐personalisation potential

Solid dosage form
Tablets

Multi‐particulate
tablets
Micro‐tablet
dispensing device.

Disadvantages of splitting
More complicated that dosing liquids.
Less accurate than liquid for dosing.
Generation of drug‐containing dust.
FDA warned against splitting tablets,
quoting patient confusion about dose,
questionable equal distribution of drug,
difficulty in actual splitting and
formulations not amenable to splitting.
Dexterity and cognition to be split
correctly.
Uses standardise unit (mini or micro
tablets) counted.
Each unit must contain as close as
possible to identical amounts of
medicine.
The dose of micro‐tablet determines the
increments and lowest dose.

Reference
Breitkreutz and Boos, 2007
Nunn, 2003
FDA, 2009

Breitkreutz and Boos, 2007
Brendenberg et al., 2003

Combining tablets of different strengths has been one approach to achieve a more
individualised dose, however this is not convenient for the patient who has to handle several
tablet containers and administer several numbers of tablets which might be confusingly similar
in dimension and shape (Brendenberg et al., 2003). On the other hand, producing a manifold
of tablets containing numerous doses is not cost effective for the manufacturer (Brendenberg
et al., 2003).
In spite of drawbacks of combining different tablet strengths and that of splitting tablets, those
approaches are applied to narrow therapeutic index medicines such as warfarin, levothyroxine
and levodopa due to the lack of a more effective alternative (Brendengerg et al., 2003).
Another approach is the rendering of solid medication into a liquid dosage, an approach that
creates a number of uncertainties with regards to stability, interactions with excipients,
efficacy and stability (Voura et al., 2011).
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An oral delivery system that can deliver doses without the limitation of fixed dose is needed.
Those practices could be replaced by jetting accurate and flexible doses of medicines on a
suitable substrate.
The need for such a system is a current and growing need as Table 1‐2 below shows, which
emphasises the one‐size‐fits‐all approach of current tablet delivery of medicines.
Table 1‐2: Examples of clinical cases requiring unavailable dedicated doses

Drug
Fluoxetine

Available dose(s)
20mg (BNF, 2014)

Loratadine

10 mg (BNF, 2014)

Alosetron

1 mg (Martindale,
2013)

Atorvastatin

Lowest: 10
(BNF, 2014)

Sildenafil

Available in 25, 50
and 100 mg (BNF,
2014)

mg

Comments
Patients responded to and had fewer adverse effects
with doses of 5 and 10 mg. Doctors instructed geriatric
patients to sprinkle contents of capsule into flavoured
beverage and then drink ¼ or ½ of the drink (Cohen,
2002)
For patients aged 6 years and older. Known to be split in
practice (Cohen, 2002)
At the available dose, patients developed constipation;
drug withdrawn after 10 months on market (Cohen,
2002)
A 5 mg of the drug reduces lipoprotein cholesterol by 27‐
29%, which is more than recommended starting doses of
lovastatin and fluvastatin (Nawrocki et al., 1995; Cohen,
2002).
A 10 mg dose has been found to be effective (Boolell et
al., 1996).

Furthermore, the next larger dose is often in increments of 100% of previous. While this
approach offers wider coverage of doses it does not meet the needs of patients who respond
best to doses within the increments (Cohen 1999).
Valdecoxib, was withdrawn from the market due to higher cardiovascular risk (FDA, 2005).
Cohen, 2002 highlights the fact the drug was marketed in single dose strength. Small strength
doses have been found to be effective and less prone to produce adverse effects (Kivitz et al.,
2002). It is hypothesised that the drug, had it been available in smaller safer doses, might not
have been recalled (Cohen, 2002).
1.6.2. Liquids
Most currently available personalisable doses are liquid dosage forms rather than oral solid
one. In those types of dosage forms, metering of doses is done by means of graduated
syringes, droppers, spoons and cylinders as Figure 1‐1 below shows (Wening and Breitkreutz,
2010).
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Figure 1‐1: Accessories used to aid in personalisation of liquid doses. Left to right: Measuring cup, syringe,
dropper, cylindrical spoon and a household spoon (Sobhani et al., 2008)

Despite the potential for the liquid dosages for personalisation of doses; there are many
drawbacks and potential for erroneous dosing for the practice in general as well as for specific
measuring accessories as Table 1‐3 below shows.
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Table 1‐3: Disadvantages of using accessories to personalise liquid dosing

Dosage form
Disadvantages
All traditional dose Dexterity and Cognition needed
personalisation forms Graduations should be clear
Varied devices can amplify potential
for medication errors
Given selection of measuring
devices, control on average made
29% deviation from needed dose,
with 8% of patients measuring more
than double the dose
Spoons
Inaccurate (can vary up to 219%
using ¼ graduations).
Shape affects dose accuracy.
Household items inappropriate; 25%
of respondents for a study assessing
carers’ use of devices to personalise
doses of liquid formulations use
kitchen spoon.
Spilling during dosing.
Graduated cups
Residual liquid; Liquid can remain on
device after administration
Spilling during dosing
Multiple graduations can be
confusing
Only 30% of parents dose accurately
(within 20% of dose)
Oral droppers
Very small volumes
Need to be held vertically for
accurate and consistent dosing
Drop size affected by physical
properties of the liquid
Counting of drops is major problem
in dosing
Oral syringes
Perception in older paediatric
patients and their carers that they’re
only suitable for babies and infants
Clear instructions on use, clearing of
air bubbles and dosing weights
Measurement can be confusing to
some carers
8.6% of patients make dosing errors
(Liberal reference, within 20% of
dose is considered no error)
33.3% measured dose outside 10%
of dose tolerance
Number of patients found the
syringe difficult to use

References
Wening and Breitkreutz,
2011
Walsh et al., 2011
Frush et al., 2004
Sobhani et al., 2008
Shelly et al., 2013

Walsh et al., 2011
Griessman et al., 2007
Wening and Breitkreutz,
2011

Walsh et al., 2011
Wening and Breitkreutz,
2011
Yin et al., 2010

Walsh et al., 2011
Wening and Breitkreutz,
2011

Walsh et al., 2011
Yin et al., 2010
Sobhani et al., 2008
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Inkjet printing

One of the most promising and forward thinking technologies that has the potential for the
production of precise dosing and individual‐focused small scale manufacturing is the drop on
demand (DoD) technology (Sahay et al., 2011). There is a strong interest from carers to have
personalised doses prepared for them by an individualised dosing device (95% of a
questionnaire survey reported being interested in such a device) (Shelly et al., 2013). Printers
can be used as custom dose dispensers at hospital pharmacies and community pharmacies
(Lohani, 2014; Hirshfield et al., 2014). The majority of studies that are interested in the
production personalised doses using inkjet printing is on the making of oral solid dosage forms
since this route is the most convenient and common (Kolakovic et al., 2013).
Jetting is the phenomenon of the formation of a stream of fluid that eventually breaks into
smaller fragments (Basaran and Suryo, 2007; Zeff et al., 2000). A common demonstration of
the basic principle is the flow of water from a tap; when the tap is opened just enough to
produce thin thread‐like jet that breaks into drops as Figure 1‐2 below illustrates (Basaran and
Suryo, 2007). Inkjet printing can used to produce doses in a process that is faster, more
accurate and more dynamic and responsive to the patients dosing needs (Takala et al., 2012).
DoD is a technology that produces jets only when needed; to make it distinguished from
continuous inkjet (CIJ) which produces jets that are later blocked if printing is not required (Le,
1999; Wang and Bokor, 2007). DoD includes two classes of printers, thermal inkjet (TIJ) and
piezoelectric (PZT) printers; for detailed discussion of the mechanisms see Appendix 2.
DoD can very precisely deposit one or multiple drugs. This means dosage of medication can be
easily changed to meet the needs of specific patient. A medication can therefore be custom
ordered to carry different precise doses (Costello et al., 2010).
Oro‐dispersible films (ODF) offer a good drug delivery candidate dosage form, because of their
convenience of consumption without the need for water; when combined with the high
throughput of inkjet printing, accurate dose dispensing, inexpensive cost and non‐contact
nature to help reduce contamination, ODF technology seems attractive (Genina et al., 2013).
Genina et al., 2012 identified that personalised medicine would elucidate the genetic
variability patients exhibit upon receiving treatment; this requires flexible medicine production
and sub‐population adapted drug formulations, in a way that the current metering devices and
tablet splitting do not offer.

Figure 1‐2: Water tap and the breaking of the resulting jet
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Inkjet medicine printer

Inkjet systems are invariably connected to a computerised interface, through which settings
and parameters are decided. The interface then sends the properly formatted request to the
printer’s driver, which processes the request and forwards the instructions to the mechanical
processing units of the printer (Scafe, 2011). The context of an inkjet dispenser is shown in
Figure 1‐3 below:

Clinical
assessment

Inkjetting of
Personalised
doses

Administration

Dispensing a requested dose

Selection of drug and dose

Dose administration
Fabrication process can be
diveded into
1. Requesting dose
2. Fabricating the dose
3. Post‐fabrication
processomg

Figure 1‐3: Thematic diagram of the events associated with the production of a personalised dose

1.8.1. Clinical Assessment
Clinical assessment is done before the medicine printing facilities are needed and is based on
the healthcare professional’s interaction with the patient or the patients’ history. The
professional can be in a community or a hospital environment. A portion of patients are
capable of managing their own medicine using a practice called self‐dosing (Bussey and
Bussey, 2012). An example of self‐dosing is when patients manage their own anticoagulation
therapy without resorting to clinic visits since they can do anticoagulation level testing at
home using finger‐prick strips and have access to online tools that help them in determining
the dose adjustments of anticoagulants (Bussey and Bussey, 2012).
1.8.2. Inkjetting of personalised doses
At this stage, there is an understanding on the healthcare professional’s part of what dose is
needed. Three different periods can be identified at this stage, before jetting (pre‐jetting of
medicine), during jetting and after jetting (post‐jetting). Each would have different objectives;
which when accomplished successfully should result in an accurately dispensed dose of the
requested magnitude. The themes, which may overlap across the jetting intervals, are shown
in Figure 1‐4 below.
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Medicine printing
Pre‐jetting

Jetting

Post‐jetting

•Ink stability
•Dosing model
•Formulation
•Substrate choice
•Dosing accuracy

•Dosing Precision
•Dosing time
•Dose jetted

•Dose confirmation
•Drying
•Packaging
•Dose stability

Sterility and Cost
Figure 1‐4: Stages of jetting medicine

1.8.2.1. Pre‐jetting period
The aim of this period is to initialise the medicine printing system, identify the medicine
needed, assess the properties of the solution needed to be deposited, evaluate the properties
of the substrate on which deposition will take place and other considerations that need to take
place before nozzles are activated on the substrate.
1.8.2.1.1.
Jetting solution stability
Inkjet systems for drug delivery aim to deliver medicines onto a substrate. Jetting solution
resides in a reservoir and used to jet a variety of doses. The life of a jetting solution is expected
to extend beyond the life of many printed substrates. It is, therefore, important to implement
measures that attempt to identify the stability of the ink.
Those measures can be a measure of a cartridge manufacturing date which would then be
compared against a known stability of a solution. The issue of jetting solution stability is yet to
be investigated in the inkjetting of medicine literature, with the notable exception of Pardieke
et al., 2011 who evaluated the stability of a nano‐suspension for the deposition of the poorly‐
water soluble drug Folic acid.
1.8.2.1.2.
Formulation
In order for medicines to be dispensed using ink technology, formulations produced need to
cater to the inkjet printer requirements. Issues arising from suboptimal formulation include
puddling (ink rushing with momentum overfilling drop generators and nozzles), ink spooling
(coalescing of drops upon printing) and blooming (excessive spreading) (Thackray, 2010;
Bohorquez, 1994).
Drugs are dissolved in suitable solvents depending on their solubility. Both, mostly‐organic
solvents (Melendez et al., 2007) and aqueous solutions (Buanz et al., 2011) have been
dispensed using inkjet technology, broadening the scope of drugs that can be dispensed, to
both water‐soluble and less water‐soluble drugs.
Many different medicines have been dispensed using ink printer (See appendix I for a
complete list), one common topic has been discussed throughout all the publications as the
prerequisite of the ink formulation, that is the viscosity and surface tension. Table 1‐4 shows
the drugs and ink formulations dispensed, and their viscosities and surface tensions.
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Table 1‐4: Formulations and properties of the printed medicated solutions

Reference

Ink formulations

Drug

Viscosity
(mPa s)

Hirshfield et al.
(2013)
Raijada et al. (2013)

Ethanol

30:70 Naproxen/PVP

‐

Surface
tension
(mN/m)
‐

PEG:Ethanol (40:60)

Piroxicam

4.9 ± 0.1

27.6 ± 0.4

Sandler et al. (2011)

PG–purified water (30:70 v/v)

Paracetamol, caffeine, and
theophylline

3.1

52.0 ± 0.4

Scoutaris et al.
(2011)
Lee et al. (2012)

ethanol and DMSO(95/5

Felodipine and PVP

‐

‐

10%(w/v) PLGA solution

1% (w/v) paclitaxel

5.99

35.4

Genina et al. (2013a)

30:70 (vol.%) PG:water

Rasagiline mesylate

>5

Genina et al. (2013b)

40:60 PG:ethanol (loperamide)

Loperamide

3.6 ± 0.2

25.7 ± 0.7

30:70 of PG:water (caffeine),

Caffeine

2.6 ± 0.1

50.7 ± 1.0

Buanz et al., 2011

Glycerin Solution

Salbutamol

1.1 ‐1.5

>35

Pardeike et al. (2011

Aqueous 3% (w/w) Tween 20
solution
PG:water mixture (30:70, vol%)

10% (w/w) folic acid

‐

‐

Propranolol

2.7 ± 0.1

50.1 ± 1.0

Glycerol:Ethanol:Water
(10:10:80, vol%).

Riboflavin sodium
phosphate

1.6 ± 0.1

49.4 ± 0.9

Meléndez et al.
(2007)
Takala et al. (2012)

ethanol, water, glycerol (80:17:3)

Prednisolone

‐

‐

Glycerol (85%)

‐

‐

Tarcha et al. (2007)

Isobutanol

Riboflavin sodium
phosphate
Fenofibrate

‐

‐

Genina et al. (2012)

Viscosity and surface tension are important parameters to consider in ink formulations.
Surface tension should be high enough to form spherical shaped droplets, and not produce a
constant leakage (Hirshfield et al., 2014). Viscosity should be low enough that the fluid can be
jetted but high in that it is not ejected to earlier which can lead to the formation of tail,
producing a satellite drop (Hirshfield et al., 2014).
Different values ranges for surface tension and viscosity and have been quoted for optimal
jetting; Genina et al., (2013b) reported, for piezoelectric ink jet printers the desirable viscosity
and surface tension are 1‐30mPaS and 25‐50mN/m, respectively. Although there is
considerable overlap in figures reported as Figure 1‐5 and Figure 1‐6 show; there have not
been definitive values for ink formulations to abide by, different inkjet printers have been
used, and different drugs have been jetted, which contributed to the different range required.
Different manufacturers have different requirements therefore following manufacturers
recommendations is important, for example Dimatix printer has recommended, a viscosity
between 10 and 12mPa s and surface tension between 28 and 33mN/m (Dimatix, 2010). Ink
formulations that are used commercially for the printing of text and images can provide a
reference point, in terms of viscosity and surface tension, for future potential formulations.
Piezoelectric print head operates a driving waveform, which can be manipulated to control
volume of droplet dispensed (Chen et al., 2010). “The waveform varies as a function of
viscosity, surface tension and temperature of the jetted solution” (Doraiswamy et al., 2009),
allowing the adjusting of the printer to the formulation. Pulse width and driving voltage make
up driving waveform.
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Since not all solutions of dissolved drugs subscribe to the required viscosity and surface
tension ranges, the use of a viscosity and/or surface tension modifiers are required. Genina et
al., (2012) stated that polyethylene glycol was the most suitable viscosity modifier compared
to other pharmaceutically approved viscosity modifiers. Polyethylene glycol has been used in
many publications (Sandler et al., 2011), however Genina et al., (2012) found it unsuitable;
though riboflavin was highly soluble in water, it precipitated in the presence of polyethylene
glycol. A viscosity modifier that was used in place of polyethylene glycol was glycerol; the
precipitation of the drug illustrates the importance of considering the drug molecule to be
formulated when selecting additives.
To prevent precipitation of drug molecule, it is important to consider the evaporation rate of
the solvent. A slow evaporation rate is favourable, to avoid rapid loss of solvent, which leads to
precipitation followed by the potential clogging of the nozzle; a humectant may also be
needed. A humectant is a substance the helps retain water, Genina et al., (2013b) used
polyethylene glycol to obtain a favourable evaporation rate, which is not only a viscosity
modifier but also a humectant. Also to prevent clogging of the use of moisturising agents such
as, PEG, polyethylene glycol or glycerol, as suggested by Raijada et al., (2013). The excipients
mentioned are used to ensure the consistent jetting of medicine; Table 1‐4 detailed the
excipients in the ink formulations.
Excipients used in drug formulations for paediatric use require additional consideration; the
use of excipients should be limited, and excipients that are included need to be justified.
Scrutinising of excipients is due to safety concerns, and therefore a risk versus benefit balance
assessment is needed (EMA, 2011).
Polyethylene glycol is widely used in ink formulations used to dispensed drug. Polyethylene
glycol has been reported to have central nervous system (CNS) adverse side effects in children
in large doses (Walsh et al., 2011).
Also, ethanol has been used in a number of publications at high concentrations, e.g. Melendez
et al., (2007) with 80% v/v, Raijada et al. (2013) 60% v/v and Scoutaris et al. (2011) 95% v/v.
Medicines should not produce blood concentration of more than 25mg/100ml of ethanol, and
over‐the‐counter preparations of ethanol cannot contain more that 5% vol of ethanol. Ethanol
is a central nervous system depressant and there can produce adverse side effects on the
central nervous system (Zuccotti and Fabiano, 2011). It is desirable to avoid the use of ethanol
in paediatric formulations, unless it is dried prior to administration.
Finally, one more point to consider when dispensing solution is to consider the saturation
solubility of the drug in the chosen solvent. Saturation solubility is the maximum concentration
of drug that can be dissolved in the solvent. The concentration of drug may be below the
saturation solubility, it is theorised the drug will precipitate out if saturated solutions are used;
leading to the clogging of nozzles (Raijada et al., (2013)).
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Figure 1‐5: Viscosity of the printed medicated solutions. Red colours refer to TIJ whereas blue ones refer to PZT.
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Figure 1‐6: Surface tension values of printed medicated solutions. Red colour refers to TIJ whereas blue to PZT.

The results of plotting the viscosity and surface tension of the printed solution against the
technology used to print the medicine seem to follow no consistent pattern. The researchers
have used different printing facilities ranging from purpose‐build printers, in‐house
manufactured nozzles and commercial desktop printers. This variation can suggest that the
surface tension and the viscosity properties of the ink are a reflection of the design of the
printing system, namely the printing components of drop generators, nozzles, spouts and
reservoirs (Montanez, 1999). Drawing from this, it might be possible to use a variety of
different solution properties if the system was designed to print a specified range of viscosity
or surface tension, and that the printing mechanism (TIJ vs PZT) are not the main drive behind
the choice (Pond, 1996).
The mechanism which is mostly affected by the properties of viscosity and surface tension is
the refilling of the drop generator. When the solution passes through spouts into the nozzle
firing chambers and drop generators these components, along with the diameter of the nozzle,
frequency of firing, the length of the firing signal and the temperature of firing play a crucial
role in the ejection of the drops (Bohorquez, 1994; Montanez, 1999).
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A more comprehensive list of formulations that were printed for purposes of drug delivery and
other applications are detailed in appendix (1).
1.8.2.1.3.
Dosing model
The coverage of the dosing of a wide variety of patient populations is one requirement of a
successful flexible dosing system (Wening and Breitkreutz, 2011). It leads from this that the
dosing model, which is the relationship between a modifiable printing parameter and the
resulting dose, needs to lend itself to high flexibility, avoiding fixed endpoints.
An example of a model with fixed endpoints is Genina et al., 2013 model which varies the
spaces between deposited droplets to control the dose. Since there were only a selection of
settings controlling the drop spacing, the researcher was unable to go beyond the minimum
dose of 0.2 mg or more than the maximum of 2.5 mg.
An example of a more flexible model was that used by Buanz et al., 2011, who found a linear
relationship between the concentration of the jetting solution used and the resulting dose.
Despite the narrow range of the dose achieved, in theory the system can be extrapolated to
cover wide range of dosing ranges without the maximum limitations dictated by the chosen
parameter.
Substrates
1.8.2.1.4.
Substrates are the target platforms for the nozzles, on which the final dose will rest. To deliver
drugs for oral administration it is important to dispense drug onto substrates that can be
ingested. Although the ability to jet medicines has been demonstrated, some researchers have
not jetted the medicines on to substrates fit to human consumptions as Table 1‐5 below
shows.
Table 1‐5: Examples of substrates used for printing

Reference
Hirshfield et al., (2013)
Raijada et al., (2013)
Sandler et al., (2011)
Scoutaris et al., (2011)
Lee et al., (2012)
Genina et al., (2013a)
Genina et al., (2013b)
Buanz et al., (2011)
Genina et al., (2012)
Meléndez et al., (2007)
Takala et al., (2012)
Tarcha et al., (2007)

Substrate(s)
hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose (HPMC) films
Edible icing sheets
uncoated paper, coated paper, and polyethylene terephthalate
(PET) film
Glass cover slip coated in flutec fluid , to increase hydrophobicity
Glass slide
Oro‐dispersible films, Copy paper, water impermeable
transparency films
Icing sheet, PET film, HPC film
Clear acetate film, Starch films
Uncoated wood‐free paper, triple‐coated inkjet paper, double‐
coated sheet
PTFE films over a clear transparency film
Copy paper and photocopy paper
Stents

Many publications have jetted drug formulations onto edible substrates such as, edible icing
sheets (Raijada et al., 2013) (Genina et al., 2013b), edible polymeric films (hydroxypropyl
methyl cellulose (HPMC) films) (Hirshfield et al., 2013), orodispersible films (Genina et al.,
2013a), in‐house produced cellulose films (Genina et al., 2013b), starch films, (Buanz et al.,
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2011). This shows that drugs can be delivered onto such substrates and given to the patient for
administration, after a dose check step. Many of the publications printed on copy paper.
Genina et al., (2013a) found that printing on copy paper produced low standard deviations.
The reason for that is perhaps of the substrate’s absorptive nature; copy paper is designed for
printing, the ink can penetrate into the copy paper and therefore avoid smearing. In addition,
it is important that substrate is still able to retain sufficient mechanical strength after multiple
passes. Researchers have been mainly based on the specifics of printing medicines and how
the technology can be used to print medicine; less focus has been given to the type of
substrate used. However, there have been publications that have looked into printing of drugs
on different substrates (Sandler et al., 2011), (Genina et al., 2013a), Genina et al., (2013b). As
the field grows and ink jetting is established as a method of dispensing medicines, printing on
edible substrates will be the next step in the development of individualised doses. It is
important to realise a system that is able to deliver predictable doses with high precision
across many substrate types, as those can be used to tailor other parameters of dosage forms
(pharmacokinetics, dosage form stability, taste‐masking, etc).
Substrates that are used for non‐drug delivery purposes as well as those reported in this
section are detailed in appendix (1).
1.8.2.1.5.
Dosing accuracy
Accuracy in the delivery context does not refer to the printer’s ability to deposit on the desired
areas of a substrate with accuracy; rather, accuracy means the deviation of the predicted dose
from the observed one. The former is key in control of dose and printed dose characteristics
but household printers deliver consistent outcomes which are improving with the
implementation of sensors, such as HP’s Optical Media Advance Sensor (OMAS) and the
accuracy with which it controls mechanical movements, concern is not paramount (Casaldàliga
et al., 2011).
If a jetted dose deviates significantly from the predicted dose, it can result in achieving lower
or higher serum level of the drug. This can result in suboptimal therapy, counteracting the
purpose of the use of this method for drug delivery.
Such deviations have been reported in the literature (Genina et al., 2013), however, due to the
explorative nature of these works it is expected that deviations from the predicted models will
be remedied as the understanding of the interaction of the printing system and the jetting
solution evolve. A cornerstone in the progression of inkjet delivery of medicines is the
development of non‐destructive methods of dose confirmation, discussed in the dose
confirmation section below.
1.8.2.2. Jetting period
The period starts with the request being passed to the printing system and the system
successfully initiated the print‐heads and printing accessories.
1.8.2.2.1.
Precision
Once printing starts, it is important to jet the drops of the solution in the confined dose area so
as to reduce the dose‐to‐dose variation of the jetted drug. Genina et al., (2013a) found
standard deviations that were unacceptable for edible films; it was due to smearing from
printer head from printing multiple passes. To avoid such future problems, printer design
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needs to be reconsidered, perhaps increasing distance between printer head and substrate to
avoid smearing of printed content.
Most of the publications however, did report low standard deviations, producing standard
deviations of less than 5%. Oral films are not included in the BP monograph, therefore the
dose tolerance for tablet and oral syrups were looked at. The dose tolerance for tablets was
between 92.5‐107.5%, and for oral syrups, between 90‐105% (Buanz et al., 2011). According to
BP, each single unit should be within ±15% of the average amount of the active ingredient.
Obtaining a low standard deviation is important in producing reproducible doses that contains
the same drug content.
1.8.2.2.2.
Time to print dose
It is the time required to produce an administrable dose. It is inconvenient for patients to wait
a lengthy duration of time for their medication. Melendez et al., (2007) calculated that to
deposit 8mg of API onto 5.08cm x 1.27cm (2”x0.5”) substrate took a total of 2 minutes, and
Genina et al., 2013a stated that it only took a few seconds to print a row of five 16mm x 26mm
rectangles. Tarcha et al., 2007 jetted fenofibrate onto stent, they determined that the whole
process, on average, took between 6.5 and 7 minutes, however the actual dispensing of the
drug took less than 2 minutes. This demonstrates how quickly an inkjet printer can deposit a
dose during, thus increasing its attractiveness as a manufacturing method.
Jetting times depend on the inkjet system used, dose and jetting patterns. It may increase with
higher dosing requirements. The setting in which jetting of the doses takes place determines
the importance of the jetting time, community settings with high turnover of visitors may not
be ideal for extremely long jetting times.
The drop generation speed measured in Hertz has been increasing as technology progressed to
minimise the jetting time, for example for TIJ it grew from 6.25kHz (Shimoda, 1996), 10 kHz
(O’horo, 1996) to 36 kHz (Bruch, 2002).
1.8.2.2.3.
Maximum achievable dose
Once printing is initiated, it is important to achieve a dose that can produce the therapeutic
level required to achieve the clinical outcome. Most of the doses obtained were not
therapeutically sufficient, as shown in Table 1‐6 below.
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Table 1‐6: Doses of the printed drugs and their audience

Reference

Drug

Hirshfield et al.
(2013)
Raijada et al. (2013)
Sandler et al., (2011)

Scoutaris et al.,
(2011)
Lee et al., (2012)

Minimum
therapeutic dose

Age group

Naproxen

Maximum
deposited
amount (μg)
1120

5mg/kg

1 month–18 years

Piroxicam

50.1

5mg

Theophylline
Caffeine
Paracetamol
Felodipine

78
270
270
2500

9mg/kg
2.5mg/kg
60mg/kg
2.5mg

6–18 years (under
15 kg)
Child 2‐12 years
Neonates
Child 1–3 months
Elderly

Paclitaxel

0.34

‐

‐

Genina et al.,
(2013a)

Rasagiline
mesylate

2110 ± 70

1mg

‐

Genina et al.,
(2013b)
Buanz et al., (2011)

Loperamide
Caffeine
Salbutamol

2431 ± 85
1272 ± 46
798.17 ± 21.2

1mg
2.5mg/kg
15μg/kg

4–8 years
Neonates
2‐18 years

Genina et al. (2012)

Propranolol

503 ± 3

2mg/kg

Riboflavin sodium
phosphate

340 ± 2

50mg

Children 2‐12
years
1 month‐18 years

Presnisolone

8000

1–2 mg/kg

1 month–18 years

Riboflavin sodium
phosphate

~2225

50mg

1 month‐18 years

Fenofibrate

598

67mg/20 kg

Child 4–15 years

Meléndez et al.
(2007)
Takala et al. (2012)

Tarcha et al. (2007)

A few researchers did achieve doses within therapeutic range, for example naproxen
dispensed by Meléndez et al. (2007), however the dose achieved would only be suitable for a
child weighing 2kg, also looking at prednisolone the dose is therapeutic for a child weight 4‐
8kg. Buanz et al., (2011) was able to dispense a dose suitable for a child of 50kg, therefore it is
able to provide for a wider range of patients. Scoutaris et al., (2011) dispense a felodipine dose
within a suitable therapeutic range, however the dose dispensed is indicated for elderly and it
is only an initial dose. Finally, Genina et al., (2013a) and Genina at al., (2013b) was able to
dispense doses within acceptable therapeutic ranges, rasagiline and loperamide respectively.
There was no clear trend for the type of drug dispensed; it is believed the drugs dispensed
were used as models to demonstrate inkjet printing.
Researchers in the field of medicine inkjetting have dispensed range of doses; to be able to
compare the doses produced, the dose was normalised by area, as Table 1‐7 below shows and
by the number of passes needed to produce the dose, as Table 1‐8 indicates.
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Table 1‐7: Standardised doses achieved per area of the substrate (* deduced from graph)

Reference

Drug

Maximum
deposited amount

Printed Area

Hirshfield et al., (2013)
Raijada et al., (2013)
Sandler et al., (2011)

Naproxen
Piroxicam
Theophylline
Caffeine
Paracetamol
Felodipine
Paclitaxel
Rasagiline
mesylate
Loperamide
Caffeine
Salbutamol
Propanalol
Riboflavin
sodium
phosphate
Prednisolone
Riboflavin
sodium
phosphate
Fenofibrate

11.2mg
50.1 μg
78μg
270 μg
270 μg
2.5 mg
0.34μg
2.11 ± 0.07mg

2 cm x 3.5 cm
1cm2
1cm2
1cm2
1cm2
‐
367,405μm2
20 mm × 30 mm

2.431 ± 0.085mg
1.272 ± 0.046mg
798.17 ± 21.2μg
0.503 ± 0.003 mg
0.340 ± 0.002 mg

4cm
2
4cm
2cm x 2cm
1cm2
1cm2

608
318
199.5
503
340

8mg
~2.225mg*

͌6.35 cm2
‐

1,240
‐

598μg

8mmx40mm

186.875

Scoutaris et al., (2011)
Lee et al., (2012)
Genina et al., (2013a)
Genina et al., (2013b)
Buanz et al., (2011)
Genina et al., (2012)

Meléndez et al., (2007)
Takala et al., (2012)

Tarcha et al., (2007)

2

Maximum
deposited
amount
(μg/cm2)
1,600
50.1
78
270
270
‐
9.2
351

By area, the total dispensed doses are modest and exceeded the 1 mg/cm2 mark in the case of
Melendez et al., 2007 and Hirshfield et al., 2013. Both of those researchers have employed a
mostly‐organic solvent to obtain high solubility of the active in the jetting solution, a strategy
which different methods of printing may differ in handling. For example, Hirshfield et al., 2013
used a printer based on PZT technology, which has been purpose built to dispense a stream of
droplets onto a pre‐programmed area. Since Melendez et al., 2007 has used a TIJ off‐the‐shelf
traditional printer, the researchers had to employ an additional measure, which is to increase
the number of times the substrate was re‐inserted into the printer for printing repeats (known
as printing passes). Increasing the number of passes increases the volume being deposited on
an area of substrate.
Printers function by depositing a controllable and highly consistent volume of solution onto a
substrate, the volumes deposited is the determining parameter for the dose. Volumes
calculated from values reported normalised by area and number of passes in the literature, are
in Table 1‐8 below.
The table illustrates the small volumes dispensed by the printer and a potential cause of the
small doses which inkjet printers have traditionally been known to produce. For a system to
dispense higher doses, a highly concentrated jetting solution should be used and combined
with a system that dispenses copious volumes with a minimal number of passes.
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Table 1‐8: Volumes of medicated jetting solutions dispensed

Reference

Drug
Salbutamol

Conc.
(mg/ml)
30

Area
(cm2)
4

Number of
passes
6

Dose
(mg)
0.04

Volume
(uL/cm2/pass)
0.06

Buanz et al.,
(2011)
Genina et al.,
(2012)

Propranolol
Riboflavin
Naproxen

50
31.5
70

1
1
7

1
1
1

0.503
0.34
11.2

10.06
10.79
22.86

Raijada et al.,
(2013)

Piroxicam

5

1

1

0.05

10.02

Sandler et al.,
(2011)

Theophylline
Caffeine
Paracetamol

5.8
19.3
9.9

1
1
1

1
1
1

0.078
0.27
0.27

13.45
13.99
27.27

Lee et al.,
(2012)
Genina et al.,
(2013a)

Paclitaxel

10

0.365

1

0.0003

0.09

Rasagiline
mesylate

100

6

9

2.11

0.39

Genina et al.,
(2013b)

Loperamide
Caffeine

50
20

4
4

1
1

2.431
1.272

12.16
15.90

Meléndez et al.,
(2007)

Prednisolone

50

6.452

60

8

0.41

Tarcha et al.,
(2007)

Fenofibrate

40

3.2

1

14.728

115.06

Hirshfield et al.,
(2013)

1.8.2.3. Post‐jetting
This period occurs when the nozzles finish the jetting process onto the substrate.
1.8.2.3.1.
Dose confirmation
Inkjet systems can fail due nozzle blocking, heater failure or bubble‐collapse damage (Thackray
and Hindagolla, 2010; Burke, 1996; Kobayashi, 1998) which can have adverse outcomes on the
total dose delivered. TIJ is vulnerable to depositions on heater which reduces the drop
generators performance, commonly known as kogation (koga=Japanese for scorching)
(Shirota, 1996). This phenomenon can be remedied by using high purity of jetting solution
components (Reick, 2001), deionised water as a solvent (Oka and Kimura, 1996) and a recovery
pulse when needed (Kobayashi, 1998).
Following on from obtaining intended dose, methods to confirm dose and measure content
uniformity need to be implemented to ensure patients receives effective treatment. According
to the MEP (RPS, 2011), pharmacists required to carry out clinical checks to ensure dose is
suitable, to do this the provided dose must be confirmed. To test for content uniformity,
samples are taken to be tested. Since individual doses are produced in inkjet systems, each
dose would need to be confirmed. These tests are usually destructive and therefore would
lead to loss of dosage form. A method of confirming dose is by the use of dye and visual
observation. Takala et al., (2012) and Genina et al., (2012) both dispensed riboflavin ink
formulation, this is an orange coloured vitamin, it was used to visualise the deposited drug. An
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expansion of using dyes it to use a scanner to investigate the shade of the print as a dose
confirmation method. Even colourless formulations can be tested with this approach by the
incorporation of a dye or other formulation excipients.
Other techniques can gravimetrically determine the dose, as microbalances with high
sensitivity can be utilised to measure the difference in the weight of the substances deposited
on the substrate, following a quick drying step to reduce the weight change due to residual
solvent.
Optical and electrostatic detectors fitted with print‐heads are able to monitor nozzles and
detect any non‐functioning or malfunctioning ones, instructing other nozzles to fire
temporarily in lieu of the nozzle in question until the print session is finished, when the print‐
head is serviced by the printers cleaning and wiping systems (Bruch, 2002). Such systems can
check a nozzle in less than 2 ms, (2000 nozzles can take about 5 seconds to check) (Bruch,
2002).
Such compensation systems can be a first line defence against dose deviation. Should such a
system fail, dose confirmation systems can act as a fall‐back method to alert the operator of
the issue.
1.8.2.3.2.
Drying
Drying is common in larger printing applications of the inkjet systems “curing”. It could aid
with adhering of the deposited medicines on the substrate as well reducing the impact of the
solvent on administration process. It is important to investigate the effect of drying on the
physical state of the compound and any change, if any, does not detract from the therapeutic
outcome of the drug.
1.8.2.3.3.
Packaging
This step’s presence relies on the time of administration of the produced dosage form and the
impact of environmental factors on it. Doses produced for immediate consumption may not
need extensive packaging, unless the formulation is sensitive to the environmental exposure,
e.g. photosensitivity, in which case a package reducing the exposure of the produced dose to
the offending factor should be employed with minimal contact, if any, with the jetted surface
of the substrate.
1.8.2.3.4.
Printed dose stability
If the requested dosage form is required for consumption at a later time, it is pivotal to
investigate the stability of the formulation on the substrate in question. Different formulations
will behave different on different substrates, their stability profile may be different and their
response to environmental factors may vary accordingly.
A number of researchers who have printed actives did not report the stability of the printed
dosage form, stating the doses were for immediate consumption (Scoutaris et al., 2011; Buanz
et al., 2011). While this might be possible in a controlled healthcare environment like a
hospital, enforcing prompt administration if a dose was dispensed at a household, should it be
possible to do so, is more challenging.
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1.8.3. Administration
For successful therapeutic outcome of the jetted dose, it must be administered to the patient
requiring it. An edible substrate, if it dissolved rapidly upon coming in contact with the salivary
secretions of the oral cavity, would release its contents and the drug present on it in the cavity,
facilitated by the movement of the tongue. The dissolved film and its contents would then be
swallowed. Such films are found to be acceptable dosage form for paediatrics, patients with
dysphagia and those with fear of choking (Buck, 2013).
Should the taste of the drug (or a film component) be unacceptable the oro‐dispersible route
of administration may be inconvenient for the patient. In such a case, flavoured substrates can
be used to facilitate the administration.
Another possible administration method would be to roll the substrate on which the drug was
deposited, and insert it into a hard‐shell capsule which can be swallowed in a traditional
fashion. Using this approach would spare the patient the taste of the film while still enjoying
the personalisation of the dose. However, it would mean narrowing the population of patients
able to administer the dose. According to the European medicines agency (EMA) capsules are
only preferentially acceptable in children aged 6 years and above (EMA, 2006). Oro‐dispersible
dosage forms, on the other hand, are acceptable starting with infants and toddlers age group
(1 month to 2 years) and above (EMA, 2006).

1.9.

1.3.2 General printing concerns

There are general considerations which take place throughout the printing cycle. Those are as
follows:
1.9.1. Sterility
Sterility is an important point to consider when formulating medicine; it is the elimination of
microorganism (CDC, 2008). Sterilisation is needed to prevent the contaminations of the doses,
and to avert potential illness in the patient. Without sterilising and sterility check, it can be
seen as unethical to provide patient with medicine.
There has been little mention in the publications to the sterilising the printer cartridge and
printer nozzle in regards to dispensing medicines, with the exception of Buanz et al., (2011)
and Mueannoom et al., (2011). These publications cleaned ink cartridge with distilled water
followed by absolute ethanol. Pardeike et al., (2011) simply cleaned the nozzle with water,
which can be deemed not enough and that more sterilisation techniques would need to be
implemented. Tirella et al., (2011) did sterilise ink cartridge with gas plasma treatment,
however the cartridges was used to dispense cells.
As a commercial printer technology, thermal inkjet printers prove easier to sterilise, the
cartridge and nozzle being one and same unit, and can be removed to be sterilised or replaced.
With piezoelectric inkjet printers, the nozzle is part of the bulk printer body and the ink
cartridge simply acts as a reservoir. Therefore, it is difficult to sterilise the nozzle; this is
important to consider when choosing a printer design for medicine dispensing.
1.9.2. Cost considerations
From a practical adoption viewpoint, Wening and Breitkreutz, 2011 devised a classification
system for personalised dosing of medicines, which classifies the groups of technologies into
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four classes depending on two important properties, cost and dosing flexibility as Figure 1‐7
below shows.

Figure 1‐7: Cost vs dose flexibility classification system (Wening and Breitkreutz, 2011)

Those factors are important in adopting the delivery technologies. Costs include the
development and production costs in addition to transport costs. Cost is one of the most
relevant factors for the adoption of any new technology. In Wenning and Breitkreutz
classification system, the cost is assessed along with the dosing flexibility of a system to classify
its potential for the production of personalised doses.
If the technology can utilise the commercially‐predominant thermal inkjet systems which is
already amenable to cheap mass‐production as evidenced by the ease with which thermal
nozzles are replaced. Furthermore, such systems have proven to be robust since there are no
moving mechanical parts in a thermal nozzle. This is exemplified by the dominance of this
technology in studies using modified printing systems.
The thermal inkjet predominant market share of 75% is not reflected in the review, it was seen
in that majority of the publications used piezoelectric technology. Cost is not as major a
concern for researchers as it is for the commercial adoption, and as mentioned before
piezoelectric printers can print an array of fluids, whereas thermal inkjet printers as more
suitable for aqueous solutions, favouring the technology for research explorative work.
1.9.3. Scaling up
Inkjet systems are relatively easy to scale up as the number of nozzles can be controlled and
changed according to the volume of deposition and area of deposition (Hirshfield, 2013).
Current printers used for wide‐format printing can deliver higher volumes and have wider
nozzle plates and more nozzles (Nigro and Smouse, 1999)

1.10. Success factors for delivery systems
Florence and Lee, 2011 argue that numerous factors contribute to the success of the therapy,
those are not limited to the awareness of the genetic profile of the patient and the availability
of the API at the required pharmacological receptor. They and Wening and Breitreutz, 2011
argue for the dosing system to be successful, it must:
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Provide for complete patient population (the precise and flexible dosing for the
patients and the potential for polypharmacy for specific patient populations)
Not be based on parenteral administration due to patient acceptability and setting‐
applicability
Use the oral route
Be amenable to promoting patient adherence
Be relatively cheap
Be simple to use
Be robust for long term use

Current research suggests ink‐jetting as a technology has the potential to deliver relatively
small doses of medicines, therefore it would be able to cover a patient population requiring
potent drugs (Sandler et al., 2011).
Furthermore, the use of oral thin films has been reported to improve adherence in patients
and can be a contributory factor for improved efficacy of therapy (Dixit and Puthli, 2009; EMA,
2011).
While an aim of this technique of producing personalised dosing is to have this instrument in
the pharmacy or hospital ward, a longer aim can be the availability of this device in the homes
of patients receiving their prescription with doses enclosed on their computers. The printer
can authenticate the doses according to reported lab tests and the physicians’ electronically
signed prescription before dispensing the dose and confirming it.
The latter would be more appropriate of medicines where tighter control is required such as
controlled substances, but the ease with which the operator can specify a dose may be useful
in self‐prescription of medicines where patients take the responsibility of maintaining their
therapeutic levels of narrow therapeutic index drugs having been educated and equipped with
the required devices to titrate the doses against a therapeutic value (Sanofi, 2009).

1.11. Conclusions
Inkjet printing is a promising method of manufacturing medicines; especially for low dose
drugs with narrow therapeutic windows. Ink‐jetting printing can produce precise, accurate,
reproducible doses. However research is still needed to gain more information into the
technologies and how they can be optimised to dispense medicines in a safe manner.
There is so far no universal formulation for inkjet printing of all medicines as the formulation is
dependent on the system and the characteristics of the active. Preliminary pre‐formulation
studies are required to ensure ink formulations are suitable for jetting and to avoid possible
clogging of the nozzles.
Due to the small volumes off‐the‐shelf printers can dispense combined with the low
concentration needed to prevent the potential clogging; only low doses have currently been
largely reported. Producing high doses, or drugs with wide therapeutic window, it seems more
cost effective to produce traditional oral dosage forms such as, tablets, capsules or suspension.
For those groups of medicines, inkjet printing will not probably replace traditional methods of
manufacturing medicines.
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Introduction

Current inkjet printers are not designed to dispense medicines, as they evolved to dispense
minimal volumes of ink. Furthermore, they are fitted with printing implementations that result
in limitations in dispensing of medicines, affecting achievable dose, dose control, dose
precision due to smearing and erosion.

This work hypothesises that the current off‐the‐shelf inkjet systems capacity for the dispensing
of medicines can be greatly enhanced by re‐engineering areas of its original design. The aim of
the re‐engineering is to develop a drug delivery system to dispense personalised doses of
clinically needed actives in therapeutic doses. The following objectives underpin this aim:







Re‐engineer commercialised inkjet printer to allow more accurate and precise dosing
Characterise the re‐engineered system
Explore the system’s internal volume control for therapeutic dosing
Develop a dosing control method with capacity for higher dosing of clinically needed
medicines
Investigate the potential of optical scanning for dosing confirmation
Explore additional capacity for printers to simultaneously dispense multiple excipients
and actives
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Chapter 2: Inkjet re‐engineering

2.1.

Introduction: challenges in inkjet printing of medicines

The re‐engineering a commercialised inkjet system can be challenging due to the printing
purpose nature of the system and the controls put in place to guarantee usable performance
of its parts. To exploit the capacity of the system for dispensing of medicines a deeper
understanding of the technologies it encompasses is required.

2.2.

Re‐engineering review

The re‐engineering of a desktop printer is an intricate process which is likely to require the
investment of time and monetary resources; therefore a decision to select the most efficient
and robust technology for the re‐engineering process according to the published literature was
needed.
There are two main printing mechanisms dominating the desktop inkjet printer market,
piezoelectric printing (PZT) and thermal inkjet printing (TIJ). Those principal drop generating
techniques are frequently referred to as drop on demand (DoD) printers (Le, 1999).
2.2.1. Piezoelectric printers (PZT)
It forms about 25% of the desktop printer market (Arney, 2006), a significant proportion
manufactured by Epson (Costello et al., 2010). PZT printers are able to deposit formulations of
viscosity 8‐20 cps and surface tension 25‐45 mN/m (Sumerel et al., 2006; Sandler et al., 2011).
2.2.1.1. Mechanism
Piezoelectric printers use a piezoelectric transducer (lead zirconate titanate “PZT” crystal
ceramic) which causes a deformation in response to an electrical field (Priest et al., 1997; Le,
1999; Sumerel et al., 2006; Bathurst 2012; Arney, 2006). The piezoelectric material is often
used because it is considered to offer the highest performance due to the strong piezoelectric
response “change in dimension” and relatively low operating voltage (Bathurst, 2012).
Activation by applied voltage pulses leads to a deformation of a micron or submicron scale in
the dimensions of the crystal (contraction or expansion) or the shape of the crystal, acting as a
volumetric transformer like a “syringe” pushing and pulling of a diaphragm adjacent to the
firing chamber (Hirshfield et al., 2014; Kolakovic et al., 2013; Arney, 2006; Le, 1999; Nigro and
Smouse, 1999). Activating the crystal creates pressure wave that propagates toward the nozzle
where a drop is formed which is ejected, mechanically moving both the diaphragm and the ink
(Le, 1999; Nigro and Smouse, 1999) as Figure 2‐1 shows.
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Figure 2‐1: Piezoelectric drop generating chamber (Alomari et al., 2014) (A) the unactivated state (B) the
movement of the piezo‐element upon receipt of an electrical pulse resulting in the formation of a droplet and (C)
refilling of the chamber

PZT formulations depending on the manufacturer of the instrument would require a range of
different viscosities and surface tensions, but it has been reported that common viscosity
range is 1‐30 mPaS and surface tension of 25‐50 mN/m (Kolakovic et al., 2013). Viscosity
modifier like PG and Glycerol can be added which can also act as humectants to reduce the
evaporation. Viscosities lower than 20 mPaS can be used with PZT; higher viscosities dissipate
the kinetic energy exerted by the PZT causing failure of drop ejection (De Gans, 2004).
2.2.1.2. Advantages
Piezoelectric printers are, in theory, more versatile printers when it comes to the choice of the
solution solvent since they rely on the physical propelling of droplets from the nozzle
(Bathurst, 2012). Those printers have been designed for desktop printers with aqueous
solvents in mind due to regulatory guidance (Beeson, 1999).
A selection of waveforms and applied voltages can be used to drive PZT printheads, allowing
the technology to deliver comparable size drops using inks of different viscosities to adjust for
manufacturing variations and to eject drops of different volumes from a single nozzle (EPSON,
2006; Arney, 2006).
The drop generation of wide range of liquids can be undertaken by adjusting the applied
voltage and the waveform of the pulse (Doraiswamy et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2010; Hirshfield
et al., 2014). Acetone which provides high solubility for a number of low water solubility
medicines have been found to be not suitable for purpose built Dimatix PZT printers (Raijada
et al., 2013), suggesting that printing with this technique still suffers from solvent selection
limitations.
The PZT drop generation process does not involve the generation of heat, allowing the use of
highly heat sensitive materials, however this has not yet been proven to offer any practical
advantage as inks have shown similar performance in comparison to the TIJ technology
(EPSON, 2006; Katen, 1999; De Gans, 2004; Arney, 2006). There has been a report, however,
that the use of high frequencies used to dispense jetting solutions from PZT printers could
inflict damage on fragile cellular components of the solution (Cui et al., 2010). Other
researchers found the issue of potential effect of PZT technology on the stability of the prints
significant enough to be investigated (Tarcha et al., 2007; Sandler et al., 2011).
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2.2.1.3. Disadvantages
For the PZT printers to work the fluid in the drop generation chambers must be incompressible
for the ejection to take place (Arney, 2006). This mechanical movement leads to high
sensitivity to air bubbles, unlike TIJ printers which can sweep out air bubbles due to the high
velocity of the movement of the solution in the nozzle from the movement of the vapour
bubble piston (HP, 2006; Arney, 2006). The ink in the PZT drop generator is essentially at rest
except for the small portion near the orificie (HP, 2006; Arney, 2006). This makes purging the
bubbles difficult for PZT printers (Arney, 2006). The presence of air bubbles can completely
disable the PZT drop generation process since it critically depends on the incompressibility of
the ink (Arney, 2006). Currently this is minimised by regular priming of the nozzles by pumping
ink through the printhead and disposing of the printed volumes in the printhead service
station (Arney, 2006).Air bubbles in the nozzles represent a challenge for PZT, requiring
frequent priming and purging to eliminate air resulting in greater ink wasting (Nigro and
Smouse, 1999).
The crystal dimension changes are small at an estimated 0.5‐5 angstrom per volt applied, in a
5mm long PZT crystal, the elongation is one micrometer (an absolute change of 0.02% in
length) (Pond, 196; Le, 1999; Arney, 2006). This minute deformation is the result of shift of
some of the atoms off their lattice positions when electricity is applied (Pond, 1996). This led
to the requirement of a large diaphragm and device area to create the needed volumetric
displacement, making the PZT printer bulkier than the TIJ to produce comparable volume. The
challenge to miniaturise the PZT drop generator has led to a greater distance between nozzles
(around 140 micrometers between nozzles) giving a lower nozzle density (Wang and Bokor,
2007; Le, 1999; Arney, 2006). This has also lead to a larger overall size of the whole printers
(Arney, 2006) adding to the bulkiness and price of the product.
The processing of the thin PZT film does not lend itself to existing MEMS fabrication processes
leading to significant design constrains when integrating thin films of PZT to silicon substrates
(Bathurst, 2012). HP estimates that the cost on one PZT printhead is comparable to that of
more than 300 TIJ printeads (HP, 2006). Fabrication costs are higher in comparison to TIJ
printheads (Arney, 2006; HP, 2006). Mechanical manufacturing requires miniaturisation
making it more difficult to achieve high nozzle density (Nigro and Smouse, 1999). This issue has
resulted in the use of the lower number of nozzles needed to conduct the study so as to
minimise the blocking of whole cartridge (Raijada et al., 2013; Sandler et al., 2011)
Drop generation or firing frequencies have been reported to be 2000 drops per second per
nozzle (2 kHz) (De Gans, 2004). PZT suffers from nozzle clogging tendency which has precluded
the use of pigmented inks (Nigro and Smouse, 1999). Printing of cells has been reported to be
more challenging with this technology due to the more power and higher vibrational
frequencies needed to print solutions (Xu et al., 2005).
The speed of printing has been reported to be slow by Raijada et al., 2013 who used a single
nozzle possibly to reduce the chances of blocking the whole cartridge to produce flexible doses
of piroxicam.
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2.2.2. Thermal Inkjet printing (TIJ)
Also called thermal bubble technology or bubble jet for short, this technology dominates the
low‐end printer market constituting 75% of the inkjet printers sold (Pond et al., 1996; Le, 1999;
Arney, 2006) and has been the widely preferred printing technology since its market entry in
1985 (Beeson, 1999). Printers using the principle of this technology include those
manufactured by Hewlett‐Packard and Canon (Costello et al., 2010).
The basic principle behind the functioning of a TIJ printer is vapourisation (Katen, 1999). The
concept was discovered not once, but twice by to independent competing teams. The first in
Japan led by Ichiro Endo of Canon when he noticed ink squirting from the neck of a syringe
when a hot soldering iron touched it, and the other team in Hewlett‐Packard’s silicon valley
labs led by John Vaught borrowing from the mechanism of coffee percolator (Shimoda, 1996;
Economist, 2002).
The first successful commercialised desktop inkjet printer was HP’s ThinkJet in 1984 which
featured the trend of disposable ink cartridge, a trend that persists until today (Day and
Shufflebottom, 2001; Le, 1999).
2.2.2.1. Mechanism
TIJ is a simple digital pump which uses drop generators that rely on the rapid 2 µsec (Goodall
et al., 2002; Pond, 1996; HP, 2007; Arney, 2006; Poon and Lee, 1996) heating of a tiny thin
resistor film (more than 1,000,000‐100,000,000°C/second), causing the sudden vaporisation of
a small thin layer of the ink (0.1 micrometer thick) to about 340°C (Arney, 2006; Nigro and
Smouse, 1999; Bohorquez, 1994; Lloyd and Taub, 1988). A descriptive diagram is shown in
Figure 2‐2 below.

Figure 2‐2: TIJ drop generating chamber (Alomari et al., 2014). (A) Rising of the resistor temperature upon receipt
of an electrical pulse (B) nucleation due to formation of superheated vapour bubble (C) growth of the bubble and
deposition of a droplet and (D) collapse of the bubble and refilling.

Narrow heating pulses are used to ensure highly repeatable and stable nucleation of bubbles
(Katen, 1999; Bohorquez, 1994). The rapid heating creates an expanding repeatable local
superheated vapour bubble explosion (Katen, 1999; Bohorquez, 1994; Nigro and Smouse,
1999; De gans, 2004; Arney, 2006; Lohani, 2014).
Superheating is a condition in which a liquid contains more thermal energy than required for
boiling at a given pressure. Liquids in such conditions explosively change into gas when a site
for bubble formation is available (Day and Shufflebottom, 2001; Arney, 2006; Wang and Bokor,
2007).
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The growth of the vapour bubble acts like a tiny piston on the liquid displacing constant
volume of the ink in the ink chamber as drop ejection at 10‐15 meters per second (Lohani,
2014; Arney, 2006; Day and Shufflebottom, 2001; Bohorquez, 1994; Lloyd and Taub, 1988).
Since there are no valves connecting the drop generators where the vapour bubble formation
is taking place, some ink is forced back through the ink refill channels (Pond, 1996; Arney,
2006). This is useful to dislodge particles and air bubbles in the ink that may accumulate near
the inlet structure (Arney, 2006; Pond, 1996).
When the bubble achieves maximum volume and the collapsing phase ensues, the pressure in
the nozzle falls below ambient causing the meniscus to retreat into the drop generator, making
the jet of ink to elongate and form a thin neck. The liquid head breaks off from the retracting
stream ejecting a drop onto the print substrate (Costello et al., 2010; Wang and Bokor, 2007;
Le, 1999; Arney, 2006).
As the bubble collapses refilling of the nozzle with ink takes place (Lohani, 2014). The vapour
bubble growth results in high pressures of around 10‐130 atmospheres (Day and
Shufflebottom, 2001; Arney, 2006; Pond, 1996; Lloyd and Taub, 1988; Burke et al., 1996). Such
pressures make TIJ more resistant to air presence in the ejection chamber, exhibiting less
prone to nozzle clogging (Nigro and Smouse, 1999).
The drop travels for about 100 microseconds from the nozzle plate to the print medium where
the image is recorded (Arney, 2006).
The process that drives TIJ is not boiling, boiling happens when there are numerous large
bubble nucleation sites to sufficiently allow phase change of water from liquid to gas at about
100°C for pure water at sea level (Arney, 2006). In TIJ drop generator, the high heating rate
assures consistent nucleation only from the high temperature site, lower temperature sites (at
around 100°C) do not have time to nucleate in comparison to the higher temperature site
(Arney, 2006). These given vapour bubbles that are highly consistent in energy release and
timing (Bohorquez, 1994; Arney, 2006). Typical pulse duration is less than 10 µsec, which is too
short for convection to influence heat transfer (Lloyd and Taub, 1988).
2.2.2.2. Advantages
TIJ is the most successful technology on the market today (Le, 1999). The advantages of using
this system is that the standard silicon substrate techniques (integrated circuits and
semiconductors) such as thin film deposition and photolithography can be used to fabricate
the TIJ nozzles, thereby permitting low‐cost batch fabrication (Thackray and Hindagolla, 2010;
Arney et l., 2010; Nigro and Smouse, 1999; Lloyd and Taub, 1988). More nozzles offer higher
speeds at lower costs (Nigro and Smouse, 1999). A further cost reduction factor is that once
initiated. Bubble event (growth and collapse) proceeds to completion without intervention,
reducing need for complex wiring and electronics needed to control every step of drop
generation (Pond, 1996).
The size of the resistor is comparable to that of the orifice, enabling high density packing of the
nozzles and high nozzle counts (Thackray and Hindagolla, 2010; Nigro and Smouse, 1999).This
offers higher throughput (larger number of drops) and spare nozzles to improve system
reliability (Nigro and Smouse, 1999). Furthermore, the absence of vacuum pumps (needed by
PZT and CIJ, Nigro and Smouse, 1999; HP, 2005), filters and hoses needed in other techniques
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lead to a simple low maintenance printer (Tackray and Hinagolla, 2010; Lloyd and Taub, 1988).
The distance between TIJ nozzles for a 600 nozzle per inch is 42 micrometers, allowing about
333% more dense packing of nozzles than PZT (Arney, 2006). TIJ Desktop printers increased
nozzle density to 1200 nozzle per inch in addition to production of wider printheads (Bruch,
2002). Wang and Bokor, 2007 report nozzle densities of up to 3584 per printhead. Wang and
Bokor, 2007 have additionally developed 24,000 x 12,000 dots per inch TIJ printer to showcase
the density with which nozzles of this technology can be packed.
TIJ is less sensitive to air in ejection chambers and has fewer tendencies toward nozzle clogging
and lower system cost (Smouse, 1999). Pigments can be used with TIJ to offer enhanced print
sharpness (Nigro and Smouse, 1999).
The major cost from increasing the number of nozzles in a printhead comes from the need to
increase the number of electrical interconnects to each nozzle (Pepper et al., 2009; Beeson,
1999); TIJ uses fewer electric interconnects to the numerous number of nozzles by using
demultiplexing circuitary (Katen, 1999; Allen, 1999).Where each pad controls more than one
nozzle (Katen, 1999).
TIJ is capable of high throughput, i.e. ejection of large volume of solution due to the high
density of the nozzles in addition to the fast repetition firing frequency (drop generation
frequency) as equation 2 below indicates (Smouse, 1999; Beeson, 1999; Bohorquez, 1994).
Throughput ∝ Number of nozzles ∙firing frequency
Equation 22‐1 Factors affecting printing throughput (Beeson, 1999; Parzel, 2009)

Those advantages have led to widespread customer acceptance of this technology (Nigro and
Smouse, 1999). Research patents are dominated by TIJ (80% of print research) (Nigro and
Smouse, 1999). The technology provides print quality comparable to photo prints at a low cost
of ownership (Nigro and Smouse, 1999). It is the technology that lead printing technologies by
using pigment based inks (Beeson, 1999).
If a specific temperature is needed to maintain the solution being printed at, printers are
capable of sending regular energy pulses to the printhead that are designed to warm it and
does not result in drop ejection (Bohorquez, 1994). More recent printers have been reported
to maintain the printhead at a narrow operating temperature range (Smouse, 1999; Beeson,
1999). Smouse, 1999 reports that TIJ has been able to deliver smaller drops than PZT, 40%
smaller.
TIJ is reliability and robust due to the lack of mechanically moving parts as the ink is the only
moving component (Wang and Bokor, 2007; Nigro and Smouse, 1999; Goodall et al., 2002).

2.2.2.3. Disadvantages
A disadvantage is the drop velocity and mass seems independent on the drive voltage which
activates the jetting (Lloyd and Taub, 1988), essentially jetting consistent fixed volume drops.
However, thermal inkjet printers have demonstrated nearly as much volume control using
special variations in the resistors (Lloyd and Taub, 1988).Cui et al., 2012 reports the
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manipulation of a drops size by changing the applied temperature gradient, frequency and
current of a pulse.
Also, due to the pressures experienced by the technique, cavitation damage can take place,
however it can be controlled by proper selection of materials (Thackray and Hindagolla, 2010;
Lloyd and Taub, 1988), which has been led to the development of drop generators that last
hundreds of millions of cycles (Halko, 1996; Arney, 2006). This longevity has been reported to
rival those offered by the traditionally longer life PZT printhead nozzles (Beeson, 1999). The
increase in the TIJ printhead life was done by improving ink channel design, thermal control
and printhead service station improvements (Beeson, 1999). Morita et al., 1999 has even
developed long‐life permanent TIJ printheads (Morita et al., 1999). Le, 1999 has suggested
using TIJ printeads as permanent or semipermanent thermal printeads to reduce the cost of a
new ink cartridge (Shimoda, 1996; Le, 1999).
TIJ has frequently been cited as able to deposit only aqueous solutions (Yun et al., 2008),
however, HP has stated that the technology has been shown to use other solvents which are
available but due to the world‐wide health and safety regulations concerning ink formulations,
water is the main solvent for desktop printing applications (Beeson, 1999; Allen, 1999; Nigro
and Smouse, 1999; De gans, 2004). Thackray and Hindagolla, 2010 have successfully used non‐
aqueous solvents on TIJ printers and noticed less energetic bubble drive (piston function in TIJ)
causing lower velocity drop ejection in comparison to aqueous solvents. The researchers
(Thackray and Hindagolla, 2010) did not refer to the functionality in comparison to PZT
printers. Beeson, 1999 has also reported that a non‐aqueous selection of solvents has been
successfully printed with the TIJ printheads, but was not pursued due to regulatory concerns
(Beeson, 1999).
The field where solvent‐based inks are common is in industrial marking and coating
applications where non‐porous substrates are used such as glass, metal and plastic. Since no
absorption or penetration (main porous substrate drying mechanisms) takes place,
evaporation becomes the principal means of drying (Bauer and Ritter, 1996; Calvert, 2001; Le,
1999).
Wilson and Boland, 2003 with privileged access to the driver source code of a thermal inkjet
printer modified the code to avoid temperatures above 38˚C which could denature their ink of
interest (proteins) and parameters were set to allow deposition of ethanol, stating that other
solvents could be used.
Melendez et al., 2008 used ink consisting of 80% v/v ethanol and 20% water and glycerol to
deposit prednisolone a drug with low water solubility, demonstrating the potential for
dispensing medicines that are not water soluble if combined with high ratios of other ink‐jet
accepted solvents, such as ethanol and glycerol.
Kogation (term coined by Canon derived from Japanese Koga, meaning burnt rice) is the
formation of layer of adhesive ink residues on the heating elements from which TIJ suffers
(Morita et al., 1999; Thackray and Hindagolla, 2010; Montanez, 1999; Arney, 2006). The
residues make for a rough heating surface causing bubble formation to be unstable (Shirota et
al., 1996). This result in the production of smaller drops that are slower in velocity leading to
print quality degradation (Shirota et al., 1996; Morita et al., 1999).It can be eliminated by
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choosing solution substances of high purity (Thackray and Hindagolla, 2010; Montanez, 1999;
Arney, 2006). Reick, 2001 states that this takes place when metal impurities are present in the
solution being printed. No kogation is observed if deionised water and high purity components
are used (Wang and Bokor, 2007; Reick, 2001). Morita et al., 1999 has identified an electrical
drive pulse that is different than the pulses driving the printing process. This “recovery pulse”
is able to efficiently remove all kogation residues (Morita et al., 1999).
Kogation has also been effectively prevented with the use of additives which have been
observed to result in formation of stable drops; these additives are known as oxo anions, a
good example of which is phosphates (Halko, 1996).
The presence of inorganic impurities such as metals contributes to the formation of the
residues of kogation on the heating elements, highlighting the high purity needed for ink
formulation (Shirota et al., 1996; Halko, 1996).
2.2.2.4. TIJ versus PZT
Due to their different technologies, there are key differences between TIJ and PZT printers. For
example, the nozzle density differs considerably. In 1999, nozzle density for PZT was 185 per
inch versus 600 per inch for TIJ (Arney, 2006; Nigro and Smouse, 1999). Beeson, 1999 quotes
and compares the same density figures. Wang and Bokor, 2007 reports that the density of
nozzles of TIJ printers is more than 5 fold that of PZT devices.
Ink crusts and plugs are more severe with PZT printers than TIJ due to the latter’s powerful
drop ejecting mechanism (Arney, 2006). TIJ can operate successfully with air bubbles on the
supply side of ink as long as the bubbles are not so large as to cut off the ink resupply, a PZT
printer would be spoiled by such air presence. This is due to the TIJ explosion which pushes
liquid out of both the nozzle and backward into ink supply (Pond, 1996).
Pond devised a spatial advantage metric (PA) to compare the drop generation efficacy of the
two methods. The closer it is to unity the more ideal the print efficiency is. For a PZT printer,
the value typically is 8000; whereas a TIJ printer has a typical value of one (Pond, 1996).
This means that TIJ is 3‐4 orders of magnitude over PZT printers, and is therefore able to
provide higher speed, quality and colour requirements in relevance to a comparable PZT
printer (Pond, 1996).
Takala et al., 2012 chose TIJ (HP Photosmart B010) and PZT (Epston Stylus SX 425W) for further
research in dose dispensing research. Soon into the work the PZT printer was found to be
unable to print any substances and was not pursued for any further work in contrast to the TIJ
printer with which all further work was done.
TIJ printers firing frequency is limited by the minimum bubble lifetime of about 10
microseconds, providing a theoretical frequency limit of 100kHz per nozzle, in PZT mechanical
resonances, inertial loading by drop generating components and power drive are limiting
factors at higher frequencies (Le, 1999; Katen, 1999; Allen, 1999).
TIJ printers require a simple square wave drive pulse, which can be accomplished in a simpler
manner than the pulse shaping needed to control successful drop ejection from a PZT nozzle
(Katen, 1999; Smouse, 1999; Beeson, 1999). This meant that TIJ pulses are amenable to higher
firing frequencies than PZT ones (Smouse, 1999; Beeson, 1999). Beeson, 1999 and Smouse,
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1999 both compared the 30 pL TIJ at 12kHz and PZT of the same drop volume at 7 kHz. TIJs
have been shown to produce high drop rates of up to 50 kHz (Nigro and Smouse, 1999; Lloyd
and Taub, 1988), which is a high firing rate (Lohani, 2014). The drop speeds that TIJ produces
are generally faster than those produced with PZT (Hayes et al., 2001). To summarise, Table
2‐1 below describes the main relevant themes for the selection process.

Table 2‐1: Summary of criterions and PZT and TIJ attributes

Criterion
Robustness

PZT Desktop printer
Vulnerable to bubbles

TIJ Desktop Printer
More resistant to air
bubbles
Powerful at dislodging
bubbles (no valve to
reservoir)
Heat is generated

Reference
Smouse, 1999

Purge of bubbles

Difficult (ink at rest
except near nozzle)

Generation of
heat
Propelling
“piston”
Drop generation
speed
Bulkiness

No heat
Small deformations in
crystal lattice
Slower

Ink bubble

Priest et al., 1997

Faster

Greater

Smaller

Cost

Higher

Lower

Number of
nozzles
Deposition of
small
particulates
present in
solution/Ink
composition
flexibility
Simplicity of
maintenance
Reliability

Lower

Higher

Thackray and
Hindagolla, 2010
Wang and Bokor,
2007
Pepper et al.,
2009
Allen, 1999

Not currently available
(Pigment printing)

Available

Costello et al.,
2010

Complex design

Simpler design and fewer
electricity contacts
Higher (Ink is only moving
part)
Cavitation/kogation
damage

Takala et al., 2012

Drop generator
damage

Lower (mechanically
moving piston)
Mechanical issues

Arney, 2006

Katen, 1999

Le, 1999
Lloyd and Taub,
1988

The advantages of using a TIJ printer carry a diverse set of attractive features, especially
relevant for the purposes of re‐engineering a printer is the ease of modification due to its
reported simpler design and relatively economical impact.

2.2.2.5. Thermal degradation in TIJ
The main disadvantage of using a TIJ printer is the use of heat during the process of bubble
production. The vapour inside the bubble has much lower thermal conductivity than the liquid
ink, as it grows it insulates the ink from the heater (Burke et al., 1996; Arney, 2006). This
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prevents the heating of the ink to high temperatures and prevents additional vaporisation to
take place once the bubble covers the heater surface (Burke et al., 1996; Arney, 2006).
The electrical pulse is timed at 2‐6 microseconds to end rapidly after vaporisation takes place,
to limit the peak temperature of the heater surface and allow the heater to cool by conduction
to the silicon base onto which the heaters are connected (Pond, 1996; Arney, 2006).
The entire process of ejecting drops from the electrical pulse to the stabilisation of the nozzle
for further ejection takes fewer than 18‐27 microseconds in 36,000 drops per second
generators, and much shorter durations in faster drop generators (Poon and Lee, 1996; Arney,
2006). The brief momentary heating taking place affects a small portion of the drug solution (<
0.5%) which is unlikely to result in significant drug decomposition (Smouse, 1999; Kolakovic et
al., 2013).
Sensitive biological substances such as DNA molecules and mammalian cells have been printed
with this technology (Tirella et al., 2011; Cui et al., 2012). There has been no significant
difference in the survival of printed versus non‐printed cells. Cui et al. 2012 attributes this
behaviour to the 2 µsecond duration temperature rise of 4‐10˚C above ambient for the whole
of the ink in the drop generator.
Mammalian cells are sensitive to heat and mechanical manipulation, more so than bacteria
which have been successfully printed (Xu et al., 2005). These fragile cells were successfully
printed and were reported to have survived TIJ printing conditions (Xu et al., 2005). Cui et al.,
2010 used a modified TIJ printer to deposit cells and found that in terms of apoptosis (cell
death); there was no significant difference between printed and unprinted cells.
The fact the printed cells are able to proliferate and differentiate means that damage from the
stressed of printing was avoided. This is probably due to the penetration of the heat from the
thermal resistor films to micrometers into the ink and the timescale which is too short for the
heat to diffuse to the ink bulk, resulting in the ink not raising by more than 4‐10°C above
ambient (Tirella et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2005). Tirella et al., 2011 further confirms that the
heating affects about 1% of the ink in the drop generator.
Nemoto et al., 2011 used TIJ system to jet aerosol of insulin and found that the HPLC
chromatogram and MS spectra are identical for the sensitive protein; cellular uptake and
biological activity were retained for the jetted drug and bore no significant difference to the
control insulin (Nemoto et al., 2011).
Goodall et al., 2002 used TIJ printer to aerosolise insulin and growth hormone into an empty
container. The researchers tested for the protein decomposition and the activity of the
proteins that after printing and found no significant changes to the proteins as a result of the
aerosolisation process. Aggregation as a result of heat was not observed as the printing
channels through which the solution passed were clear after printing (Goodall et al., 2002).
Okamoto et al., 2000 used TIJ technology to dispense DNA for the purpose of fabricating
microarrays on solid aluminium plates. The researchers reported no degradation of proteins
associated with the process.
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Melendez et al., 2008 used prednisolone solution in a TIJ system to print on PTFE substrates;
the outcome was analysed with HPLC and LC/MS. The conclusions is that, despite 60 passes of
prints, chemical degradation of small molecules does not occur in inkjet dispensing due to the
small volume of ink (<0.5%) that is actually exposed to elevated temperatures and the short
duration of the temperature exposure which is around 3 µseconds for that volume).
The collective body of evidence suggests minimal or no degradation of the jetting substance
during deposition, this constitutes a compelling argument to use TIJ printers.
2.2.3. TIJ Printer models used
TIJ had been chosen as a candidate for re‐engineering due to its aforementioned advantages.
HP has been using such technology since its inception and commercialisation of the first TIJ
printer in 1984 (Allen et al., 2006).
Colour inkjet printers are envisaged to offer wider range of applications for drug delivery and
are a design that has not been thoroughly investigated previously. Business‐grade printers
were preferred due to the features offered by the manufacturer, including accessories and
software features such as deposition and placement control of the produced droplets.
A selection of HP Colour Deskjets (5940 and 6620) combine economical affordability, high‐
quality and business colour printer. The printers were used as models for the reengineering
(HP, 2005a; HP, 2005b).
The 6620 model has an advanced media sensor that detects the dimensions of the substrate
placed into the intake try of the printer and determines its type so as to select an optimum
selection of printing features (HP, 2005a). The other candidate model, HP Colour Deskjet 5940
features comparable set of specifications with the exception of a media sensor that only
detects the type, rather than the dimensions of the substrate prior to printing. This can
simplify the process of modification of the printer (HP, 2005b).
Those printers allow the printhead to reach the absolute end of the print zone, that is to say it
can print without the use of print margins to allow border or borderless printing of photos (HP,
2005a). This is important in printing large number of doses or doses that are separated by
large distances.
The printers are serial printers, both using 4 ink reservoirs (HP, 2005a). Those two models also
offer “Ink‐back up mode” printing mode which means that the printer can function despite
having one cartridge (either black or colour) is installed, allowing characterisation of each
cartridge and investigating its features in isolation and in combination if needed (HP, 2005a;
HP, 2005b).
Printhead service station is located in serial printers at the end of the scan axis where the
carriage turns around at the end of the scanning swath (Allen, 1999); a complete scanning
cycle is often performed automatically at power‐on before printing (Allen, 1999).
2.2.4. The modification (re‐engineering)
Research in personalised doses manufacture using desktop inkjet printing devices has suffered
from a number of obstacles. The small dose strengths produced, focused the use of the
technology on dosing for groups that traditionally require lower dosing regimens, e.g.
paediatrics (Buanz et al., 2011).
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Another challenge reported by the Genina et al., 2013a was the precision of the dosing as
substrates were reprinted on in an attempt to increase the dose dispensed. Those attempts
using reinserting the substrate for reprinting have resulted in dose variation of up to 35%.
Buanz et al., 2011 has described another challenge of using reprinting for drug delivery,
accuracy. A considerable decrease of the dose applied on the substrate averaging at 11%
below expected, despite printing the exact same dose with multiple print attempts of the
same print template.
The authors have theorised a number of different mechanisms that are contributing to the
effects observed during multi‐pass dose printing.





Printhead smearing: Physical contact between the substrate and the printhead
(Genina et al., 2013)
Roller smearing: exerted by the substrate feeding rollers during printing (Genina et
al.,2013)
Roller contact: feeding rollers may become in contact with a printed area on the
substrate as it moves through the printer paper feed mechanism (Buanz et al., 2011)
Paper tray contact: Contact of the re‐inserted printed substrate with the feeding paper
tray as the substrate is taken for re‐printing (Buanz et al., 2011)

Further challenges to printing of medicines have been the inability to dispense medicine on
non‐flexible substrates due to the bending of the substrate as it goes through the feeding
mechanism of the printer. This narrows down the potential applications of the technique, as
solid dosage forms may be a substrate for printing as illustrated by GSK’s liquid dispensing
technology, which has so far been the domain of specialised and complex dispensing systems
(Richardson and Wilson, 2013).
Those drawbacks of using off‐the‐shelf printers are most‐likely design restrictions geared
toward the use of inkjet devices for home use and for the application of printing black and
white text and image home‐printing. The technology within the instrument may be capable of
higher potential than currently reported, but such potential is restrained by the limitations
built within the instrument resulting in the challenges described above. Re‐engineering of
printers may offer further exploitation of the system to allow for greater medicine dispensing
capacity.
The candidate printers chosen for re‐engineering share comparable specifications and design
orientation (with control buttons being in the same position and rear design). The modification
of was initiated with the 6620 printer to investigate the extent to which core functionality
(printing) is maintained while the product was being dismantled up to the point of failure,
thereby identifying the sequence of modifications that would allow the greatest modification
extent will be repeated on the second printer (5940) with the exception of the failure‐inducing
modification. Images were taken reflecting the established and functional modifications of the
5940 and are presented below. Figure 2‐3 shows the printers used for exploration.
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A

B

Figure 2‐3: HP 6620 Inkjet printer H
HP 5940 Inkjet printer, A and B respectively
r
(HP
P, 2005a,b)

As Figure 2‐4
A
4 shows, HP printers are designed witth a protectivve case with which LED panels
p
a control buttons integrate (HP, 1997). The media tray is capable of holding
and
h
mediia for
t
traditional
prrinting of diffferent dimensions, which upon printin
ng is ejected onto
o
the collector
m
media
output tray. These trays are thee two ends of
o the path th
he paper takees during prin
nting,
s
since
at a sp
pecific time; a single piecee of paper is picked from
m the stack and begins moving
t
through
the printer
p
(HP, 1997).

A

B

D

C

Figure 2‐4: HP Deskjet
D
5940 Photo printer. A: Printer
P
Case B: control
c
buttons C: Media input tray D: Media output
o
tray

TThe printer iss designed no
ot to function while the lid is open (Figure 2‐5). Th
his functionality is
c
conveyed
by the action of a sensor wh
hich detects when radiation from a neeighbouring LLED is
b
blocked
by th
he passing of the plastic baar (Costello ett al., 2010).
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C

Figure 2‐5: HP
H 5940 with lid
d open and trayss removed. A: Liid sensor hinge B: Print carriage
e axis C: Printheead
spittoon

TThe printer carriage,
c
whicch holds the printhead (caartridges) (alsso referred to
o as pens in older
e
engineering
literature)
l
an
nd all the elecctronics need
ded to fire th
he nozzles on
nboard (Katen
n and
B
Braun,
1985; HP, 2007). Th
he carriage is fixed onto a metal railing referred to as
a the axis.
TThe spittoon represents an area of wasste collection
n onto which tthe printead periodically ejects
e
d
drops
from each
e
nozzle (Arney, 2006
6). This ejection of dropleets eliminatees the build up
u of
c
concentrated
d solution in unused nozzles to deposition of fresh ink (Thackraay and Hindagolla,
2
2010;
Arney, 2006). Printe
ers regularly p
pause in midsst of printing to
t spit from unused
u
nozzlees.

B

A

Figu
ure 2‐6: Rear of 5940 printer. A:
A Power inlet an
nd computer intterface B: Paperr reflector

TThe paper re
eflector show
wn in Figure 2
2‐6 above is responsible
r
fo
or the foldingg of the subsstrate
( example paper) upwaards, in a man
(for
nner similar to the printer reported by Buanz et al., 2011
(
(HP,
2005b). The
T reflector can be remo
oved from the
e printer by m
means of side hinges.
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Figure 2‐7: Side
e view of the caarriage axis with
h lid open. A: carrriage axis B: drum roller 1 C: paaper guide enclo
osing
drum rollerr 2

TThe carriage axis extends to the other side of the prrinter where the printhead
d service stattion is
l
located,
which performs a number of essential maintenancee tasks for the
t
printhead, as
d
described
later. The printeers are equip
pped with two
o drum rollerrs (simply refeerred to as ro
ollers,
F
Figure
2‐7), between
b
whiich the print medium is strained
s
to reeduce the deeformation during
p
printing
(wet‐cockle, detailed later).
TThe first rolleer is equipped
d with a single stepper mo
otor that is p
part of a closeed‐loop systeem, in
w
which
the priinter monitorrs the movem
ments made motor
m
by meaans of black‐d
dotted transparent
c
circular
disc attached
a
to th
he motors axiis (Katen and Braun, 1985)). The circularr disc is fitted
d with
a light sensorr which deteccts when thee source of ligght (LED) is in
nterrupted byy black dots w
when
t motor is activated.
the
a
The frequency of
o the light in
nterruption gives the printer feedback about
a
t rotation of
the
o the motor and the poteential position
n of the placeed paper (Cosstello et al., 2010).
2
I is the remo
It
oval of the first roller and tthe attached feedback dissc that resulteed in the failu
ure of
t mechaniccal system of the 6620 printer. Attempts at refittingg the roller an
the
nd its disc failed to
y
yield
stable printing due to the deliccate nature of
o the disc aand the senssor’s sensitiviity to
r
rotation
axis of the disc. For further modification attempts with the 5940, any modificcation
c
conducted
did not involve
e this subsysteem (first rolleer and the attached machin
nery).
TThe movement is transferrred to the seecond roller by
b means of a meshed cogg, allowing sm
mooth
m
movement
off the substratte while passsing from the first roller to
o the second reducing cockling.
F
Figure
2‐8 sho
ows the cog and
a the rollerr in a 5940 printer.
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Figu
ure 2‐8: Secondaary roller and itss accompanying mesh cog

Additional su
A
ubstrate supp
port between the two rollers was remo
oved by means of Dremer drill
s as to min
so
nimise poten
ntial damage to the surro
ounding elecctronics, Figu
ure 2‐9. Com
mplete
r
removal
of th
hese expose the
t fist roller at which poin
nt the hardwaare modification concluded.

F
E
B

A

C
D

Figure 2‐9: HP
H 5940 printer internals. A: First roller B: Stepper motor and feedback
f
disc C:: Printhead servvice
station D: Spitttoon E: Carriage
e F: Feedback rib
bbon

TThe printhead service staation, Figure 2‐9 aims to maximise the life of the print nozzless and
m
maintains
the quality of the printer o
over that lifee duration. This is accomplished by means
m
c
capping
(coveering the nozzzles so they will not dry out), wiping them occasio
onally (to preevent
i build up),, both of which are shown
ink
n in Figure 2‐‐10 below. Th
he actions are
e controlled b
by an
o
onboard
mottor which in tu
urn is open lo
oop controlled (HP, 1997; Arney,
A
2006).
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B

A

Figure 2‐10: Priinthead service station compon
nents in the 5940 printer. A: Printhead caps forr the black and ccolour
printh
heads (highlighted). B: The elasttic wipers for th
he black and colo
our printhead (h
highlighted)

A in‐depth review
An
r
that gu
uided the mo
odification is detailed
d
in Ap
ppendix (2).

2.2.5. HP 5940
2
5
sensors
T
There
are a number of sensors throu
ughout the printer that orchestrate th
he function of
o the
e
electronic,
motorised and computer co
ommunication
n of the model. It is imporrtant to be ab
ble to
i
identify
those
e, as they havve been found to be the most
m
fragile aspects of thee re‐engineeriing. A
n
number
of th
hose sensors need to be in
nvoked at cerrtain precise times,
t
identiffying which seensor
a what tim
and
me can facilitate the successsful printing of a dose.

2.2.5.1. Printter’s lid senssor
2
T
There
are a number of delicate
d
components in the
t printer w
which failure due to imprroper
m
manhandling
can cause faailure of the w
whole printerr. For this reaason and for safety of thee user
w
while
printingg, the printerr is designed n
not to functio
on without th
he lid being saafely closed. In the
5
5940
printer,, it was identtified to be on the left sid
de of the prin
nter and is invvoked by a plastic
p
e
extrusion
from the lid which fits betweeen the sensor ends, enablling it.
TThe printer has
h been obseerved to switch to an idle mode in which the printh
head moves to the
r
right
side of the case, allo
owing cartrid
dge removal or installation. During thiis time, all prrinter
f
functions
aree paused and a message iss sent to the managing so
oftware informing the prin
nter’s
l is open.
lid
When a thickk plastic bar was inserted into the sen
W
nsor, the prin
nter’s functionality resumeed as
e
evidenced
byy the moveme
ent of the printhead and activation of the wiping and
a capping of
o the
p
printhead.
Figgure 2‐11 below shows the lid sensor of
o the 5940 m
model.
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A

B

Figure 2‐11: The lid sensor of the 5940. A: Priinter’s isolated lid sensor. B: Sid
de view of the printer’s
p
lid invo
oking
the sensor with
w a plastic exxtrusion of the llid

2.2.5.2. Mediia type senso
2
ors
T 5940 and many otheer TIJ printerrs offer media sensors to
The
o facilitate prrinting (Nigro
o and
S
Smouse,
199
99). Automattic media typ
pe sensors are typically combination of light emitting
d
diodes
(LEDS) and photo‐d
detectors. Th
he light’s refleection pattern off of the substrate
s
can
n help
d
determine
if the substrate is plain p
paper, coated
d proprietaryy image prin
nting paper o
or an
o
overhead
transparency (A
Arney, 2006).
TThe media tyype sensor’s LED was obsserved to fun
nction over a small region
n of the substtrate,
l
located
to the right of thee substrate ass Figure 2‐12 shows. To lim
mit variations in printing due to
t effect of this sensor, that
the
t
region was always covvered with a piece of plain
n paper which
h was
s
scanned
by th
he sensor beffore each prin
nting attemptt.
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A

B

Figure 2‐12: Media type senso
or. A: The printh
head and the adjjacently located
d media type sen
nsor (highlighted). B:
The region
n of the paper which
w
the sensorr scans covered w
with plain pape
er

2.2.5.3. Papeer feed senso
2
ors
T
These
sensorrs are electriccal switches which
w
detect the passage of paper by occluding
o
thee light
e
emitted
from
m a neighbouring LED as the
t paper paasses between them (Costtello et al., 2010).
2
F
Figure
2‐13 shows the feeed sensor of tthe model ussed. Attention
n needs to bee paid to careefully
d
dislodge
the sensor and its associated
d cabling from
m underneatth the roller axis and careefully
m
moved
to an accessible area without sttretching the electrical wirring.
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Figure 2‐13: Paper feed sensor of the 5940 printer

This sensor relies on the motorised movement of the substrate which in turn relies on
feedback from other sensors and the printer’s internal firmware. This makes the manual
activation of this sensor, in a manner similar to that of the lid sensor with a plastic bar, tricky.
This is because of the very precise times at which the sensor needs to be triggered, failing to
trigger it in a timely manner results in pausing all printing functions and sending a message of
paper jam to the managing software (Costello et al., 2010). The pauses state will persist until
the error is cleared from the system.
Frequent attempts at printing enabled the determination of a time frame during which
activation of the 5940’s sensor can be done. The time frame is signified by the movement of
the printhead from the wiping station to the left by 4 centimetres combined with the initiation
of the roller’s movement within roughly two seconds.
If the sensor is activated prior to this time frame, the printer will cease the printing command
and alert the software to a paper jam. If it is done after this time frame, while the rollers are
still rolling the printer will activate the motor to realign what it assumes to be substrate and
continue printing. However, if the sensor is activated when the roller’s movement has ceased,
printing error will be displayed and printing will be halted.

2.2.5.4. Roller sensor
This sensor is a light activated sensor that monitors the angular displacement of the rollers
when rotated by the motor forming what is known as a closed‐loop system (HP, 1997). The
movement of the roller is tracked by the presence of a plastic disc made of light and dark
regions sandwiched between the light sensor’s ends attached to the roller’s axis, Figure 2‐14.
The alterations of the light report the movement of the roller back to the printer (HP, 1997).
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A

C
B

Figure 2‐14: Rolller sensor in 59
940 printer. A: plastic disc with dark
d
and light reegions. B: rollerr sensor. B: Axis of the
rollers

2.2.5.5. Carrriage sensor
2
T printer precisely
The
p
moves the carriagge which hold
ds the print heads
h
across the printing areas
o the page to
of
t deposit the droplets acccurately on the
t substratee. This movem
ment is contrrolled
b a closed‐lo
by
oop system in
n which light activated sen
nsors attached to the top of
o the carriagge are
m
moved
across a strip conttaining transp
parent and daark regions in
n a similar co
onfiguration to the
r
roller
sensor (Katen and Braun,
B
1985; HP,
H 1997). The circuits on the printer determine whether
t sensors are
the
a reading a dark or transsparent region, thereby deetermining th
he current possition
o the carriagge, Figure 2‐15 (HP, 1997).
of

Figure 2‐15: Carriage
C
strip off 5940 printer. H
Highlighting tran
nsparent and dark regions acrosss which the sen
nsor
moves
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2.2.5.6. Otheer sensors
2
T offers en
TIJ
nvironmentall temperaturre sensors and
a
printheaad temperature sensors. The
d
difference
beetween the tw
wo can be ussed to stabilise the depossited droplet volume sincee it is
a
affected
by temperature.
t
. The printerr adapts the waveform to
o the printhe
ead TIJ heateers in
r
response
to the
t temperature sensor reeadings (Toriggoye, 1999; HP, 1997; O’ho
oro, 1996).
IIt is conceivable that the more
m
intakes and print sub
bstrate featurres the printeer offers, the more
s
sensors
are embedded
e
and the order in
n which they are activated
d to probe forr a substrate is not
e
easily
conclud
ded.
TTherefore, a balance need
ds to be sougght in the sim
mplicity of thee design of th
he printer and the
a
array
of featu
ures it offers to
t allow it to be useful for purposes of chosen solution delivery.

2.2.6. Printting Stage
2
T allow for flexible printting of dosess, an adjustable‐height sttage was insttalled into th
To
he re‐
e
engineered
m
model
consistting of a laboratory focusing jack which height caan be adjusteed by
m
means
of turrning a knob, Figure 2‐16. The jack pro
ovides a stable and flexiblee platform fo
or the
s
stage
on which the substrrates to be prrinted can bee placed. The choice of the
e stage material is
i
important
ass all parts of the stage m
must be at equal distancee from the printhead
p
to print
a
accurately.
Fo
or this reason
n, a solid flat aluminium slab was placed firmly on to
op of the jackk. The
h
height
was ad
djusted to allo
ow the printh
head to pass over
o
the stage and substraate.

Figure 2‐16:
2
Height adjusted jack which supports the p
printing stage

TTo ensure a flat
f platform that
t
is at equidistance from
m the printheead, a bubblee level was ussed to
m
make
sure that the axes of all the comp
ponents weree parallel, Figu
ure 2‐17.
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Figure 2‐17: Levvel on aluminium
m stage with suffficient clearancce from the prin
nthead

2.2.7. Power‐on check
2
k
H
Having
modiffied the printer, a function
nal inspection
n of the partss of the re‐engineered mo
odel is
n
needed.
A faiiled power‐on
n check could
d mean that one
o of the sen
nsors has beeen damaged in the
m
modification
process. A range of beehaviours ind
dicative of a successful modification
n are
p
presented
in appendix (3).

2
2.3.

Matterials and
d Methods

2.3.1. Mate
2
erials
C
Chemicals
we
ere used as reeceived and aare the products of the maanufacturers below.
b
Materials
M
A
Acetonitrile
(HPLC gradien
nt‐grade)
D
Deionised
waater from deio
oniser
S
Sodium
Acetaate (99%)
G
Glacial
Aceticc Acid (99.88%
%)
K2HPO4 (100%
%)
P
Phosphoric
Acid
A (85% by weight)
w
E
Ethanol
(Analytical Grade))
P
Propylene
glyycol (99%)
S
Sodium
Hydroxide (98.6%)
late (99%)
D
Dibutylphtha
S
Sodium
Lauryyl Sulphate (9
99%)
W
Warfarin
sodium (>99.5%))
L
Levothyroxin
e sodium mo
onohydrate
(
(>98.4%)
L
Liothyronine
sodium (>95%
%)
F Green dyye (99%)
Fast
H
HPMC/Hypro
omellose (100
0 cps)
H
HPMC/Hypro
omellose (400
00 cps)
A
Acetates/Tra
nsparencies (PP1)
(
G
Glass
slides

Man
nufacturer
Fisheer Scientific
Elga DV25 Purelab
b
Sigm
ma‐Aldrich
Fisheer Scientific
Fisheer Scientific
Acro
os organics
Fisheer Scientific
Sigm
ma‐Aldrich
Fisheer Scientific
Aldriich
Sigm
ma‐Aldrich
LKT Labs
L
Kemprotec Limiteed

Details
BN 1371
1400
15MΩ∙ccm
BN 077K
K0063
BN 1127
7260
BN 1217
7425
None
BN 1359
9932
BN U15310
BN 1021
1767
BN 0391
17k1
BN 077kk0137
BN 2595
5702
BN 0904
412

ma
Sigm
Alfa Aesar
Shin‐‐Etsu
Shin‐‐Etsu
Niceday
TherrmoFisher

BN SLBJJ0468U
BN 1016
60136
90SH‐10
00/BN 509026
65SH‐40
000/BN 0055275
BN 1825
507
BN 8071
1174
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2.3.2. The re‐engineering
The re‐engineering part of this work was guided by reviewing the relevant technical literature
on inkjet printers was reviewed using major printer manufacturers’ internal publication,
technical briefing and technical specification sheets in addition to print engineering
publications; a technical review on which modification is based is shown in appendix (2).
Hardware modification was conducted with the aid of 33 piece security set distributed by
OneCall (Farnell), Leeds, UK.
The data produced by analysing the prints are presented in percentage print output to simplify
the description of patterns observed when comparing different printing features. Percentage
print output is the ratio of an amount printed to the maximum amount during that specific
study.
2.3.3. The printer
The printer selected was purchased by the UCL School of Pharmacy from Hewlett Packard and
was a Deskjet 5940 Photo (Category number: C9017A‐B01, Serial number: CN5B71T2Q2)
printer equipped with two cartridges HP 343 and HP 337 (Category number C8766EE and
C9364EE, respectively) ordered from HP or its redistributors in the UK.

2.3.4. Printer Cartridges
Genuine HP cartridges (HP 337 and HP 343) were used. Cartridge modification involved cutting
the top cap with a sharp wedge‐like knife, removing the ink sponge and pad, then rinsing the
cartridge with absolute ethanol and then with deionised water (Melendez et al., 2008).

2.3.5. HPLC Method
High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) was used, manufactured by Agilent 1200
Series (1220) equipped with a quaternary pump, degasser, variable wavelength UV detector,
thermostated column compartment and an auto‐sampler.
The stationary phase used was a Phenomenex Luna C18 (2) reverse‐phase column (50 mm x
4.7 mm x 5 um) equipped with Phenomenex SecurityGuard HPLC guard column fitted with C18
cartridge. The flow rate was 1 mL/min; injection volume was 20 µL and the detector
wavelength was to 600 nm. The mobile phase was 50 mM acetate buffer as phase A and HPLC‐
grade acetonitrile as phase B in gradient mode which follows the Table 2‐2 below. Acetate
buffer was prepared as per British pharmacopoeia, by dissolving 13.6 g of sodium acetate and
using glacial acetic acid to bring the pH to 5 and the volume to 1L.
Table 2‐2: HPLC Mobile phase proportions for gradient method

Time (minutes) Mobile Phase (A) Mobile Phase (B)
0
15%
85%
6
60%
40%
7
15%
85%
10
15%
85%
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2.3.5.1. Method Validation
High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) was used for the separation of the analytes of
interest (active or dye) from the matrix of the substrate or other substances jetted. HPLC is a
versatile technique to separate dissolved analytes from others and pass them to a detector for
further analysis (McMaster, 2006). In the current work, ultra‐violet detector (UV) was used for
all the molecules studied.
In reverse‐phase HPLC, which is the form of this technique used to separate and quantify the
samples of this study, the separation of the analytes occurs due to different partition rates of
different compounds to the packing material of the column resulting in a differential elution
time (Levin, 2010; McMaster, 2006).
The following parameters were investigated for the analytes used:
2.3.5.1.1.
Linearity
Linearity is done to investigate if the relationship between the analyte response (in this case
area under the curve, AUC) and the concentration is linear (CMC, 1994). It is important to
investigate linearity since quantification at a range that is outside of the linear range can result
in measurements that are not a true reflection of the actual concentrations (CMC, 1994). A
minimum of five different concentrations of the analytes studied was prepared by means of
serial dilution from a stock solution for the purpose of analysing solutions at different
concentrations (ICH Q2B, 1996). A minimum of regression coefficient (r2) of 0.999 is necessary
(CMC, 1994). Figure 2‐18 shows the linearity of the analytes of interest.
5000

y = 88.93x + 107.3
R² = 0.999

4500
4000

AUC/FG

3500
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2000
1500
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60
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Figure 2‐18: Linearity of FG standards as a function of concentration

2.3.5.1.2.
Specificity
Specificity is the ability to identify the compound in the presence of the used components (ICH
Q2B, 2006). Solvents were used dissolve the printed doses on non‐dissolving acetates used in
the development work were used in this test. There is minimal interference with the peak of
FG as Figure 2‐19 shows.
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Figure 2‐19: Chromatogram of FG

2.3.5.1.3.
Accuracy
Accuracy is a measure of how close is the experimental value to the true value (CMC, 1994). It
is assessed using minimum of three replicates of three different concentrations and is reported
as percent recovery of the known added amount (ICH Q2B, 2006). Table 2‐3 shows the
recoveries. In all concentrations and compounds, the recovery was within 90‐110% of the
claimed concentration (CMC, 1994).
2.3.5.1.4.
Precision
Precision is a measure of how close the analyte response values to each other for a number of
measurements conducted under the same condition (CMC, 1994). It can encompass a number
of different components; injection repeatability (sensitivity) for example is the ability to detect
small changes in the concentration of the analyte in the sample (CMC, 1994). Sensitivity can be
partially controlled by monitoring the precision of multiple injections of homogenous sample
of the analyte, shown in Table 2‐3.
Intermediate precision is a component of precision; it investigates the effect of events on the
precision of the analysis (ICH Q2R, 2006). An event typically investigated is days, which is
shown in Table 2‐3. The RSD ranged in the analysis from 0%‐2.7% for all the analytes analysed
during an intraday and interday precision study.
Table 2‐3: Parameters for analytical method validation of FG

FG
Intermediate precision% Repeatability Accuracy
Conc
Intraday
Interday
(%)
(%)
100
0.29
0.8
0.29%
101.05
50
0.21
0.41
‐
97.40
25
0.09
0.31
‐
102.64
12.5
0.19
0.37
‐
‐
6.25
0.15
0.61
‐
‐
3.125
1.07
2.78
‐
‐
1.5625
1.38
1.59
‐
‐
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2.3.5.1.5.
Limits of detection (LOD) and quantitation (LOQ)
Detection limit (DL) or limit of detection (LoD) is the concentration of analyte that can be
detected by the analytical method but not necessarily quantitated (CMC, 1994). It is measured
visually, where concentrations at the stated levels were prepared and detected by the
analytical method (ICH Q2B, 1996).
Quantitation limit (QL) or limit of quantification (LoQ) is the lowest concentration of the
analyte that can be determined with an acceptable precision and accuracy (CMC, 1994). This
limit was calculated by multiplying by three the detection limit as per ICH Q2B guidelines (ICH
Q2B, 1996). The LOD and LOQ for FG were 0.1 µg/mL and 0.3 µg/mL respectively.
2.3.6. Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were conducted using Microsoft Excel 2007 Data Analysis Pack and Minitab
16.1 using (α=0.05) to determine significance level.
2.3.7. Autoclaving
Autoclaving was conducted at 121‐125˚C using Classic Prestige Medical Autoclave over 15
minutes.
2.3.8. Rheology
2.3.8.1. Viscosity measurement
Viscosity was measured using RheoSense m‐VROC microviscometer. The cell was thoroughly
cleaned by flushing it with supplied 1% Aquet solution until the proper viscosity of the solution
is read. This is followed by filling the 100uL syringe with the test solution and priming it. The
readings were only taken if the reported R2 of the m‐VROC was 0.99 or greater as per the
manual. The software settings were 5,000/second shear rate, 2 second measurement and 3
second pause times. Measurements were recorded at 25˚C.
2.3.8.2. Surface Tension
Kibron Delta 8 tensiometer was used to record surface tension readings. It is a high throughput
plate surface tension reader. The readings were verified against that of reference deionised
water as per the instruments standard operating procedure. Fifty microliters of the test
solution was pipette into at least three plate wells of the supplied DynePlates. Measurements
were recorded at 25˚C.
2.3.9. Film casting
HPMC‐based films were casted in the lab using flat casts such as 9‐cm in internal diameter
glass petri‐dishes or 18‐cm internal diameter plates. The casts were dried at a flat area in
circulating oven (confirmed with bubble level) at 40˚C for 48 hours. The preparation of the
polymeric solution for casting involved dispersing the polymeric powder (2 g) in half the total
volume (50 mLs) of 100% ethanol. Propylene glycol is added in 0.2 g quantity as a plasticiser
and mixed using an overhead Heidolph mixer. The remaining half of the total volume (50 mLs)
of deionised water is slowly added so as to reduce the formation of air bubbles.
2.3.10. Dynamic vapour sorption (DVS)
Surface Measurement Systems DVS advantage system was used using nitrogen gas as a carrier.
Fifty microlitres of the sample is gently pipetted into a Quartz pan which is then settled on the
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ultra‐microbaalance to mo
u
onitor the change in weigght. Zero RH was used ass a quick guid
de to
c
compare
the evaporation rate of solven
nts at room temperature.

2
2.4.

Resu
ults and discussion
d

TThe modificaation has yie
elded a functtional model for depositiion of solutio
ons on substtrate,
h
however,
theere are many parameters of
o the printerr that are not characterised
d and its influ
uence
o the print output
on
o
has to
o be characteerised. Those parameters m
may be an asspect of the model
m
( 5940) wh
(HP
hich has not been reporteed previously in the literatture and othe
ers are due to the
applied. For simplicity th
m
modification
hey will be diivided into printer, cartrid
dge substratee and
s
software
facttors.
2.4.1. Statiistical distriibution
2
M
Many
statisttical techniqu
ues require the data fo
ollow normall distribution
n; since inkjeet of
p
pharmaceutic
cal products is a novel field, especcially when it is combin
ned with thee re‐
e
engineering
e‐shelf therm
mal inkjet prrinter, a normality test was
w done on
n the
of an off‐the
o
obtained
analysis.
TTen samples of fast green
n dye on aceetate were an
nalysed for th
he dye conte
ent using HPLLC‐UV
a tested fo
and
or normality graphically w
with histogram and statistically with normal
n
probaability
p (P‐P plott) generated with
plot
w Minitab software.
FFigure 2‐20 shows
s
the hisstogram overrlaid with the
e normal disttribution plott of the printt. The
f
figure
showss that the majority
m
of th
he distributio
on of the content of thee printed sam
mples
c
compares
to that of the no
ormal distribu
uted bell curvve.

Figure 2‐2
20 Overlay of no
ormal distributio
on curve and a histogram
h
of thee amounts printted of FG (n=10))

IIn the probab
bility plot, sho
own in Figuree 2‐21 below,, deviations from
f
a straigh
ht line can suggest
d
departure
fro
om normal distributed datta; however, in the case of
o the print ou
utput samplees the
o
obtained
p‐vaalue was high
her than the ccut‐off limit of
o 0.05, accep
pting the null‐hypothesis of
o the
d
data
being no
ormally distrib
buted.
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Figure 2‐21: Probabilitty plot of the am
mounts of FG prrinted (n=10)

An additional test for the distribution of the printss is to compare the mean to the mediaan. In
A
n
normally
distributed pop
pulations, thee mean and
d median wh
hich are measures of ceentral
t
tendency
wo
ould be closeely comparab
ble to each other; this indicates that the data iss not
s
strongly
skew
wed (De Veux et al., 2015).. The mean fo
or the data is 123.63 wherre as the med
dian is
1
123.65,
a devviation of 0.0
016% from the mean. Thesse results can
n suggest thaat the print output
f
follows
normal distribution.

2
2.4.2.
Printter Factors
2.4.2.1. Interr‐printer varriability
2
I
Inter‐printer
variability is important
i
to allow repeatability of the outcomes off the study deespite
a change in the printer being emplo
oyed to app
ply the experriments. The variability of
o TIJ
p
printheads
in
nstalled on different printters for the purpose
p
of dispensing meedicated solu
utions
h not been reported in the
has
t literaturee.
TTwo printers were employyed, both HP TIJ 5940 prin
nters using th
he same set of
o three cartrridges
o the two printers. The prints
on
p
of the ssecond printeer were comp
pared to that of the first, which
w
i shown belo
is
ow as whole (100%)
(
with rrespect to thee second, Figu
ure 2‐22.
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%, Print output

100
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60

Printer 1
Printer 2

40
20
0
Cartridge 1

Cartridge 2

Cartrid
dge 3

Figure 2‐22:
2
Print outpu
ut amounts of th
hree cartridges from two differrent printers (n==3, Mean±SD )

TThe print am
mounts of th
he cartridges shown in Figure
F
2‐22 above
a
were compared to
o the
r
respective
caartridge amou
unts in the seecond printer by means o
of a t‐test wh
hich did not show
s
significance
in
n any of the three
t
cartridgges (p>0.05).
While not ach
W
hieving significance, any d
difference in the
t prints of tthe two printers may be due to
t placemen
the
nt of the two
o printers in two differen
nt rooms with
h surrounding conditions.. One
w
was
installed
d at a roo
om with an air conditioner installeed, whereass the other was
u
unconditione
ed. TIJ Printerrs have been
n known to contain intern
nal temperatu
ure sensors which
w
a used to compensate
are
c
for temperatture differencces to allow uniform drop
p volume ejeection
(
(Torigoye,
1999; HP, 1997; O’horo, 199
96).
FFurthermore,, printers usee arrays of no
ozzles manufactured in large quantitie
es, these resu
ults in
s
some
variatiion in nozzle‐to‐nozzle and cartridgge to cartriidge differen
nces due to
o the
r
randomness
ocess (Bohorq
quez, 1994; Lloyd
L
and Tau
ub, 1988). If there
t
of the manufacturing pro
a significan
are
nt variations between thee nozzles, the
ey can maniffest as defects at exit oriifices,
of ink or paper fibress and
n
nozzle
size variation,
v
en
ntrapping gass bubbles, accumulation
a
p
particulates
a well as geo
as
ometric asymm
metries in no
ozzle shapes (Lloyd and Tau
ub, 1988).
TThe printers were also in
nstalled in locations which may have been exposeed to differen
nt air
c
currents,
one
e was next to the room en
ntrance due to
t space restrrictions whereas the other was
a the side adjacent to walls, to reducce the influen
at
nce of small currents which may affecct the
p
placement
acccuracy of thee deposited d
droplets.
YYet another factor is the used of diffferent stages and associated lab jackss which may have
s
slight
variatio
ons in set heights.
h
Resu
ults so far discussed sugggest that ass the height of a
p
printhead
is increased frrom the substrate, the accuracy
a
of d
deposition decreases and
d the
v
variability
of the print inccreases which
h may have affected
a
the ccomparative results of thee two
p
printers.
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2
2.4.3.
Cartrridge Factorrs
2.4.3.1. Cartrridge cleaniing and outp
2
put
A the end of
At
o each studyy, the cartrid
dges need to be cleaned and prepareed for subseq
quent
s
studies.
Mostt researchers describe a brief procedurre which was to clean the cartridges initially
a
after
modification (Muean
nnoom et al.,, 2012; Melendez et al., 2
2008; Roth ett al., 2004; Wilson
W
a Boland, 2003), howeever, the cleaaning of the cartridge aftter a printingg session was not
and
t
thoroughly
re
eported, with
h the exceptio
on of cartridges used to inkkjet‐refilling systems
s
dediccated
f normal prrinting uses (R
for
Reick, 2003).
TThe cartridge
es were clean
ned by two different mean
ns, the first in
nvolving of multiple
m
rinsess with
m
methanol,
fo
ollowed by water and are allowed to sit, nozzle‐plate down, off a lint‐free tissue
t
(
(paper
towels) for about 10 minutes to
t allow the contents of the firing chambers to diiffuse
t
through
the nozzles.
n
The cartridges
c
weere then place
ed in a 40˚C cconvection ovven for 15 min
nutes
t facilitate the
to
t drying of the rinsing solvents withiin the cartridge’s reservoirs. This meth
hod is
r
referred
to beelow as tissuee cleaning.
TThe second method (sonication) of cleaning invvolved placin
ng the cartridge in a beeaker
c
containing
50
0% Methanol in water, th
he beaker waas placed in a sonicating water
w
bath fo
or 10
m
minutes.
Thee cartridge was
w then thoroughly dried
d by placement for 15 minutes
m
in a 40˚C
c
convection
ovven.
Cartridge of the same manufacturer and used to dispense the same mateerials (Fast Green
C
G
s
solution)
werre used for th
his study. Thee effect of thiss procedure needed
n
to bee assessed so as to
i
investigate
itts influence of
o the choice of the clean
ning procedure on outputt. Five prints from
e
each
cartridge done and the output compared to th
he initial printts of each.
FFigure 2‐23 below
b
shows the effect off both the typ
pe of cleaning and the nu
umber of cyclles of
c
cleaning
the cartridge on its output. TThe tissue cleaning resultted in a tren
nd of outputss that
i
increased
ab
bove the initial output ass the cleanin
ng cycle timees increased, reaching an 8%
i
increase
afte
er 4 cycles, where
w
as the sonication cleaning method fluctuated
d around thee 92%
a
average.
120

%, Print output

100
80
60
T
Tissue
40

S
Sonication

20
0
0

1

2

3

4

Cleaning cycle
e

Figure 2‐23:
2
Effect of cle
eaning type and
d number of cyccles on print outtput amount (n==3, Mean±SD )
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While the tw
W
wo methods utilise the saame solvents, methanol aand water, th
hey seem to have
d
different
influences on output.
o
The tissue
t
cleanin
ng method seems to be more efficieent at
c
cleaning
the cartridges
c
no
ozzles and dro
op generatingg chambers evvidenced by the
t increase in
i the
t
total
amountt jetted as thee cleaning cyccles progressed. This may be because of
o the presen
nce of
t tissue wh
the
hich allowed the
t materialss in the nozzlees and chamb
bers to diffusse out to a greater
e
extent
than in
n the sonicating bath.
IIn any case, the
t precision of the printss were not siggnificant in alll cases (F tesst >0.05), meaaning
t
that
the carttridges when
n chosen for printing willl dispense within
w
a narro
ow distributio
on of
a
amounts
despite their cleaaning history. However, giiven the posittive effect of tissue cleanin
ng on
t output, th
the
his method was
w subsequently chosen for all print caartridges used
d.
2.4.3.2. Interr‐Cartridge Variability
2
T cartridgee in HP’s 5940
The
0 thermal inkjjet printers iss user‐replaceeable and con
ntains both th
he ink
a the mechanism for placing
and
p
ink on
n the paper (HP, 1997). It holds two printheads, a black
a colour one. Colours can be produ
and
uced by placing a numberr of dots of different colou
urs in
c
close
proximiity at approprriate ratios (A
Arney, 2006; HP,
H 1997).
TThe cartridgee manufactureed by HP has been shown to be reliable and robust, withstandin
ng the
c
corrosive
effe
ect of strong stain removeers used to tissue engineeering printingg purposes (P
Parzel
e al., 2009).
et
Once replaceed however, during
O
d
the co
ourse of the study,
s
the outtput of the different cartrridges
m be characterised to allow
must
a
consisteent results. Therefore, carrtridges (n=3) were preparred as
d
detailed
in th
he methods seection and ussed to print id
dentical patteerns of square
es (n=3).
TThe results sh
hown in Figurre 2‐24 were subjected to single factor ANOVA statiistical test sho
owed
n significantt difference (p>0.05)
no
(
in th
he amount dispensed
d
by the three diffferent cartridges,
s
suggesting
th
hat the influen
nce of using a different caartridge throu
ughout the study should have a
m
minimal
effecct on deviatio
ons in the amount of printo
out.

120

%, Print output

100

99

100
1

99.71

Cartridge 1

Cartridge 2

Cartridgee 3

80
60
40
20
0

Figure 2‐24: Com
mparison of outtput amounts frrom three cartridges (n=3, Mean±SD)
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2.4.3.3. Cartrridge robusttness
2
T printer caartridges have frequently been cited as
TIJ
a robust and reliable du
ue to their laack of
moving com
m
mechanically
mponents, since the ink is the only mo
ovable part off the constru
uction
(
(Goodall
et al., 2002). How
wever, this arrgument is used to differen
ntiate the TIJ cartridges aggainst
t
their
PZT cou
unterpart; In PZT cartridgees the movem
ment of diaph
hragms generrates the droplets.
F the purpo
For
ose of printing medicated solutions, cartridge cleaniing and storage it is reason
nable
t assess thiss claim by meeans of exposing the cartridge of challeenging conditiions and asseessing
to
i functionality and outp
its
put. A simplee yet efficient method is to place thee cartridges which
w
c
contain
within them the printheads in an autocllave, which exposes
e
the cartridge to high
t
temperatures
s (121‐125˚C)) and saturateed steam.
TThis method was repeated
d six times on
n three cartriidges while printing three prints of identical
s
shapes
in eacch autoclavingg cycle, which
h results are shown
s
in Figu
ure 2‐25.
120

%, Print output

100
80
60
Cartrid
dge 1
40

Cartrid
dge 2
Cartrid
dge 3

20
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Autoclaaving cycle
Figure 2‐25:: Cartridge printt robustness usin
ng outputs of th
hree cartridges aacross six autocllaving cycles (n==3,
Mean±SD )

TThe cartridge
es were able to withstand
d the extremee conditions of
o autoclaving and were found
f
t be able to deposit soluttions successfully. Cartridgge 3 showed a decline in the
to
t print outp
put at
a
autoclaving
c
cycle
3 and 4,, it is expecteed that the drop
d
generating chamberss themselves were
n affected hence the caartridge’s prin
not
nt output raissed the conseequent print cycles. The earlier
d
decline
could
d be explaineed by the exp
posure of thaat cartridge to
o potential particulates
p
during
t
transporting
to and from the autoclavee and in the autoclave itseelf, rather than a failure of
o the
c
cartridge.
Cartridge 1 on
C
o the other hand
h
had an increased priint output as autoclaving cycles
c
progreessed,
t increase can be explained by the p
this
potential cleaning effect off the autoclavving conditions on
t cartridgee which may dissolve or rremove partiiculate lodgeed into the nozzle or the drop
the
g
generating
ch
hambers of the cartridge. Statistical an
nalysis was not done due to the qualittative
n
nature
of thiss study.
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2.4.4. Evap
2
poration ratte of pure so
olvents
S
Solvents
are used to formulate the jjetting solutio
on and consstitute its greeatest contrib
butor
to the other componentts, such as the
p
proportional
t active. So
olvents deterrmine the raate at
w
which
they evvaporate, wh
hich in turn gives an indicaation about th
he solvents su
uitability for inkjet
i
p
printing.
Solvvents that evaporate too quickly are not
n ideal candidates for printing
p
since they
c evaporatte while in th
can
he nozzle, cau
using the preecipitation of their contents at that delicate
p of the printer
part
p
(Bhaskkar and Aden
n, 1985). Although the printer is design
ned to reduce the
e
evaporation
event by utilising numero
ous technique
es, the use o
of such solven
nts is not an ideal
p
practice.
The evaporation rate was meaasured with Dynamic
D
vapo
our sorption (DVS).
(
Pure solventss that are claassified by the ICH as class 3 (lower rissk to human having no hu
P
uman
h
health
hazard
d at pharmacceuticals levell), inkjet and water were tested
t
at 0% RH using dyn
namic
v
vapour
sorpttion, as Figure 2‐26 belo
ow indicates (ICH Q3C, 2005). Inkjet ink was used for
the experimeents were run for 30 min
c
comparison;
nutes for each
h solvent as an indication
n of a
p
printing
section of the exp
perimental tim
me.

120

Change in weight (%)

100
80
60
40
20
0
0

5
Black
B
ink

10
0
1
100%
Ethanol

15
Time (minutes)
Water
n‐Butanol

20

25

30

isopropanol

Isobutanol

Figure 2‐26: Cha
ange in weight when
w
proprietarry inkjet ink and
d pure solvents are
a placed at low‐humidity con
ndition

TThree of the solvents tessted are com
mparable to the evaporation rate of th
he proprietarry ink
these solven
f
formulation
produced
p
by the
t printer manufacturer;
m
nts are water, isobutanol and n‐
b
butanol.
This outcome is not surprising given that thermal inkjeet printers arre frequently cited
t use aqueo
to
ous based inkks, thus a pro
oprietary ink would reflecct the behaviour of its sollvent,
w
water
(Melen
ndez et al., 20
008).
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Two pure solvents should not be used as the sole solvent for an inkjet ink due to their rapid
evaporation exceeding 70% evaporation within 20 minutes. If used, those solvents can be
mixed with others to allow a more reasonable evaporation rate.
When those pure solvents were used as jetting solution however, all failed to print with the
exception of water and the control ink. Suggesting that evaporation rate, while being an
important consideration, is not the main criteria for selection of inkjet inks.

2.4.5. Effect of ethanol content of Cartridge ink on printability
TIJ is able to robustly deposit droplets of aqueous liquid onto the substrate (Yun et al., 2009).
This poses a challenge for substances needed to be printed that cannot to be dissolved in
significant quantities in water, researchers have therefore resorted to combining water with
ethanol (Melendez et al., 2008).
An investigation of ratios (0%, 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 90% and 100% v/v) of water‐ethanol
contents was attempted and outcomes of quantity deposited, jettability (can be printed
controllably), puddling (accumulation of liquid on nozzle plate) and dripping (uncontrollable
flow through the nozzle plate) at room temperature are presented in Table 2‐4.

Table 2‐4: Effect of ethanol content on printability, viscosity and surface tension of jetting liquid (n=3, mean±SD)

Ethanol content
(%v/v)
0
10
30
50
70
90
100

Viscosity
(mPas)
1.12 ± 0.001
1.54 ± 0.007
2.44 ± 0.030
2.96 ± 0.004
2.68 ± 0.001
1.92 ± 0.002
1.39 ± 0.001

Surface tension
(mN/m)
69.70 ± 0.51
52.23 ± 0.37
37.56 ± 0.25
30.70 ± 0.20
27.76 ± 0.05
24.46 ± 0.15
23.30 ± 0.10

Jettability Puddling Dripping
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

As ethanolic content increases, viscosity increases and surface tension dips in magnitude until
50% mark at which point puddling begins to occur. This can suggest that rheological properties
of the jetting solution began to be unfavourable for the 5940 printer. Since puddling and
dripping are events that are likely to be caused by surface tension which is consistently
decreasing. Furthermore the reported acceptability of printing viscosities range up to 3 mPas,
further implicating surface tension in the puddling and dripping events noted (Reick, 2004;
Arney, 2006). The change in composition also affects the printout quality as Figure 2‐27 shows.
0% Ethanol

30% Ethanol

50% Ethanol

70% Ethanol

90% Ethanol

Figure 2‐27: Appearance of prints as the ethanolic content of the jetting solution increases

The print edges are clearly defined and the print is dark when the ethanolic content at 30% or
less; as it increases the distribution of the print begins to be affected and decreases in shade
until, at 90% the printhead dumps the jetting solution with no apparent control (dripping).
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As the amount of alcohol increased in proportion of the total volume, the print output
decreased; this effect is inclusive of the compression effect of ethanol on volume and is shown
in Figure 2‐28 below.

% Print output

105
100
95
90
85
80
10%

30%

50%

70%

Ethanol content (by volume)

Figure 2‐28: Increasing ethanol content effect on print output (n=3, Mean±SD )

The observed trend that increasing the alcohol content above 50% resulted in decreased
deposited volume by about 10% from non‐alcohol content. This decrease could be due the
design of current TIJ printer which had dimensions of drop generator chambers suitable for
controlled expansion of vapour bubbles in presence of water, as higher and higher volume
rations of ethanol were incorporated, vapour bubble generation of growth might have been
influenced affecting the drop volumes or rate at which drops are generated. This might have
been the cause of the reduced deposited volume.
It can be concluded that jetting solutions surface tension should be less than 30 mM/m, can
have a viscosity of 3 mPas and contain alcohol ratios <50% in the 5940 inkjet printer.

2.4.6. Substrate factors
2.4.6.1. Substrate‐printhead height’s effect on print output
Installing a height adjustable stage means that different heights may be chosen which, during
different printing sessions, may adversely impact the quantity and precision of the output
deposited since the default height of 1 mm (off‐the‐shelf printer) is to be changed (Allen,
1999).
The influence on deposition height on output was not commonly addressed directly in the
literature, for example, Sharma et al., 2013 has modified the height of a variable stage height
TIJ printer using a substrate of liquid nitrogen to produce inhalable particles. The researcher
compared two heights 3 and 4 cm from the printhead to the substrate. As the distance
increased reduction in particle size was observed as the distance increased, explained by the
longer path the printed drops took and the longer exposure to the air giving them longer
drying time resulting in smaller drops reaching the substrate (Sharma et al., 2013).
Soft‐surface materials as substrates (with low elastic moduli) can absorb the energy of a jetted
drop more than stiff materials can. Soft substrates thereby reduce impact force. Jetted drops
do not shatter inflight but can be deformed or splashed upon surface contact (Tirella et al.,
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2011). Liquid substrates dramatically absorb most of the strain energy but lose the
morphological structure (Tirella et al., 2011).
An investigation of the deposition of solutions onto solid substrates using a re‐engineered
inkjet printer at different heights had not been located in the published literature, therefore, a
wide range of heights was chosen. A solution of fast green dye was dispensed with the re‐
engineered model at different heights and the results were photographed and quantified with
HPLC.
The height was measured by placing glass slides 1 mm in height (0.97 mm ± 0.06 mm, n=3)
gently between the printhead and the acetate substrate to achieve the desired height. The
slides were removed carefully prior to the printing session while the height was maintained. All
other printing parameters were kept constant.
Visual observations presented in Figure 2‐29 below, suggest that as the distance between the
printhead and the substrate increases, the less sharper the edges of the print were and the
wider spread the deposition was.

1 mm

2 mm

9 mm

10 mm

3 mm

4 mm

5 mm

6 mm

7 mm

11 mm

12 mm

13 mm

14 mm

15 mm

8 mm

Figure 2‐29: Photographs of the deposition at different heights

It can also be noted that the print output accumulated to the left of the photographed prints,
an observation particularly clearer toward greater distances between the printhead and the
substrate. The accumulation on this side of the print could be attributed to the direction the
printhead was moving while the droplets of liquid were ejected, right to left.
The droplets once ejected from the printhead interact with the print medium surface in many
ways, they can splash, spreading over a wide area or rebound from the impact (Tirella et al.,
2011; Hirshfield et al., 2014). Splashing can be seen to increase as the distance increases,
hence the use of a small distance in off‐the‐shelf printers to provide higher accuracy and less
spread of prints.
The printed samples (n=3 per height) were cut and analysed for the content of the deposited
dye. The cut substrates included the printed shape as visually identified regions, however, this
was made progressively more challenging as the height increased due to the less sharp edges
of the print, in which case best attempts to avoid eliminating printed areas was done.
Figure 2‐30 below shows the content of the dye increased slightly then dropped systematically
as the distance was increased. The decrease in the amount reached the level of significance at
4 mm (p=0.04) of height from the printhead. Another observation is the variation in the
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amount deposited increased along with the distance from the printhead, reaching statistical
significance level at 5 mm (p=0.03) and at 14 mm from the printhead. However, due to the
difficulty of isolating the exact borders of the prints at higher distances, the statistical finding
at 14 mm was not taken to be due to the print height solely and is thus not a true indication of
the effect of height.
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Figure 2‐30: Deposited amount of FG versus the distance of the substrate from the printhead (n=3, Mean±SD )

For the first two distances used (1 mm vs 2 mm) in height the amount deposited increased in
favour of the 2 mm height. This is a trend that differs from the general trend in the remaining
heights which tend to favour higher quantities deposition on the substrate at lower heights.
This could be due to the effect of rebound of droplets due to the shorter droplet flight
distances (Hirshfied et al., 2014; Tirella et al., 2011). As droplets strike the substrate at such a
print height distance, they may rebound and adhere to surfaces surrounding the membrane or
the areas on the printhead itself. If they were to adhere to the printhead, they are not
expected to affect the dose deposited in subsequent prints, as the printhead is regularly
serviced and mechanically wiped by the printhead station.
As print heights increase, the droplets are exposed to greater number of interactions during
their flight path which may affect their trajectory, resulting in less focused targeting of the
droplets, hence less amount deposited and higher variation in dose. It can be concluded from
this study that the optimum distance for higher deposition and precision is the region between
2‐3 mm of height from printhead.

2.4.6.2. Substrate type influence on print output
One of the key advantages of inkjet printing is its non‐contact nature; where the printhead
should not come in contact with the substrate. This helps in reducing contamination to and
from the substrate while eliminating smearing when contact is avoided (Le, 1999).
This also could suggest that prints across different substrates types should be comparable,
since the substrate acts as a collector of the deposited droplets so long as it does not deflect or
bounce the deposited droplets.
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FFast green dyye solution was
w deposited using identtical patternss and the sam
me cartridge onto
t substrate
two
es commonlyy used during this work, accetates and HPMC films. Th
he choice of those
t
s
substrates
is based on thee use of biod
degradable ed
dible films, in
n this case the HPMC film,, that
c be taken
can
n safely by patients in ph
harmaceutical delivery applications (Buanz et al., 2011;
2
G
Genina
et al.,
a 2013a; Raijada
R
et all., 2013) wh
hereas characterisation work
w
is geneerally
c
conducted
on
n acetates du
ue to their lower cost and
d ease of use (Buanz et al., 2011; Genina et
a 2013a; Taakala et al., 2012).
al.,
2
The prroduced films had uniform
m thickness of
o 0.09 ± 0.0
01 cm
a clear app
and
pearance (n=4
4).
TThe deposited amounts were
w
quantifieed and shown
n in Figure 2‐‐31 below as percentage of
o the
a
acetate
printss for compariison.
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Figure
e 2‐31: Effect of substrate type o
on the deposite
ed amount durin
ng printing (n=4,, Mean±SD )

TThe substrate
es have comp
parable amou
unts of deposited solution
n (Acetate 10
00% vs HPMC
C film
1
101.18%),
t‐ttest showed a non‐significant differen
nce between the two sub
bstrates (p=0..488).
T finding supports
This
s
the argument th
hat, all condittions being eq
qual, the sub
bstrate is merrely a
c
collector
of the deposited
d droplets and
d that acetattes or film should collect statistically
s
siimilar
a
amounts
whe
en used as substrates.
2.4.6.3. Subsstrate print uniformity
2
u
A the distance of the substrate
As
s
fro
om printhead
d increased it was apparrent that thee dye
d
deposited
waas darker on
n the left side of the prin
nt, suggestingg higher dep
position in ceertain
r
regions
of the
e substrate att higher distances.
IIt is importan
nt to inspect this aspect o
of the modified printer sin
nce uniformitty is an impo
ortant
o
one
in depo
osition of medicated
m
so
olutions, sincce deposited doses musst be uniform in
d
distribution
a content. The
and
T print wass repeated ussing the recom
mmended heeight of 2 mm
m on a
l
large
print arrea (1.4 cm x 5.3 cm); a circular (0.9 cm internal diameter) pu
unch was useed to
m
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three punch
p
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o the substraate. Since the punch produ
uces discs of constant
c
areaa, the
a
amount
of deposited
d
solution should
d be uniformly distributed
d if they were deposited
d in a
u
uniform
manner across the substrate’ss surface.
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TTo make suree that the prin
nt does not stick
s
to the pu
unch, resultin
ng in modifyin
ng the distribution
o the print, the
of
t printed su
ubstrate was dried for two
o minutes in a convection oven
o
set at 40˚C.
FFigure 2‐32 below
b
shows the print con
ntent of the three
t
cut pieeces in terms of content of
o the
f
first
piece forr comparison (n=3) is comp
parable to that of the firstt piece (RSD=3
3.2%)
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Figure 2‐32: Content
C
of three
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wing content ass percentage of the
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Mean)

TThose replicaates suggest that
t
the subsstrate when placed
p
underneath the printhead of th
he re‐
e
engineered
p
printer
depo
osit uniformlyy across the
e substrates exposed surface and sh
hould
p
produce
dose
es that are un
niform in conttent.

2.4.7. Softw
2
ware factorss
T printer’s driver offerss a number of features, which
The
w
are inveestigated for the effect of print
o
output
on th
he substrate. The availability of thosee software feeatures is an indication of
o the
v
versatility
of inkjet printing; as thesee features haave evolved to accommo
odate the vaarious
c
characteristic
cs of substrattes (dot gain, feathering, colour‐bleeds
c
, drying time,, ink capacityy) and
c per pagee (Arney et al., 2006); tech
cost
hnical aspectss are explored
d in Appendixx (2). Those faactors
i
include:
2.4.7.1. Reso
2
olution (Dotss per squaree inch, DPI) selector
s
R
Resolution
re
efers to the number of in
ndividual dotts produced b
by a printer in a defined area
(
(square
inch)) on the substrate (Torigoye, 1999). If two drops arre deposited in close proxximity
t each otherr upon printin
to
ng, or if dropss spread to acchieve this prroximity, the surface tension of
t
the
liquid may
m cause th
he drops to interface with each other and combine, or coaalesce
(
(Hirshfield
ett al., 2014).TThese dots aare the prod
duct of the ccoalescence of the depo
osited
d
droplets
on the substratte; the higheer the dots the sharperr the print becomes
b
and
d the
s
smoother
edgges appear (SSmouse, 1999
9).
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A printer neeeds to take this factor befo
ore printing caan commence; many researchers have used
d
default
value
es, generally providing the moderate resolution (6
600 DPI Norm
mal, in 5940ss); an
o
outcome
of the research is lower do
oses produced
d by inkjet p
printers (Gen
nina et al., 20
013a;
B
Buanz
et al., 2011). An investigation of
o the effect of
o the resolution on the amount
a
dispeensed
m help incrrease the cap
may
pacity of inkjeet printers’ up
pper dosing lim
mit.
All the availaable resolutio
A
on settings off the 5940 printer
p
were aanalysed for the total am
mount
d
deposited
on
n the substraate using thee same print pattern. Thee total amou
unts are show
wn in
F
Figure
2‐33 below.
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Figure 2‐‐33: Effect of ressolution on the print output (n==3, Mean±SD )

IIt can be seen that as the resolution
n increases, so does the total dose deposited; itt also
a
appears
that if a the reso
olution was cchanged from
m the defaultt (600DPI‐ No
ormal) to 600
0 DPI
P
Photo
or 1200 DPI, when available,
a
would have resu
ulted in 49% increase in the dose.
TThe differencce in output between 60
00 Photo and
d 1200 DPI iss not significant (p=0.39).. It is
t
therefore
reccommended to use high
her resolution
n values when higher do
oses are neeeded.
O
Overall,
the results
r
are in concordancee with the general guidancce from the printing
p
literaature,
PI Draft modes in the casee of the 5940
i that draft mode (300DP
in
PI and 600 DP
0 printer) usees the
l
least
amountt of ink (Arneyy, 2006).
2.4.7.2. Effecct of Volume setting seleection on outtput
2
T printer, additionally,
The
a
p
permits
the selection of th
he volume of liquid dispen
nsed in the driver’s
s
settings;
pressets allow a choice of low, medium and
d heavy liquid
d deposition. Figure 2‐34 below
b
d
denotes
the output
o
of chaanging liquid vvolume.
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Almost double the volume of the printed template
A
e is deposited
d when heavyy ink deposition is
s
selected
than
n when low in
nk is chosen and 31% incrrease in output when com
mpared to meedium
(
(default
setting), in a man
nner that seem
ms to be linear. Volume d
deposition is one
o of the op
ptions
a
along
with combination
c
of other disccussed features could heelp overcomee the low vo
olume
d
deposition
o inkjet prin
of
nters. While number of selections is limited byy the predeefined
m
manufacture
r limits, like the other driver settings,, it can be ussed in combination with other
o
c
configuration
ns to flexibly control
c
the deeposition volu
ume.
2.4.7.3. Papeer type selecctor
2
P
Printer
softw
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s
spectrum
of potential rese
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ngs on the priinting
t
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otted in Figurre 2‐35 and Figure 2‐36 below.
FFigure 2‐35 shows that the
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of the default printer setttings. This suggests
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he printed vo
olume, assum
ming all the other
o
p
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o ink volume
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e are standarrdised. Hencee the default (paper) was chosen for prints
p
f subsequent studies.
for
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Figure 2‐35: Effect of the paper type selected on the print output (n=3, Mean±SD )

The time taken to produce a print which had been monitored as the paper type was the only
varied variable in the printer settings and all the others were kept constant (and reset to
control condition if the settings change after paper type selection changes). Figure 2‐36 shows
the time needed to print the identical patterns as the paper type was changed.
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Figure 2‐36: Time needed to print identical pattern using different paper type settings (n=3, Mean±SD )

Most of the prints with the exception of transparency selection took 14‐18 seconds for the
production of a triplicate (a range is given as printheads purge and spit while printing some of
the prints to maintain nozzle integrity). The stark exception of the transparencies (acetate)
option is almost double at 32 seconds. This could be due to the lack of absorptive drying; the
main mechanism of drying in prints where the ink penetrates the fibres of the absorptive
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substrates; making evaporative drying the main mechanism which requires longer duration
(Day and Shufflebottom, 2001; Calvert, 2001; Carreira et al., 1996).
As for the less clear difference between the non‐acetate substrate types, it could be due to the
generation of drops and its deposition on the substrate only when the printhead is moving in
one direction e.g. not bi‐directionally in an attempt to print higher quality outputs by
improving the deposition consistency (Allen, 1996). A greater number of printhead passes is
needed to compensate for the uni‐directional printing and reduce colour bleeding resulting in
more time needed for completion (Arney, 2006). Interestingly, the printead attempts to use
different nozzles during each pass to average out any potential nozzle‐to‐nozzle variation
(Arney, 2006).
It can be concluded that if longer drying time is needed for subsequent studies, acetates can
be chosen offer longer opportunity for the solvent to evaporate.

2.5.

Conclusions

Of the available DoD printing technologies, TIJ is a more relevant candidate technology for the
re‐engineering purposes. TIJ cartridges are suitable for modification as supported by their
robustness. The re‐engineering was successfully conducted on HP 5940 printer and passes
power‐on and functionality checks. Tissue cartridge cleaning is a more powerful cleaning
method.
The jetting solution composition ethanol content should not exceed 50% for optimum
performance. The ideal substrate‐printhead distance is 2‐3 mm. When used as substrates,
films or acetates were found not to have significant difference in collecting the solution
dispensed on them from the re‐engineered printer.
Solution is dispensed in a uniform manner across the substrate when used at the selected
substrate‐printhead distance. Generally, higher resolution values give higher deposited
amounts of solutions. Heavy ink volume gives higher volume deposition than other ink volume
settings. Paper type does not change the print output by more than 5%. The selection of a
transparency paper type‐setting results in greater drying time for the substrate.
The re‐engineered system shows a promising potential for the production of personalised
doses. It can be used to prepare a range of doses for hypothyroidism, a clinical condition
requiring frequent monitoring and dose changes of the potent active levothyroxine. The dose
dispensed can be changed by using the system’s internal volume control method, shade
printing, which is present in all printers.
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3. Chapter 3: Shade printing of levothyroxine
3.1.

Introduction: Hypothyroidism

The condition is defined as low levels of blood thyroid hormone; the most common type is
primary hypothyroidism (99.5% of the hypothyroid population) (Bijay and Simon, 2008).
Primary hypothyroidism results from the destruction of the thyroid gland as a result of
autoimmunity, surgery, radioiodine or radiation (Nygard, 2010).
3.1.1.1. Prevalence
Hypothyroidism is one of the most common endocrine disorders, in which patients suffer from
an insufficient production of thyroid hormones (Biondi and Wartofsky, 2013). It affects 6-17%
of the general population; Elderly patients and women have higher prevalence of the condition
(Turner et al., 2011; Bijay and Simon, 2008; McDermott and Ridgway, 2009; Biondi and
Wartofsky, 2012).The prevalence in the elderly ranges from 8%-29% (Laurberg et al., 2005). In
the UK the prevalence of hypothyroidism in the population was found to be 10.6% (Nygard,
2001).
It causes a wide range of symptoms including tiredness, depression, poor memory, weight
gain, cold intolerance, arthralgia and dry skin (Nygard, 2010; Walsh, 2002). Due to the
profound effects of the condition, many patients consider the treatment to be life saving
(Hamad et al., 2013).
3.1.1.2. Treatment
The first preparation produced to treat hypothyroidism was in 1891, which was a sheep
thyroid extract (McDermott and Ridgway, 2009; Biondi and Wartofsky, 2012; Biondi and
Wartofsky, 2013). In 1914, a hormone named “thyroxin” was identified and in 1927 it was
synthesised and renamed “thyroxine”. In the 1950s a salt of L-thyroxine was prepared and
since then has become the mainstay of hypothyroidism therapy (Walsh et al., 2006; Biondi and
Wartofsky, 2012; Biondi and Wartofsky, 2013).
The drugs used to replace the thyroid hormones are narrow therapeutic index with small toxicto-therapeutic ratio, as such; they have the potential of significant clinical consequences with
minor degrees of excessive or inadequate dosage (Shah et al., 2010; Hamad et al., 2013; Biondi
and Wartofsky, 2013).
Furthermore, Variability in dosage due to poor interchangeability was considered potentially
especially dangerous in vulnerable populations of patients who require precise dose titration
such as children, thyroid cancer patients, pregnant women, elderly and those with heart and
bone diseases (Shah et al., 2010; Biondi and Wartofsky, 2013).
Therefore, such therapy must be individualised to each patient due to the diverse and
profound effects of thyroid hormones (McDermott and Ridgway, 2009).Even patients whose
dose has been adjusted for optimal clinical effect may require dosing modification as patients
grow older and the thyroid hormone needs decrease as a result in lean body mass reduction.
(Laurberg et al., 2005).
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Fine adjustments of the dose may take place with different levothyroxine sodium contents, a
series of tablets with narrow intervals are available (Laurberg et al., 2005; Biondi and
Wartofsky, 2013). Another approach to deliver the dose is to vary the number of tablets taken
per week (Laurberg et al., 2005). Both of these approaches can decrease compliance for this
lifelong medication to treat the condition with prevalence in the elderly (Rangan et al., 2007;
Laurberg et al., 2005).
By far the most common problem with levothyroxine sodium therapy is inadequate dosage
and control (Laurberg et al., 2005). The most common reason for patients not to respond
sufficiently to stable levothyroxine sodium replacement doses is lack of compliance (Laurberg
et al., 2005). Non-compliance might lead to unnecessary dose escalation or treatment failure
(Bijay and Simon, 2008; McDermott and Ridgway, 2009; Centanni et al., 2007).
Biondi and Wartofsky report a study involving one hundred patients in which the noncompliance rate was as 82%, with many patients forgetting or neglecting to take their pills
constituting the great majority (62% of those not taking the drug), the rest of the patients
complained of finalcial stress and adverse effects.
Treatment of the condition in pregnancy is particularly important, since inadequately treated
maternal hypothyroidism can impair the intellectual development of the foetus (Bijay and
Simon, 2008; McDermott and Ridgway, 2009).
3.1.1.2.1.
Levothyroxine
Levothyroxine (synonyms include: Thyroxine, Thyroxin and L-thyroxine) is the natural thyroid
hormone synthesised in the follicular cells of the thyroid gland (MHRA, 2013; Bernareggi et al.,
2013). It is responsible for a number of physiological functions including growth, cardiac and
metabolism functionality (Collier et al., 2011; Bernareggi et al., 2013). Levothyroxine sodium
(T4) is the commonly used synthetic sodium salt of the levo isomer of the hormone by millions
of patients (Patel et al., 2003; Collier et al., 2011; Jackson and Lowey, 2010). T4 most
commonly prescribed used form for replacement of thyroid hormone deficiency
(hypothyroidism) amongst other thyroid indications (Bernareggi et al., 2013).
Replacement therapy of thyroid hormones is indicated (McDermott and Ridgway, 2009; Biondi
and Wartofsky, 2012; Biondi and Wartofsky, 2013).Levothyroxine (Thyroxin, Thyroxine or LT4)
is considered well tolerated with a half life of 5-7 days (Laurberg et al., 2005; McDermott and
Ridgway, 2009; Biondi and Wartofsky, 2012; Biondi and Wartofsky, 2013; Schmidt et al., 2013).
It is one of the most administered drugs in the world, and its use has been increasing in the
last several years (McDermott and Ridgway, 2009; Biondi and Wartofsky, 2012; Biondi and
Wartofsky, 2013).
In 2006, 12 million prescriptions for levothyroxine were dispensed in England alone (Bijay and
Simon, 2008). More than 100 million prescriptions have been prescribed in the US in 2011,
making it the second most prescribed drug in that country (Biondi and Wartofsky, 2013).
The drug is available in multiple dose sizes to allow precise titration in each individual patient
according to their symptoms and serum TSH levels (Shah et al., 2010; McDermott and Ridgway,
2009). An average replacement dose is 1.6-1.7 µg/kg/day. However, the doses ultimately given
depend on the patients’ age, symptoms, general health as well as severity, duration and the
underlying cause of hypothyroidism (McDermott and Ridgway, 2009).
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Levothyroxine is also a critical dose drug, meaning that comparatively small difference in dose
may lead to serious therapeutic failures or serious adverse reactions (Shah et al., 2010).
Patients sometimes need to split the drug’s tablet to obtain the dose needed, Levothyroxine
split tablets have failed content uniformity tests (Shah et al., 2010) having a high RSD%
whether split by hand or tablet splitter (Shah et al., 2010). Figure 3-1 shows the chemical
structure of the drug.

Figure 3-1: Levothyroxine chemical structure (Colliers et al., 2011)

For many, T4 is a lifesaving medication with no substitute, that once they start taking the
medicine, most will continue taking it for the rest of their lives (Hamad et al., 2013).
3.1.1.2.2.
Dosing
Clark et al., 1983 has undertake a cross sectional survey of patients with hypothyroidism and
found that patients at or over the age of 40 require 100 ug or less of levothyroxine where as
patients over the age of 60 require 50 ug of levothyroxine or less.
Turner et al., 2011 reports a retrospective cohort study using population health database in
Ontario, Canada. The total number of older adults was 231,511 patients. 15% of which were
taking a mean dose of 46 ug, 53.2% were taking medium dose of 76 ug.
Patients over 60 years of age are likely to harbour subclinical coronary artery disease that
could be aggravated if high replacement doses of thyroid hormones are given (Clark et al.,
1983). Therefore starting doses of around 50 ug are used and increased cautiously in follow up
checks if needed (McDermott and Ridgway, 2009). Those with pre-existing coronary artery
diseases should be treated even more carefully, starting at doses of 12.5-25 ug/day of
levothyroxine (McDermott and Ridgway, 2009).
As a medicine with various dose strengths available to enable the dosing of a wide range of
patients and indications (Shah et al., 2010), the doses can easily be confused since they posses
very similar shape and colour as Figure 3-2 shows.
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A

B
Figure 3-2: Different strengths of levothyroxine sodium A: Identical shape of 25µg and 50µg tablets B: Strengths
sharing same shape

Furthermore, splitting which is used to personalise a dose is challenging due to the size of the
tablets with a diameter of 5-8 mm (Shah et al., 2010). In addition, split tablets have been
shown to exhibit higher content uniformity failures done by hand (RSD 10.4%) or tablet splitter
(12.4%) when compared to whole tablets (Shah et al., 2010).
Such similarity in dose strengths can easily confuse patients, especially in those requiring
careful tailoring such as the elderly who may suffer from other conditions that can make
accurate dose administration difficult such as motor and mental conditions (Clark et al., 1983).
Oral solutions are available for patients who have difficulty taking tablets (Bernareggi et al.,
2013; BNF, 2014). Such patients include children and neonates affected by congenital
hypothyroidism, a condition that can have serious mental development outcomes if not
managed (von Heppe et al., 2004). Patients at this age group have difficulty swallowing tablets
and require precise dose administration. Von Heppe et al., 2004 has reported that liquid T4
solutions were easy to handle, allowed dose individualisation and resulted in satisfied care
givers and parents in comparison to those who had to take tablets.
The production of personalised T4 doses on a substrate of an acceptable taste will enable
easier dosing since the dose determination and subsequent volume measurement from the
liquid process will be eliminated allowing faster and more accurate administration. Noncompliance is well recognised in patients with chronic diseases as hypothyroidism (Rangan et
al., 2007; Bijay and Simon, 2008). Compliance has been reported to be a main problem in
achieving clinical efficacy with T4 (Centanni et al., 2007; Collier et al., 2011), producing
personalised doses can aid in compliance. Compliance becomes a major barrier to efficacy as
doses are shifted from day to day (Laurberg et al., 2005; McDermot and Ridgway, 2009).
For the general population, there is a need to produce precise doses of T4, since the medicine
belongs to the narrow therapeutic index category of medicines. T4 therefore requires careful
titration of the dose to produce the required efficacy and to reduce the potential for adverse
effects (Centanni et al., 2007; McDermot and Ridgway, 2009; Shah et al., 2010; Bernareggi et
al., 2013; Hamad et al., 2013; Biondi and Wartofsky, 2012).
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There are uniquely important groups of patient who necessitate accurate dosing and dose
personalisation of administered T4, those include:





Thyroid cancer patients with evidence of residual cancer: Precise doses are required to
suppression of thyroid pituitary axis (Wood et al., 1990; Shah et al., 2010; MHRA,
2013)
Elderly patients with cardiovascular diseases: Flexible doses are important for
production of safe doses (Laurberg et al., 2005; Shah et al., 2010; MHRA, 2013)
Pregnant women: Accurate replacement therapy is key to safer pregnancy as
hypothyroidism has been implicated in pregnancy-induced hypertension, preeclampsia, abruption placenta, low birth weight and still birth (Mooney et al., 1998).
For the foetus, replacement therapy is essential for intellectual and cognitive
development, since maternal thyroid hormones are the only source from conception
to 13 weeks of gestation (Alexander et al., 2004; Shah et al., 2010; Collier et al., 2011;
MHRA, 2013)

3.1.2. Shade printing technique
In this chapter, the built-in technique of controlling the dose deposition is investigated,
referred to as shade printing. Where the black ink is replaced with a medicated solution and
the grayscale or shade of black is then used to optimise the dispensed dose.
Roth et al., 2003 repeatedly printed black to white gradients of cells to investigate different
cellular densities. The researcher did not change the gradient or investigate the nature of the
change in cellular density.
As a means of controlling deposition, only two citations in the literature where located
mentioning the technique. Takala et al., 2012 presented an abstract in which a team tried to
use an in-house developed software kit to change the shade by manipulating the RGB values.
The shade change is used as a way to control the dose of riboflavin produced. Printing was
done on pieces of copy and photocopies paper and quantified using a UV-VIS
spectrophotometer.
Takala et al., 2012 concluded that there was no linear correlation between the expected print
output and the actual content of the printed pieces. The researchers did not pursue this dosing
model further and concluded that understanding this system is one of the challenges needed
to be overcome to progress in printing of medicines.
In the field of radiography, El-Ali et al., 2003 used an off-the-shelf Canon inkjet printer to print
radioactive ink on paper sheets for phantom images of scintillation camera images. Using the
black colour cartridge, the RGB values were changed by 10% increments (10% of 255 being the
maximum RGB value) referred to as voxel gray-level; the prints were quantified for
radioactivity using a well-counter. Figure 3-3 shows a simulation of the RGB values in 10%
increments as generated by Microsoft Excel.
The authors also concluded that there was no linear relationship between the shade requested
(referred to as the voxel gray-level) and the print output (as quantified by radioactivity of the
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prints), and described the relationship by means of a third degree polynomial
(a1+a2x+a3x2+a4x3) was used to describe the relationship.
With the exception of those preliminary attempts at using this technique, the topic was not
addressed in more recent years leaving open the questions of repeatability of those findings if
different solutions and printer models were used as well as the lack of any theoretical basis to
support those findings which can be argued to be non-intuitive as it appears to be in linear
increment as Figure 3-3 shows.

Figure 3-3: Simulated ten gray-levels at 10% increments (shades or gray-scale levels) similar to El-Ali et al., 2003

3.1.3. Terminology
Inkjet Printing as technique of delivery is a new area; researchers from different disciplines
have approached the subject of printing of liquids seeking solutions to problems faced in their
own fields of research (El-Ali et al., 2003; Yun et al., 2009; Wilson and Boland, 2003). It is
therefore expected to refer to the minutiae of details in different terminology. The colour
system is one such area; the colour of the area in software sent to the printer for output has
been referred to as gray-level, gray-scale and shade (Takala et al., 2012; El-Ali et al., 2003;
Bockman, 1999). The term shade will be used throughout this writing, however; all other terms
are valid substitutes for the software colour and may reflect the researchers background and
sources.
3.1.4. The advantage of using shade printing
The main advantage of using the shading system as a way of tailoring the dispensed dose is
using systems that have shown high robustness over decades, e.g. printing systems. Since the
19th century, there have been developments on earlier prototypes of the inkjet printing
technologies, at the time; mainly continuous inkjet printing or CIJ (Katen, 1999; Economist,
2002). Further enhancements took place as drop-on-demand systems (DoD), of which TIJ is a
component (Lloyd and Taub, 1988). Those developments have resulted in the system
commonly implemented in standard inkjet printers.
A secondary advantage of using printer’s existing dosing system is cost; a major obstacle to
purchasing and using medical devices, especially in developing countries according to the WHO
(Hristina, 2010). The cost factor has frequently been referred to as an obstacle in innovation of
medical devices (Shah and Robinson, 2007; Hristina, 2010).
Shade printing has been incorporated into off-the-shelf printing systems; and is a part of their
infrastructure: production, testing and distribution chain (Hristina, 2010). In the case of TIJ
system, it lends itself to greater cost savings due to the low-cost batch fabrication of nozzles
(Thackray and Hindagolla, 2010).
An additional advantage of using this system is its universal availability in all inkjet printers
since it is a technique that is part of the standard driver functions (Bockman, 1999; Lloyd and
Taub, 1988). It does not require the altering of printer components. Yet as previously
mentioned, despite its availability in all printers and relative ease of use, its use has not been
universal probably due to a lack of understanding and lack of interpretation of the resulting
print quantities as described by Takala et al., 2012 and El-Ali et al., 2003.
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3.1.5. Pixelating the prints
Once the print command is issued, the application sends the data to the printer driver, which
translates the data into a format the printer can understand and checks if the printer is
available to print (Wilson and Boland, 2003; Tyson, 2010). This stage includes digital halftoning,
which is the process of generating the pattern of binary dots of varying size and shape the eye
perceives as continuous-tone image (Bockman, 1999; Lloyd and Taub, 1988). A 20% gray shade
or level is produced where 8 of 10 dots are white; the 2 of 10 are black as illustrated in Figure
3-4 below. At a distance the eye integrates the two colours as the eye moves closer to the
image, visible dot structures or grain is observed (Page, 2006; Bockman, 1999). This was one of
the driving forces to reduce the drop size to achieve finer printing dots and higher quality.
Halftoning is necessary for display of gray-scale images in media which make the direct
rendition of gray tones impossible (Pappas, 1993).

Figure 3-4: Half-tones generated by controlling the size of the pixels (circles on table plane); which in turn are
controlled by the number of droplets deposited on the same position (smaller circles perpendicular to the table
plane).

3.1.5.1. Choice of cartridge
In this chapter, the printer will be used to dispense levothyroxine sodium medicated solution.
The Hewlett-packard 5940 printer supports two cartridges, a single colour (black cartridge, HP
337) and a colour HP343 cartridge. Black cartridge was chosen to dispense the drug, due to a
simpler design of having a single colour. An example of the cartridge is shown in Figure 3-5
below.

Figure 3-5: HP 337 black colour cartridge
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3.1.5.2. Built in dosing control
Printers dispense solutions on a substrate that can be visually observed by the user (Oka and
Kimura, 1996). These solutions are by default ink solutions, which are divided as previously
mentioned into two cartridges in the HP 5940 printer a colour and a black cartridge.
Since the medicated solution will be placed into the black cartridge, an understanding of the
factors dictating and influencing the use of this cartridge was necessary, including colour
theory.
3.1.5.2.1.
RGB system
Any self-luminous display, whether a TV or a computer monitor uses the RGB (Red, Green and
Blue) system or colour space (Vauderwange, 2014; Yam and Papadakis, 2004). It is a system
that is based originally on the human visual system, since it is directed at the three types of
photoreceptor in a typical human, the red, green and blue photoreceptors (Tkalcic and Tasic,
2003). The development of the RGB colour space is based on the trichromatic theory based on
the work of Maxwell, Young and Helmholtz (Tkalcic and Tasic, 2003).
In this system, proportions and intensities of different primary light colours (Red, Green and
Blue) are combined to produce a range of colours (technically known as gamut) (Arney, 2006;
Yam and Papadakis, 2004). The manner in which the colours are mixed is additive, hence the
name by which the RGB system is also known as, the additive colour system (Helmut, 2001).
Additive systems produced a white colour when all the primary light colours are combined as
Figure 3-6 below shows.

Figure 3-6: Light colour primaries combining to produce white (R: Red, G: Green, B: Blue) (Adobe Systems, 2002).

3.1.5.2.1.1.
Notation
It is in this system that all the colours, processed by the controlling computer, are processed
and used. Figure 3-7 below shows the use of this system to determine the colour of an object
printed on the 5940 printer using Microsoft Word 2007.

Figure 3-7: Colour Selector and object for printing as displayed by Word 2007
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The values for each of the colours, red, green and blue, are given a number ranging from zero
to 255. These can be combined to produce different colours, for example, 0, 0, 0 gives black
where as 255,255,255 gives white.
3.1.5.2.1.2.
Literature use
Most researchers who have used off-the-shelf inkjet printers have generally used a single
shade of colour, black, for their work (Melendez et al., 2008; Genina et al., 2013a, Nemoto et
al., 2011; Cui et al., 2010; El-Ali et al., 2003; Mueannoom et al., 2012; Roth et al., 2004).
Buanz et al., 2011 used a fixed arrangement of RGB values (0, 112, 192) and (255, 0, 0) in an
attempt to produce outputs from different reservoirs. However, the researchers have
discarded this concept after proving that different reservoirs where used than the ones that
were initially expected.
3.1.5.2.1.3.
Summary of RGB System
The RGB system is a colour notation system resembling the human system which is used in
computers and monitors and has so far been reported to be challenging to use for research
applications.

3.1.5.2.2.
CMYK System
This is the main system that has been reported to be used by printers (Bauer and Ritter, 1996).
It is a non-intuitive system, in the sense that since human visual perception relies on the use of
red, green and blue photoreceptors, dye must reflect one of these colours (Charles, 1997).
For deposited printing dyes on a substrate, light reflected off of the printed dots must
correspond to the RGB system. Those colours have been reported to be Cyan, Magenta and
Yellow or CMY for short (Helmut, 2001). Cyan, for example, absorbs the incident red colour,
reflecting both the red and green which is perceived as the colour cyan. Figure 3-8 below
describes this colour system.

Figure 3-8: The CMYK colour system (Adobe systems, 2002)

This system has been described as a subtractive model, since the mixture of all the primary
dyes (Cyan, Magenta and Yellow) theoretically results in black colour (Allen et al., 1996). In
practice, however, a mix of all those dyes results in a brown colour which has been attributed
to the presence of impurities in all dyes (Yam and Papadakis, 2004). This necessitated the
presence of a black colour, referred to as key, hence the full colour system abbreviation CMYK
(Arney, 2006).
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3.1.5.2.2.1.
Notation
CMYK uses percentages ranging from zero to hundred percent for each of the component
colours (Yam and Papadakis, 2004). For example, Cyan 0%, Magenta 0%, Yellow 0% and Key
100% results in true black. If all the components were set to 0% the resultant colour would be
white. Number can also be quoted as fractions of one, rather than percentages.
3.1.5.2.2.2.
Literature use
This system has not been used extensively by researchers yet, with the notable exception of a
poster presentation by Takala et al., 2012. Takala et al., 2012 collaborated with engineering
and pharmaceutical facilities to develop a software that controls the reservoir for printing; the
work concluded that there was no linearity between the shade chosen and the amount
deposited, a conclusion backed up by an earlier work of El-Ali et al., 2003 in the field of
radiopharmaceuticals.
El-Ali et al., 2003 used an off-the-shelf printer to deposit different shades of 99mTc solution and
noticed that they do not correlate linearly with the chosen shade.
Both authors, however, did not divulge the means by which one colour system was changed to
the other and did not explain the observations made on their conclusions with regards to the
lack of linearity and whether it was specific to the colour space model or the printer model.
3.1.6. Taste of printed doses
Taste is crucial for patient acceptability and compliance with prescribed medicines (Matsui
2007). The non-acceptance of a medicine due to the bad taste can have detrimental
consequences for the treatment outcome if the medicine is partially or not taken at all, leading
to suboptimal or not exerted therapeutic effect. As most of the active pharmaceutical
ingredients (APIs) present an unpleasant taste, there is a great need to assess the taste of APIs
and formulations for ensuring patient adherence and compliance.
Taste assessment has become an important element of pharmaceutical drug development
especially since paediatric regulations has been enforced in the US and EU. Several in vivo and
in vitro techniques such as human taste panels, e-tongue and animal preference tests are
currently available to assess the taste of APIs (Anand et al. 2007). Among these approaches,
the rodent brief-access taste aversion (BATA) model (Soto et al. 2015) has a great potential
and has already shown very promising results comparable to human panel data with bitter
compounds (Devantier et al. 2008; Rudnitskaya et al. 2013).
It is unavoidable to expose the animals involved in a taste aversion experiment to the active
under testing and the excipients of a formulation under investigation. Therefore, any
substance testes must show no evidence of adverse effect to the animal. This is done by
reviewing the lethal dose needed to kill 50% of the animals (Zbinden and Flury-Roversi, 1981)
for acute intoxication; however, in highly toxic compounds, the no observed adverse effects
level (NOAEL) value is used which is an indication of longer exposure (Leisenring and Ryan,
1992).

3.2.

Dose confirmation

When a dose is inkjetted onto a substrate; the ethical duty of the dispenser is to perform a
dose check before dispensing it (RPSGB, 2012). Furthermore, a dose checking could be of
importance since current inkjet technology can suffer from breakdowns which would affect
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the dose. An example of such breakdown is a blockage of the inkjet nozzle; such a breakdown
would affect the accuracy of the dose, since less solution would be deposited due to the
blocked nozzle than otherwise would have been dispensed had the printhead been intact. In
reality, there are hundreds of nozzles in each printhead, a single nozzle is unlikely to bring
about considerable dose deviation (HP, 2009; HP, 2010); however, if enough nozzles were
blocked, the dose would be affected.
Many approaches can be used to confirm the dose prior to dispensing, one would be the use
of a microbalance that is able to detect the slight change in the weight of the substrate after
printing (Elele et al., 2012). Such a system would require the consideration of the evaporation
of the jetting solution, since a only portion of the printed weight is due to the active.
A novel method to confirm the dose is to utilise the colorimetric nature of the print; the
produced doses accumulate on the substrate at the print region and impart the colour and
shade of the dispensed formulation in that region. Desktop scanners can be employed to
convert the colour change due to the active to an optical signal, which when analysed by a
capturing software can be used to confirm the dose dispensed (Yeh et al., 2009). Such a system
would leverage print scanning techniques already present and would be able to infer the
uniformity of the distribution within the single dose since it detects the shade in the whole
print region.
3.2.1. Optical scanners
Flatbed scanner is a cost-effective method of obtaining such optical signals; they rely on the
principle of reflection with a light source projecting light onto a screen and a photo-detector
on the same side of the light converting the received reflection into optical signals (Kotenev,
2001; Tan et al., 2007). A representation of the workings of this instrument is shown in Figure
3-9 below.

Sample of interest
Scanner screen

Photo-detector
Light source
Figure 3-9: Schematic diagram of the principles of scanner (Adapted from Tan et al., 2007).

An optical scanner is an economical instrument, in comparison to other imaging devices e.g.
cameras, because it uses a single set of photo-detectors that are designed to be mobile and
are moved across the substrate to be scanned by a belt attached to a stepper motor (Tyson,
2001; Gloe et al., 2007). The application of a cover to the scanner reduces noise from the
exposure to ambient light and provides a uniform background (Tyson, 2001; Gloe et al., 2007).
3.2.2. Notation
Scanners record the colour data they record in a format suitable for display on a monitor, e.g.
RGB colour scheme (Kotenev, 2001). These data contains information about the shade printed
of the active and its intensity. A higher dose is expected to give higher intensity of colour and a
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different scanned shade. A linear relationship between the amounts dispensed and the shade
scanned is an indication that the scanner is capable of discriminating between different
intensities to an extent that is indicative of the dispensed dose.
Furthermore, as discussed earlier, when a computer data is calculated in RGB then converted
into CMYK colour models in anticipation of printing, the amounts printed fail to follow linear
increments once printed, e.g. the amount of levothyroxine sodium printed does not follow the
increments of the K (key value corresponding to black) of the CMYK system.
It is therefore important to compare the HPLC-UV quantifications with the scanner shade as
those are absolute measurements of the active dispensed, rather than theoretical computerentered printer-commanding references. The Figure 3-10 below hopes to delineate the
process of printing and scanning from a computer and the notations involved.

RGB

RGB converted
to CMYK

Printer

Computer

Shade, Key value

CMYK for printing

Scanned shade,
scanned intensity

RGB for display

Scanner

RGB for scanning

Figure 3-10: Schematic diagram of the relationship of the controlling computer to the scanner and printer and the
colour notations involved

3.3.

Materials and Methods

3.3.1. Materials
Material
Acetonitrile (HPLC gradient-grade)
Deionised water from deioniser
Sodium Acetate (99%)
Glacial Acetic Acid (99.88%)
K2HPO4 (100%)
Phosphoric Acid (85% by weight)
Ethanol (Analytical Grade)
Propylene glycol (99%)
Sodium Hydroxide (98.6%)
Dibutylphthalate (99%)
Levothyroxine sodium monohydrate (>98.4%)
Liothyronine sodium (>95%)
Fast Green dye (99%)
HPMC/Hypromellose (100 cps)
HPMC/Hypromellose (4000 cps)
Ethyl Cellulose (20 cps)
Acetates/Transparencies (PP1)
Glass slides

Manufacturer
Fisher Scientific
Elga DV25 Purelab
Sigma-Aldrich
Fisher Scientific
Fisher Scientific
Acros organics
Fisher Scientific
Sigma-Aldrich
Fisher Scientific
Aldrich
Kemprotec Limited
Sigma
Alfa Aesar
Shin-Etsu
Shin-Etsu
Colorcon
Niceday
ThermoFisher

Details/BN
BN 1371400
15MΩ∙cm
BN 077K0063
BN 1127260
BN 1217425
None
BN 1359932
BN U15310
BN 1021767
BN 03917k1
BN 090412
BN SLBJ0468U
BN 10160136
90SH-100/BN 509026
65SH-4000/BN 0055275
BN VG04013T01
BN 182507
BN 8071174
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3.3.2. Methods
3.3.2.1. The printer
The printer selected was purchased by the UCL School of Pharmacy from Hewlett Packard and
was a Deskjet 5940 Photo (Category number: C9017A-B01, Serial number: CN5B71T2Q2)
printer. For the purpose of this chapter, HP 337 cartridge (Category number C9364EE) ordered
from HP or its redistributors in the UK was used.
3.3.2.2. RGB-CMYK conversion
A method was developed for conversion of one colour system to the other based on the work
of Takcic and Tasic, 2003 and Dijk, 2004. The developed method allows the researcher to
convert Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Key (black) values to RGB values using a MathCAD script.
Since only the black cartridge was used, focus was given to gray scale shades only (ranging
from white to full black); in this case the black Key value of the CMYK system.
To convert CMYK to RGB values, the following are the equations that were used:
𝑅𝑒𝑑 = 255 × 1 − 𝐶𝑦𝑎𝑛 × 1 − 𝐾

Equation 3-1

𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 = 255 × 1 − Magenta × 1 − K

Equation 3-2

𝐵𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 255 × 1 − 𝑌𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤 × 1 − 𝐾

Equation 3-3

After normalising the RGB values to unity or fractions of one; values can be converted back
into CMYK by utilising the following set of equations:
𝑅𝑒𝑑 =

𝑅𝑒𝑑

𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 =
𝐵𝑙𝑢𝑒 =

Equation 3-4

255
𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛

Equation 3-5

255

𝐵𝑙𝑢𝑒

Equation 3-6

255

𝐾𝑒𝑦 𝐾 = 1 − 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 (𝑅𝑒𝑑, 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛, 𝐵𝑙𝑢𝑒)

Equation 3-7

Normalisation to one is needed since the two systems use different notations to refer to
numbers; RGB uses a minimum value of zero and a maximum of 255; whereas CMYK uses a
minimum of 0 and a maximum of 1. The maximum function in equation 7 processes only the
single greatest value of any of its parameters.
𝐶𝑦𝑎𝑛 𝐶 =

(1−𝑅𝑒𝑑 − 𝐾)
(1−𝐾)

𝑀𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎 𝑀 =
𝑌𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑌 =

(1−𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 − 𝐾)
(1−𝐾)

(1−𝐵𝑙𝑢𝑒 − 𝐾)
(1−𝐾)

Equation 3-8
Equation 3-9
Equation 3-10
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3.3.2.3. HPLC Method
High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) was used, manufactured by Agilent 1200
Series (1220) equipped with a quaternary pump, degasser, variable wavelength UV detector,
column-thermostat and an auto-sampler.
The stationary phase used was a Phenomenex Luna C18 (2) reverse-phase column (50 mm x
4.7 mm x 5 um) equipped with Phenomenex SecurityGuard HPLC guard column fitted with C18
cartridge. The wavelength was 225 nm.
The mobile phase was 50 mM acetate buffer for line A and HPLC-grade acetonitrile for line B in
gradient mode which follows the Table3-1 below.
Table3-1: Gradient proportions as a function of time

Time (minutes) Line (A) Line (B)
0
15%
85%
6
60%
40%
7
15%
85%
10
15%
85%

Levothyroxine sodium’s retention time was 4.6 minutes. Calibration curve for the drug was
prepared and tested for linearity (R2=0.999) and precision (<4%) across all concentrations. The
number of concentrations tested was a minimum of five concentrations spanning the range of
produced doses (ICH Q2R, 1996).
3.3.2.3.1.
Method Validation
For a detailed description of the method validation process, please refer to section 2.3.5.1. The
following parameters were investigated for the analytes used:
3.3.2.3.1.1.
Linearity
Linearity for levothyroxine response against concentration is shown in Figure 3-11.
7000
y = 57.69x + 87.61
R² = 0.999
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Figure 3-11: Linearity of levothyroxine

3.3.2.3.1.2.
Specificity
Figure 3-12 shows the identifiable peak of levothyroxine in solvent.
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Figure 3-12: Chromatogram of levothyroxine

3.3.2.3.1.3.
Accuracy
Table 3-2 shows the accuracy of levothyroxine in terms of percentage recovery.
3.3.2.3.1.4.
Precision
Intermediate precision and injection repeatability are shown in Table 3-2 below.
Table 3-2: Parameters for analytical method validation for levothyroxine

Levothyroxine
Intermediate precision Repeatability Accuracy
Conc
intraday
Interday
(%)
(%)
100
0.63
0.46
0.65%
98.59
50
0.62
1.19
102.24
25
0.57
1.6
99.58
12.5
0.71
0.84
6.25
0.76
2.4
3.125
1.74
2.34
1.5625
3.63
2.6
3.3.2.3.1.5.
Limits of detection and quantitation
The limits of detection and quantitation of levothyroxine were 0.03 and 0.04 µg/mL
respectively.
3.3.2.4. ATR FT-IR
Perkin-Elmer Spectrum 100 was used to obtain ATR-FTIR spectra at room temperature using
the universal diamond ATR attachment. The samples were placed tightly on the diamond
surface.
The accompanying Spectrum FT-IR software was used to obtain the spectra using a minimum
number of scans four per single sample. The background of the analysis was always an
unexposed measuring crystal.
The FT-IR Spectra was recorded while the relevant samples were under a pressure of at least
70N as indicated by the preview pane of the Spectrum FT-IR software or until a satisfying signal
from the scan is obtained. Resultant spectra were saved onto external data storage units for
consequent analysis.
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3.3.2.5. UV Spectrometer
Bench-top Jenway 7315 spectrophotometer was used to record the UV absorbance spectrum
using the instrument interface “Spectrum Measurement Mode”. The scanning range used
started at 200 nm; in a step increment of 1 nm. Quartz cuvettes were used for analyses in the
UV-range part of the spectrum (below 320 nm). Reference cuvettes (Calibration to blank)
included the additive-free solvent; which was identical in composition to the solvent used by
the sample cuvette.
All spectra were recorded with the ordinate (y-scale) set to absorbance for uniformity.
Resultant spectra were saved onto external data storage units for consequent analysis. The
sample lid was securely and fully closed before data were recorded. Plastic cuvettes were used
once then disposed of, Quartz cuvettes were cleaned and carefully dried and inspected for
damage that can affect data accuracy prior to subsequent use. Air bubbles were removed prior
to the start of the analysis. The cuvettes were filled to a level above the required beam path of
1.5 cm. If absorbance of a sample exceeded 1 absorbance unit, the sample is diluted with
solvent to yield a maximum wavelength absorbance below 1 unit.
3.3.2.6. Optical Scanning
HP 2050 flat bed optical reflective scanner was used; the instrument is part of the HewlettPackard Deskjet All-in-one system. The images recorded were saved in a loss-less format that
does not degrade in image quality as files are opened, analysed and saved. The format used for
this purpose was the Portable Network Graphics (PNG) loss-less data compression format.
A light-coloured background was used for the optical scanning of non-white samples; the lid
was securely sealed to exclude the effect of the environmental lighting on the scan’s data. The
scanning surface of the sample and the scanner was cleaned to remove any foreign materials
and adhesives that could interfere with the accuracy of the results prior to each analysis.
The maximum colour depth of 24-bits (maximum of 16,777,216 colours) was used for the
scanning of samples. The use of a 600 DPI resolution of the scanned images was the maximum
resolution that provided a good compromise between the resultant file size and memory
consumption, therefore all the data were saved at this setting.
The scan outputs were transferred over a serial cable of less than three meters to retain data
integrity to the controlling computer.
The scanned images were analysed for quantification of the shade using ImageJ software,
version 1.48v. The built-in Measure feature (accessed by selecting a region and pressing CtrlM) was used for the quantification purpose with the average RGB values recorded.
3.3.2.7. Solubility
Excess levothyroxine sodium was added to a 1 mL sample tube which sonicated for 10
minutes. The tube was left shaking overnight at room temperature in dark environment
(covered by opaque tape) at 100 RPM. After 24 hours, the contents were placed in an
eppendorf tube and centrifuged at 13,000 RPM at 25˚C for 20 minutes (Kulkarni and
Nagarsenker, 2008). The supernatant was diluted and analysed.
The solvent for solubility study was prepared by dissolving 8 grams of sodium hydroxide in one
litre of deionised water while stirring until completely dissolved.
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3.3.2.8. Data fitting
OriginPro 2015 software by OriginLab was used to apply model fitting using the non-linear
model fitting feature. Exponential grow models, logarithmic and linear models were applied.
For graphical presentations, the data was plotted as scatter graph which is then fitted with the
mentioned models.
3.3.2.9. Dissolution testing
Dissolution testing was done using a PharmaTest dissolution testing equipment (Model PTWS
3C) preheated to 37˚C using a parallel sampling system. Perkin-Elmer Lamba 2
spectrophotometer was set at 225 nm. Paddles were rotated at 50 rounds per minute (RPM).
Modified vessels were filled with 200 mL of pH 6.7 phosphate buffer. Metal mesh was used as
sinkers for films and capsules.
The dissolution bath was controlled by the IDIS software suite, which was set to a sampling
frequency of 5 minutes.
For the purpose of printing, the dosage form must be printable, oral films made from
hyroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC) were used. The films have also been rolled and placed
into an empty capsule shell.
3.3.2.10.

BATA Study

3.3.2.10.1.
Animals
Ten adult male Sprague-Dawley rats (Charles-River, Kent, UK) were employed for this study.
The animals were housed in pairs in standard cages in a temperature and humidity controlled
room on a 12:12h light/dark cycle. All training and testing occurred during the light phase of
the cycle. Animals had free access to chow (Harlan, Oxon, UK) and tap water except for
training and testing periods where a water-restriction schedule occurred (see
below).Throughout the experiment, daily food and water consumption were recorded. As a
safety and welfare measure, each rat was weighed daily at different time points: before
starting the water-deprivation phase, before and after the session in the lickometer and after
rehydration. All the procedures were carried out in accordance with Animals (Scientific
Procedures) Act 1986 (Project Licence PPL 70/7668).
3.3.2.10.2.
BATA procedure
The commercially available lickometer “Davis MS-160” from DiLog Instruments (Tallahassee,
Florida, USA) was used for this experiment (Smith 2001). Each rat was water-deprived for 22
hours before each session (training and testing).The “training session” was dedicated to train
the rat to the protocol that will occur during the testing sessions in the lickometer. This session
was followed by “testing sessions”. The testing sessions in the lickometer lasted up to 45
minutes, during which each rat was presented randomly with different sipper tubes containing
either water or a range of different solutions: phosphate buffer, levothyroxine (T4), blank GMP
film, blank HPMC film, printed GMP film, printed HPMC film, NaOH in water, HPMC powder in
water and propylene glycol in water. The trial began when the rat took its first lick from the
sipper tube, and ended 8 seconds later when the shutter closed. Each trial was intercepted by
a water rinse to minimise carry over effects from the previous solution tested. Each solution
was presented up to three times. On each testing session the presentation order of the
solutions was randomised.
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3.3.2.10.3.
Data analysis
All data were imported into Microsoft Excel 2010 where they were arranged prior analysis.
Brief access trials with 0 or 1 lick were disregarded to control for the possibility of falsely
registered licks or failure to taste the sample.
All statistical analyses were performed using R Studio (version 0.98.1062). The threshold for
significance was two-sided p < 0.05.
The normality of the data was checked with Shapiro-test. As the data was not normally
distributed, Kruskal-Wallis tests were applied to check if there was any significant difference
between the solutions compared.
3.3.2.11.

Stability studies

3.3.2.11.1.
Solution stability
Medicated jetting solutions were prepared and placed in sealed glass sample vials in a water
bath set at 25˚C in a dark environment to mimic the conditions of ink inside of the cartridge
within the printer. The solutions were sampled every week on the same day and time for a
period of five weeks. The samples were analysed with HPLC-UV. The samples were prepared in
triplicate (n=3).
3.3.2.11.2.
Film stability
Equal doses were printed on casted HPMC films in rectangular strips of 1.5 cm x 12 cm. The
strips were stored in a temperature controlled room at 25˚C inside a dessicator containing a
saturated solution of sodium bromide to give a relative humidity of about 60%. The films were
dissolved and analysed for levothyroxine content every two days using HPLC-UV.
3.3.2.12.
Scanning electron microscope (SEM)
Dry samples were adhered onto a SEM stub using carbon coated sticky discs (both Agar
Scientific, UK) - the prepared sample(s) were place in a Quorum Q150T Sputter Coater
(Quorum Technologies, UK) and given a 10nm Gold coating, then imaging was performed
under a FEI Quanta 200F Scanning Electron Microscope (FEI Company, Eindhoven, The
Netherlands).
3.3.2.13.
Film casting
HPMC-based films were casted in the lab using flat casts such as 9-cm in internal diameter
glass petri-dishes or 18-cm internal diameter plates. The casts were dried at a flat area
(confirmed with bubble level) at 40˚C for 48 hours. The preparation of the polymeric solution
for casting involved dispersing the polymeric powder (2 g) in half the total volume (50 mLs) of
100% ethanol. Propylene glycol is added in 0.2 g quantity as a plasticiser and mixed using an
overhead Heidolph mixer. The remaining half of the total volume (50 mLs) of deionised water
is slowly added so as to reduce the formation of air bubbles.
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Results and discussion

3.4.1. Levothyroxine sodium
3.4.1.1. Identification
The drug, levothyroxine sodium was supplied as a white powder not dissolving in water and
dissolves in alkali hydroxides, in concordance with the basic character of the active (MHRA,
2013; European Pharmacopoeia, 2005).
Levothyroxine sodium solution in ethanol was scanned using UV-Vis spectrophotometer and
an ATR FT-IR spectroscopy to confirm the identity of the active prior to its use; the results are
presented in Figure 3-13 and Figure 3-14 for the UV-Vis spectroscopy and FT-IR respectively.
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Figure 3-13: UV-Vis spectrum of levothyroxine sodium in ethanol showing λmax
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The spectrum shown in Figure 3-13 above is comparable with the literature reporting a λmax
of 225 (Rapaka et al., 1982; Garnick et al., 1984; Wood et al., 1990; European Pharmacopoeia,
2005; Colliers et al., 2011). There might be a minor variation with regards to the recorded
signal from the instrument due to environmental or instrumental effects (USP, 2007).
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Figure 3-14: ATR FT-IR spectrum of levothyroxine sodium

Figure 3-14 above showing the ATR FT-IR spectrum of levothyroxine sodium is identical to that
of levothyroxine sodium reported in the literature (Lakkakula et al., 2012).
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The appearance, solubility in water and alkali hydroxides, UV and ATR FT-IR spectra support
that the chemical used is levothyroxine sodium.
3.4.1.2. Solvent selection and solubility
Inkjet printing deposits low volume droplets on the substrate (Raijada et al., 2013), this means
that the doses delivered on the substrate will be minimal unless a solvent with high solubility
that can be dispensed is used.
The aqueous combination with high ethanolic content (50% and above) which can offer high
levothyroxine sodium solubility, as shown above has been accompanied with many drawbacks
including puddling and dripping; not to mention the evaporation that can take place.
It has been reported that levothyroxine sodium has poor water solubility (Rapaka et al., 1982;
Patel et al., 2003; Colliers et al., 2011; Lakkakula et al., 2012) and is soluble in dilute solutions
of alkali hydroxides (European Pharmacopoeia, 2007).
A solution of 0.2 M sodium hydroxide containing 20% v/v ethanol can also be prepared to
dissolve levothyroxine sodium for printing purposes to enable the dosing of high doses of the
drug if needed than could be delivered in an aqueous solvent.
The solubilities of levothyroxine sodium in 0.2M sodium hydroxide for three prepared samples
are shown in Table 3-3 below.
Table 3-3: Solubility saturated solubility samples of levothyroxine sodium in 0.2M sodium hydroxide solution

Sample
Levothyroxine sodium content (µg/mL)
1
15,337.4
2
15,337.4
3
13,918.8
Average ± SD
14,864.5 ± 819 µg/mL
3.4.1.3. Printability
One of the factors contributing to the selection of a solvent for printing other than an
ethanolic aqueous solution is to ensure that the printer can deposit the solution, produce
precise deposition while reducing issues arising from the volatility and dripping of the solution.
Hewlett-Packard 2050 optical reflective scanner is equipped with a white scanning
background; because of the white crystalline nature of levothyroxine sodium, it was difficult to
visualise the produced print on the substrate (acetate).
To produce an easily distinguishable print, an indicating dye, fast green FCF, was incorporated
at a concentration equivalent to 10% of that of levothyroxine sodium, for the purpose of
visualising the print. The Figure 3-15 below shows the print of levothyroxine sodium on acetate
with and without the incorporation of the indicating dye.
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A

B

C

Figure 3-15: Visual scan of the prints of levothyroxine sodium on acetate. A: an example of a print template
producing similar print output B: print output without the use of an indicating dye C: print output with the use of
a dye

Throughout the printing of the visualised doses, no dripping or puddling was observed. This
confirms that the 0.2M sodium hydroxide solvent to solubilise and print levothyroxine sodium
provides a good print and that the incorporation of a dye to the solution can facilitate the
visualisation of the printed doses.
3.4.2. Printing flexible doses
As noted earlier, levothyroxine sodium is a medicine that is potent and possesses serious
adverse effects if not managed correctly in the elderly, those with ischemic heart diseases and
the pregnant (Clark et al., 1983; Bijay and Simon, 2008; McDermott and Ridgway, 2009). Using
the printer’s built in mechanism of controlled deposition could be a flexible method to dose a
range of strengths robustly.
To use the said system, a print template is first created on a computer system; such systems
use a colour space referred to as RGB while the printer uses a very different colour system
known as CMYK. The ability to convert one to the other is crucial for successful deposition of
the medicine from the black cartridge. This point was not detailed in the literature of inkjet
printing of pharmaceuticals yet.
3.4.2.1. Colour space conversion
A qualitative and visual check for the increments in the volume of a highly detectable dye
deposited on an absorbing substrate can be done by using fluoresceine fluorescent dye as
jetting solution and paper as a substrate. Incrementing the shade level is expected to increase
the fluorescence of the dye as larger and large volumes as deposited on the substrate. The
shade values used and the fluorescence images are shown in Figure 3-16 below.
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Figure 3-16: Light microscope images of increasing shades of Fluorescein jetting solution

Figure 3-16 above shows that as the shade level increases, the black spots between the dyed
substrate fibres become fewer. This supports that using higher shade levels increases the total
print output. This analysis however is visual and is in need of an objective quantitative analysis.
3.4.2.2. Gray-scale display quantification
To verify the conversion of the systems a linear increment of 10% in key (black) starting from
white (CMYK of 0,0,0,0) to complete black (CMYK of 0,0,0,1) is formulated, converted into RGB
system and entered into computer system. The resultant colours are displayed on monitor for
viewing. The produced shades are shown in Figure 3-17 below.
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Figure 3-17: Gray scale shades in 10% Key increments (for printing) and equivalent calculated RGB values (for
display and scanning) from complete white (left) to complete black (right)

Those shades of gray, or gray scale values, have visually consistent increments; however a
confirmation of the linearity of those increments can be conducted by quantifying gray level of
the shades from the computer monitor with ImageJ software. The software captures the shade
of the boxes and analyses it for gray level then assigns an RGB value to each of them based on
that level.
To facilitate comparison, all the values whether entered into the computer or scanned from
the software are converted into CMYK values and plotted against each other in Figure 3-18
below.
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Figure 3-18: Computer monitor quantification of the gray level of the displayed 11 gray levels

The correlation between the two is highly linear, suggesting that the 10% increments in CMYK
system originally entered into the computer resulted in a comparable 10% increments of the
RGB system. The coefficient of determination (R2) in this case did not achieve unity, probably
due to the rounding down of fractions, since the RGB colour notation does not tolerate
fractions, unlike the CMYK colour space.
The two extreme values entered in the computer were complete white and complete black.
The scanned values also show the same extreme values suggesting that the starting colours
and the increments are both identical, confirming the conversion of one colour space to the
other.
3.4.2.3. Shade printing of levothyroxine sodium
Producing tailored levothyroxine doses can be readily done when needed in a number of
settings such as hospital when a patient requires careful dose titration, a community setting to
refine dosage strengths even patient-managed doses in a similar manner to the START study in
which patients managed their own doses of antidiabetic medicines according to an algorithm
(Sanofi, 2009).
In this case the subject responsible for maintaining the dose would request a value (in this case
a shade level) which produces the dose on a substrate. To investigate the dose dispensed by
the printer using shade levels, all the shades starting at 10% up to 100% were investigated on
an acetate substrate an image of one is shown in Figure 3-19 below.

Figure 3-19: Triplicate of 100% dose strength of levothyroxine sodium on acetate

Figure 3-20 below shows the increments in dose shown as the shade gets darker, which is the
expected relationship as more “ink” is dispensed when there is darker colour.
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Figure 3-20: Doses of levothyroxine sodium produced as a function of shade level (n=3, Mean ± SD)

3.4.2.4. Precision
A notable aspect of the increment in doses is the precision with which the printer deposited
across the doses all (10% RSD), which is below in Table 3-4; there has been no significant
difference in the variation across the doses dispensed (F-test>0.05). This robustness probably
reflects the printer’s capacity to dispense the medicating jetting solution, and the use of
standard printing software for which the software evolved to perfect.
Table 3-4: Doses and precision of levothyroxine sodium printed (n=3)

Shade
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Dose/ug
0.09
1.69
3.89
5.37
8.93
12.84
19.47
31.76
47.41
70.56

SD
0.00
0.23
0.01
0.20
0.47
0.40
0.31
0.71
1.08
0.79

RSD (%)
3.23
2.12
0.31
3.90
5.27
3.14
1.63
2.23
2.28
1.13

3.4.2.5. Model fitting
The increments in shade do not linearly increase the dose of levothyroxine produced; this
aspect confirms the observation of other researchers who have briefly used the gray level
shade method (Takala et al., 2012; El-Ali et al., 2003). This result differs from the previous
study in which the shade was quantified on screen which showed a highly linear (R2 0.999)
relationship between the shade level and the shade quantification.
This could be explained by the employment of different systems for different devices, while it
is possible to set the shades on the computer using the RGB value; the shades will be produced
using this system and even if converted to CMYK, they will converge back to the RGB
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relationship of linearity as shades become darker, this is then used to light up LEDS on the
display.
As for the case of printer, the instrument uses CMYK colour space and transforms the data it
receives according to internal algorithms to this system, which is then used to deposit volumes
on ink onto the substrate; hence the different response were observed when printing despite
using the same shade levels.
The rationale behind this non-linearity has not been speculated on in the pharmaceutical inkjet
field, it is however, possible to attempt to explain the relationship based on the printing
literature. The human eye responds in a logarithmic fashion to the reflected light (Tkalcic and
Tasic, 2003; Arney, 2006). The inverse function of a logarithm is the exponential function,
which may be emulated so that the human visual system would perceive the increments as
linear. An exponential function fit is applied in Figure 3-21 below.
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Figure 3-21: Exponential function fitting on the shade increment data (n=3, Mean± SD)

The coefficient of determination (R2) fits the exponential model to a greater extent (R2 0.999)
than it fits logarithmic model (0.327) or linear model (0.815).
3.4.2.6. Controlling dosing
The exponential relationship between the shade level and the dose dispensed can be inversed
to be logarithmic; once this change is done, the dose dispensed will be the independent
variable (abscissa, x-scale) and the shade level becomes the dependent variable (ordinate, yscale), this is known as inverse calibration (Centner et al.,1998). Fitting this relationship, one
can manipulate the dose directly and dispense doses that are needed.
Figure 3-22 below shows this relationship when applied to the inverted data of levothyroxine
sodium dose versus shade level.
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Figure 3-22: Independent variable of shade and the dependent variable of dose exhibiting a logarithmic
relationship (n=3, Mean± SD)

3.4.2.7. Dose
The maximum dose achieved using this method was 70 ug per piece. This dose can satisfy
almost 53% of older adults on the drug, according to Turner et al., 2011. It is possible to
increase the dose further, while using the same dosing method but increasing the area
printed; this approach had shown been used by Buanz et al., 2011 and Genina et al., 2013. The
drawbacks is that smaller pieces would be more convenient for adults and children and an
increase in the area can limit accessibility of the dose to patients (Dixit and Puthli, 2009; Bala
et al., 2013; Orlu-Gul et al., 2014).
3.4.3. Optical dose confirmation
3.4.3.1. Scanner colour naming scheme
The data sent to the printer from the computer are also stored in RGB format as discussed
earlier. The method of control in the computer which determines the dose dispensed also uses
a shade and colour intensity. This could lead to overlap between the terminology of the two
separate process of dispensing control and scanning verification. To reduce confusion, print
shade refers to the dispensing control where as the RGB values from a scanner refer to the
scanning verification.
3.4.3.2. Image refinement
Scanning requires a substrate that is resilient, able to be manipulated for placement against
the scanner screen. Also, it is difficult to discern the levothyroxine sodium dispensed onto a
substrate, if the background of the scan is the same colour as the levothyroxine sodium
(white). For this matter, are used against a dark background of a dark cardboard sheet.
Figure 3-23 below shows the effect of using the default white background and compares it to
using the dark background used.

A

B

Figure 3-23: Scan of a levothyroxine sodium print on acetate without (A) and with (B) dark scanning background.
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3.4.3.3. Scanning of levothyroxine sodium doses
All the printed levothyroxine sodium samples were scanned as shown in Figure 3-24 below.
The figure shows that the shade 10% print was not visually visible; this is not surprising since
the amount deposited from these areas was very small. The rest of the shades can be visually
discerned and are increasing in intensity as doses increase.
10% Shade
20% Shade
30% Shade
40% Shade
50% Shade
60% Shade
70% Shade
80% Shade
90% Shade
100% Shade
Figure 3-24: A Scan of levothyroxine sodium prints as a function of shade on acetates (n=3)

3.4.3.4. Precision
The results from the scanner are presented in its RGB format as shown in Table 3-5 below.
Table 3-5: Shows the scanner average RGB value of each of the shades analysed (n=3)

Shade
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Average RGB
0
0.76
3.74
4.44
5.66
7.15
10.01
13.96
17.27
21.91

SD
0
0.39
0.51
0.44
0.46
0.14
0.08
0.52
0.25
0.90

RSD
0
51.93
13.85
10.12
8.28
2.08
0.87
3.78
1.49
4.13
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The table shows that as the shade decreases, the amount deposited on the substrate
decreases and so does the reflection which this dose reflects. The precision however decreases
as the dose decreases. This could be due to the sensitivity of the instrument, since it has a
range of reflectivity sensitivities that are dependent on the reflected wavelength and the
intensity of the reflection which is a function of the amount deposited (Thomas et al., 2003).
Since the shade of 20% was the detection shade, it can be assumed that it is a rough detection
limit for the current system (formulation of dispensing solution, the drug and the substrate). It
is worth noting that the scanner’s digital signal emerges from the lack of the dark background
colour, essentially the presence of the levothyroxine sodium print at a certain packing density.
Packing density is the only changing factor as the print shade goes up.
𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 ′ 𝑠 𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝛼

𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

…. Equation 11

Since the area of printing is roughly 1 cm2, it may be argued that the packing intensity achieved
with a shade print value of 10% (90 ng/cm2) is below the detection limit, which may be argued
to be 20% (1.69 µg); the method thus has an expected quantitation limit of 1.69 × 3, or 5.04
µg/cm2 (ICH Q2B, 1996). As the shade increases, variation of the dose goes down, it can be
considered that a limit of quantification is the shade with less than 15% variation, or in the
case of the system; it’s the 30-40% shade mark; 40%, however is closer to the predicted limit
of quantitation and thus considered the limit of quantitation (FDA, 2007; EMA, 2011).
Packing density is a function of the area of print; as equation (11) above shows. It can be
argued that any shade print which provides similar density should be detectable and
quantifiable with the instrument.
3.4.3.5. Model fitting
If the scanning data were used to fit the exponential model used to describe the print shade
data above, an exponential relationship is observed between the two as Figure 3-25 below
shows.
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Figure 3-25: Scanner data presenting a good fit to the exponential model (n=3, Mean± SD)
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There is a noticeable deviation from the fit model around shade 30%, it is noted that the
scanner’s average value is higher than the exponential model’s expected result. It can be
argued that, as discussed earlier, the scanner has different sensitivities at different intensities;
furthermore, the point is below the limit of quantification and thus possesses a large deviation.
It could also be due to the printer following proprietary exponential transformation.
3.4.3.6. Accuracy
If the scanner data were plotted against the actual dose as quantified by HPLC-UV, a high
linear correlation would give insights on the accuracy of the visual dose confirmation method.
This plot is presented in Figure 3-26 below.
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Figure 3-26: Linearity of the response of the scanner as a function of the dose dispensed. Left: Actual data. Right:
Fit models

Excluding the points below the quantification limit, it is clear that the response of the scanner
deviates from the dose in some doses. This might be due to packing of the levothyroxine
sodium in a manner that led to exceeding the linear limits of detection of the scanner. It can be
seen from the figure above, that after shade (70%; fourth point) the response slope raises in a
manner that is maintained for the rest of the increments. This effect is observed even for the
fit models of the data. This might suggest that the quantification is exceeding the maximum
value that is linear with shade (40%). This is supported by the increased variation of data after
70% shade value.
It can also be argued that the scanner is sensitivity is not linear; that the instrument has a
lower sensitivity at certain packing densities and higher at others in which case the specific
response can be modelled and correlated to a dose. Nevertheless, the coefficient of
determination suggests that the values obtained from the scanner indicative of the amount
dispensed in a way that can have a narrow variation (<1% as in the case of 70% shade). The use
of image contrast enhancement can aid in the challenges faced by the technique by
compensating for different packing densities and shapes. The use of parameters other than the
average RGB value of a scanner such as maximum and minimum RGB values may help, since it
is clear that the greater the density and amount dispensed, the greater the number of dots
scanned with colour white.

3.4.4. Dissolution testing
Dissolution is an important test for dosage forms; it is used for many applications such as
formulation development, monitoring of manufacturing processes and quality control test
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(batch-to-batch variability) and in vitro-in vivo correlation (Anand et al., 2011; Dressman et al.,
1998; Levi et al., 1964).
In the case of levothyroxine sodium, the drug lacks a strong and selective UV chromophore
and has a relatively low solubility at pH 6.7 of about 0.6 µg/mL (Won, 1992). The doses used in
practice and dispensed by the printer are both in the order of micrograms, making the
detection and quantification of the changes in absorbance in drug release challenging. Indeed
the excipients of the dosage form, which mainly include the polymer and additives, may
absorb at lower UV wavelength making the method not selective for the active.

3.4.5. Taste of produced films
Taste of printed doses of oral films is a new area that was not previously approached. Using
the rodent brief access taste aversion provides a good correlation to human taste panels and
was therefore used in this study. The number of licks serves as the endpoint goal of this study,
since the greater the number of times the rodent licks the presented solution, the more
acceptable the taste is (Soto et al., 2015).
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3.4.5.1. Safety of the animals
All the tested substances in a taste aversion study must be safe for the animal to administer
during the experimental time. This constraint is a requirement of the license of the rodent
brief access taste aversion experiment.
Table 3-6 below shows all the components used in the BATA study and their maximal dosing
and toxic levels.
Table 3-6: Toxic and study levels of the components of the rodent BATA study

Substance
NaOH
KH2PO4
HPMC
Levothyroxine sodium
Propylene glycol

Study dose
80 µg
117 µg
15 mg
100 µg
3 mg

LD50
>100 mg/kg
>4640 mg/kg
> 4 g/kg
> 10 g/kg
> 20 g/kg

Reference
MSDS, 2008
MSDS, 2004
MSDS, 1998
MSDS, 2011
MSDS, 2005

Water serves as a reference standard against which all the other licks are compared. Figure
3-27 represents the boxplots for all the different solutions tested in the BATA experiment.
The use of different solvents was attempted, to reflect the physiological pH of the mouth in
which an oral wafer will dissolve and exert taste and a non-tasting solvent to provide no
background influence on the taste. The first solvent used was pH 6.8 phosphate buffer, the
second was purified water.
Two different kinds of HPMC film were used; the first was a commercially produced under
GMP facilities and the other was a lab scale wafer produced under non-GMP conditions. Those
GMP film was used as a control to test the effect of the lab formulation.
In addition, to help elucidate differences observed in the number of licks across different
samples, each component was tested individually. Due to the relatively large volume of
solutions needed, 4-5 films were used to prepare 20-25 mLs maintaining a count of a single
film piece per 5 mLs of solution. This ratio was used because 5 mL is the average stimulated
saliva volume released as reported by Yamachika et al., 2012.
It is possible that given the drug’s low solubility in purified water and pH 6.8 buffer, that the
drug did not dissolve and exerting its influence on the taste, however, the chosen pH of the
buffer is that of the physiological saliva and the water solvent serves as a tasteless solvent
both of which are seen to mimic physiological conditions if a film is taken by a patient.
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Figure 3-27: Boxplot of “lick numbers” for each solution tested in the BATA experiment

Overall, all the solutions have an “acceptable” taste since they all elicited an average number
of licks that did not decrease to more than 50% of the licks of the reference, deionised water
(Clapham et al., 2007).
3.4.5.2. The effect of using deionised water as a solvent
Comparing the printed lab casted film against the printed GMP produced film in the number of
licks results in a statistically significant difference (p<0.05) in favour of the lab casted films with
an average number of licks of 43.57 against 33.59.
When the non-printed films were compared against each other in the same solvent, the lab
casted film resulted in a greater number of licks than the GMP film (p<0.05) with, on average,
44.71 and 32.8 licks respectively.
The difference in the taste of the two types of HPMC film could be due to a number of factors,
one of which is the weight of a single piece. Due to the thicker GMP film, the average piece of
GMP film had a significantly greater weight than the lab casted films as shown in Table 3-7
below (p<0.05). This factor was unavoidable due to fixed area print on the film (average area
1.25 x 1.25 cm2) consisting of 1 cm2 print and an additional border for easy handling.
Table 3-7: The weights of the different pieces of lab casted and GMP produced film

Piece number Lab casted weight (mg) GMP weight (mg)
1
13.75
16.47
2
13.22
17.57
3
11.28
17.17
4
11.6
15.64
5
13.27
17.15
6
13.66
15.96
7
12
17.02
8
13.09
17.63
9
12.54
16.64
Average
12.71
16.8
SD
0.9
0.68
RSD (%)
7.09
4.08
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Another potential factor is the greater acceptability of the casted films is the use of organic
acids (for example citric and malic acid) in the GMP produced film (Nowak, 2004). Those acids
may have a small, but pronounced effect on the taste of the film which may have contributed
to the difference between the two types of film.
Yet another factor which may influence the taste is the effect of the plasticiser, which in the
case of lab casted film is propylene glycol at a ratio of 10% of the dry polymer weight, the GMP
films employ glycerol in the ratio of 3% of the dry polymer weight (Nowak, 2004). Those two
compounds, propylene glycol and glycerol, possess sweet taste, which rats and humans have
been known to prefer (Holman, 1975; Beauchamp and Moran, 1982). The rationale behind this
preference in rats is that a sweet solution can act as source of liquid for drinking and calories
(Mook and Cseh, 1981).
In all cases, the films, printed or blank, GMP or lab casted had an acceptable taste as
evidenced by a number of licks comparable to that of the water control.
3.4.5.3. The effect of using physiological pH as a solvent
To mimic the physiological pH of the saliva when the film dissolves in when administered, the
films were additionally dissolved in phosphate buffer with pH of 6.8.
There was no significant difference between the lab casted pieces of film or the GMP produced
films (p>0.05), the first having an average number of licks of 39.76 and the second 34.22. The
same pattern was observed for blank films when compared against each other, the blank lab
casted film having an average lick number of 34.65 and the GMP produced film having an
average lick number of 38.91.
It is difficult to attribute the lack of difference between the two formulations at physiological
pH to the active, since its presence is minimal as mentioned earlier. The carriers which have a
strong influence on the overall taste consist of mostly HPMC which is a tasteless polymer that
is used widely and unlikely to contribute intensely to the taste. It is possible that the choice of
the buffer may be a contributor to the effects observed, since its lick distribution is less
favourable than that of water.
To investigate this observed effect, the same printed film types were compared against
themselves when dissolved in different solvents. There was a statistical difference (p<0.05)
between the lab casted film when dissolved in water and in phosphate buffer, however the
total difference in the average lick number is only 4 licks (43.67 in water and 39.76 in
phosphate buffer). This difference may not be large enough to be considered.
When the same analysis was repeated on printed GMP films, there was no significant
difference observed (p>0.05) with an average lick number of 34.22 in buffer and 33.59 in
water).
The comparison of blank casted films in different solvents showed a statistically different
preference to dissolution in water (p<0.05). For the blank GMP films, a statistically significant
difference was also observed however the total difference in the number of licks is 6 licks only
in favour of dissolution in phosphate buffer. The difference in total number of licks may not be
powerful enough to draw clear conclusions from the two dissolution media.
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The API was compared against itself in difference solvent media to investigate its contribution
to the difference observed, and was found not to exert a significant difference in the two
solvents (p>0.05). This was expected due to the relatively small solubility of the drug in the
media and the reported tasteless nature of the drug (Colliers et al., 2011; Jackson and Lowey,
2010).
The solvents are contributing to the taste of the dissolved formulation; in this case, water had
a significantly higher acceptability than phosphate buffer, reflected in the higher number of
licks of 44.91 for water versus 38.57. However, yet again the difference in the number of licks
is rather small constituted of six licks only.
This result suggests that the substrate film, which are acting as carrier of the medicine
contribute the most to the taste of the dose. This result is hardly surprising since they
constitute the majority of the weight of the sample, the average weight of a piece of film is
14.7 mg and the dose of levothyroxine sodium deposited on top is 150 µg per piece (the drug
constitutes 0.0001%).
The BATA study also shows that the choice of 0.2M sodium hydroxide as a solubilising agent
for the low solubility levothyroxine sodium does not exert a repelling taste at the
concentrations used to produce the film since it has a lick distribution comparable to that of
water.
3.4.6. Stability
Stability concerns affect the safety and efficacy of the medicine. In a review by Glass and
Haywood, 2006, the authors reviewed medicines that were extemporaneously prepared, that
is produced by the pharmacist for medicines that were not available in a desirable dosage
form, strength or route, the authors highlighted stability as an important concern for those
medicines. The lack of the said stability information leads to the lack of confidence in
dispensing them to patients (Jacobson et al., 1997; Ghulam et al., 2007). Stability issues have
been implicated in reduced bioavailability of medicines and erratic drug serum levels,
ultimately leading to therapeutic failure (Han et al., 2006).
In a dosing system that dispenses flexible volume to meet a dose requirement, the stability of
the produced dose would depend on two factors. The first factor is the stability of the solution
dispensed and the second is the stability of the produced consumable dosage. For this reason,
two stability studies were done to elucidate those areas.
3.4.6.1. Total dispensing stability
The stability of the dispensing solution, which was done over the period of five weeks in
conditions mimicking that of the solution inside of the printer, and the stability of the
produced dose, stored in conditions mimicking a dark room, was obtained. The results are
presented in Figure 3-28 below.
The vertical axis reflects the levothyroxine content in percentage, and horizontal axes show
the duration of time during which the jetting solution was stored and the consumable dose
was printed on a lab produced HPMC film. The dark area at the bottom of the graph
represents when the total stability profile dips below 10% of the total dose, e.g. when the
produced dose is no longer consumable due to exceeding the 10% content on the produced
film (Jacobson et al., 1997; Collier et al., 2010; Patel et al., 2003). This definition met the USP
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requirements prior to 2012, when it was changed to 5% (Hamad et al., 2013), the older more
flexible definition has been used since the suggested dispensing technology is in its infancy and
because of current reports calling for more lenient tolerances on levothyroxine ranges (MHRA,
2013).
The stability results outlined in Figure 3-28 below, indicates that assuming a dispensing
solution which content is stable (within 10% tolerances) will produce a dose that is suitable for
immediate consumption, which supports the approach that many researchers have taken in
early inkjet printing of medicine research focusing on the dispensing technique rather than
stability concerns (Buanz et al., 2011; Scoutaris et al., 2011). As the duration increases the
content of the drug decreases, though, in the 5 week duration of the study, the solution does
not dip below the stability limits.

Figure 3-28: Stability profile of the produced dosage form showing the total stability (dependent variable) and the
lifetime of the film and solution (independent variables) (n=3)

3.4.6.2. ATR FT-IR
The stability on the consumable dosage form of the drug was observed to be much shorter
than that of the dispensing solution; going below the stability tolerances within 8-10 days. The
samples were analysed with the ATR FT-IR every two days, with the printed side of the film
facing the measuring crystal of the instrument. The spectra of the reference levothyroxine
sodium and that of the printed films are presented in Figure 3- below.
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Figure 3-29: ATR FT-IR spectra of the levothyroxine films at different times (top) and that of reference
levothyroxine sodium and blank film (bottom)

The spectrum of the film does not emphasise the peaks of levothyroxine sodium, probably due
to the higher ratio of the excipients of the carrier film when compared to that of the drug, in
an analogy to the results obtained in the rodent Brief Access Taste Aversion (BATA) study. All
the prominent peaks observed in the spectra for the films can be attributed to that of the
blank film, rather than that of the reference levothyroxine sodium sample.
Furthermore, the magnitude of the observed peaks differ at different time points, possibly due
to a variation in the force imposed on the piece of film against the instrument’s measuring
crystal. This variation makes it difficult to subtract the blank spectra from that of the printed
films to investigate the spectra of the drug.
It is likely however that the interaction with the excipients and atmosphere has resulted in the
decreased life of the produced film doses, rather than standard routes of active degradation
(Glass and Waywood, 2006).
3.4.6.3. SEM Images
The SEM images below in Figure 3-29 reflect the much higher area of the film in comparison to
the levothyroxine sodium deposited on top of the film. The figure also shows a good
distribution of the drug on the surface of the carrier film.
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Figure 3-29: SEM images of the doses of levothyroxine sodium, showing visually equal distribution of the drug at
50, 500 and 5,000 magnification (Left to right).

3.5.

Conclusions

The built-in shade printing method is suitable for low dose dispensing of levothyroxine sodium.
The increments in shade do not perfectly correlate linearly with the dose dispensed. Optical
scanning is unable to detect low concentrations of levothyroxine sodium. Optical scanning is
able to detect the print areas and assign RGB values to them. The relationship between the
optical scan values and the printed doses deviate from linearity for the system used. Oral films
are a good dosage form for printed medicines. This test also highlights the opportunities of
printing drugs, even ones with undesirable tastes, since the role which the carrier piece of film
plays is a more powerful influence on taste than the drug itself.
The use of 0.2M as a solubilising factor for levothyroxine sodium had minimum influence on
the taste of the dose during administration. A lab produced film was used since the excipients,
which is a major source of stability concern was known (Glass and Haywood, 2006). Assuming
the dispensing solution is stable, the produced dosage form is suitable for immediate
consumption.
The stability of the system is convenient for an acceptable duration of time, since the duration
lends itself to shipping and consumption time of clinics, given stability of the extemporaneous
doses is 7-8 days.
The successful control of deposition using the re-engineered system warrants exploration of
another therapeutic area, anticoagulation. Anticoagulants are narrow therapeutic index agents
which require magnitudes of higher doses than levothyroxine.
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4. Chapter 4: Challenges of printing of high doses: Warfarin
This chapter will describe the printing of personalised doses of warfarin sodium; an oral
anticoagulant with a clinical dose personalisation basis and a higher dosing need than
levothyroxine sodium.

4.1.

Introduction: The printable therapeutic doses

Warfarin was synthesised in Karl Link laboratory in Wisconsin in 1948 and since the 1950s, it
was introduced into clinical practice (Hagan and Radomski, 1953). Warfarin is an oral
anticoagulant drug used to treat thromboembolism with a fixed dose of 5 mg and an average
maintenance dose of 4‐6 mg. However, the dose for different patients can range anywhere
from 4.5‐77 mg/week (Hsiao and Wang, 2012).
Levothyroxine sodium therapeutic doses are considerably smaller than that of warfarin sodium
(1.6‐1.7 µg/kg/day in comparison to the range quoted above (McDermott and Ridgway, 2009).
This difference in the magnitude of the doses of the two medicines poses a challenge to
traditional inkjet deposition which has been characterised by dispensing smaller doses of
medicines (Buanz et al., 2011; Genina et al., 2013).
4.1.1. Warfarin
In the 1920s in the prairies of Canada, previously healthy cattle began dying from an
ambiguous condition; exhibiting internal spontaneous and relentless bleeding (Tonna and
Gilchrist, 2004; Ansell, 2012). There was an apparent lack of a recognisable pathogenic
organism responsible for the haemorrhage; therefore the diet was questioned which lead to
implicating the sweet clover plants (Wardrop and Keeling, 2008). Sweet clover disease, as the
condition became known killed the animals within 30‐50 days (Wardrop and Keeling, 2008).
Ten years later, dicumarol was isolated from mouldy hay by the graduate student Mark
Stahmann; Upon becoming a professor, he investigated the group of compounds at Wisconsin
university while being funded by the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation (WARF) in 1941
(Wardrop and Keeling, 2008).
In 1945, Coumarin derivatives were investigated as potential rodenticides but some were
found to be inefficient due to the slow effects on the rodents, and a list of 150 derivatives
were studied funded by WARF (Colvin and Lee Wang, 1974). Number 42 appeared to be
particularly active rodenticide and was named Warfarin, WARF for the funding body and ‐arin
for coumarins (Wardrop and Keeling, 2008). Figure 4‐1 shows warfarin as a rodenticide.
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Figure 4‐2: Effects on all‐stroke of therapies on patients with atrial fibrillation (Fuster et al., 2006)

Maintaining anticoagulation intensity within the therapeutic range is essential to ensure safety
and efficacy of warfarin treatment but can be difficult (Crowther et al., 1999; Biss and Kamali,
2012; Lee and Klein, 2013; Sconce and Kamali, 2006). Poor anticoagulation can result in
haemorrhage due to overdosing and thromboembolic events due to underdosing, both are
common (Pirmohamed, 2006; Crowther et al., 1999; Biss and Kamali, 2012; Lee and Klein,
2013). Bleeding is the most common side effect of the drug occurring up to 41% of the patients
treated (Lee and Klein, 2013; Kimmel, 2008; Holbrook et al., 2005). Better control of the drug’s
levels has been associated with significant reduction in bleeding, thromboembolism and costs
of management of the thromboembolic conditions (Kimmel, 2008).
There is wide interindividual and intraindividual variability in warfarin dose requirement, due
to multifactorial influences. For example patient factors which alter the dose such as race, age,
sex, heart, failure, coronary artery disease, body weight, adherence, diet, co‐morbidities and
treatment indication (Jaffer and Bragg, 2003; Lee and Klein, 2013; Kimmel, 2008; Ansell et al.,
2008). Inter‐individual variations relating to warfarin needed to achieve therapeutic
anticoagulation is estimated to be more than 10 folds and up to 30 folds (Bauer, 2013; Ma and
Lu, 2011).
Co‐morbities affecting warfarin’s dose might include diabetes mellitus, thyroid disease,
advanced liver disease and malignancy (Jaffer and Bragg, 2003; Biss and Kamali, 2012; Kimmel,
2008). Environmental factors also play a role in the effects of this medicine, such as alcohol
intake, diet and interacting medications, which might affect the pharmacokinetics by reducing
the absorption or altering the clearance of the medicine, or pharmacodynamics by inhibiting
the synthesis of vitamin K dependent anticoagulation factors for example (Holbrook et al.,
2005; Lee and Klein, 2013; Kimmel, 2008).
4.1.2.1.1.
Effect of genetic testing
Polymorphism in CYP2C9 and VKORC1 are key genes involved in the metabolism and action of
warfarin (Ansell et al., 2008; Biss and Kamali, 2012). Cytochrome P450 liver enzymes are
responsible for metabolising many drugs including warfarin (Carlson, 2008). Within this family
of enzymes, one gene CYP2C9 has been implicated in 10% of the variation in warfarin dosing
(Carlson, 2008). The availability of platforms upon which to perform rapid genotyping has
made pharmacogenetics‐based dosing a real potential for clinical practice (Ma and Lu, 2011;
Biss and Kamali, 2012).
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In 2005, the vitamin K epoxide reductase enzyme, encoded by VKORC1 gene was seen to
contribute 25%‐30% to the warfarin dose variation (Carlson, 2008; Ma and Lu, 2011).
Individuals with genotypes that make them more sensitive to warfarin are more prone to
excessive anticoagulation, VKORC1 AA genotype were found to require significantly lower daily
doses of warfarin than GG or GA genotype; age has a great influence for warfarin dose, patient
height was found to account for some of the drug’s doses, alcohol intake, compliance, dietary
intake of vitamin K, vegetables and certain types of oils (Ansell et al., 2008; Biss and Kamali,
2012).
Genetic testing is able to predict how a group of patients will metabolise warfarin (ultra‐rapid
metaboliser or poor metabolised requiring larger and lower doses respectively) but as of yet
there is no research on how to precisely deliver adjusted the dose (Campos‐Outcalt, 2007),
especially since there is a very wide range of does among different patients (4.5‐77 mg/week)
(Hsiao and Wang, 2012; Kimmel, 2008; Lee and Klein, 2013; Pirmohamed, 2006).
4.1.2.1.2.
Effect of monitoring
Warfarin has a narrow therapeutic window and a wide variation in dose‐response relationship
among patients (Crowther et al., 1999). Anticoagulant effect of warfarin has to be monitored
carefully and dose adjusted so that the prothrombin time (PT) is in a safe and effective range,
which for most thromboembolic disorders that is reflected in an INR value of 2‐3 (Crowther et
al., 1999). The consequences of overanticoagulation are major concerns and impediments for
the use of warfarin (Crowther et al., 1999). On the other end, warfarin loses its effectiveness
substantially if insufficient levels of anticoagulation are given (Kimmel, 2008). Figure 4‐3 shows
the therapeutic range for INR levels.

Figure 4‐3: Adjusted odd ratios for ischemic stroke and intracranial bleeding in relation to anticoagulation
intensity (Fuster, 2006)

During the initiation phase which lasts for 4‐5 days there is frequent monitoring of the effects
of the drug (Crowther et al., 1999). The dose titration period of warfarin use has the highest
risk of over anticoagulation and is accompanied with the highest bleeding risk (Kimmel, 2008).
As a result 33% of drug‐related hospitalisation in the US is associated with warfarin and it is
consistently one of the top 10 drugs for drug‐related hospitalisations (Lee and Klein, 2013). In
the UK, the medicine’s suboptimal control is a common hospital admission cause, especially
for bleeding (Pirmohamed et al., 2004). Pirmohamed et al., 2004 listed the drugs causing
adverse effects which caused admitted in two large hospitals in Merseyside, England for
18,820 patients and found that warfarin was the third most common drug associated with
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admissions, and of the admissions in the study, over 2% died while admitted (Pirmohamed et
al., 2004; Pirmohamed, 2006).
One of the major challenges of warfarin delivery is the variable doses needed by patients;
hence the availability of a range of doses from which patients administer the total warfarin
dose needed. Figure 4‐4 shows a range of available doses for warfarin sodium tablets.

Figure 4‐4: A range of warfarin sodium tablet doses available in the market

The dose variability makes it difficult to draw a single dose range for each patient; however,
the BNF quotes a figure for an average maintenance dose of the drug, which ranges from 3‐9
mg per day (BNF, 2014). Maintenance dose figures are more relevant for comparison since
they are generally the doses that need to be tailored to the current condition of their user,
whereas doses that are used for rapid anticoagulation have been quoted to be 5‐10 mg doses
(BNF, 2014).

4.1.2.1.3.
Effect of long term management
Long term management of anticoagulated patients can be challenging due to the dosing
adjustments of warfarin (Wong et al., 1999). Wong et al 1999 reports that the exact dose the
patient needs for them to take the drug once daily is difficult to achieve, since combining
different strength of tablets per day can cause dosing errors by taking wrong tablet or wrong
combination of strengths. This forces clinicians to suggest alternate day dosing which are
known to lead to confusion about which dose to take on a particular day of the week (Jaffer
and Bragg, 2003). In the study, Wong et al., 1999 noted that patients prefer to avoid tablet
splitting and have once daily dosing because it is easier to follow, easier to explain to care
givers, less confusing and less likely to cause dosing errors. However, for some patients, taking
one tablet strength may not be sufficient while the next higher strength would be excessive
resulting in daily dose meeting the particular changing doses of a diverse patient’s population
(Jaffer and Bragg, 2003).
Better dosing of warfarin is needed to reduce the risk of both, major bleeding with the
attendant morbidity and mortality and the discontinuation of this highly efficacious therapy
(Kimmel, 2008).
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4.1.2.2. Warfarin‐alternatives
There is a growing number of oral alternatives to warfarin (Direct thrombin inhibitors and
factor Xa inhibitors); those agents been compared to warfarin in non‐inferiority studies (Biss
and Kamali, 2012).
Goumez‐Outes et al., 2013 conducted a systematic review and meta‐analysis of high quality
studies comparing warfarin to new oral anticoagulant; the study shows that the new
alternatives are no more effective than warfarin in preventing non‐haemorrhagic stroke,
systemic embolic events and non‐valvular atrial fibrillation.
Newer oral anticoagulants trials design has been questioned, and accused of criticisms such as
double counting of conditions, use of high doses of alternative anticoagulants, limited inclusion
and exclusion criteria, high drop‐out rate (Ansel, 2012; Chan et al., 2014). Goumez‐Outes et al.,
2013 also highlighted the sponsorship of all the studies the authors considered with
pharmaceutical companies and involvement with study design and overseeing collaborations.
The authors also note the difference in overall benefits in different geographical regions; in
studies where non‐Europeans were recruited, this population contributed to benefits at the
expense of European populations which when solely analysed the benefits of newer oral
anticoagulants were not apparent. In addition, Biss and Kamali, 2012 note that new agents
have not undergone the clinical trials in children.
Furthermore, newer oral anticoagulants have been criticised for having a rapidly declining
anticoagulant effect in case of poor compliance further complicated by the lack of coagulation
monitoring tests for these agents or specific antidotes to reverse the anticoagulant effect
(Baker and Chamberlin, 2014; Ansel, 2012; Gomez‐Outes et al., 2013; Bauer, 2013).
Warfarin will continue, at least for the next decade, to be the oral anticoagulant of choice
therefore attention should shift to improving the delivery of safe and effective doses
(Pirmohamed, 2006).
The current recommendation of the American heart association advises against the use of new
oral anticoagulation as first line therapy, until anticoagulation is understood to a greater
extent (Ansel, 2012). Warfarin will remain important a valuable anticoagulant option and the
medication of choice for patients with mechanical heart valves (Bauer, 2013).
4.1.2.3. Taste of produced warfarin films
Warfarin started its life as a rodenticide, due to its tasteless nature (Colvin and Wang, 1974).
However, in the case of rodent BATA study, it was found to be too dangerous to give to the
rats as a component of the formulation due to the low lethal dose in rats, which is reported to
be around 1 mg/kg (Colvin and Wang, 1974).
Smaller doses of 0.8 mg/kg/day were shown cause death in rats (Colvin and Wang, 1974)
making the produced doses containing warfarin at human level unachievable and those at rat
level risky, excluding the analysis of taste for this active.
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Materials and Methods

4.2.1. Materials
Material
Acetonitrile (HPLC gradient‐grade)
Deionised water from deioniser
Sodium Acetate (99%)
Glacial Acetic Acid (99.88%)
Ethanol (Analytical Grade)
Propylene glycol (99%)
Dibutylphthalate (99%)
Sodium Lauryl Sulphate (99%)
Warfarin sodium (>99.5%)
Fast Green dye (99%)
HPMC/Hypromellose (100 cps)
HPMC/Hypromellose (4000 cps)
Ethyl Cellulose (20 cps)
Acetates/Transparencies (PP1)

Manufacturer
Fisher Scientific
Elga DV25 Purelab
Sigma‐Aldrich
Fisher Scientific
Fisher Scientific
Sigma‐Aldrich
Aldrich
Sigma‐Aldrich
LKT Labs
Alfa Aesar
Shin‐Etsu
Shin‐Etsu
Colorcon
Niceday

Details
BN 1371400
15MΩ∙cm
BN 077K0063
BN 1127260
BN 1359932
BN U15310
BN 03917k1
BN 077k0137
BN 2595702
BN 10160136
90SH‐100/BN 509026
65SH‐4000/BN 0055275
BN VG04013T01
BN 182507

4.2.2. Methods
4.2.2.1. The printer
The printer selected was purchased by the UCL School of Pharmacy from Hewlett Packard and
was a Deskjet 5940 Photo (Category number: C9017A‐B01, Serial number: CN5B71T2Q2)
printer equipped with 4‐ink colours HP 343 and HP 337 (Category number C8766EE and
C9364EE, respectively) ordered from HP or its redistributors in the UK.
4.2.2.2. Printer Cartridges
Genuine black‐ink HP cartridge (HP 337) was used. Cartridge modification involved cutting the
top cap with a sharp wedge‐like knife, removing the ink sponge and pad, then rinsing the
cartridge with absolute ethanol and then with deionised water.
4.2.2.3. HPLC Method
High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) Agilent 1200 was used to separate the drug
for quantification. The HPLC used was equipped with a quaternary pump, degasser, variable
wavelength UV detector, column‐thermostat and an auto‐sampler. The stationary phase used
was a Phenomenex Luna C18 (2) reverse‐phase column (50 mm x 4.7 mm x 5 um) equipped
with Phenomenex SecurityGuard HPLC guard column fitted with C18 cartridge. The flow rate
was 1 mL/minute, detection wavelength was 310 nm. The mobile phase was 50 mM acetate
buffer for line A and HPLC‐grade acetonitrile for line B in gradient mode which follows the
Table 4‐1 below.
Table 4‐1: HPLC Mobile phase proportions for gradient method

Time (minutes) Line (A) Line (B)
0
15%
85%
6
60%
40%
7
15%
85%
10
15%
85%
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4.2.2.3.1.
Method Validation
For a detailed description of the method validation process, please refer to section 2.3.5.1. The
following parameters were investigated for the analytes used:
4.2.2.3.1.1.
Linearity
Linearity for warfarin response against concentration is shown in Figure 4‐5.
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Figure 4‐5: Linearity of warfarin

4.2.2.3.1.2.
Specificity
Figure 4‐6 shows the identifiable peak of levothyroxine in solvent.
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Figure 4‐6: Chromatogram of warfarin

4.2.2.3.1.3.
Accuracy
Table 4‐2 shows the accuracy of levothyroxine in terms of percentage recovery.
4.2.2.3.1.4.
Precision
Intermediate precision and injection repeatability are shown in Table 4‐2 below.
Table 4‐2: Parameters for analytical method validation of warfarin

Warfarin
Intermediate precision Repeatability Accuracy
Conc
intraday
interday
(%)
(%)
100
0.48
0.61
0.48%
99.76
50
0.1
1.2
‐
100.73
25
0.44
2.59
‐
101.20
12.5
0.57
0.7
‐
‐
6.25
0.43
0.33
‐
‐
3.125
0.67
1.81
‐
‐
1.5625
0
3.21
‐
‐
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4.2.2.3.1.5.
Limits of detection and quantitation
The limit of detection and quantitation of warfarin were 0.06 and 0.18 µg/mL respectively.
4.2.2.4. ATR FT‐IR
Perkin‐Elmer Spectrum 100 was used to obtain ATR‐FTIR spectra at room temperature using
the universal diamond ATR attachment. The samples were placed tightly on the diamond
surface.
The accompanying Spectrum FT‐IR software was used to obtain the spectra using a minimum
number of scans four per single sample. The background of the analysis was always an
unexposed measuring crystal.
The FT‐IR Spectra was recorded while the relevant samples were under a pressure of at least
70N as indicated by the preview pane of the Spectrum FT‐IR software or until a satisfying signal
from the scan is obtained. Resultant spectra were saved onto external data storage units for
consequent analysis.
4.2.2.5. UV Spectrometer
Bench‐top Jenway 7315 spectrophotometer was used to record the UV absorbance spectrum
using the instrument interface “Spectrum Measurement Mode”. The scanning range used
started at 200 nm; in a step increment of 1 nm. Quartz cuvettes were used for analyses in the
UV‐range part of the spectrum (below 320 nm). Reference cuvettes (Calibration to blank)
included the additive‐free solvent; which was identical in composition to the solvent used by
the sample cuvette.
All spectra were recorded with the ordinate (y‐scale) set to absorbance for uniformity.
Resultant spectra were saved onto external data storage units for consequent analysis. The
sample lid was securely and fully closed before data were recorded. Plastic cuvettes were used
once then disposed of, Quartz cuvettes were cleaned and carefully dried and inspected for
damage that can affect data accuracy prior to subsequent use. Air bubbles were removed prior
to the start of the analysis. The cuvettes were filled to a level above the required beam path of
1.5 cm. If absorbance of a sample exceeded 1 absorbance unit, the sample is diluted with
solvent to yield a maximum wavelength absorbance below 1 unit.
4.2.2.6. Optical Scanning
HP 2050 flat bed optical reflective scanner was used; the instrument is part of the Hewlett‐
Packard Deskjet All‐in‐one system. The images recorded were saved in a loss‐less format that
does not degrade in image quality as files are opened, analysed and saved. The format used for
this purpose was the Portable Network Graphics (PNG) loss‐less data compression format.
A light‐coloured background was used for the optical scanning of non‐white samples; the lid
was securely sealed to exclude the effect of the environmental lighting on the scan’s data. The
scanning surface of the sample and the scanner was cleaned to remove any foreign materials
and adhesives that could interfere with the accuracy of the results prior to each analysis.
The maximum colour depth of 24‐bits (maximum of 16,777,216 colours) was used for the
scanning of samples. The use of a 600 DPI resolution of the scanned images was the maximum
resolution that provided a good compromise between the resultant file size and memory
consumption, therefore all the data were saved at this setting.
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The scan outputs were transferred over a serial cable of less than three meters to retain data
integrity to the controlling computer.
The scanned images were analysed for quantification of the shade using ImageJ software,
version 1.48v. The built‐in Measure feature was used for the quantification purpose with the
average values recorded.
Modified Desktop HP inkjet printer, HP 5940 was utilised to produce the printed samples using
y‐values to control the deposition volume. Y values are the height (in cm) of a rectangle of 1
cm width drawn in a Microsoft Word 2007 template.
4.2.2.7. Film casting
HPMC‐based films were casted in the lab using flat casts such as 9‐cm in internal diameter
glass petri‐dishes or 18‐cm internal diameter plates. The casts were dried at a flat area
(confirmed with bubble level) at 40˚C for 48 hours. The preparation of the polymeric solution
for casting involved dispersing the polymeric powder (2 g) in half the total volume (50 mLs) of
100% ethanol. Propylene glycol is added in 0.2 g quantity as a plasticiser and mixed using an
overhead Heidolph mixer. The remaining half of the total volume (50 mLs) of deionised water
is slowly added so as to reduce the formation of air bubbles.
4.2.2.8. Dissolution testing
Drug release characterisation from a formulation using dissolution tests requires identifying
the release values as a function of time at multiple points during dissolution (Siewert et al.,
2003). A minimum of four sampling points are needed, more are required for adequately
characterise a dissolution profile (Anand et al., 2011).
The produced dose is a printed film (height=2 cm), the film (1 cm2) can be rolled into a hard
gelatine shell (Sandler et al., 2011). This combines the personalisation of the produced dose
with the advantages of capsules, such as tasteless and odourless dosages (Guo et al., 2002).
Dissolution testing was done using a PharmaTest dissolution testing equipment (Model PTWS
3C) preheated to 37˚C using a parallel sampling system. Perkin‐Elmer Lamba 2
spectrophotometer was set at 225 nm. Paddles were rotated at 50 rounds per minute (RPM).
Modified vessels were filled with 200 mL of pH 6.8 phosphate buffer (BP, 2015). Metal mesh
was used as sinkers for films and spiral sinkers were used for capsules (Genina et al., 2012).
The dissolution bath was controlled by the IDIS software suite, which was set to a sampling
frequency of 5 minutes. Blank dissolution medium was used in the reference cell. The
dissolution vessels were Erweka RRT10 300 mL glass cylinders. Wavelength was 310 nm.
4.2.2.9. Stability studies
4.2.2.9.1.
Solution stability
Medicated jetting solutions were prepared and placed in sealed glass sample vials in a water
bath set at 25˚C in a dark environment to mimic the conditions of ink inside of the cartridge
within the printer. The solutions were sampled every week on the same day and time for a
period of five weeks. The samples were analysed with HPLC‐UV. The samples were prepared in
triplicate (n=3).
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4.2.2.9.2.
Film stability
Equal doses were printed on casted HPMC films in rectangular strips of 1.5 cm x 12 cm. The
strips were stored in a temperature controlled room at 25˚C inside a dessicator containing a
saturated solution of sodium bromide to give a relative humidity of about 60%. The films were
dissolved and analysed for levothyroxine content every two days using HPLC‐UV.

4.3.

Results and Discussion

4.3.1. Identification of warfarin sodium
The powder purchased was verified against a number of compendial tests for the purpose of
identification (USP, 2007).
4.3.1.1. Powder appearance
The British pharmacopoeia 2015 characterises the appearance of white or almost white
powder, which complies with the visual powder appearance and the accompanying certificate
of analysis (BP, 2015; LKT Labs, 2014).
4.3.1.2. Solution appearance
Warfarin sodium solutions in purified water are reported to be clear (BP, 2015). The British
Pharmacopoeia 2015 describes a test for the appearance of warfarin sodium solution. For this
test, a gram of the product was dissolved in purified water and diluted to 20 mLs with purified
water. The Ph Eur method 2.2.1 cited in the BP 2015 test requires the use of colourless, neutral
and transparent glass with a flat base and an internal diameter of 1.5 cm‐2.5 cm; Transparent,
colourless‐glass tubes with 5 cm x 2.5 cm dimensions were used.
The USP recommends the use of an identical tube for visual comparison, compared to purified
water alone; the clarity was identical to that of the produced warfarin sodium solution (USP,
2007). The light condition was a diffuse light during daylight as recommended by the guideline
(BP, 2015).
The clarity is maintained when the control (purified water) and warfarin solution were viewed
against a white background with a light source directed at the bottom of the tubes are
recommended by the USP (USP, 2007).
4.3.1.3. UV Spectrum of Warfarin
The UV spectrum of the active is one of the tests the USP describes (USP, 2007). Warfarin
sodium UV spectrum in deionised water is shown in Figure 4‐7 below.
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Figure 4‐7: Warfarin UV‐Vis spectrum in deionised water
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TThe λmax obsserved corressponds to thee reported value in the liteerature (Yoo et
e al., 2013; Kim
K et
a 2013; Loccatelli et al., 2005).
al.,
2
4.3.1.4. ATR FT‐IR spectrrum
4
B
Both
the British pharmaccopoeia, 201
15 and the USP
U 2007 reccommend th
he use of a wave
‐1
n
number
from
m 4000‐650 cm
c . The tesst obtains a unique specctrum for thee active, warfarin
s
sodium
which
h is shown in Figure 4‐8 beelow.

Figure 4‐8
8 ATR FT‐IR specctrum of the pro
ocured warfarin sodium powderr

TThe spectrum
m presented in Figure 4‐8 is
i comparable
e to that repo
orted by Prab
bhudas et al., 2014
a McIntosh
and
h, 2005. The figure corressponds to thee principal peeaks reported
d by Moffat eet al.,
2
2011.
T series of tests done on
The
n the powderr suggest thatt the received
d active is warfarin sodium
m.
4.3.2. Printting of warffarin sodium
4
m
T standard
The
d method off printing hass many advaantages as prreviously desscribed; its use
u is
a
attempted
fo
or warfarin so
odium.
4.3.2.1. Appeearance of printed
4
p
dose
A tested in the identificcation tests, warfarin sod
As
dium is solub
ble in water and gives a clear
s
solution.
The
e UV spectrum
m shown in FFigure 4‐7 ind
dicates that th
he solution does
d
not abso
orb in
t visible sp
the
pectrum of light of 400‐7
700 nm (Finkeenthal et al.,, 1996). This clear transparent
s
solution
is caapable of being printed on
n substrates yielding tran
nsparent solution depositeed on
t substrate
the
e. As the deeposited solution dries th
he drug form
ms a transparrent layer on
n the
s
substrate
as shown
s
in Figu
ure 4‐9 below
w.

Figure 4‐9: A pie
ece of film printted with warfariin sodium aqueo
ous solution (lefft) and the film printed with waarfarin
sodium
m solution with fast green dye
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TThis transparency of the produced
p
dosee makes is ch
hallenging to cclearly observve the drug on
o the
s
substrate.
To
o overcome this challengee, the jetting solution is m
mixed with a dye, fast green at
d
dose
of 10 mg per millilitrre. The dye in
ndicates the position
p
of plaacement of warfarin
w
sodiu
um as
s
shown
in righ
ht portion of Figure
F
4‐9 abo
ove.
4.3.2.2. Shad
4
de printing
S
Since
warfariin sodium jettting solution
n (20 mg/mL)) was contain
ned in the blaack cartridge; it is
a
assumed
thaat the darkerr the colour of the temp
plate printed,, the greaterr the volumee and
t
thereby
dose
e of warfarin sodium
s
deposited using no
ormal print reesolution. This assumption
n was
t
tested
for waarfarin sodium
m jetting solu
ution with 10%
% incrementss in the shade (10% changges in
t Key valuee of CMYK). Figure
the
F
4‐10 beelow shows printed
p
dosess using the diifferent shadees on
a
acetate.

Figure 4‐10: Printing warfarin sodium on aacetate using shade method (100% increments, photograph, n=5)

TThe figure illustrates how
w changes in
n shade can influence th
he deposited
d levels of jeetting
s
solution,
in th
his case warffarin sodium aand fast greeen dye. Even at
a low shades, if the dosees can
b delineated
be
d from the un
nprinted partts of the subsstrate. The co
onsistency off the colour across
a
t samples printed
the
p
within
n a single shaade can also be
b noted.
IIt can be cleaarly seen from
m Figure 4‐10
0 above that the greater tthe shade levvel, the darkeer the
i
intensity
of the indicatingg dye accomp
panying warfaarin’s deposittion. This obsservation sugggests
t
that
there is greater
g
dose of warfarin sodium in those levels as compared to the
t lighter shades.
T
This
theory can
c be further tested byy cutting the individual pieces
p
of the produced doses,
d
d
dissolving
the
em in water and analysingg them for warfarin
w
and ffast green content using HPLC‐
H
U This is invvestigated in Figure 4‐11 b
UV.
below.
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Figure 4‐11: Efffect of shade leevel on the warffarin dose printe
ed (n=5, Mean ± SD)

TThe figure shows that as the shade leveel increases and
a darkens, it indeed contains higher levels
l
o warfarin so
of
odium; howeever, as previously noted, the incremen
nts have a no
on‐linear effeect on
t dose. It seems
the
s
that th
he first four doses printed do not differr considerablyy from each other
o
i terms of dosing (T‐test shows no siggnificant diffeerence in favour of increm
in
menting dose until
s
shade
level 50%).
TThe non‐sign
nificant difference for th
he first few shade increm
ments was further
f
testeed by
q
quantifying
the increments of fast greeen in the reesultant dosees; Figure 4‐1
12 shows thee fast
g
green
dose veersus shade.
8
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Figure 4‐12
2: Fast green dose as a function
n of shade level (n=5,Mean ± SD
D)

TThe behaviou
ur of the fasst green increements mimic those obseerved for waarfarin depossition,
s
supporting
th
he overall inccrement in do
ose dispensed as shade leevel increases and backing the
n
non‐positive
changes in do
ose for the firrst four dispeensed sampless. The latter condition
c
cou
uld be
d to the ovverall low dose dispensed by the printer, minimisin
due
ng differencess between alrready
l
low
volumes dispensed at
a low shadees. When the
e volume disp
pensed grew
w higher as higher
h
s
shades
use, the doses are clearly seen to reflect higgher dose dep
position. It co
ould also be due to
a printing me
echanism opttimisation of the printer, depositing different patteerns at low shade
s
l
levels
while using
u
similar volumes
v
of ink.
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4.3.2.3. Co‐printing of so
4
olution comp
ponents
S
Since
the jettting solution contained the two compo
onents, warfaarin sodium and fast green
n, it is
h
hypothesised
d that the shade levels would result in
n equal increements in thee dose dispensed.
T doses themselves will not be equaal since the in
The
nitial concenttration of thee two compon
nents
w not identtical. This hyp
was
pothesis can b
be tested by plotting
p
the dose,
d
incremeented at the shade
s
l
level,
of both
h componentss against each other. A higgh linearity in
ndicates equivalent increm
ments
a its lack would
and
w
indicatte that printiing mechanissm results in the preferen
ntial depositio
on of
o componeent of the jettting solution.. The plot of the
one
t dose increements is sho
own in Figuree 4‐13
b
below.
14
R² = 0.9
999
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Figure
e 4‐13: Plot of warfarin
w
contentt versus that of fast green at 100% increments (n=5, Mean)

TThe ratio of warfarin to fast
f
green is maintained throughout
t
the incrementts resulting in the
o
observed
high linearity; su
uggesting that componentts of the jettin
ng solution will
w be dispenssed at
e
equal
increments. This tecchnique was exploited by Buanz et al., 2013 to prod
duce co‐crystals of
b
benzoic
acid and nicotineamide and using the in
nitial concenttration of the componen
nts to
c
control
the type of co‐ccrystal formeed. This tech
hnique has aapplication in
n delivery off oral
m
medicines
wh
here fixed rattios of mediccines can be dispensed; however, this approach haas not
y been inveestigated in th
yet
he literature.
4
4.3.2.4.
Increeasing Warffarin dose
4.3.2.4.1.
4
Using 40 mg/mL conccentration
U
Using
the traditional inkjeet printing sysstem of dosin
ng and keeping the area of
o the film prrinted
2
c
constant
(1 cm ), the method
m
to inccrease the deposited
d
do
ose would be
e to increasee the
c
concentration
n of warfarin sodium in th
he jetting solu
ution and thee resolution at
a which the doses
d
a printed. Increasing th
are
he concentrattion of the je
etting solution would aid in elucidating the
n
non‐significan
nt increase in
n doses at low
w shade levels and delineeate the causee of this obseerved
c
condition.
IIncreasing the concentration of warfarrin sodium an
nd the numbeer of dropletss dispensed within
w
t same unit area (printt resolution), the strength
the
h of the dosees produced should be hiigher.
F
Figure
4‐14 below shows the
t printed do
oses on acetaate dyed with
h 10 mg/mL faast green dyee.
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Figu
ure 4‐14: A scan of the doses prroduced using 40
0 mg/mL warfarrin sodium soluttion (n=5)

Visually, therre are no cleaar distinction
V
ns between th
he previous p
print and the
e higher dosee one.
T fast green dye seems to incrementt as higher shade levels aree used and th
The
he produced doses
d
s
seem
consisttent in their colour shadee. The doses were quantified for warrfarin contentt and
t
their
results are
a shown in Figure 4‐15 below.
b
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Figure 4‐15: In
ncrements in waarfarin doses as 40 mg/mL soluttion of warfarin sodium was use
ed (n=5, Mean ± SD)

TThe maximum achieved dose was 5
56.79 µg off warfarin so
odium; the non‐linearity was
m
maintained
across the prin
nt shades butt with a clear increments ttaking place across
a
the firsst half
o the shadess. The precisiion at which the samples were printed
of
d is consisten
nt and high (R
RSD%
<
<10%)
for all the samples. These observations are mimicked byy the fast greeen shade currve as
s
shown
in Figu
ure 4‐16 belo
ow. Given thee previously observed corrrelation betw
ween compon
nents
o jetting solu
of
ution, the mirrroring of fastt green dosess to that of waarfarin sodium
m is expected
d.
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Figure 4‐16: Fast green shade curve (10 mg/mL fast green), (n=5, Mean ± SD)

Since different factors were changed to increase the dose produced, their influence on the
output dose need to be considered. The factors involved and their relationship to the dose are
summarised in the equation (4‐1) below.

Equation 4‐1
Doubling the concentration of jetting solution means doubling the weight of warfarin sodium
dissolved in the same volume dispensed by the printer, essentially doubling the dose. Changing
the print resolution from 600DPI normal to 1200 DPI was observed to result in an increase of
117.36% on average and up to 123.23% including the dose variation, as indicated in the
characterisation of this printer model. The predicted dose is for the darkest shade is expected
to be a maximum of 52.9 µg (previous shade dose 11.85 µg x 2 (doubling the concentration) x
2.2323 (average increment from increasing print resolution). The observed dose was 56.79 µg
which accounts for 107% of the predicted dose.
The 7% increase above the predicted dose could be due to the inter‐cartridge variability
inherent due to using a different cartridge; it could also be due to the a slight height variation
of the print stage since different heights might impact the dose produced and having a non‐
calibrated height adjusted stand may cause a slight shift in height and thereby dose.
The other clear change in the shade profile is the increments at shade levels are obvious and
are incrementing as the shade level increases, suggesting that the use of higher concentrations
is needed to highlight differences observed at lower shade levels as well as to increase the
overall dose printed.
In any case, the maximum produced dose using this concentration falls short of a therapeutic
dose for warfarin sodium; a higher dose is needed which can be only obtained using a higher
concentration of warfarin sodium since the highest resolution option has been exhausted.
4.3.2.4.2.
Using 86 mg/mL concentration
A concentration of 86 mg/mL was prepared containing fast green dye and was printed
following identical increments of shade levels. The samples printed on acetate are shown in
Figure 4‐17 below.
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Figure 4‐17: A scan of
o the samples p
printed at 86 mgg/mL warfarin ssodium and fast green dye

T content of
The
o the active, warfarin sod
dium is quantiified and is sh
hown in Figurre 4‐18 below
w.
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Figure 4‐18: Th
he warfarin conttent of shade levvels using 86 mgg/mL jetting solution

TThe non‐lineaarity has beeen maintained
d as the shad
de profile sho
ows; the doses have increeased
u to 119.48
up
8 µg. The expected dose iss calculated to
t be 122.09 µg (102%) of
o the actual dose.
of concentraation incremeents is possib
C
Continuation
ble, however,, extending itt to extents above
a
t current concentrations would result in adverse effects o
the
on the print functionalityy and
r
reproducibilit
ty; the higher the concenttration of a jetting solutio
on componen
nt, the more likely
i influence is on the me
its
echanism of p
printing (bubble growth aand collapse in
i TIJ). This iss one
r
reason
ink manufacturer
m
s use as a low concentrration as posssible of colo
ourants in jeetting
s
solution
nece
essitating the use of higgh print optiical density colourants (Bauer and Ritter,
R
1
1996).Moreo
over, Raijada et al., 2013 suggests
s
thatt there is a higher tenden
ncy for clogging of
n
nozzles
and small
s
featurees of printerss, if saturated
d solutions are
a printed (A
Allen et al., 2006;
2
R
Raijada
et al.,, 2013).
4.3.3. Deve
4
elopment off higher dose
e control sy
ystem
T maximum
The
m achieved dose
d
so far had been arou
und 0.1 mg, while this is significantly more
t
than
what haas been reported with a sin
ngle pass with
h a thermal in
nkjet printer (Buanz
(
et al., 2011
r
reported
a maximum
m
of 40
4 µg for therrmal inkjet printers and 0.34 µg for piezoelectric priinters
a reported by
as
b Lee et al., 2014), the dose may not yet be sufficcient for warffarin mainten
nance
t
therapy
and certainly is not
n adequatee for the initiiation of antiicoagulation (Jaffer and Bragg,
B
2
2003).
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FFurthermore,, the dose ob
btain relies on
n the shade le
evel printed; aand the darkeest shade thaat can
b printed wiith this printeer is solid blacck (RGB 0, 0, 0 or CMYK 0, 0, 0, 100). Th
be
his means thaat this
d
dose
control system, desp
pite controllin
ng the dose, iss not able to dispense therapeutic dosees for
w
warfarin
sodium because of its higher d
dosing requirement.
del of dose ccontrol that is
i able to usee the
It is therefore necessary to develop another mod
t
thermal
inkjeet printer to produce
p
theraapeutic dosess of warfarin ssodium of film
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If the software‐set dimensions of the printer are exceeded, the device assumes that the
substrate dimensions are smaller than that of the object being printed and will truncate or
trim the object to the dimensions of the substrate. In this case the printer will not display any
message informing its user, since the device alerts the user to this prior to the commencing of
the printing process.
And lastly, the printer will continue scrolling the substrate by moving the rollers and depositing
jetting solution onto the necessary region of the substrate provided that the first two
conditions are maintained.
4.3.3.2. Concept
If the object being printed can extend beyond the range of a single pass of a printhead and the
vertical scrolling of the rollers can be physically eliminated but electronically maintained, the
printer will continue dispensing the jetting solution on the same substrate position, depositing
on that region greater jetting solution that is possible with the traditional vertical scrolling
enabled.
While the physical elimination of scrolling is necessary to deposit all the solution onto a
specific area of the substrate, the rollers which control this scrolling are closed feedback
system (e.g. the printer moves the rollers and monitors their movement), this monitoring gives
the printer electronic feedback. The disconnection of the rollers will break this feedback loop
resulting in failure of the printer. The course to take is to disengage the rollers from the
substrate, rather than disabling the rollers. This disengagement will maintain the presence of
the rollers and the feedback control and allow the printer to proceed while printing the
desired objects onto a small area of the substrate.
If the object being printed is a rectangle with width (x) and height (y), the width of the
rectangle will be printed on the x‐axis and is therefore controlled by the movement of the
printhead. The height (y) will be printed by the printhead but will lapse a number of roller
activations until one of the three conditions are broken.
The independent variable for the print of this rectangle is the height (y) since it determines the
total volume of jetting solution being deposited onto the substrate as illustrated by Figure 4‐20
below.
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Objects being printed
(in controlling
computer)

Print Sequence in
traditional printer

Small object
Print
(No scrolling)
Finish

Larger object
Print
Scroll
Print
Scroll
Print
Scroll
Print
Scroll
Finish
Print sequence in
Print
Print
Print
modified system
Continue until one of the three conditions is broken
Figure 4‐20 Diagram illustrating the vertical dimension influence on the print outcome of traditional and modified
system output
Medium object
Print
Scroll
Print
Finish

Dimensions, of which height (y dimension) is an example, of the box can be denoted to by
standard height measurements used in the controlling software e.g. centimetres or inches and
their respective fractions.
4.3.3.3. The characteristics of the object
In terms of print output, any feature with the exception of the height of the object, will remain
intact and therefore unaffected. For the sake of an example, a change in the shade of the
object will change the total dispensed dose in a non‐linear fashion as in traditional system.
Since the horizontal axis was intact, changes in the width of the object being printed will
appear in the print output.
The width of the object being printed can be changed, however, since the horizontal x‐axis is
more challenging to manipulate due to its containment of more than one closed‐loop feedback
systems for the carriage movement, printhead maintenance and carriage placement before
and after printing.
The shape of the object being printed will be deformed while the total dispensed amount will
remain the same. This is since the height information will no longer contribute to the shape of
the object being printed due to the disengagement of the roller from the substrate. Letters
may be deformed if their height exceeds that of a single printhead pass height. For basic
shapes, a rectangle’s dimensions will still be a rectangle but only the width will be displayed to
the required specification since the x‐axis was intact, the height will be deformed (will be
shorter if the total height is greater than the single printhead width, as this is the maximum
height that can be printed).
Due to its shape, a large circle will be displayed as a rectangle, since the vertical scrolling is
inactive, the curved regions of the circle will be superimposed on its widest region giving the
appearance of a rectangle.
Non‐changing vertical features, such as vertical stripes are not affected since the output shape
is not changing as a function of substrate height and will be maintained as Figure 4‐21 shows.
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TThe objects being
b
printed will be mirro
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t controllin
the
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ht side of the printer due to the HP 5940
d
design
which ejects the paage with the ttop part as th
he bottom side.

A

B

Figure 4‐21: Non‐changing vertical
v
stripes, A: template in printing/control
p
lling software B: resultant printted
shaapes (scanned, mirrored)
m

4.3.3.4. Proo
4
of‐of‐conceptt
T examine the
To
t effect of height contro
ol on the dep
posited dose of warfarin sodium;
s
a solution
o the drug att 50 mg/mL was
of
w prepared
d. The solution
n contained 1
10 mg/mL of the
t dye fast green
g
t facilitate th
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he visualisatio
on of the dep
posited solution on the sub
bstrate.
A shade level of 50% (K) for
f all the prints was keptt constant; th
he width of seeries of rectangles
w kept con
was
nstant at 1 cm
m, varying only the height of those objeects with a raange starting from
1 to 5 cm. Five replicatess of each recttangle was prrinted. Figuree 4‐22 below
w shows the actual
a
d
dimensions
of
o the print template used to the heightt controlled warfarin
w
doses.
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Print template
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Figure 4‐22 Actual dimensions of the height‐controlled rectangles used to produce warfarin doses

The first and last thin lines in the print template depicted in Figure 4‐22 is for visual indication
of where the series start and finish rather than for any quantitative purpose. The colour of the
rectangles is gray since shade level 50% results in this colour. Each of the rectangles, after
printing, resulted in 1 x 1 cm2 print out that was subsequently scanned, the scan is depicted in
Figure 4‐23 below.
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Figure 4‐23
3 Scan of the priintouts of 50 mgg/mL at 50% sha
ade level of warrfarin using heigght method (n=5
5)
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s
solution.
The
e prints darkeen in shade as
a the height increases su
uggesting greaater depositio
on of
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hape of squarres, as the veertical
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b overall th
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w
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a height segment.
After scannin
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ng, the printo
outs were theen dissolved in 5 mLs of water
w
and anaalysed using HPLC‐
H
U Figure 4‐‐24 below shows the averrage warfarin content of a segment of height
UV.
h
of the print
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Figurre 4‐24: Average
e warfarin sodiu
um content as a function of prin
nt height (n=5, Mean
M
± SD)

One of the first
O
f
notable aspects of FFigure 4‐24 above
a
is the direct and linear relationship
b
between
the height value
e and the dose of warfariin sodium deeposited on the
t substratee. The
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high linearity suggests that the linear fit model can be used to predict a height value for a
specific dose in question. The precision is high; with all samples below 3% as Table 4‐3 shows
below.
Table 4‐3 Height values used and the resultant warfarin sodium dose (n=5)

Height Average dose (µg)
5
57.68
4
47.26
3
34.79
2
22.74
1
11.26

SD RSD (%)
0.55
0.96
0.88
1.87
0.72
2.09
0.45
1.99
0.12
1.07

The excellent linearity shown by this method of dosing is probably an indicative of the printer’s
design which attributes a homogenous dose for a unit area; when this area is doubled the total
dose is also doubled. This dispensing technique is an exploitation of this aspect of inkjet printer
design for the purpose of dispensing the jetting solution onto a small substrate area.
The high precision shown by the height model is an inherent characteristic of inkjet printer
design. There has been no significant difference in variability across the height values set in
this experiment suggesting that the variability is independent on the central tendency and this
can be indicative of consistent bubble initiation, growth and collapse which results in
reproducible droplet volume and rate. This consistency results in a narrow variation around
the mean dose.
4.3.3.5. Precision
It is possible that the hardware modification applied to the printer model might have caused a
higher dose variation due to the introduction of more variables to the closed and tested design
of inkjet printers. However the precision reported by researchers who have used standard off‐
the‐shelf inkjet printers does not support this argument; Buanz et al., 2011 used an
unmodified inkjet printer and obtained results with a RSD ranging from 1.6‐8.7%, even for
those substrates that were only printed once, e.g. one pass.
Genina et al., 2013 has also used a traditional thermal inkjet printer to dispense medicine on a
variety of substrates; the researchers obtained a RSD which ranged from 3.31% for copy paper,
11.53% for transparency and 34.95% for oral films. The results obtained by those researchers
however do not necessarily apply to the modification; since the researchers had to reinsert the
substrate back into the printer a number of times; which resulted in inaccurate placement of
doses e.g. some of the doses were not perfectly superimposed on their previous run.
Furthermore, the movement of the substrate disperses mechanically the deposited solution
placed atop; this is especially true when the substrate does not facilitate the drying on the
solution deposited, an outcome that is mirrored by the results quoted from Genina et al., 2013
above.
Tirella et al., 2011 used a purpose built inkjet system for the deposition of bioink containing
cells and found that the viability of the deposited cells varied by as much as 40% as low as one
hour after deposition. The viability only increased after this time point as deduced from the
graph since no relevant numerical data were presented by the researchers in this work.
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Those citations in the literature argue that the variation observed using the height system of
dosing do not exceed the traditional inkjet printer variation, minimising the role of the
modification in the precision of the deposited doses.
4.3.3.6. Linearity
The United States pharmacopoeia defines linearity as the ability of a test to illicit results that
are proportional to the concentration of an analyte; in this case dose of warfarin sodium (USP,
2007). An investigation of this parameter requires the use of a larger set of height values to
reduce the possibility that the range of height values previously tested were a subset of a
larger non‐linear relationship.
For this purpose, a warfarin sodium solution of similar concentration to the previous solution
was prepared and a series of solid black (100% K) rectangles with width of 1 cm and a height
ranging an order of magnitude from 0.5‐5 cm with increments of 0.5 was prepared. Figure 4‐25
below shows the content of warfarin sodium at each point and the coefficient of
determination (R2) for the resultant linear relationship between the height values and the
produced warfarin doses.
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Figure 4‐25 Deposition of 50 mg/mL warfarin sodium jetting solution using range of height values (n=1)

It can be concluded from the results shown in Figure 4‐25 above that the linearity is
maintained across a magnitude of height values ranging from 0.5‐5 cm. The range of the
produced doses is large ranging from 30.6‐248.87 µg of warfarin sodium.
A comparison of linearity in the literature is challenging since it depends on the model used for
dispensing and this varies greatly from the use of number of print passes (reinserts of
substrate to the printer), the area of the print zone, the concentration of the jetting solution,
the spacing between deposited droplets and the relationship between the independent and
dependent variables.
Buanz et al., 2011 has used a number of different concentrations of jetting solutions and found
a direct and linear relationship between this independent factor and the resultant dose of
salbutamol sulphate produced (R2=0.9992). The range of concentrations that resulted was
from 35 to 7.5 µg of the active. The range of the produced doses in the height experiment is
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much larger than that used by the researchers in this study; which could help explain the lower
coefficient of determination obtained in the extensive height study as compared to that of
Buanz et al., 2011 or that of the proof‐of‐concept study.
Genina et al., 2013a printed used two separate jetting solutions of loperamide and caffeine in
a purpose built PZT printer and used the area of the print as an independent factor for dose
determination. The researchers found that there was a direct and linear relationship between
the two parameters; the coefficient of determination was 0.98 and 0.97 for loperamide and
caffeine respectively.
Genina et al., 2013b used a traditional off‐the‐shelf thermal inkjet printer to deposit rasagiline
mesylate on a range of different substrates. The researchers found a direct and linear
relationship between the independent variable of the number of print passes (layers) and the
total dose of the drug deposited on the substrates. The coefficient of determination found
varied across the substrates as follows, 0.97 for copy paper, 0.95 for acetates and 0.91 for oral
films.
Other researchers have used thermal and piezoelectric printers to dispense a range of
solutions and substrates, however they focused on the application, e.g. the stability of the
produced product (Melendez et al., 2008; Nemoto et al., 2011; Wilson and Boland, 2003) and
the patterning (Wilson and Boland, 2003; Cui et al., 2012; Cui et al., 2010; Roth et al., 2004;
Pepper et al., 2009; Pardo et al., 2002; Tirella et al., 2011) amongst other applications.
It be seen that the range of linearity coefficient of determinations obtained even for purpose
built piezoelectric printers is comparable to that obtained by the extensive range and height
values tested, suggesting a repeatable and reproducible functioning of the printer using this
novel model.
4.3.3.7. Dosing potential
Despite the high linearity of the height dosing system and its low variation, the doses obtained
are low for a drug like warfarin sodium. One way to increase the dose deposited is by using a
larger height value, for example 10 or more centimetres. However, the use of larger height
values would deposit more solution onto a substrate. This can lead to a phenomena known as
ink pooling which results from the accumulation of the solution deposited, leading to
coalescence of liquid (Stringer and Derby, 2010; Thackray and Hindagolla, 2010).
Drying of such a dose at room temperature is a challenge, since in traditional paper printing
the solutions are dried by absorptive drying since evaporative drying is too slow to be used as
a main mechanism (Day and Shufflebottom, 2001; Calvert, 2001; Carreira et al., 1996).
The use of excessively larger volumes have a number of adverse effects on the soluble
substrates due to the penetration of the deposited jetting solution into the substrates and
distorting its shape resulting in what is known as media distortion which can be exhibited by
cockling, buckling and curling (Carreira et al., 1996; Bohorquez, 1994). If oral films are used as
substrates, the use of aqueous jetting solutions in very high portions might lead to the
solubilisation of the film pieces by the deposited solution.
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For non‐soluble substrates such as acetates, the larger the volume deposited the more difficult
it is to handle the substrate if not completely dried, and if drying is needed, the longer time is
needed to dry it at room temperature.
It is an optimal practice, therefore, to use as low a volume as possible to produce the required
dose; this can be accomplished by using a concentrated jetting solution. A warfarin sodium
solution of 300 mg/mL was prepared to print a series of solid black (100% K) rectangles with 1
cm width and a range height values ranging from 1 to 6 cm. The resultant doses were dissolved
in 5‐20 mLs of deionised water then analysed with HPLC‐UV. The content of warfarin sodium in
this experiment is shown in Figure 4‐26 below.
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Figure 4‐26 : Average warfarin sodium dose produced when 300 mg/mL of warfarin sodium jetting solution is
used (n=3, Mean± SD)

The linearity of the observed relationship between the independent variable of the print
height and the produced warfarin dose is highly linear with a coefficient of determination that
is identical to that obtained in the proof‐of‐concept study suggesting that the average of the
doses produced by using this dosing system is highly and linearly dependent on the height
choice.
The precision of the doses across all height values are good; since all the variations obtained
are below 3% and lack of significance in variation across height values chosen in a good
representation of the proof‐of‐concept experiment. Table 4‐4 below shows the doses,
standard deviations and coefficients of variations across the height values used.
Table 4‐4: Warfarin content of 300 mg/mL jetting solution printouts (n=3)

Height (cm) Average (µg)
1
377.06
2
722.96
3
1054.06
4
1365.70
5
1656.18
6
1969.18

SD
RSD (%)
5.84
1.54
12.38
1.71
20.16
1.91
26.20
1.91
44.44
2.68
22.89
1.16
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The doses obtained by using system are magnitudes greater than the doses obtained by using
the traditional inkjet printing technique of shade level control. Furthermore, an exciting
feature about the use of this dosing system is its lack of practical limitations as long as the
three conditions previously discussed are considered. This is in contrast to the use of shade
level printing which is limited by the practical inability to choose any colour that is darker than
solid black (100% K). In the systems discussed in the literature, for example that of jetting
solution control (Buanz et al., 2011) it is inflexible since it requires the use of different
solutions and thereby cartridges to be available to dispense a certain dose. The use of area to
control the dose (Genina et al., 2013 and Buanz et al., 2011) attempts to overcome the issue of
printing low doses of printing systems by simply increasing the amount of substrate produced
rather than addressing the essential printing system.
The use of layering techniques (reinserting the substrate) is also inadequate since in addition
to being cumbersome and error prone, fails to produce high dose precision due to constant
handling of the substrate and the inherent issues arising from that such as lack of drying and
accuracy of printing precision. In addition, there have been reports of adhering of the
substrate to the rollers and printhead (Buanz et al., 2011; Genina et al., 2013).
None of these issues affect this system, since the height can be extended as long as the three
conditions are met. Furthermore, the substrate is never manipulated from the instance of
placement underneath the printhead till the completion of deposition onto it. There are no
rollers or printheads that come close to the substrate since it does not pass through the
handling rollers or are so close to the printhead.
Furthermore, this dosing system is capable of producing doses that are higher than those
reported in the literature, as Figure 4‐27 below indicates. The dose produced is not a simple
metric to compare; however, at this early stage in the field of inkjet printing of
pharmaceuticals, it is a rough measure of the current state of the field.
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Figure 4‐27: A comparison of the maximum doses produced normalised by the number of passes and 1 cm area
(Dark: TIJ, Light: PZT)

To provide meaningful comparison, two factors need to be taken into consideration and
adjusted for; the first is the area of the print, since a dose can be contained within a large area
dosage form. Another factor is the number of passes for thermal inkjet printers, as many
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samples reported in the literature are produced using up to tens of passes; others take a single
pass only.
Those two factors were accounted for by dividing the total produced dose by the total area of
the containing dosage form and the number of passes incurred in producing it; in the case of
piezoelectric (PZT) printers, those instruments are purpose built ones and are designed to be
capable of producing larger doses and not requiring a large number of passes, hence for this
category the number of passes was assumed to be one.
The figure shows that the height system of controlling doses is capable of dispensing larger
than currently reported in the literature. For thermal inkjet printers the dose produced is much
larger than so produced by traditional off‐the‐shelf inkjet printers; the re‐engineering and the
accompanying dosing system uncovers the printers’ capacity to produce large doses of
therapeutic potential.
For piezoelectric printers (PZT), the height method produced higher doses than those
produced using these printers; however, the difference between those type of printers and the
thermal inkjet printers in the publication field is that the PZT printers used by researchers,
namely Dimatix “printers” are not printing devices, rather they are purpose‐built controlled
deposition instruments (Dimatix, 2010). Due to their different purposes, they do not require
the adaptation of print templates and passes as printing‐based printers do. They do however;
suffer from a number of drawbacks when compared to TIJ printers. They are significantly more
expensive than TIJ printers, possess generally a smaller number of nozzles and are very
sensitive to air bubbles present within the jetting solution and being bulkier (Bathurst, 2012;
Arney, 2006; Le, 1999; HP, 2006).
In the height dose control system, the higher dose achieved is due to two factors, the first is
the combination of the re‐engineered printer allowing the dispensing of a template onto a
much smaller footprint than traditional desktop printers. This is combined with the use of
height dose control system which enables the control of how much jetting solution is
deposited on the small footprint.
The second factor is the higher concentration of jetting solution used in the production of
those doses. Inkjet printers are devices that propel ink or solution directly onto another
medium under digital control (Lim et al., 2006; Pond, 1996). The higher the concentration of
the ink, the larger the dose deposited given a constant volume dispensed.
The use of very high concentrations has been reported to carry a risk of nozzle blocking
(Genina et al., 2013). The hypothesised method is by the recrystallisation of the active from
the jetting solutions while being within the printers print plate (Yun et al., 2009; Genina et al.,
2013). The printing of saturated solutions has been reported, however (Pardeike et al., 2011).
Furthermore, printers are designed to protect the printhead from evaporation of ink, since ink
formulations are also subject to evaporation of the solvent, increasing the risk of evaporative
recrystallisation of the nozzles (HP, 2006; Lloyd and Taub, 1988; Pond, 1996). Printers are
therefore designed with a number of safe guards against considerable evaporation of the
solvent, such as the printhead service station (PSS).
The PSS constantly monitors and services the printhead while in the printer even if the
printhead is not being used (Allen, 1999). The PSS provides a number of different techniques
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such as printhead capping, nozzle spitting and wiping, priming and purging which are
concomitantly used to maintain the printhead (Thackray and Hindagolla, 2010; Day and
Shufflebottom, 2001; Arney, 2006; Allen, 1999). Capping limits the evaporation of the jetting
solution by sealing the printing plates from the atmosphere by means of contact with an
elastomeric caps (Thackray and Hindagolla, 2010; Arney, 2006). Nozzle spitting means that the
printhead will always be dispensing small volume to clear concentrated solution in unused
printheads (Arney, 2006; Thackray and Hindagolla, 2010). Wiping removes any excess solution
sprays or crusts using flexible elastomeric wipers (Allen, 1999). Those wipes are invisible while
functional in traditional non‐modified desktop inkjet printers. Priming and purging are
responsible for removing air bubbles entrapped within the drop generators of the cartridges
(Allen, 1999; Arney, 2006).
4.3.3.8. Factors affecting sufficient jetting
Inkjet printing of pharmaceuticals is a new field that is rapidly growing. Researchers employ a
number of different printing techniques and a wide array of pharmaceuticals. There has been
no clear discussion of the factors that determines the appropriateness of the pharmaceutical
for the jetting techniques. Factors relevant for this discussion are discussed below.
4.3.3.8.1.
Therapeutic dose
In order to dispense doses of a pharmaceutical active, the strength must be meaningful to the
administering patient. The approach in jetting of pharmaceuticals had been to adopt a number
of actives and investigate the interactions with the substrate and dosing models. When the
dosage is calculated and compared against the therapeutic doses, many researchers find the
dose to be low and only suitable for a specific subset of the population. Regularly, paediatrics
are the target subset of such attempts as Table (1‐6) showed in chapter 1.
If development for a specific drug is required, it is imperative to consider the dose needed in
the target audience and adapt the techniques currently being used to achieve this dosing
range. In the case of warfarin sodium, the re‐engineering and the use of height dosing method
were able to target the produced doses to the adult audience of this medicine.
If levothyroxine solution was printed in this method instead of the previously investigated
shade printing, a higher dose is guaranteed to be printed over the same print area; appendix
(4) describes the results of using the height method for dosing this active.
4.3.3.8.2.
Solubility
As a technique of controlled deposition of solution, inevitably the volume dispensed is the
independent factor. This means that given a certain volume, a therapeutic dose must be
delivered as equation (4‐2) shows.
Equation 4‐2
A doubling of the concentration will produce double the weight (strength) produced by the
printer given a constant volume. This was a conclusion by Buanz et al., 2011 when a linear
relationship between the strengths observed and concentrations were obtained.
The ability to achieve the therapeutic dose within a fixed volume range is solely dependent on
the solubility of the active within the jetting solution solvent. It is common practice to
manipulate the formulation of the solvent in such a way to produce a higher solubility;
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common techniques include the inclusion of ethanol, glycols and suspending the active
(Melendez et al., 2008; Raijada et al., 2013; Pardeike et al., 2011).
Those two factors play a major role in determining whether an active can be therapeutically
dispensed using current inkjet technology; it can be formulated into a factor that can be used
to screen a number of actives for future investigative work in this field. Therapeutic jetting
capacity of an active can be used for this purpose and mathematically can be derived from the
division of the solubility against therapeutic dose as equation (3) below shows.
Equation 4‐3
A range of therapeutic jetting capacity lying between 50 and 500 is a reasonable candidate for
further investigation with inkjet technology. In case of levothyroxine sodium, its solubility in
0.2M NaOH jetting solution and a therapeutic daily dose of 75‐150 µg gives therapeutic jetting
capacity of 94‐187. Warfarin’s therapeutic jetting capacity to produce 1 and 2 mg strengths is
300 and 150 respectively.
4.3.3.8.3.
Other factors
The effect of solubility and therapeutic dose on the ability to produce sufficient strength doses
is restricted to the inkjet technology dispensing a specific range of volumes. This range is
rather limited using current technology. Future technologies may help increase this limitation
by the inclusion of technologies such as rapid drying and solid deposition.
Another matter is the stability and sterility of the jetting solution; it is important to choose a
solvent formulation that will maintain its safety until administered by the patient for
immediate release dosage forms. Furthermore, a printhead has to be able to dispense the
solvent chosen in a repeatable and controllable fashion.
4.3.3.9. Optical dose confirmation
Warfarin sodium is dispensed as a transparent deposit on the substrate as Figure 4‐28 below
shows. This is possible that due to the amorphous form being most stable at ambient
conditions after printing (Gao, 2001).

Figure 4‐28: Warfarin sodium printed dose on transparent substrate

This transparency renders visual colour dose confirmation challenging, therefore the addition
of fast green dye in addition to the presence of warfarin sodium in the jetting solution was
employed. Due to the use of a white background, the RGB values from the scanner have been
inverted (deducted from 255), so as to correlate with the HPLC values.
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4.3.3.9.1.
4
Fast green
n optical anaalysis
J
Jetting
solution consistingg of 10 mg/m
mL of fast greeen dye, useed as a visuall indicator fo
or the
t
transparent
warfarin,
w
in ethanol:wate
e
r is deposited using the sshade metho
od of printingg was
u
used.
Due to
o the use of a formulation using ethanol, the prod
duced doses dried rapidlyy e.g.
w
within
two minutes
m
of plaacement in 40
0˚C convectio
on oven. A sccan of the pro
oduced samp
ples is
s
shown
in Figgure 4‐29 below. The content of th
he dye usingg traditional chromatographic
t
technique
and scanner values are show
wn in Figure 4‐30
4
below.
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Figu
ure 4‐29: Scan o
of the resultant fast green samp
ples (n=5)

100

Shade level (%)
HPLC

Scanner

Figure 4‐30: Fast green conttent and scanner data of range of shade prints using 10 mg/mLL fast green jetting
solution (n==5)

IIt can be seen that both methods
m
deteect an increasse at shade 30 and 40%, however,
h
the HPLC
s
shows
a high
her responsee than the scanner as in
ndicated by a greater diffference from
m the
s
surrounding
levels. Howeever, the gen
neral patterns of the two
o methods are comparab
ble as
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Scanner data/ RGB

sshown in Figu
ure 4‐31 belo
ow which plotts the values obtained from
m HPLC again
nst those from
m the
s
scanner.
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Figure 4‐31: HP
PLC data versuss the scanner’s d
data, deviated points
p
highlighteed (Concentratio
on versus RGB) (n=5)
(

FFigure 4‐31 above shows a relationship
p that is relatiively linear att a coefficientt of determin
nation
o 0.98. The figure also shows
of
s
the tw
wo brighter points
p
of shad
de level 30 and
a 40% deviiating
t
toward
the HPLC data, ind
dicating that tthe HPLC gavee them more weight in rellative terms tto the
s
scanner.
4.3.3.9.2.
4
Warfarin and Fast greeen optical an
nalysis
J
Jetting
solutiion containin
ng 40 mg/mLL warfarin an
nd 10 mg/mLL fast green dye was useed to
d
deposit
shadees at 10% increments (n=5
5). The scan iss shown in Figgure 4‐32 below.

Figure 4‐32: A scan of samp
ples produced u
using 40 mg/mL warfarin sodium
m and 10 mg/mL fast green (n=5)
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TThe samples were individ
dually placed into vials, dissolved and analysed by HPLC‐UV for their
w
warfarin
conttent as Figuree 4‐33 below shows.
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Figure 4‐33
3: Content of waarfarin plotted against
a
the RGB of scanner (n=5
5)

TThe Figure 4‐‐33 above sho
ows the responses of the two techniqu
ues increase as the shade level
c
chosen
increaases, until reaaching the viccinity of 60% level, at whiich point the HPLC indicates an
i
increase
in the deposited
d dose while the scanner begins to taaper off, incrreasing at a m
much
l
lower
rate. This
T behaviou
ur of the scan
nner could be explained by
b a deviatio
on from a uniform
r
response
duee to exceedin
ng the linear range at which point thee response no
o longer resp
ponse
l
linearly.
The plot of scan
nner against HPLC data shown
s
in Figgure 4‐34 be
elow confirms the
l
linearity
of th
he response at
a the initial shades for th
he two metho
ods and the deviation tow
wards
t HPLC data at higher sh
the
hade levels.
120

std RGB/Scanner
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40
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Warfarin con
ntent/HPLC

6
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Figure 4‐34: Plot of HPLC data versus that obtained from tthe scanner (n=5)

Despite this deviation,
D
d
the
e symmetry b
between the two
t
results iss a positive fin
nding toward
ds the
u of colourr as a confirm
use
matory tool fo
or printed do
oses of mediccines, as long as the challeenges
h
highlighted
are addressed.
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4.3.3.9.3.
4
Challengees for Opticall verification
n
D
During
the atttempts to disspense warfarin sodium onto the substtrate and subsequent scan
nning,
a number of issues
i
were observed.
o
4.3.3.9.3.1.
4
Spreadability of the do
ose
A a dose is printed
As
p
in un
niform squarees on a substrate, it settlees on its depo
osited target area.
T equilibrium can be sh
This
hifted by the movement of
o the substraate if the dep
posited solution is
n completeely dry by thee time movem
not
ment is impossed on the su
ubstrate. Thiss is especiallyy true
w
when
plasticisers (humecctants) are used as part of the formu
ulation, sincee they reducee the
e
evaporation
r
rate
of the so
olvent keepin
ng the dose wet
w for an exttensive period
d of time (Calvert,
2
2001;
Kolakovvic et al., 201
13; Buanz et al.,
a 2011).
SSpreadabilityy has been observed
o
to affect the accuracy
a
of tthe readings obtained byy the
s
scanner.
As a substrate is
i mechanicaally handled, e.g. moved or bent, the
e deposited lliquid
r
responds
by the movement from the aaffected areaas to surrounding substratte regions, leaving
b
behind
lighte
er regions. Th
his results in the presencee of greater extremes witthin a single dose
w
which
are chaallenging for the scanner to
t colorimetrrically quantiffy. Figure 4‐35 below show
ws an
i
instance
of a visually identtifiable discreepancy betwe
een the dosess despite theiir identical co
ontrol
h
height
and co
omparable co
ontent.

A

B

C

D

E

Figure 4‐35: Spreading of the
e deposited dosee with identical height value (Riightmost compaared to the leftm
most
four)

Piece E show
P
ws an averagee warfarin con
ntent as Tablle 4‐5 below shows; the RGB
R values fo
or the
s
scan
show a lighter RGB shade
s
(RGB iss an additive colour
c
space,, the closer th
he value from
m 255
i the brighte
is
er the shade iss with 255 beeing completeely white).
Table 4‐5: Sprreading: Scanned warfarin sodiu
um doses showiing scanner RGB
B values and HPLC warfarin con
ntent

Do
ose piece RG
GB value Warfarin
W
conteent (µg)
A
151
34.34
B
146
33.74
C
144
35.12
35.38
D
148
E
156
35.38

TThis issue caan be remed
died by a raapid drying of
o the produ
uced dose in
n addition to
o the
e
engineering
of
o a jetting so
olution that caan be rapidly dried after deposition.

4.3.3.9.3.2.
4
Mechaniccal interaction
n with plasticcised doses
A
Another
challenge is the adherence o
of the producced doses to the surfacess with which they
c
come
in conttact with durring the scanning phase. This
T surface iis normally th
he scanner’s glass
t
through
whicch sensors reccord the scan of the substrrate
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It is theorised that as the jetted solution spreads to a wider area from the highly concentrated
deposition regions while in contact with a surface, imparting the colour of the dye to areas
where transparency was previously maintained. At the same time, due to the highly
concentrated nature of the originating droplets, the shade does not measurably drop. This
leads to erroneous reading of higher content the particular dose where this sequence
happens, resulting in inaccurate dose expectation. The adhesion exhibits as a regional
darkening of a part of the dose, as the two rightmost doses in Figure 4‐36 below.

A

B

C

D

E

Figure 4‐36: Visually discernible difference amongst doses of identical shade (Two rightmost compared to the
leftmost three)

The adhesion can be considered to be a more localised movement of the deposited jetting
solution within a narrower region of the substrate, exhibiting a different scan values for
comparable content as Table 4‐6 below indicates.
Table 4‐6: Adhesion: scanned warfarin sodium doses showing scanner RGB values and HPLC warfarin content

Dose piece RGB value Warfarin content (µg)
A
191
251.1
B
188
250.6
C
184
245.1
D
172
224.7
E
174
235.5

This issue could be addressed by ensuring the formulation of a jetting solution that rapidly
dried upon placement on the substrate and does not easily adhere to substrates when
handled. It might be preferable not to use plasticisers when scanning is intended to be used
and relying on the other mechanical means of the printer to prevent cartridge blockages.
Saturated jetting solutions for printing have been reported to be used in printing (Pardeike et
al., 2011). It can also be argued that a contributing difference between the spreadability and
adhesion of the scans is the total deposited dose; larger doses contain a larger volume of liquid
onto the area of the print and can flow to leave a lighter shade behind than lower doses with
smaller volume of jetting solution.
The use of a colorimetric device that does not entail physical contact between the produced
doses and its surfaces can also be used. An attempt at the use of such a device has been done,
employing a light box that produces uniformly distributed light and a centrally mounted digital
camera. The camera is fixed in the middle of the platform on which doses can be placed. A
photo can then be taken and analysed in exactly the same manner as scanned images are
analysed as Figure 4‐37 below shows.
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Figure 4‐37
7: Edge bars pho
otograph using o
of a digital came
era and a light b
box indicating th
he piece numberrs

TThe results of this techniq
que however were erroneeous due to the effect of the
t perspectiive of
t camera showing
the
s
largeer representaation for the areas in cen
ntre of the caamera’s focuss and
s
smaller
repre
esentation fo
or objects on
n the periph
hery of this ccentre. The edge bars sh
hown
d
dispersed
acrross the light box in Figuree 4‐37 above have
h
exactly the
t same con
ntent of the dye
d as
i
identical
valu
ues were used
d to produce them. Their RGB values however reflect the perspeective
o
observed
by the camera and
a thereby iits central position with reegards to thee observed co
olours
a Figure 4‐38
as
8 below indiccates.
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Figgure 4‐38: RGB vvalues of photoggraphed edge baars (n=2)

TThe Figure 4‐‐38 above cle
early shows that
t
pieces 5 which are directly below
w the camera have
t
the
brightestt colour in comparison
c
t all the otther pieces, despite all the
to
t
pieces having
i
identical
content of the dye. As the distance from
m the camerra’s focus inccrease, the shade
s
d
darkens
indiccated by the lowered RGB
B value, in a uniform
u
fashiion away from
m the centree. It is
i
important
to
o highlight th
hat as the efffect is expeccted to be more
m
pronou
unced as the area
a
analysed
incrreases and is at
a a greater distance
d
from
m the camera’s central focu
us.
While in this instance thee outcome waas adverse, th
W
he study show
ws that it migght be possib
ble to
c
compare
the
e doses individually while placing th
he camera d
directly abovve them, if such
p
placement
prrecision can be
b guaranteed. A mathem
matical transfo
ormation com
mpensating fo
or the
e
effects
of ceentral camerra placement might aid in renderin
ng the analyysis more ussable.
F
Furthermore,
, the work indicates the sensitivity
s
of the
t image an
nalysis technique, indicatin
ng its
c
capacity
to qu
uantify effectts not readily discernible by
b the human eye.
4.3.3.9.3.3.
4
Response linearity
A scanned im
mage is the reesult of the su
urface reflecttion of the inccident light frrom a light so
ource
p
positioned
neext to a photo‐sensor (Tho
omas et al., 2003;
2
Tan et al., 2007). Th
his means thaat the
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ssurface conveys the inforrmation the scanner
s
reco
ords, which in
n this case iss colour (Koteenev,
2
2001).
If the surface colo
our is kept co
onstant then the readingss from the sccanner will reemain
f
fixed.
When large quantitties of jetted substances are
a deposited
d on the subsstrate, the su
urface
o the producced dose will contain a darrk colouration
of
n that is builtt on top of other dried layeers of
t
the
depositeed dyes. Thiss produces a quantificattion error since a quanttitative differrence
b
between
the two is not ass pronounceable.
TThis phenom
menon is clearrly demonstrrated when the datasets of
o the chrom
matography (H
HPLC)
a that of the
and
t scanner (RGB) is com
mpared. Sincee RGB is an aadditive model, increasingg dye
c
content
woulld result in de
ecreasing RGB
B values. To clarify
c
the diffference betw
ween the HPLC
C and
s
scanner
data,, the RGB values were sub
btracted from
m 255 to elicit a higher read
ding when greater
a
amounts
of dye
d are presen
nt, as Figure 4
4‐39 below sh
hows.
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Figure 4‐39: HPLC co
ontent of warfarin sodium (x‐axxis) plotted agaiinst the RGB (y‐axis) (n=3)

As higher do
A
oses of dyes are dispensed along witth higher waarfarin dosess, the greater the
d
deviation
in RGB
R values. This
T is indicatted by the sm
maller distancees between the
t points and the
a
appearance
o a plateau, indicating th
of
hat the HPLC data, presen
nted at the x‐‐axis, are sho
owing
h
higher
conten
nt than the sccanner RGB d
data since thee graph curvess toward the x‐axis.
TThe saturatio
on of an analyytical detecto
or is an issue that occurs w
when the con
ncentration of
o the
a
analyte
in qu
uestion is exccessive resulting in a deviation from th
he linear relaationship betw
ween
c
concentration
n and detector response. Figure 4‐40 below showss this deviatio
on in HPLC‐U
UV for
h doses off warfarin sod
high
dium in waterr, noting the resultant
r
platteau.
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Figure 4‐40: Deviation
D
from liinearity when h
high concentratio
ons of warfarin sodium in wate
er are analysed with
w
HPLC‐UV (n=
=1)

IIn case of ch
hromatograp
phic techniqu
ues, dilution can be easily done and accounted for
f in
c
concentration
n calculation
ns. However, for a colorrimetric tech
hnique that is to be useed in
peutic index final dosage
q
quantifying
n
narrow‐thera
e forms, it is challenging to
t apply a siimilar
d
dilution.
The use of a mathematical traansformation that links between the no
on‐linear resp
ponse
o a scanner to the shade and an accurate content of the active might be a solution,
of
s
assu
uming
t spreadab
the
bility and adhe
ering of a dosse issues are fixed.
f
4.3.4. Disso
4
olution of warfarin
w
dosses
T productio
The
on of warfariin sodium doses on oral th
hin films is a very versatilee technique, since
t techniquee lends itself to a variety o
the
of features. Some
S
of thesee include thee deposition of
o the
a
active
on oro
o‐dipsersible film
f that rapid
dly dissolves which can bee rolled into a capsule shell and
a
administered
d (Sandler et al., 2011). This
T
method of administrration can aid in avoidingg the
u
untoward
tasste of some actives or exxcipients. In the
t case of w
warfarin how
wever, it has been
r
reported
to be
b a tasteless active (Piatko
ov et al., 2010
0).
FFurthermore,, the substraate might be used mask the
t taste of an unacceptaable excipien
nts or
a
active
(Alomari et al., 20
014); it may be hypothessised that th
he active mayy also be ab
ble to
i
influence
thee dissolution if
i it penetrateed into the matrix
m
of the water‐solublee polymeric wafer
w
a
after
deposittion of the so
olution. Sincee the control of release iss a process which
w
can takke an
e
extended
period of time to release tthe full conteents of the d
dosage form, those substtrates
s
should
be sw
wallowed by rolling into a capsule sheell rather than
n have the patient
p
attem
mpt to
s
swallow
a pieece of film wh
hich may hydrate and pote
entially adherre to different regions of the
t GI
t
tract
(Yellankki et al., 2011;; Dixit and Puthli, 2009).
4.3.4.1. Sinkeers used
4
T oral thin films floated on top of thee dissolution media once dropped
The
d
into the bath; hence a
w mesh th
wire
hat surroundeed the film w
was used as sinker.
s
Cylind
drical sinkers were additio
onally
u
used
to aid in
n the total immersion of caapsules. The sinkers
s
used as
a shown in Figure
F
4‐41 beelow.
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TThe British ph
harmacopoeia, 2015 recom
mmends placcing three tab
blets of 2 mg or less of warfarin
t
together
in a single vesseel for dissolution testing. To investigate the behavviour of indivvidual
d
doses,
they must be mo
onitored sepaarately within the dissolu
ution medium
m; thereforee, the
d
dissolution
medium’s
m
volume was red
duced to 200 mL using fflat‐bottomed
d glass cylind
drical
v
vessels
to enssure adequatte analysis.

Figure 4‐41: Le
eft: Sample of prroduced warfariin doses as filmss and rolled into
o capsules. Right: Wire mesh sin
nkers
fo
or films and cylindrical sinkers for
f capsules were used

4.3.4.2. Subsstrates Testeed
4
T investigate
To
e the effect of
o substrates on the dissolution profilee of warfarin sodium depo
osited
f
films,
a numb
ber were used
d. A GMP‐pro
oduced HPMC
C‐based film was used as the
t orodispersible
f
films
(thin films); anotherr set of the ffilms were ro
olled into em
mpty transparrent hard gellatine
c
capsule
shellss and tested.
Hydrophobic substrates based on lab‐ccasted ethyl cellulose
H
c
were tested with
hout the enclo
osure
i a hard gelatine capsule shell to ob
in
bserve the efffect of usingg a hydropho
obic administtrable
s
substrate
on its onset. Clinically, such
h films are not water‐soluble and wo
ould require tto be
s
swallowed
byy the patient.
Hydrophilic films
H
f
based on two viscosity grades of HPMC (100 cps and
d 4000 cps) were
p
prepared
at a lab scale and used as sub
bstrate for waarfarin sodium
m deposition. The effect of
o the
p
polymers
visccosity on thee release proffile was of in
nterest and therefore the films were rrolled
i
into
hard ge
elatine capsu
ule shells. Th
he dissolution
n profile of these substrrates is show
wn in
F
Figure
4‐42 below.
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Figure 4‐42: Dissolution profile of warfarin sodium printed doses (n=3)

The dissolution profile of fast dissolving films when dissolved alone using the mesh sinkers
provided, release 92% of their active’s content on average within 30 minutes; as Figure 4‐42
above indicates. This value within the USP’s tolerances of at least 80% for release of the active
from warfarin tablets (USP, 2007). It is expected that the active release in vivo, however, will
be faster since the film is rapidly disintegrates and dissolves when exposed to aqueous media,
especially if agitation from the patients tongue (Elmeshad and El Hagrasy, 2011; El‐Setouhy
and El‐Malak, 2010; Dinge and Nagarsenker, 2008; Gaisford et al., 2009).
Ethyl cellulose based films, a hydrophobic polymer, exhibited the fastest onset of warfarin
release; within the first sampling point at 5 minutes, the film has release 68% of its printed
dose, achieving 81% at 15 minutes. The active, warfarin sodium is very soluble in water
(European Pharmacopoeia, 2005) and the jetting solution used to carry the active onto the
substrate was aqueous based; hence it is likely that the active did not penetrate significantly
into substrate and was not retarded by the swelling and erosion of the non‐water‐soluble ethyl
cellulose. The EC‐based films, however, slowly released the remaining portion of the deposited
dose. It might be that some of the active was entrapped by the polymer chains and that this
portion was released at a slower rate than the initial majority of the dose (Sciarra and Patel,
1976). Drug penetration after printing into substrates has been reported in the literature
(Sandler et al., 2011)
Fast dissolving film, when rolled into an empty hard gelatine capsule shell, exhibit considerable
delay for the full release of the total dose of the active. The rolled film released 80% of the
active at 175 minutes. This delay is mirrored by the other two formulations tested; lab casted
HPLC of viscosity grades 100 and 4000 cps achieved the 80% mark at 135 and 145 minutes
respectively. This extended period of time for the release of the active suggest that release
from the dosed pieces of film is considerably affected by enclosing them in the hard gelatine
capsule shells. It is possible that the capsule shell rupture time is a major influence on the
release of highly soluble actives (Bowen et al., 2007). As capsule shell wets and begins to
dissolve, the dissolution medium wets the water‐soluble pieces of film within, initiating
swelling of the polymeric chains. These film pieces are rolled and might maintain the rolling
configuration within the shell when they are wet, reducing the surface area exposed to the
dissolving media since certain parts of the film overlap during rolling. This reduction in area
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combined with the increased thickness of the film from overlap due to rolling might contribute
to this extended dissolution period.
The effect seems to be consistent across the other two formulations tested; suggesting the
interaction between the capsule shell and the film within is contributing considerably and in
this case comparably to the release of the active. The enclosure within the shell might aid in
retarding the release of warfarin sodium from a fast dissolving film. This is typical of hard
gelatine capsule.
4.3.5. Stability
Warfarin is a narrow therapeutic index medicine (Kimmel, 2008; Lee and Klein, 2013) and the
consequences of wandering out of the therapeutic area can be life‐threatening (Sconce and
Kamali, 2006; Kimmel, 2008). As a result, it is especially important to investigate the effect of
storage of the dosage form on the level of this active’s content.
The conditions at which stability is tested should mimic the envisaged environmental
conditions of use of this technology (Volpe et al., 2008). For the medicated jetting solution, it
will be normally stored within the printer cartridge’s reservoir at room temperature (25 ± 2˚C)
and enclosed in the dark by the cartridge’s container. As for the medicated film, it is expected
to be stored at ambient room conditions of 25 ± 2˚C at 60% RH ± 5% RH (ICH Q1A, 2003).
4.3.5.1. Warfarin content
Testing the produced medicated films for warfarin’s content requires the dissolution of the
dose in solvent and subsequent quantification via chromatographic means; a destructive
method. Therefore, a number of samples corresponding to three films at each stability
sampling time are needed to be produced.
Figure 4‐43 below shows this relationship between the jetting solution when stored for periods
of up to six weeks and that of the produced film. The films used were lab casted HPMC films
produced using a height value of 3 cm and a having a width of 0.6 cm to allow for greater
density of produced samples per area of substrate. This aids in producing larger number of
samples needed to provide three replicates for each stability time point. The total number for
sampling points of produced films was six up to 12 days as Figure 4‐43 below indicates.
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Figure 4‐43: Warfarin content in jetting solution and printed film doses (n=3)

The jetting solution’s warfarin content declined by 3.51% over the study period to 96.49% at
week 6. This decline was slower when compared to that of the film, which showed a reduction
in warfarin’s content by 7.6% over the 12 days of the study. Indicating the active is not as
stable when exposed to the printed carrier; this makes the printing of the final dosage form a
critical point in the use of this system. Once a dose is printed it is advisable to consume it as
soon as possible since it is much more likely to decline in content considerably over a shorter
period of time than the jetting solution. This is a finding that has not been reported before.
The system used in producing personalised doses of warfarin sodium via inkjet printing relies
on using the dispensing of the medical jetting solution onto a substrate. It is important to
investigate the influence of stability of the active at these two points on the final dose
produced, as a jetting solution and a medical substrate. The time at which the jetting solution
was used to dispense the medicated film and the time at which this piece of film contributes to
the content of the active by the time the film is administered, Figure 4‐44 below illustrates this
interaction.
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Figure 4‐44: Warfarin content as a function of time for jetting solution and printed films (n=3).

More research is needed to investigate the mechanism of degradation of the active; however,
it is reported that in aerobic conditions the active degrades by 92.7% in biodegradation tests
making it as a readily biodegradable organic substance (PRCD, 2008). European commission
reports that the active is stable to hydrolysis and oxidation, yet it still degrades when tested in
environmental conditions, e.g. soil (EC, 2009). Lao and Gan, 2012 indicated that the drug is
stable when tested on sterile soil and rapidly degrades when tested on non‐sterile ones,
suggesting that degradation by microorganisms as the main cause of the active’s degradation.
It is possible that the microbial load of the films is greater than that of the jetting solution due,
in one respect, to the handling. Films are handled manually before and after printing, moved
to storage areas and cut into pieces for dissolution and analysis.
The jetting solution on the other hand, was prepared with purified water and stored in new,
but not sterile, vials and is never removed in whole from the vial. Solutions are sampled in
smaller portions via clean pipette tips and analysed.
4.3.5.2. FT‐IR Spectra
The produced films were analysed using ATR FT‐IR at the different sampling points as
Figure 4‐45 below illustrates.
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5. Chapter 5
5.1.

Introduction: Dose combinations

The great majority of research done so far on inkjet printing has focused on the
personalisation of the delivered dose of a single active at any one time, for example Raijada et
al., 2013 used piroxicam as model drug for personalisation of dosing whereas Genina et al.,
2013a used Rasagiline mesylate. While these approaches are beneficial from a clinical
standing, there are many conditions which require multiple components, referred to as dose
combinations or polypharmacy.
Dose combinations are a single dosage form that provides more than one pharmaceutical
active; they are officially defined by the FDA as two or more drugs that may be combined in a
single dosage form when each contributes to the claimed effects and the dosage of each
component (Desai et al., 2013).
They have been shown to have a net positive effect on patients affected with hypertension,
asthma, diabetes and infectious diseases (Gupta et al., 2010; Frois et al., 2009; Hermann et al.,
1994; Olliaro and Taylor, 2004). The clinical benefits of these combinations stem from a
number of advantages, such as having a synergistic effect between the combined molecules as
is the case with the antiplatelet agents, dipyridamole and aspirin (Serebruany et al., 2004).
They can also enhance the effectiveness of one component by the other as in the case of
clavulanic acid enhancing the effectiveness of amoxicillin by protecting the antibiotic from
degradation from β-lactamase enzyme (Easton et al., 2013). Some combinations are made to
reduce the potential of abuse of one of the components, such as the use of the opioid blocker
naloxone with partial agonist buprenorphine and the combination of the anticholinergic
atropine with diphenoxylate (Vicknasingam et al., 2010; Coleman et al., 2010). Fixed dose
combinations achieve these advantages while significantly improving compliance, reducing the
pill burden and associated costs (Gupta et al., 2010; Desai et al., 2013).
They suffer however, from the disadvantage of lack of flexible ratios; and may require the
production of multiple strengths of combinations. This makes the beneficial dosage form not
suitable for patients or conditions that require frequent dose changes (Oster and Epstein,
1987). Another disadvantage is the inescapable potential for adverse events as more than one
medicine is combined which is a drawback that will accompany the use of combinations even if
they were administered separately (Desai at al., 2013).
5.1.1. Combined solution printing
The use of black and white printer employs only one colour, black, since the background or the
printing substrate offers the contrasting colour (Talcic and Tasic, 2003). For colour printing,
inkjet printers deposit different colours simultaneously which are placed on substrate region
to give off the desired colour (Berge and Pathak, 1998; Helmut, 2001). This essential
requirement for colour printing has been refined and distilled into the current colour inkjet
printing system in a relatively inexpensive technology (Shelley et al., 1997; Katen and Braun,
1985).
In addition to the flexible dispensing of a pharmaceutical active exemplified earlier, additional
characteristics of the dosage form can be simultaneously controlled, for example the colouring
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agent’s level. The dosage form colour can be controlled to reflect greater patient acceptability
or reduce likelihood of erroneous administration (EMA, 2011; EMA, 2006). Overguard et al.,
2001 found that patients have different preferences to different colours of the solid dosage
forms. Different patient groups have been reported to prefer different colours (EMA, 2006). A
dosage form can be personalised beyond the active’s content to the patients’ preferences.
5.1.2. Potential applications
There are a number of applications for inkjet printing that are rendered possible by the use of
simultaneous jetting, such as multiple active dispensing at the point of care where specific
combination ratios of the actives can be produced to suit that individual patient’s clinical need.
Other potential applications include formulation colour control and coating applications.
5.1.2.1. Multiple actives dispensing
Medicated solutions can be kept at different reservoirs, which are present in current day
printers, to control the dose of each active needed (Shelley et al., 1997). This application can
address the main disadvantage of fixed dose combinations, allowing for flexible dose
combinations for patients and conditions for which fixed dose combinations were not feasible
(Desai et al., 2013). An example with a clinical application is the combination of levothyroxine
(T4) and liothyronine (T3) for the management of hypothyroidism.
5.1.2.1.1.
Thyroid hormones
Patients with hypothyroidism are usually treated with T4 only, although both T4 and T3 are
secreted by the thyroid gland (Bunevicius et al., 1999). T3 is the most active form of thyroid
hormones because of its 10-20 fold affinity to the cellular nuclear receptor in comparison to
T4’s affinity (Biondi and Wartofsky, 2012).
About 20% of T3 is secreted from the thyroid gland and 80% is derived from peripheral tissue
by deionidination of T4 (Mortoglou and Candiloros, 2004; Nygaard et al., 2009; Kim et al.,
2010; Biondi and Wartofsky, 2012). T4 is the mainstay of the treatment is because of the
assumption of sufficient generation of T3 from T4 in the peripheral tissues (Saravanan et al.,
2005; Celi et al., 2011; Collier et al., 2011).
5.1.2.1.2.
The clinical need for combination therapy (T4 and T3)
Dissatisfaction with T4 therapy can be defined as the persistence or recurrence of symptoms
of hypothyroidism despite apparently adequate T4 replacement (Appelhof, 2005; Walsh, 2002;
Wartofsky, 2013). Its prevalence has been approximates to be 10-20% of hypothyroid patients
(Wiersinga, 2009; Wartofsky, 2013). It is a common referral cause of patients to
endocrinologists and features prominently in the literature and websites of patient support
groups (Walsh, 2002). Patients with T4 therapy dissatisfaction complain of not feeling normal
despite normal thyroid function tests, raising some doubt on the regeneration of T3 from
circulating T4 is equivalent to thyroidal secretions (Appelhof, 2005; Wartofsky, 2013; Biondi
and Wartofsky, 2012)
In thyredectomised rats, T4 replacement alone did not restore euthyroidism (normal thyroid
hormone levels) in all tissues (Celi et al., 2011). No single T4 dose could normalise serum and
peripheral T4 and T3 levels (Escobar-Morreale et al., 2005). Only combination of T4 and T3 was
able to achieve normal T3 concentrations in all tissues, afterall a combination of both mimics
the normal endogenous hormonal rhythms physiologically (Nygaard et al., 2009; Wartofsky,
2013).
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Most of the circulating T3 levels (80%) are derived from deionidation of T4 (Wartofksy, 2013).
Genetic polymorphisms on deionidinase genes will affect the serum and hormonal tissue
concentrations, one of these polymorphisms, have been shown to reduce T4-to-T3 activation
in skeletal muscles, such patients may benefit from combination therapy of the two medicines
(Appelhof, 2005; Wartofsky, 2013). Another rare polymorphism (CC genotype) has been
implicated in reducing availability of peripheral T3 (Biondi and Wartofsky, 2012).
Increasing the number of polymorphisms in deionidases and thyroid hormone transporters are
associated with psychological wellbeing, depression, fatigue and preference for combination
therapy which are effects comparable to the profound effects of thyroid hormones (Wiersigna,
2009; Biondi and Wartofsky, 2012). Deiodinases function is also affected by aging and critical
illnesses (Biondi and Wartofsky, 2012). As the body of studies focusing on polymorphism of
genes responsible for dionidation grows, more support is growing for the use of combination
therapy, at least for a portion of the patient population. Replacement therapy with T4 and T3
has been suggested for patients who do not achieve symptomatic control on T4 monotherapy
(Celi et al., 2011).
Mortoglou and Candiloros, 2004 examined the differences in ratios of T4 and T3 in 1050
subjects with euthyroidism and different thyroidal statuses. The researchers found that in
hypothyroid patients, T4 therapy that is sufficient to maintain a normal thyroid stimulating
hormone (TSH) level is accompanied by a higher than normal serum T4 level and may not
result in an appropriate serum T3 level (Mortoglou and Candiloros, 2004). Bunevicius et al.
(1999) has compared the influence of partial replacement of T4 for T3 (50 ug for 12.5 ug) and
observed significant cognitive performance enhancement in the T4-T3 combination group. This
positive finding has not been found to be conclusive throughout the literature (Saravanan et
al., 2005). Nygaard et al., 2009 used a more homogenous sample and provided combination
therapy while controlling for the thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) level. The researcher
concluded that a significantly higher proportion of patients preferred combination therapy in
comparison to T4 monotherapy (69% vs 8%, 23% had no preference). The researcher also
noted that there were differences with regards to side effects.
Nygaard et al., 2009 hypothesised that there is a subgroup of patients with polymorphism in
their deionidase enzyme responsible for T3 regulation in tissues. This subgroup may benefit
from the combination therapy more than the other groups. This combination can be a matter
of debate; Biondi and Wartofksy, 2012 attributed the controversy in the thyroid hormone
replacements highlighting the drawbacks of small sample size, lack of patient homogeity and
large T4/T3 variations amongst many factors in the earlier literature. Biondi and Wartofksy,
2012 have also supported the conclusion that the combination of the two is beneficial, at least
to a subgroup of the patients.
5.1.2.1.3.
Physichochemical properties
T4 has slight solubility in water (15 ug/mL) and alcohols (Rapaka et al., 1982; Collier et al.,
2011; BP, 2014). Aqueous solubility decreases as the pH increases from 1 to 3, remains
constant from 3 to 7 and increases again above pH 7 (Won, 1992; Patel et al., 2003; Collier et
al., 2011). This property is exhibited due to the presence of three ionisable groups in
levothyroxine, carboxyl group (pKa1=2.4), phenolic group (pKa=6.87) and an amino group
(pKa2=9.96) (Collier et al., 2011).T4 contains variable amounts of water, as it exists in two
hydrate states (BP, 2014) (monohydrate and pentahydrate).
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Liothyronine sodium (T3) is the salt of the most active thyroid hormone. It is practically
insoluble in water, slightly soluble in ethanol (BP, 2014). Both of these hormones, T3 and T4,
dissolve in solutions of dilute alkali hydroxide solutions (BP, 2014). Ink solutions for each were
made using 0.2M sodium hydroxide solution as a solvent to allow for higher concentrations
than aqueous or ethanolic solvents, a prerequisite for inkjet printing of therapeutic doses.
Figure 5-1 shows the chemical structures of T4 and T3.

Figure 5-1: Structures of levothyroxine sodium (T4; Left) and liothyronine Sodium (T3; Right) (BP, 2014; MHRA,
2013)

5.1.2.2. Coating for release control
The ability to independently and simultaneously dispense different pharmaceuticals might be
beneficial for a number of different applications. For example, for the active coating
applications, where a dose is dispensed using a printhead and then coated with a release-rate
controlling polymeric coating from a different printhead.
This application assumes that the effect of the substrate for printing on release rate is
considerably less than that of the coating for example hydrophobic substrates, making the
coating the link for the active to escape. It also assumes that the dose will be swallowed in
whole, rather than dissolve in the patients’ mouth.
5.1.3. The structure of the colour cartridge
An understanding of how the colour cartridge function is essential for exploit the printers’
capacity to control colour deposition. The literature of inkjet printing refers to the use of three
subtractive main colours, cyan, magenta and yellow to generate the full gamut of colours in an
image (Berge and Pathak, 1998). Those colours were located in the reservoirs of a colour
cartridge shown in Figure 5-2.

Reservoir 3

Reservoir 2

Reservoir 1

Figure 5-2: Top view of colour inkjet reservoirs (Left). Print cartridge with sponges covering reservoirs (Right)

Those colours have frequently been confused in the literature, as researchers (Wilson and
Boland, 2003; Buanz et al., 2011) have imparted different nomenclature to them, namely,
using yellow, red and blue to refer to them. This is possibly due to the confusion with the
additive colour system which relies on the use of red and blue component; however, the RGB
system is only applicable for systems generating light rather than its reflection, the latter of
which printing relies on.
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5.1.4. The printers deposition control
Humans’ vision follows the Munsell system or tri-chromatic theory, in which it is possible to
produce all colour hues by making mixtures of only three colours, known as the primary
colours (Dijk, 2004; Nystrom, 2008; Allen et al., 2006). With regards to light sources (selfluminous displays), the primary colours are blue, green and red monochromatic sources. Those
colours of an illuminating light can be mixed to produce nearly all colours a human eye can
observe (Vauderwange, 2014; Dijk 2004; Nystrom, 2008; Allen et al., 2006). Computer graphics
rely on the use of Red, Green and Blue (RGB) to refer to colour (Dijk, 2004).
In printing, dyes are placed on a white paper which reflects red, green and blue when blank
towards the observers’ eye to perceive the colours, which reflection gives the white colour to
papers (Nystrom, 2008; Allen et al., 2006). To control the amount of red light reflected from
the paper, an ink that absorbs only the red light should be printed on the region of interest
(Vauderwange, 2014; Nystrom, 2008; Allen et al., 2006). Looking at this region the colour that
is missing is red; this is represented in Figure 5-3 below where the hue not absorbing red is on
opposite end of the cube. The traditional name for this colour hue is cyan (Nystrom, 2008;
Allen et al., 2006).
Similarly, an ink that results in the reflection of the green light in printed images is called
magenta and that affecting the blue light reflection is yellow (Nystrom, 2008; Allen et al.,
2006). Red, green and blue are the primary hues of light and are referred to as additive
primaries. Cyan, magenta and yellow are printer primaries or subtractive primaries (Nystrom,
2008; Allen, 1996; Bauer and Ritter, 1996). The relationship between the additive and
subtractive primaries is shown in Figure 5-3 below.

Figure 5-3: Colour model conversion. Colours on opposing ends of the cube are colour opposites which RGB and
CMY colour models rely on

Additional colour printing uses light primaries to provide greater gamut, resulting in 2
additional colours to the traditional CMYK colours. The light primaries are light cyan, light
magenta in a system known as CcMmYK for high fidelity colour reproduction (Torigoye, 1999;
Arney et al., 2010). Some inkjet printing systems utilise additional colours to enhance the
gamut of the printing edges, such colours include orange, blue and green (Allen et al., 2006).
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5.1.5. Printer’s volume control
To print a range of different shades and gamut of colours the printer deposits dots that are in
different in size (known as area coverage) or different proximities to each other (Nystrom,
2008; Arney et al., 2006; Helmut, 2001). This means that the darker the colour, the greater the
size of the droplet or the proximity of the dots to each other, thus the darker the colour the
greater the deposited volume of the liquid. The process of producing these dots is a necessity
for inkjet printing to convert the continuous colour from controlling software to discrete dots
an inkjet printer can produce; the process is known as half-toning (Nystrom, 2008). Half-toning
of colour is shown in Figure 5-4 below.
The human eye then perceives the discontinuous dots as a continuous shade that is the
difference between the two is indistinguishable “smoothed out” if the size of the dots is
smaller than the human eye can perceive, giving the impression of a full continuous tone
(Arney et al., 2006; Helmut, 2001).
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Figure 5-4: Subtractive primary shades which are referred to by the intensity (percentages quoted)

For colour printing, the primary inks (cyan, magenta and yellow) are can produce an extensive
range of “hues” by mixing different ratios of those inks. The way in which dot patterns of each
of the inks is combined gives different colours perceived by the observer, Figure 5-5 (Helmut,
2001; Arney et al., 2006).

Figure 5-5: Details of image printed using mixed cyan, magenta, yellow and black colours (Helmut, 2001)
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The Word processing software which has been developed to allow accessible and extensive
control of the prints can produce printable objects of different colours. Those software use the
system of primary lights to refer to the colour, since the method in which it is projected to the
subject editing the document is via monitors which rely on the generation of light. The primary
lights system utilise three colours, red, green and blue which are mixed in different ratios to
produce the hues for the monitors (Vauderwange, 2014), Figure 5-6 below.

Figure 5-6: The three light primaries are mixed to produce the three print primaries

The values that are entered will follow the limitations of the software, in this case the colour
system of RGB, to project an image on the printer using CMYK system. This means that a
relationship between the two systems must be used to allow the control of the deposition.

5.2.

Materials and Methods

5.2.1. Materials
Material
Acetonitrile (HPLC gradient-grade)
Deionised water from deioniser
Sodium Acetate (99%)
Glacial Acetic Acid (99.88%)
Ethanol (Analytical Grade)
Propylene glycol (99%)
Sodium Hydroxide (98.6%)
Warfarin sodium (>99.5%)
Levothyroxine sodium monohydrate (>98.4%)
Liothyronine sodium (>95%)
Fast Green dye (99%)
HPMC/Hypromellose (100 cps)
HPMC/Hypromellose (4000 cps)
Acetates/Transparencies (PP1)

Manufacturer
Fisher Scientific
Elga DV25 Purelab
Sigma-Aldrich
Fisher Scientific
Fisher Scientific
Sigma-Aldrich
Fisher Scientific
LKT Labs
Kemprotec Limited
Sigma
Alfa Aesar
Shin-Etsu
Shin-Etsu
Niceday

Details
BN 1371400
15MΩ∙cm
BN 077K0063
BN 1127260
BN 1359932
BN U15310
BN 1021767
BN 2595702
BN 090412
BN SLBJ0468U
BN 10160136
90SH-100/BN 509026
65SH-4000/BN 0055275
BN 182507

5.2.2. Methods
5.2.2.1. Cartridge modification
HP inkjet cartridges are sealed upon manufacture and require the removal of the cap to allow
cleaning of the ink and replacement with medicated solutions for dispensing. The cap was
separated from the main body of the inkjet cartridge by the use of a knife with wide blade to
as to offer sufficient wedging and cutting functions simultaneously, which was observed to
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minimise damage to the cap upon separation. The minimal damage cause during this
uncapping process allowed good fitting of the cap on the main cartridge body upon
subsequent closing during printing sessions.
5.2.2.2. Colour model conversion
Inkjet printer systems are connected and managed by attached computer and its software, the
latter uses a colour model that follows RGB additive colour model to store and present images
on the monitor since monitors employ additive colour systems through light emitting
elements.
The RGB system combines the different elements, red, green and blue to build up luminosity
(white colour), since the background of an inactivated element is black. Highlighting individual
elements individually would result in different hues (Helmut, 2001).
The CMY system is a subtractive system in which luminosity is suppressed, as the white colour
is the background colour and depositing all the print colours would result in the formation of
black colour , equation (5-1) (Nystrom, 2008).
𝐵𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝐾 = 𝐶𝑦𝑎𝑛 𝐶 + 𝑀𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎 𝑀 + 𝑌𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤(𝑌) Equation 5-1
Cyan is the dye that reflects two primary additive colours off the incident light, absorbing only
red, which is the only term in the conversion equation, equation (5-2) (Dijk, 2004; Nystrom,
2008; Helmut, 2001)
𝐶𝑦𝑎𝑛 𝐶 = 1 − 𝑅𝑒𝑑(𝑅) Equation 5-2
The same rule of thumb applies to the other two dyes, magenta and yellow except they absorb
other incident primary additive colours, green and blue, respectively, equations (5-3) and (5-4)
(Dijk, 2004; Nystrom, 2008; Helmut, 2001).
𝑀𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎 𝑀 = 1 − 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝐺 Equation 5-3
𝑌𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑌 = 1 − 𝐵𝑙𝑢𝑒(𝐵) Equation 5-4
If CMYK is used to refer to the colour, as in the case with this printing system, the effect of the
black (K) must be considered (Dijk, 2004). Since the black colour is a contributor to all the other
components, it is normally subtracted from the denominator and the numerator, equation (55), (5-6) and (5-7).
𝐶𝑦𝑎𝑛 =

1−𝑅−𝐾
1−𝐾

𝑀𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎 =
𝑌𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤 =

Equation 5-5

1−𝐺−𝐾
1−𝐾

1−𝑌−𝐾
1−𝐾

Equation 5-6

Equation 5-7

Those models are a simplification of the colour system but are sufficient for the purpose of this
exploratory work to inform the potential role of control in dosing of this system (Tkalcic and
Tasic, 2003; Helmut, 2001). Conversion formulas were entered into a MathCAD script to
facilitate the calculation and selection of the exact deposition volume and reservoir required.
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The word processing software dictates the RGB values which is passed to the printer upon
printing. This is normally followed by the printer’s driver enhancement prior to conversion to
CMYK system, Figure 5-7. The enhancement is to optimise the print quality since it is specific to
the printer’s exact capability but in case of dispensing it can compromise the accuracy of the
print by affecting the volume and dose deposited. The printer used in this work allows for
handling complete conversion of colour models (RGB to CMYK) to the printer driver without
the aforementioned enhancement through options set in the printing interface.

Red (R), Green (G), and Blue (B) System

Cyan (C), Magenta (M), Yellow (Y), and Black (K) System

Deposition from printer’s four reservoirs
Figure 5-7: Diagram of the conversion in colour model

As the calculation of the ink component volumes can be done using the equations, printing of
a combination of colours is a potential feature of printers. The use of multiple depositions of
components using inkjet printers is a novel aspect of drug delivery since it has not been
frequently approached.
5.2.2.3. Cartridge Cleaning
Cartridges that are cut open were first cleared of the ink contained by removing the ink
sponge and ink reservoir membrane and rinsing the ink with deionised water. Rinsing with
methanol is followed to facilitate spreading of the liquid into the smaller snouts due to the
lower surface tension of the methanol. A further rinse with deionised water follows until clear
liquid results from the rinsing. The cartridge is placed inside a 40°C convection oven for 30
minutes to allow for complete drying of the rinsing liquids.
5.2.2.4. Jetting/Printing Liquid Preparation
Deposition solution used for printing was aqueous solution of fast green, warfarin and when
needed T4 due to the first two being freely soluble in water, the availability of suitable
analytical methods for the three solutions and their relative moderate cost.
Ten milligrams of Fast Green Sodium was dissolved in 10 mLs of solvent 2 mL of propylene
glycol completed to volume with deionised water. The resultant solution was vortexed and
sonicated before about 0.3 mL of the liquid was pipetted into the reservoir of the cartridges.
Solutions of levothyroxine sodium and liothyronine sodium were prepared by the weighing of
a determined amount on an analytical balance in an Eppindorf vial and rendered into solution
by addition of a volume of 0.2M NaOH. The Eppindorf vial was vortexed until a homogenous
solution was produced. The solution was sonicated until a clear appearance was observed and
then centrifuged at 13,300 rounds per minute at 25˚C for 10 minutes. The supernatant was
pipetted into the reservoir of the cartridge.
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5.2.2.5. Sample preparation
The printed substrates were cut using scissors a safe distance from the printed areas as
indicated visually by the presence of deposits and liquid. The printed pieces were always
square in appearance, therefore the cut pieces were also squares or rectangular inclusive of a
blank area around the printed area. Care was spent not to touch the printed areas; therefore
extra millimetres (3-5 mm) of substrate were kept between the print and cut areas. The
samples were immersed in 0.2M NaOH solution; the dissolved prints were analysed with HPLCUV for fast green, warfarin and levothyroxine content.
5.2.2.6. HPLC analysis
The cut pieces were placed in a specific volume of solvent, shaken vigorously using a vortex.
Two hundred (200) uL of the resulting solutions was pipetted into flat bottom 250 uL HPLC vial
insert (4025-531, Fisher Scientific, UK). This was then placed inside an empty amber 1.5 mL
HPLC vial and stoppered (N8 Screw neck vial, Hichrom, UK) pending analysis.
The HPLC used was an Agilent 1200 equipped with quaternary pump, degasser, column heater
and UV detector (VWD, Agilent, UK). The mobile phase was pH 5 Acetate buffer (4.5 g Sodium
Acetate in 1 L of deionised water, adjusted to pH 5 using glacial acetic acid) and acetonitrile
(ACN, 99.9% for gradient HPLC analysis, Fischer Scientific, UK). The stationary phase was a C18
column manufactured by Phenomenex (4.6 mm x 50 mm x 5 um Luna C18(2)).
Prior to using the instrument, the plastic mobile phase inlet tubing was dried and the inlet
filters disconnected and dried from previously used mobile phases to minimise mobile phase
contamination. The filters were reattached and immersed in the method’s mobile phases and
the instrument purged of air in the tubing introduced during drying and longer periods of
instrument inactivity. Purging was done by toggling the purge dial and running the mobile
phase at a high flow rate (3-5 mL/min) while observing the purge waste outlet to monitor
complete removal of gases from the tubing. Subsequent analysis only takes place when gases
entrapped within are removed.
The HPLC method involved gradient increase of acetonitrile from 15% at time zero to 60% at
time 6 minutes, settling back to 15% at the end of a 10 minute run. Injection volume was 20
µL. Column temperature was 30˚C and the UV absorbance was taken at 225 nm wavelength.
Mobile phase flow rate was 1 mL/minute.
5.2.2.6.1.
Method Validation
For a detailed description of the method validation process, please refer to section 2.3.5.1. The
following parameters were investigated for the analytes used:
5.2.2.6.1.1.
Linearity
Linearity for liothyronine response against concentration is shown in Figure 5-8.
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Figure 5-8: Linearity for liothyronine

5.2.2.6.1.2.
Specificity
Figure 5-9 shows the identifiable peak of liothyronine in solvent.
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Figure 5-9: Chromatogram of liothyronine

5.2.2.6.1.3.
Accuracy
Table 5-1 shows the accuracy of levothyroxine in terms of percentage recovery.
5.2.2.6.1.4.
Precision
Intermediate precision and injection repeatability are shown in Table 5-1 below.
Table 5-1: Parameters for analytical method validation for liothyronine

Liothyronine
Intermediate precision Repeatability Accuracy
Conc
intraday
Interday
(%)
(%)
100
0.33
0.65
0.32%
99.65
50
0.7
0.84
101.38
25
0
0.43
100.39
12.5
0.58
0.71
6.25
0.83
1.06
3.125
1.31
1.11
1.5625
0.99
1.19
-
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5.2.2.6.1.5.
Limits of detection and quantitation
The limit of detection and quantitation of liothyronine were 0.02 and 0.06 µg/mL respectively.
5.2.2.7. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
Dry samples were adhered onto a SEM stub using carbon coated sticky discs (both Agar
Scientific, UK). The prepared sample(s) were place in a Quorum Q150T Sputter Coater
(Quorum Technologies, UK) and given a 10nm Gold coating, then imaging was performed
under a FEI Quanta 200F Scanning Electron Microscope (FEI Company, Eindhoven, The
Netherlands).
5.2.2.8. Film casting
HPMC-based films were casted in the lab using flat casts such as 9-cm in internal diameter
glass petri-dishes or 18-cm internal diameter plates. The casts were dried at a flat area
(confirmed with bubble level) at 40˚C for 48 hours. The preparation of the polymeric solution
for casting involved dispersing the polymeric powder (2 g) in half the total volume (50 mLs) of
100% ethanol. Propylene glycol is added in 0.2 g quantity as a plasticiser and mixed using an
overhead Heidolph mixer. The remaining half of the total volume (50 mLs) of deionised water
is slowly added so as to reduce the formation of air bubbles.
5.2.2.9. Stability studies
5.2.2.9.1.
Solution stability
Medicated jetting solutions were prepared and placed in sealed glass sample vials in a water
bath set at 25˚C in a dark environment to mimic the conditions of ink inside of the cartridge
within the printer. The solutions were sampled every week on the same day and time for a
period of five weeks. The samples were analysed with HPLC-UV. The samples were prepared in
triplicate (n=3).
5.2.2.9.2.
Film stability
Equal doses were printed on casted HPMC films in rectangular strips of 1.5 cm x 12 cm. The
strips were stored in a temperature controlled room at 25˚C inside a dessicator containing a
saturated solution of sodium bromide to give a relative humidity of about 60%. The films were
dissolved and analysed for levothyroxine content every two days using HPLC-UV.

5.3.

Results and discussion

5.3.1. Printer colour characterisation
5.3.1.1. Cartridge colour system
To identify the colour printing system and the black and colour cartridge characteristics, HP
337 (C9364EE) and HP 343 (C8766EE) were opened by cutting the top off of the cartridge top.
The reservoirs are presented in Figure 5-10 below.
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Figure 5-10: Left: image of opened HP 343 cartridge, Right: Image of opened and cleaned HP 337 (black) and HP
343 (colour) cartridges

It is clear from the above that the colour cartridge uses three colours to produce the colour
gamut of the printer rather than the using other colour systems (CcMmYy) or the additional
orange, blue and green. The combination of colours contained in this cartridge contain the
colour yellow, clearly indicating the use of the printer primaries, cyan, magenta and yellow
which can all be located as being in different reservoirs. In contrast, the black colour cartridge
has one reservoir and as such accommodates liquid for printing.
When cleaned, the different reservoirs in the cartridges can be refilled with different liquids
assuming particulate materials are filtered to avoid blocking the nozzles. If control on
deposition from the reservoirs can be perfected, ratios and permutations of different liquids
could potentially be printed.
The reservoir for the black ink cartridge is larger and can hold more volume of ink to the brim
than the other reservoirs. This larger capacity could be contributed to the greater use of the
black ink as the black ink cartridge contains more nozzles in comparison to the other colour
cartridges (Black cartridge: 672 nozzles versus 600 nozzles for all the colours in the colour
cartridge) (HP 5940 printer specs, 2005). Furthermore, the black cartridge deposits droplets of
greater size than the colour reservoirs, Black 14.2 pL (HP 337 specs, 2009) versus 5 pL for
colour droplets (HP 343 specs, 2010). Printer swaths (Maximum area printed in one scan of
printhead) differ as well, for the black ink cartridge (HP 337) is about 17% larger than the
colour cartridge (0.5625” (1.4 cm) and for the colour (HP 343) is 0.5” (1.2 cm)) (HP, 2009; HP,
2010). The dimensions of the nozzle plate for the two cartridges differ; the width is not
relevant since the colour cartridges have wider plate due to the inclusion of dedicates nozzles
for the three different reservoirs. The length however is of relevance and is wider in the black
cartridge in comparison to the colour one as Figure 5-11 shows. Those designs are probably
devised to allow deposition of greater black ink than colour probably for printing of text
documents.
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Figure 5-11: Dimensions of the black cartridge (Left) are wider than the colour one (Right)

An additional difference is in the size of the nozzles of both of these cartridges; Figure 5-12.
The black cartridge houses nozzles that are 1.5 times larger than those contained in the colour
cartridge, 18.75 um for the black cartridge compared with 12.5um for the colour cartridge.
This larger nozzle dimension may explain the larger drop size of the black colour cartridge to
an extent. However, the ratio of the droplet sizes generated by the two cartridges does not
follow the same proportion (1.5 diameter ratio vs 2.84 drop volume ratio). This difference
could be explained by the fact that different types of ink are used in the two cartridges, the
black cartridge uses pigment inks, that is particles that do not dissolvable in the solvent used
suspended by an agent whereas the colour cartridge uses dyes, that is solutions of a
completely soluble substance in a solvent (HP 337, 2009; HP 343, 2010). Different formulations
can result in different volumes being deposited from the same nozzle type (Wijshoff, 2008).

Figure 5-12: Nozzles of two different types of inkjet cartridges at different magnifications of SEM. Left: Black
cartridge, Right: Colour cartridge

All these observations can suggest that the black cartridge is able to deposit larger volumes
than single reservoirs of colour cartridge. Buanz et al., 2011 has reached a similar conclusion
on an unmodified thermal inkjet printer using solutions of salbutamol sulphate.
If a drug is clinically needed in higher doses than the others accompanying it in the inkjet
dispenser, it should therefore be placed in the black cartridge rather than the colour
reservoirs.
Therapeutic doses of levothyroxine range from 50-200 µg daily for adults in 25-50 µg
increments, whereas that for liothyronine has been reported to fall within 10-20 µg daily
(Clarkes, 2014; BNF, 2014). The lower dosing need of T3 has been attributed to its high
potency in exerting its clinical effects and therefore, higher potential for toxicity (Biondi and
Wartofsky, 2012). This small dose therefore requires refinement at much small scale than T4,
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making T3 a good candidate for use in the smaller colour reservoir, and the larger black
cartridge for T4. The optimum dose is determined as function of the patient’s clinical response,
biochemical test outcomes and monitoring of blood TSH levels (Bernareggi et al., 2013).
5.3.1.2. Establish the conversion from the RGB to CMYK
An initial qualitative confirmation of colour model conversion procedures was tested by
placement of three different dye solutions (Fluorescein, Remazol green and Brilliant blue) in
each of the colour inkjet reservoirs and printing 100%-25% shade for each of the colours in
separate areas to ensure they can be dispensed separately by the selected shades. To
compensate for the mirroring effect of the printer, vertical bands were placed at different
positions of the different shades, as Figure 5-13 shows.

Figure 5-13: Simultaneous qualitative identification of control of the colour reservoirs using dye solutions

Figure 5-13 above shows the uncontaminated colours printed when a template requesting a
single subtractive colour (cyan, magenta or yellow) was printed. The figure suggests addressing
individual cartridge reservoirs is possible.
5.3.1.3. Qualitative effect of shade on singly filled reservoirs
Due to the small volumes of jetting solution an inkjet printer deposits on its substrate, the use
of a dye that can be detected easily despite its low volume would be beneficial and in this case
fluorescein fits the bill nicely. Reservoirs were filled with fluorescein dye one at a print session.
So there would no other source of the dye on the substrate unless the reservoir containing the
dye was addressed. The substrate was a piece of blank A4 paper. After each print session, the
dye solution was cleared from the first reservoir, placed into the second then the third,
essentially rotating all the reservoirs one at a time. The non-Fluorescein dye filled reservoirs
were filled with water so as not to burn out the heating elements.
Shade values of 25, 50, 75 and 100% for all the three reservoirs were done and imaged under
UV light of a light microscope as Figure 5-14 shows below.
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Figure 5-14: Fluorescence for singly printed samples observed through microscope on paper substrate when
shade of fluorescein is increased for each of the reservoirs

5.3.1.4. Quantitative control of colour deposition
Warfarin solution was replaced in magenta reservoir, levothyroxine sodium was placed in
yellow reservoir and fast green was placed in cyan reservoir. The CMYK values were calculated
so that the shade of cyan would decrease, shade of magenta would increase and the shade of
yellow would decrease from 60% to 10% and then from 100% to 70%, so that its pattern is
easy to identify from the two other compounds in the print as Figure 5-15 below indicates.
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Magenta Yellow Colour Cyan Magenta Yellow Colour
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Figure 5-15: The colour shades used to control the simultaneous deposition of three actives
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Each printed sample should contain a different ratio of the three components. Attempts to
print this template however frequently results in a print of the first sample followed by failure
to deposit the rest, or failure at the start of the printing that persists throughout. This took
place despite rotating the solutions being printed across the three reservoirs.
Such a result can indicate that the use of the colour cartridge is more challenging and its use
varies from the traditional black cartridge. It helps to explain why most researchers used only
the black cartridge, since its use was the most straightforward and its results were more
reproducible (Takala et al., 2012; Buanz et al., 2011; Genina et al., 2013; Okamoto et al., 2000;
Sharma et al., 2013; El-Ali et al., 2003).
The colour cartridges possess a number of different reservoirs which connect to the nozzle
plate by being directly above the plate in reservoir 1; for the other two reservoirs by narrow
channels or snouts. In contrast, black cartridge has only one reservoir situated directly above
the nozzle plate (Bohorquez et al., 1994).
When these snouts are not being used, after cleaning the cartridge of the manufacturer’s ink,
it becomes filled with air. It is possible that when the medicated solutions are introduced into
the cartridge, the air is entrapped in the snouts, limiting the consistent flow of the solution to
the nozzles which is necessary for repeatable ejection of droplets. This can explain the
variation in the deposited doses of the solutions. This can also explain why the many repeats
of this experiment sometimes failed to continue beyond the first few samples if any at all were
produced, as the flow of liquid can be interrupted from the reservoir to the drop generation
chamber. The flow can be inconsistent resulting in outputs that sometimes would accumulate
on the printhead (puddling) which is subsequently deposited resulting in outputs deviating
from the predicted values.
This hypothesis can be tested by filling the cartridges with under vacuum in a manner similar
to the manufacturer’s method (Reick, 2003). Manufacturers flow volumes of ink through the
nozzle under vacuum, in a lab environment this could be done by placing the cartridge on a
Buchner funnel, making sure the cartridges nozzle plates are sealed from the atmospheric
surroundings and only exposed to the vacuum in the funnel. This approach would require large
volumes of the solution, since solution would flow through the nozzles. The flow was uneven
through the different reservoirs, presumably because one of them was directly above the
nozzle plate and directly connected while the rest required passing through the channels.
Furthermore, isolating the nozzle plate from the atmospheric-pressure surrounding was
difficult due to the loose fitting between the nozzle plate and the rubber top of the Buchner
funnel top.
If the presence of air in the snout is impeding the flow of the liquid into the nozzles, reducing
the surface tension of the liquid should facilitate the successful flow to the nozzles. Ethanol, a
safer class 3 solvent, can be used for this purpose (ICH Q3C, 2005).
Dipping the nozzle plates in ethanol briefly before installing into the printer, should facilitate
the removal of air bubble entrapped in the snouts of the cartridges due to the backflow of the
ethanol into the nozzles and the attached snouts, allowing the printing process where it is
blocked by entrapped air, which Figure 5-16 shows below.
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Figure 5-16: Quantitative analysis of the printed samples with ethanol wetting (n=3, Mean±SD)

The pattern shown in Figure 5-16 above is visually clear as the samples show fast green
decreasing in concentration and warfarin increasing, while levothyroxine is displaying the
expected behaviour of two segmented decreasing, at the beginning from 60% to 10% and then
from 100% to 70%.
The dipping process successfully printed the liquid within the reservoirs at different ratios,
suggesting that the presence of snout-blocking air bubbles can be implicated in the failure of
prior printing attempts.
However, this result is far from the precision of traditional inkjet printing results, where there
the variation is commonly smaller than 10%, in sample 2, for T4, the RSD is 100%, and on
average the RSD across all the samples is 43%. In addition, some samples did not print
successfully.
Furthermore, the pattern does not follow the exact ratio requested, fast green solution does
not start at its highest dose, rather the first sample contains less than the second. The third
sample also fall out of the trend of the others, being lower than the second and the fifth.
Nevertheless, this outcome does show that the colour cartridge is responding to the shades
requested in a manner similar to the black cartridge, non-linear exponential fashion and that
the air entrapment is a possible mechanism for initial negative outcomes.
Due to the observed reduction in precision and lack of expected response, it can be concluded
that dipping may not be an optimal method to remove entrapped gases. Furthermore, dipping
of printhead in ethanol can result in the pouring of the contained solutions into the ethanolic
dipping solution. Since there is a single nozzle plate that contains the nozzles for all the
reservoirs, dipping this into the same ethanolic solution can result in cross-contamination due
to leaking from neighbouring nozzles belonging to different reservoirs.
The jetting liquid was therefore formulated using ethanol to reduce the air entrapment issue;
the ratio used was 25% v/v of the liquid. Printing proceeded successfully for all the samples
with an output greater in dose than that achieved in ethanol dipping method due to the
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dilution upon dipping and diffusion taking place in the dipping method. Figure 5-17 below
shows the effect of incorporating ethanol into the jetting liquid.
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Figure 5-17: Printing with liquids containing 25% v/v ethanol (n=3, Mean±SD)

It is obvious the effect of the ethanol-incorporation into the jetting liquid, the variation
amongst the printed samples is narrower and the patterns are much more defined, leaving out
the discrepancies between the requested shades differing from the actual prints noted before.
The wide variation (>10% RSD) is limited to two reservoirs, 2 and 3. The same reservoirs that
require flowing through narrow snouts, which could help explain the higher variation in the
prints from those reservoirs as the ink has to flow longer distances and in more challenging
channels than the other reservoir. Reservoir 1 is directly above the nozzle plate and flows to
the nozzles without passing through intermediate channel. This direct contact could explain
the small variation of the prints comparable to that of the black cartridge which has a similar
design. It is therefore advisable to use this reservoir for further studies rather than the other
two if higher dose precision is needed.
This work represents the first cited attempt at utilising the three reservoirs of a colour
cartridge and controlling them for pharmaceutical deposition. It should be emphasised that
the challenges observed when using reservoir 2 and 3 are probably only applicable to those
that have been dried and filled under atmospheric conditions rather than those filled in
dedicated vacuum instruments in ink plants.
5.3.1.5. Simultaneous black and colour printing
To dispense two medicated liquids onto a substrate with high precision and flexibility of dose,
two cartridges could be installed, the black cartridge and the colour cartridge. Of the latter,
reservoir 1 is best suited for this since it has shown to be of higher precision when used in the
laboratory refilling conditions.
The effect of shades using the two cartridges has not been addressed in the literature and is of
vital importance for the outputs of the two medications for printing. Therefore a template of
varying shades of yellow and black was done to detect the prints of either of those substances
over the shade ranges of 0-100% shown in Figure 5-18 below.
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Figure 5-18: Print templates of shades of reservoir 1 (yellow) and black

The aim of this experiment is to investigate the threshold of mixing the two liquids from the
two variables and observe the different behavioural patterns when the two cartridges were
installed as opposed to having only one activated.
One of the main differences is the speed with which the printhead scans across the substrate
when the two cartridges are installed. It scans rapidly even when the highest quality print
settings are chosen (1200 DPI) which when used on an isolated cartridge would reduce the
speed of the carriage movement. This has the effect of shaking the ink reservoir so much that
it might be not feasible for the medicated liquid to flow from the reservoir to the printhead
smoothly due to the force of movement. This effect could contribute to the variation in the
prints, which Figure 5-19 below exhibited.
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Figure 5-19: Quantitation of the Black-Yellow shade experiment (n=3, Mean±SD)

It is also clear that the black cartridge may follow a different response to the shades than the
one exhibited by the yellow shade, indicated by the gap between the maximum deposited
printout and the second lowest printout in the black cartridge. This gap is non-existent in the
yellow cartridge.
Shades on the extreme ends of the figure contain minimum ratios of the opposite liquid. Even
at 90-100% black there is still small amount of the liquid in the yellow reservoir being detected
(2% of Fast Green at 0% shade of yellow). This is an interesting observation since the
expectation is that yellow would not be deposited in the shallow or complete lack of the
yellow shade.
This might be explained by an HP patented printing technique of black-fortification, which
relies on the human’s eye greater sensitive to black and white variation than to colour (Berge
and Pathak, 1998; Arney et al., 2006). When pigment inks (traditionally black inks) are printed
they form a thin film on the surface of the paper as they do not dissolve in the solvent of the
ink, this film of ink can appear dull for the viewer at certain angles (Berge and Pathak, 1998;
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Arney et al., 2006). Manufactures therefore intentionally formulate certain pigment dispersing
agents in the coloured ink that can react with the dye based colour inks (in this case yellow) so
that mixing of the two would lead to the immediate precipitation of the pigment achieving
high edge sharpness in black text in a process is known as black or colour-in-black fortification
(Berge and Pathak, 1998; Arney et al., 2006). This technique permits the output of uniform and
high quality black text on a variety of different substrates (media-independent manner) (Arney
et al., 2006). At very low shades of black, there was no detectable amount of warfarin
deposited, further hinting at the potential involvement of black fortification mechanism, since
if there was no black, there would not need to be a mixed deposition of the two components.
To minimise the influence of black fortification, solid shades of yellow and black can be used to
control the deposition of the liquids, rather than using shade method. This can be
accomplished by drawing rectangles of 1 cm width of solid yellow non-overlapping with 1 cm
width rectangles of solid black, where the height of each of these rectangles would determine
the dose deposited (height-value) as Figure 5-20 below shows.

0.5:1 (Y:B) 0.6:0.9 (Y:B) 0.7:0.8 (Y:B) 0.8:0.7 (Y:B) 0.9:0.6 (Y:B) 1:0.5 (Y:B)
Figure 5-20: The representation of y-values to be printed in order of increasing yellow and decreasing black
linearly

When such a template is printed, the yellow reservoir of the colour cartridge would dispense a
volume of the liquid proportional to the height of the rectangle (assuming a fixed with across
rectangles) followed by the liquid in the black cartridge dispensed on top of the volume
deposited by the yellow reservoir due to the static substrate.
The second and third reservoir should not be activated in this template, at least not
significantly. Since prior results had shown small volumes of yellow being dispensed when
shades of black was dispensed. It is conceivable that very small volumes of the cyan and
magenta reservoirs could be dispensed due to the black fortification technique or during
initiation of the printer cartridge. As a general rule, empty reservoirs should not be activated
since this will cause a burnout and potential electrical shorts of the reservoirs affected. Since
the electrical connectors are produced as a single circuit in which damage to one part could
affect the connectors to another, therefore deionised water was placed in the reservoirs 2 and
3 during the experiment even if they were not used for printing purposes.
The resultant print output of the height prints of reservoir 1 and black reservoir are shown in
Figure 5-21 below.
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Figure 5-21: Quantitative analysis of the fast green and warfarin when placed in yellow reservoir and black
reservoir respectively (n=3, mean±SD)

During printing, the height values for the two cartridges and their reservoir were set so that
one increment while the other decrements, this is to eliminate the potential for cross-talk
between the cartridges and prove the independent control on each for the purpose of
independently dispensing different medicines.
The linearity of the two is high indicating a good accuracy (compliance with the linear dose
dispensing model), furthermore, a precision of the two is less than 5% RSD suggesting high
precision and a potential for application for delivery of narrow therapeutic index medicines.
However, the variation is higher with the liquid dispensed by the yellow cartridge than by the
black cartridge. This variation could be due to the smaller nozzles and drop generating
chambers and the overall smaller number of yellow nozzles in the colour cartridge. These
smaller characteristics of the yellow reservoir make it more amenable to blocking and easily
influenced by solid particles that might be introduced during handling or cleaning of the
cartridge.
5.3.2. Colour printing applications
5.3.2.1. Multiple active dispensing of levothyroxine and liothyronine
It has been established that black reservoir is able to deposit larger volumes of liquid than
could the colour reservoirs, due to nozzle size, wider print swath, nozzle number and reservoir
volume. The overall volume dispensed by printing is rather small, to achieve meaningful
therapeutic doses of the medicines dispensed at the low volumes deposited; high
concentrations of the medications are needed in the printer.
Printing the actives, shown in Figure 5-22, shows a wide variation in the doses produced.
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Figure 5-22: T4 (Black) and T3 (Yellow reservoir of colour cartridge) using T4 and T3 solutions respectively in 0.2M
NaOH (n=3, Mean±SD)

This effect has been attributed to the rapid movement of the carriage holding the two
cartridges, resulting in potential suffocation of the nozzles in some instances and refilling with
higher pressure (overfilling) as the liquid inside of the cartridge is stirred with higher frequency
than individual cartridges.
Formulating the colour reservoir as 20% ethanol v/v while keeping the T4 formulation as
aqueous, resulted in a comparable print profile for the T4, but has significantly improved the
print profile of the T3 in the yellow reservoir. This further confirms the applicability of ethanol
as a co-solvent when printing with the colour reservoir; Figure 5-23.
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Figure 5-23: 0.2M NaOH as a solvent for T4 and 20% v/v Ethanol in 0.2M NaOH as a solvent for T3 (n=3, mean±SD)

This set of result can suggest that while previous print attempts using the black cartridge were
conducted using water as the solvent and produced reproducible results, the extent to which
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this rule can be stretched is limited by the formulation at hand and the printing conditions
(single cartridge versus two cartridges at any one time).
The lack of a universal formulation, despite using the same cartridge, hints at the complexity of
the multiple intricate steps which progress determines the success of the inkjet printing
outcome (Raijada et al., 2013). It has been challenging dispensing the two medicines
simultaneously from two cartridges; outputs would often have deviations from the predicted
linearity of height-value increments. As the black cartridge formulation is redone with 20%
ethanol content, print output confirms to the predicted relationship as Figure 5-24 shows
below.
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Figure 5-24: 20% Ethanolic solutions of both T4 and T3 jetting liquids were used

It is shown that inkjet printer has the capacity to deposit a predictable linear dosing range for
both T4 and T3 medicines simultaneously in an appropriately formulated solvent.
5.3.2.1.1.
Reproducibility
When additional repeats of the above printing procedure, number of samples would be out of
the predictable linearity of the y-linearity, either above or below the predicted values, Figure
5-25.
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Figure 5-25: Print outputs from repeats using older cartridges using 20% ethanolic jetting liquids

This effect has been demonstrably more evident in the yellow reservoir samples than in the
black reservoir ones as Figure 5-26 shows. It is hypothesised that even though the jetting liquid
is being delivered to the drop generating chambers, influencers beyond liquid delivery may be
contributing to the variability in the results observed. Such an effect can be tested by
investigating the chambers themselves by removing the nozzle plate gently for the two types
or cartridges having been used to produced simultaneous T4-T3 printing.
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A

B

Figure 5-26: Drop generating chambers: A, black cartridge; B: Colour cartridge

It is obvious that the design of the generating chambers varies in different cartridges with the
two having a rather comparable density of nozzles. The chambers of the black cartridge seem
well formed and robust in comparison to the seemingly damaged and bent colour generating
chambers. The two cartridges were exposed to the same technique of using a spatula to
wedge out the nozzle plate, if damage was introduced through the preparation of the sample,
it would be expected to be at a similar extent in both cartridges.
It is worth highlighting that all the reservoirs were filled with a liquid, regardless of whether
the liquid was dispensed or not, since the mechanism of TIJ generates heat which in the
absence of ink could damage to the electrical circuitry of the cartridge, yet this is avoided by
placing deionised water in cyan and magenta reservoirs in all experiments involving the yellow
reservoir sole use.
This figure can suggest that the colour cartridge and its smaller nozzles and drop generating
chambers are more fragile and sensitive than the black cartridge, which could explain the
higher linearity and more robust performance when compared to the colour cartridge.
This can also explain the interest in using the black cartridge alone rather than the colour one
in most of the publications which has used desktop inkjet printers (Buanz et al., 2011; Genina
et al., 2013; Cui et al., 2014; Mueannoom et al., 2012; El-Ali et al., 2003; Nemoto et al., 2011;
Xu et al., 2005).
These refilling problems are faced by professional inkjet re-fillers too (Reick, 2001). Reick notes
that newer cartridges have made it more difficult to refill cartridges in comparison to older
ones (Reick, 2001). The author proposed that this newer designs were intentional made more
difficult to refill and use to drive the secondary refilling companies out of business and
promote the manufacturers own businesses (Reick, 2003).
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5.3.2.1.2.
Stability of Liothyronine
The aim of stability studies is to investigate the quality of drug substance in an environment
that reflects the closure system (e.g. the cartridge) and storage condition criteria (ICH Q1A,
2003).
In the case of the printing system and the produced doses; the overall stability is the
composed of the stability of the active in jetting solution and its stability on the surface of the
produced film. The two components of the overall stability are shown in Figure 5-27.

Figure 5-27: The overall stability of liothyronine (n=3)

The combined stability is crucial for the quality of the overall delivery system; since the
compromise of the active’s content at any phase of the dispensing process can result in
treatment failure. Figure 5-27 can be used as guide for dispensing the doses as is the case in
extemporaneous preparations, assuming the stability conditions are replicated by the user.

5.3.2.2. Coating for release control
A potential application of inkjet printing that has not yet been reported in the literature is the
release control of printed actives. A printer can dispense low viscosity aqueous solutions which
when dried forms a layer of film coating the dispensed active. When the produced dose is
placed inside a capsule and swallowed, the release of the active could be affected by the
amount of the polymer dispensed.
Normally, the highest resolution (number of dots placed) setting is chosen throughout the
work so as to allow the deposition of the highest liquid volume and increasing the dose
produced by inkjet printing. The highest offered resolution on the HP printer used was 1200
DPI (dot per inch) which allowed for placement of fine droplets on the substrate.
However, when this setting was selected to print with yellow reservoir and black cartridge, it
was observed that the output shape of the black cartridge was wider than that of the yellowreservoir print, leaving an area of the black print exposed and non-mixed with the yellow
deposition.
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This effect is probably due to the swath (nozzles that can print at this resolution) of the two
different cartridges. According to the specifications of the cartridges, the black cartridge has a
vertical printable area larger than the colour by 0.2 cm which is visible while printing.
Interestingly, this different diminishes when printing at 600 DPI, resulting in mixing of the
prints from the two different sources.
This could be explained by having an equal length of nozzles in each cartridge capable of
printing at this resolution, resulting in overlapping prints. For this purpose, the resolution
setting used throughout this two-cartridge simultaneous printing experiments is 600 DPI.
This effect swath width effect should not influence the dose as it only affects the physical
printing position of the dose. As long as the two doses are printed on top of each other so that
they’re dispensed together, optimum output is produced. This effect would be of relevance
however, if a different application was intended, e.g. coating of printed doses with release
retarding polymeric material.
Since the solutions dispensed by the printer are aqueous in nature, the active dispensed will be
re-dissolved, when the coating polymer is dispensed. This means that while the polymeric
solution is dispensed on top of the active, it may not remain above the active; rather it may
form a solution along with the active. Nevertheless, due to the presence of the polymer, the
active’s release may be affected.
Hydroxpropyl cellulose solution in 20% ethanol was used in the black reservoir while fast green
in 20% ethanol was used in the yellow/reservoir 1. Six samples of fast green dye samples on
acetate were prepared by using height value of three and dried with forced air. Half of these
samples were placed back into the printer and on top of the older printed fast green samples;
hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC) solution was dispensed. The height value used to dispense the
polymeric solution was 20 so as to elicit a noticeable behaviour when placed in a dissolution
bath. Figure 5-28 below shows the produced fast green prints, coated and uncoated prior to
placement into capsules.

Coated

Uncoated

Figure 5-28: Prints of fast green dye coated with HPC (top) and uncoated (bottom) on acetates

Due to the small dose of the analyte, fast green, smaller volume dissolution vessel which can
accommodate 200 mLs was used after filling with deionised water. Figure 5-29 below shows
the release profile of the coated and uncoated fast green prints, enclosed in a capsule.
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Figure 5-29: Release fast green over time, coated vs uncoated prints on acetate enclosed in capsule (n=3)

There is no significant difference between the two prints at any point during the dissolution
sampling points. The variation observed for the fast green release across the sampling points
overlaps indicating the lack of clear unique trends for the two prints.
This outcome can be due to the relatively small polymeric content dispensed, resulting in a
minimal or no contribution to the dissolution. Furthermore, the polymeric solution used is
composed of 4% HPC of a low viscosity grade of 2.5 mPas. This might not be as effective in the
small volumes dispensed to influence the release of the coated prints.
The printing of viscous polymeric solutions is limited by the printer’s design which has been
observed to be ideal in the region of 3 mPas. This is an area where future work can help
elaborate the potential for inkjet printing by using more viscous polymers, higher print height
values and greater sample sizes. Nevertheless, the study explores the capacity of traditional
inkjet printer to dispense polymeric solutions and their precision in placement directly above a
prior printed dose.

5.4.

Conclusions

As the shade of each colour components is changed, its deposition follows non-linear
increments comparable to the black colour shade increments. The simultaneous instalment of
two cartridges changes the speed at which the carriage moves, potentially causing more
disturbances in the settlement of the jetting solution within the cartridge. Furthermore, it
appears that the two cartridges will be utilised and dispensed from by the printing system as
long as they are both installed.
The use of the height method of printing facilitates the linear control of colour deposition, in a
fashion mimicking that of black colour previously explored. This enables the deposition of two
substances simultaneously and independently, those could be actives or excipients.
The novel work explored in this chapter has the potential to revolutionise the way in which
dose combinations are used by producing infinite ratios of one active to others. It also opens
the door for the personalisation of aspects of the dosage form other than the dose, for
example the release profile or the aesthetics of the dosage form.
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Personalised dosing is an integral part of Personalised Medicines and is a cornerstone in the
delivery of medicines, especially those targeted at paediatrics and geriatrics (MHRA, 2006;
Florence, 2010). It is known that the one size fits all approach for manufacture of fixed number
of strengths is not optimal for personalised therapy (Pies, 1995; Cohen, 1999). This means that
these strengths have to be tailored for safe and optimum therapy. The tailoring by means of
splitting may not result in repeatable and predictable accuracy of dosing (Wening and
Breitkreutz, 2010).
Liquid dose personalisation can also suffer from challenges to accurate dosing (Walsh et al.,
2011). Moreover, the ability of the patients to undertake and administer those tailored solid or
liquid doses can be a challenge itself, depending on their dexterity and capacity (Wening and
Breitkreutz, 2011). As such, there is a strong case for a technology that can produce
personalised strength doses without the involvement of the patient in the preparation of the
dose; patients are strongly in favour of this concept (Shelly et al., 2013).
Inkjet technology has had a long period of development and maturity, leading up to the
current scene in which it is known to be a precise, economic and scalable method of
personalised deposition (Melendez et al., 2007). Oral films can be used as substrates for the
deposition of clinically needed personalised doses; oro‐dispersible films are suitable for
younger patients, patients with dysphagia and those with fear of choking (Buck, 2013).
Due to the sole purpose of printing which off‐the‐shelf printers were designed for, researchers
faced challenges when using such devices. The challenges include the loss of active during
printing, large printing variability (high RSD), low dose printing, non‐linear control of
deposition and inability to use non‐flexible substrates (Buanz et al., 2011, Genina et al., 2013a,
Melenez et al., 2007; Takala et al., 2012).
To remedy these concerns, an off‐the‐shelf thermal inkjet printer was re‐engineered to allow
for greater versatility by disengaging the mechanical paper controls. The re‐engineering
process was repeatable and produced high precision of deposition when optimised according
to the relevant factors identified.
The inkjet system was investigated for inter‐printer variability and inter‐cartridge variability
which were not significantly different. The cartridges were tested for robustness by subjecting
them to autoclaving for a minimum of six consecutive sessions, all of which were successful in
printing. Ethanolic content of the jetting solution was investigated and was found to degrade
the printing precision and reduce amount deposited as content increased.
The distance between the stage and printheads was investigated and was found to be ideal at
or below 3 mm. Greater distances resulted in distorting the print precision. Produced prints
were found to be uniformly distributed across the print area. Print resolution and ink volume
settings were found to produce higher print output as they were increased. The paper type
selection setting was not found to affect the print output; rather the print time was increased
when transparency paper type was elected from 17±1.17 seconds to 32 seconds to dispense
the same pattern.
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Once produced, the personalised dose must be verified non‐destructively prior to use. This
concept is a novel one that was explored by the use of optical scanners to correlate the shade
obtained against the actual dose as assayed by HPLC‐UV. If the produced doses are not
consumed immediately after production, the stability of the active must be investigated. The
stability of the active on the film and its stability in the solution contribute to the overall
stability, a novel area explored in this work.
The ability of the print system to produce higher precision doses was explored with the use of
levothyroxine active. Levothyroxine is a potent medicine which is regularly monitored and
adjusted in all patients, but its tight control is emphasised in large groups of patients. The
produced doses were controlled by varying the shade of the black colour that was sent to the
system to print, a novel method referred to as shade printing.
The amounts of levothyroxine deposited did not follow linear increments of the RGB shades
sent to the printer, rather; they seem to follow an exponential relationship (R2 0.999). The
maximum achievable dose of levothyroxine with shade printing was 70.6 ± 0.79µg. Optical
dose confirmation values were found to be non linear and exponential in form (R2 0.993). The
values also correlated with the amount of levothyroxine as present in the analytical assay (R2
0.97), when shade values above 40% are plotted.
The taste of the produced levothyroxine films was investigated by utilising the brief access
taste aversion rodent model. The acceptability was good despite the use of 0.2M NaOH to
solubilise the drug and the components of the substrate films. The films showed favourable
acceptability, whether printed on commercial GMP BioProgress films or lab casted films. This
acceptability was consistent if water or pH‐buffered simulated saliva were used as the solvent
for the films.
Warfarin is a very clinically relevant active, which personalisation is pivotal to the safety and
efficacy of the therapy. It also exposes one of the main challenges of inkjet printing, achieving
higher dose deposition. Warfarin requires doses much larger strengths than levothyroxine,
requiring the use of a novel technique referred to as height value dosing. The technique itself
relies on the re‐engineering capacity to deposit jetting solution onto a specific area of the print
stage without any mechanical manipulation of the substrate, a state which led to issues in
dosing accuracy and precision in off‐the‐shelf printers.
Using height value dosing, linear control was achievable (R2 0.994‐0.999), in addition to
achieving 1969±22.89 µg and 427.9±10.69 µg of warfarin and levothyroxine deposition
respectively with an RSD that is less than 5% for the samples printed. This dosing method
uncovers the capacity of re‐engineered systems to provide higher dosing, linear dosing control,
tight tolerances and capacity to use non‐flexible substrates.
Optical dose confirmation of deposited warfarin doses showed a comparable correlation
between the dose and the shade (R2 0.98). With the use of a dye in warfarin, it was possible to
observe more clearly the shade (and dose) limitation sensitivity of the scanner. The processes
of handling the samples may also affect optical scanning results. Non‐contact optical
photography for dose verification does not result in equal representation of the dimensions of
the printed areas, when all dose prints are used, which can result in inaccurate dose‐shade
relationships. Dissolution of warfarin deposited films showed that when using high or low
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viscosity HPMC grades for film casting, enclosing the films within a hard gelatine capsule would
result in slower release of the active.
Colour printers deposit in a controlled manner different colour components to give the illusion
of colour on a substrate. The relationships between the monitor colour schemes and deposited
ink ratios could be exploited to deposit flexible and independent simultaneously actives or
excipients onto an edible substrate. The response of each colour component (referred to as
reservoir 1, 2, and 3) was controlled and the system was used to dispense the explored actives.
The relationship between the shade of the colour components and the shade was found to be
non‐linear. Lower deposition precision was observed for reservoir 2 and 3; therefore, reservoir
1 and the black cartridge were used to deposit therapeutic ratios levothyroxine and
liothyronine using a height value approach.
The deposition of actives is but one application of colour component deposition, another
application can be the deposition of a release‐retarding polymer which can personalise the
release profile of the printed active. This was attempted with low viscosity HPC which the
printer was capable of depositing. The deposited amount of polymer did not result in
significant release control, yet it is a reminder that the applications of a re‐engineered system
are diverse and multiple.
Recently, research into 3D printing has been attracted to the field of personalised dosing
(Khaled et al., 2014; Goyanes et al., 2014; Goyanes et al,. 2015). The role of inkjet printing in
this arena still offers unique points 3D printing filaments do not offer, such as the not
employing high temperatures, ability to produce small factor dosage form, capacity to change
substrates on the fly and presence of a plethora of nozzles for robust printing.
The body of this work merely touches on the applications which an inkjet deposition and
optical dose confirmation systems can achieve. Leveraging established systems in an attempt
address current clinical challenges is a good starting point for tackling them. Multi‐disciplinary
insights into the workings of such systems can offer potential routes when traditional methods
struggle to provide working solutions, many examples of which are presented throughout this
work.
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Interest in personalisation of medicines is growing as greater understanding develops of the
medicines and the biological response to them. As this field develops, so does the fervour with
which research into technologies capable of delivering such personalisation. The reengineering of off-the-shelf printers for personalised dosing can provide insights to guide the
process of such technological development. User acceptability and interface design studies of
the system use in target audience underpin its successful use.
Thermal inkjet printers rely on the formation and collapse of superheated vapour bubble
(Katen, 1999). The effect of the active concentration and formulation components of the
jetting solution on this process needs to be elucidated. Accurate prediction of the dose
deposited when a jetting solution containing an active is used relies on the drop generation
process.
Due to the novel nature of the optical scanning confirmation using a scanner, there are many
areas which could be further researched. For example, the sensitivity of the instrument to the
full range of shades may need to be assessed. This is crucial since the correlation between the
response and the shade must be based only on the shade rather than a preset visual sensitivity
concern. The sensitivities of scanners themselves are different across manufacturers and
models (Gloe et al., 2007), the selection of a model that may not be as limited as the model
used in this study can be attempted.
The dye used in warfarin deposition was fast green, which has been selected due to its
availability, safety and analytical accessibility. Optical scanners may be more responsive or
sensitive to other colours, in which case a safe dye with such a colour could be used. A purpose
built scanner could be designed that possesses internal calibration measures comparable to
modern visual devices such as Malvern Morphologi G3 (Ulusoy and Kursun, 2011).
An improved approach to optical dose confirmation would be the development of a noncontact optical photography. Such a system would centre on the individual dose and records
the shade details without becoming in contact with the dose. This can be of importance in
doses that are not completely dry, in which case contact can potentially affect the distribution
of the dye which may adversely affect the dose confirmation, not to mention the dose
accuracy.
Taste can have a strong influence on administration and adherence, the effect of using
flavoured substrate films has been suggested in this work for unattractive tasting active. It is
possible to explore this further with the use of the available tools of taste studies.
The use of mucoadhesive substrates could be useful for localised or systemic delivery of
certain actives. The use of substrates designed to use buccal absorption can bypass the first
pass liver metabolism thereby reducing the dose needed to be present on the film (Rao et al.,
2011).
The mechanical stability of the produced dosage form may be investigated for its effect on the
handling and stability of the final dose. This is of relevance since the way the solid doses
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handle and feel within the patient’s hands can influence compliance with the therapy (Peek et
al., 2002).
Microbial sterility can also be studied since the substrates will interact with the jetting solution
and might furnish an environment suitable for microbial growth. The effect of the jetting
solution’s formulation can be examined for its effect on sterility. The inclusion of preservatives
within this solution could be a subject of further interest.
While the combined or overall print stability is a novel concept for printed doses, stability of
the final dose needs to be further investigated to elucidate the faster degradation of the active
on film that when compared to its stability in solution. Furthermore, an overall investigation
into interaction between excipients affecting stability on film and solution to reduce or
mitigate degradation
Coating of doses has the potential to tailor the release profile of the active to the clinical
requirements; however, studies of coating polymers which can be printed through the TIJ
system is needed to apply meaningful volumes to allow the retardation of release of an active.
The work explored the effect of cleaning the cartridge on print output and latter was found to
fluctuate; this may be acceptable for development, however it can adversely influence
produced dose if not addressed. Therefore additional non-destructive measures of dose
confirmation such as weight and spectroscopy may be investigated. This factor is also an
ethical requirement of dispensing of medicines to patients (RPS, 2011).
Height-value printing relies on deposition of larger volumes of jetting solution on the
substrate. Further work is warranted to explore the maximal volumes that can be dispensed on
a water-soluble polymeric substrate without it disintegrating and dissolving. This limit may be
overcome, however, by intermittent drying of the dose.
The substances dispensed in this work have been to an extent water-soluble; a significant
portion of the actives in the market today and in development are not very soluble in water.
Effort should be spent in designing economical printers able to dispense precisely and flexible
non-aqueous solvents. On the other hand, solubilisation techniques in water can be further
investigated while using the current printer designs.
Once an ODF loaded with drug is dissolved, water soluble acidic drugs may dissolve in the
mouth pH of 6.78 but may precipitate in the acidic stomach pH only to re-dissolve in the
intestine (Aframian et al., 2006). The physical state of the drug across the dissolution states
during ingestion is an area of future work.
Throughout this work, effort has been spent on re-engineering a TIJ printer, which is robust,
affordable, amenable to modification and resilient. The technology does not readily lend itself
however to deposition of jetting solutions not containing aqueous portions. This renders
certain applications such as the coating with hydrophobic polymers a challenge. It can limit the
deposition capacity of water insoluble actives. A re-engineering of PZT printer, despite the
challenges of air blockage, lower density of nozzles and use of non-changeable nozzle plates
may be warranted for specific applications.
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Appendix 1: Actives, substrates, ink types and solvent
formulations used for inkjet printers
Reference
Buanz et al.,
2011
El-Ali et a.,
2003

Technology
TIJ

Ink
Solution

TIJ

Substrate
Starch sheet/
acetate
Paper

Genina 2012

PZT

Paper- coated

Solution

Genina et al.,
2013a

TIJ

Solution

Genina et al.,
2013b

PZT

HPMC
Paper
Acetate
Icing sheet/
HPC film/ PET
film

Goodall et al.,
2002

TIJ

Solution

Lee et al.,
2012
Melendez et
al., 2008
Mueannoom
et a., 2012
Nemoto et a.,
2011
Okamoto et
a., 2000

PZT

Substrate-free empty
container
Glass slides

Solution

Dimethylacetamide

Solution

TIJ

PTFE films on
acetate
Liquid nitrogen

Solution

Ethanol- WaterGlycerol (80:17:3) v/v
Water

TIJ

-

Solution

PBS+amino acid

TIJ

Solid Aluminum
plates

Solution

Pardeike et
al., 2011

PZT

Glycerol, urea,
thiodiglycol,
acetylenol
Aqueous 3% Tween
20 solution

Raijada et al.,
2013
Roth et al.,
2004

PZT

Sandler et al.,
2011

TIJ

Solution

Solution

Nanosuspension

Solvent formulation
Glycerol – water
(10:90) v/v
Ink+ radioactive
element
PG/Glycerol ethanol
and water
Propylene glycolwater (30:70) v/v
Propylene glycol –
water (30:70) v/v
Propylene glycol –
ethanol (40:60) v/v
2% PEG 8000 and
0.1% Tween 20

Personalised dose

Main substance
Salbutamol
sulphate
Radioactive
element
Propranolol and
riboflavin
Rasagiline
mesylate

Personalised
dosing

Caffeine
Loperamide

Aerosalisation

Inslulin and GH

Microparticle
fabrication
Oral dosage form

Paclitaxel and
PLGA
Prednisolone

Aerosalisation

Salbutamol

Aerosolisation of
insulin
Making
microarrays

Insulin and amino
acids
DNA

Personalised dose
of low water
solubility drug
Dissolution control

Folic acid

Edible Icing
sheet
Agarose coated
Glass cover slip

Emulsion

PZT

Paper/ coated
paper/ PET film

Solution

Propylene glycol –
water (30:70) v/v

Colony
patterning/tissue
engineering
Control dose and
crystallisation

Scoutaris et
al., 2011

PZT

Coated glass
slides

Solution

Ethanol – DMSO
(95:5)/PVP

Produce solid
dispersion

Sharma et a.,
2013
Sumerel et al.,
2006

TIJ

Liquid nitrogen

Solution

Water

Aerosalization

PZT

Agarose
substrate

PBS

Rapid prototyping
and patterning

Takala et a.,
2012

TIJ

Solution

Water-Glycerol

Personalised
dosing

Tarcha et al.,
2007
Tirella et a.,
2011

PZT

Paper
Photo paper
Acetate
Drug-eluting
stents
Coated Glass
slides

Solution

Ethanol, isobutanol

Suspension

Cells

Drug loading and
coating
Tissue engineering
and cell printing

Wilson and
Boland, 2003

TIJ/PZT

Suspension

PBS-cell

Protein arrays

Yeo et al.,
2004

CIJ/PZT

Thin samples
(paper, acetate,
cover slips,
slides)
Substrate-free

Proteins one nozzle
and PLGA with other
nozzle

Coating

Protein and PLGA

Yun et al.,
2009

PZT (Di)

Heated stage

2% PLGA in Ethyl
Acetate
0.2% solution sodium
alginate
DMSO-Water

3D polymer print

PVA

TIJ

TIJ

Solution

Solution

Solution

PEG 400 – ethanol
(40:60) v/v
Collagen-PBS

Purpose
Personalised
dosing
Calibrate printer
for radioactive
compounds
Personalised doses

Piroxicam
Viable cells

Theophylline
acetaminophen
caffeine
Felodipine

Terbulatine
sulphate
Fabricating
biosensors and
cell based assays
Riboflavin and
paracetamol
Fenofibrate and
ABT-578
Bio-molecules
and cells
substrate choice
on viability
Proteins
suspension
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Appendix 2: Print technology review
Definition
In general, the term ink jet is a phrase applying to many distinct technologies propelling ink
directly onto the medium under digital computer control to form a pattern (Lim et al., 2006;
Pond, 1996).
Historically, dot matrix impact printing proved to be the reliable, albeit noisy, printing
technique of the 1970s and 1980s. It functioned by firing wires from a movable printhead on a
ribbon, imprinting a dot on the substrate. The rapid growth of the printing demands
(bandwidth for colour and information recorded in a single pixel or the pixel density) could not
be met by the wire size, motion or durability. This gave rise to inkjet printing popularity (Pond,
1996).
Technically Inkjet printing is an automated non-impact dot-matrix method of creating images;
dot-matrix is the delivery of an ink layer directly to the received medium on a pixel-by-pixel
fashion (Oka and Kimura, 1996; Pond, 1996) Non-impact means the device used does not
touch the paper while drops of ink are deposited from a small aperture to a specific position
on a media creating the image (Le, 1999; Ursan et al., 2013; Tyson, 2010). Dot-matrix means
that the technology is designed to deposit drop (droplets) on a dot or a series of dots, based
on the computer’s digital instructions (Tirella et al., 2011). Inkjet printing is a collective term
for printing techniques that take small quantities of solution from their reservoirs, render them
into drops which is then gets them transported through the air to a print medium to create a
dot pattern by the application of physical forces (Kolakovic et al., 2013; Le, 1999; Lloyd and
Taub, 1988).
Throughout the decades, the technology has enticed the users with its myriad of capabilities,
which range from low cost printers to those on the upper ranges of speed and quality, in
addition to unique applications such as large format printing and short-run textile printing (De
gans et al., 2004; Lloyd and Taub, 1988). The technology evolves in its applications from fuel jet
injection to rocket propulsion to inkjet printing (Priest et al., 1997).
The mechanical strength and flexibility of the substrate is not crucial for non contact printing
methods, but should be able to withstand the effect of the ink being printed (Raijada et al.,
2013).
General printing concepts
Printer manufacturers aspire to produce superb image quality; this requires smallest possible
drop size (currently around 2 pL) and precise drop positioning (Meinhart and Zhang, 2000;
Kolakovic et al., 2013; Nigro and Smouse, 1999). Therefore, current desktop printers use
smaller drops (to provide more colours per dot) as well as layering those colours to provide
sharper images known as multidrop technology (HP’s PhotoREt technology) (Nigro and
Smouse, 1999; Katen, 1999).
Increasing a print quality has resulting in using nozzles that produces small volume drops and
increase the nozzle count to reduce the print time (Bockman, 1999; Beeson, 1999). Drop
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volume has been reported to be a more reliable measure of image quality than nozzle density
(Beeson, 1999).
Image quality is affected greatly by the placement accuracy of the dots jetted on the printing
medium, insufficient accuracy leads to unevenness in prints (Torigoye, 1999). Volume accuracy
is crucial for reproducible printing, fluctuations in deposited volume lead to deterioration in
the uniformity of the print on the medium (Torigoye, 1999). Resolution (number of dots into
unit area of print medium) is important (Torigoye, 1999).
Inkjet printing is broadly divided into two, depending on the method of drop generation:
Continuous Inkjet printing
Continuous inkjet (CIJ) systems generate at rain of stand and constant drops even when
printing of drops is not taking place (Day and Shufflebottom, 2001; Le, 1999; Lloyd and Taub,
1988; Johansson et al., 1991).
When thick jets are produced, they persist for a distance after it leaves the tap, then
undulations of growing amplitude takes place. This is then followed by the breaking of the jet
into a stream of small droplets as figure (A1-1) below shows. This phenomenon was observed
by Nollet, a French man observing a low-speed stream issued from a small diameter nozzle in
1754. He documented the formation of drops from the jet and the ability of deflecting them
(Priest et al., 1997)
More than a century later (1870s), Lord Raleigh was the first to undertake a thorough and
accurate mathematical analysis of the liquid jets. He concluded that continuous jets of liquid
are unstable and break into a stream of drops, such instability is referred to as Raleigh
instability (Priest et al., 1997; Hudd and Fox, 1999; Arney, 2006; Basaran and Suryo, 2007)
In 1867 Lord Kelvin submitted his patent on the guiding of the broken drops from a jet using
electrostatic forces for the purpose of making a recording device for use in electrical
telegraphs (Economist, 2002; Katen, 1999).

Figure 0A2-1: Jet of ink modulated with drops breaking (Hudd and Fox, 1999)
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Mechanism
CIJ works by introducing controlled perturbations to a jet of liquid that is pumped under
pressure resulting in uniformly sized and space drops (HP, 2006; Kolakovic et al., 2013; De
gans, 2004; Pond, 1996).When printing is needed, the needed drops are selected and guided
to the print medium by means of electrostatic or magnetic force (Le, 1999; Lloyd and Taub,
1988; Tarcha et al., 2007).
Streams are passed through a piezo-active crystal to control drop generation, drops are then
electrostatically deflected between trajectories allowing them print or be collected for
recirculation (Kolakovic et al., 2013; Arney, 2006; Tarcha et al., 2007).
As a drop breaks from the jet, it passes through a charging tunnel and past a deflection plate;
the tunnel can charge it by the application of electrostatic force. Charged drops are directed to
the substrate by an electrostatic deflection field, while uncharged ones are collected and
recycled. Charged drops are separated by at least one uncharged drop to minimise any
repulsion force that may form between neighbouring charged drops (Tarcha et al., 2007; HP,
2006; Kolakovic et al., 2013).
The continuous flow of the jet and the production of particles have posed limitations and
challenges in the design and maintenance of the CIJ systems, such as start up and shutdown
requirements, complex charging and high voltage deflection systems and the need for efficient
ink recirculation due to exposure to atmosphere and subsequent evaporation (HP, 2006; Le,
1999; Lloyd and Taub, 1988; Pond, 1996). These drawbacks have limited the use of this
technology to high-speed industrial marking, labeling and the graphics art (De gans, 2004; Le,
1999; Arney et a., 2010). Desktop printers, however, utilise the other category of inkjet
printing.
Drop-on-demand
The other category is drop-on-demand (DoD) in which drops are only expelled when an electric
signal needed to print a dot (pixel) or a part of it is received (Wang and Bokor, 2007; Allen,
1999; Elele et al., 2012; Arney, 2006; Le, 1999; Lloyd and Taub, 1988).
In 1977, Zoltan as well as Kyser and Sears pioneered DoD to eliminate the complexity of drop
charging and deflecting hardware and the unreliability of the ink recirculation system required
for CIJ (Le, 1999). Lord Raleigh has also contributed to this category of inkjet printing by
studying the dynamics of growth and collapse of bubbles responsible for driving one of the
common implementations of DoD, thermal inkjet printing (Arney, 2006).
DoD constitutes the majority, if not all, of the desktop inkjet printers market since the
introduction of the ThinkJet from HP in 1984 (Day and Shufflebottom, 2001; Le, 1999;
Bockman, 1999; Beeson, 1999). It is now seen to be a lightweight, reliable and relatively
inexpensive method of accurate deposition of drops (Day and Shufflebottom, 2001; Costello et
al., 2010).
Simply, DoD ejects drops by briefly overcoming ink meniscus surfaces at the nozzle, surface
tension and capillary pressures are allowed time to restore the meniscus before another drop
is fired (Pond, 1996). In general drop on demand, devices have nozzle sizes of 20-30 um to
eject drops with volume of 10-20 pL (Calvert, 2001). DoD being a non-contact printing method
means it can be used for variety of sensitive substrates such as biological cells and porous
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materials based on polymer matrices (Tarcha et al., 2007; Noolandi et al., 2003; Hirshfield et
al., 2014).
Non-contact nature also means that the inkjet dispensing is not affected by how the fluid wets
a substrate which contact technologies that touched the surface were affected, e.g. pin
transfer systems. It also meant that the fluid source cannot be contaminated by print substrate
contact (Hayes et al., 2011). Due to the relatively low cost of inkjet printing when compared to
other non-impact methods, it has been predicted to become the dominant technology of
colour printing (Kenyon, 1996).
DoD offers several advantages over pump-based liquid handling. As a non contact technology
the volumetric accuracy is improved as it does not depend on how the fluid spreads on the
substrate as in the case of positive displacement or pin transfer systems that touches off the
fluid onto the substrate (Sahay et al., 2013). The non contact nature also spares the reservoir
the risk of contamination from the substrate as in the case of pin-transfer during touching
(Sahay et al., 2013). Furthermore the delivery of drop size is not limited by the size of the tip as
in other transfer technologies (Sahay et al., 2013). In general ink viscosity ranges from 1 – 10
mPaS and a surface tension of 30-40mN/m (Sun et al., 2012).
The first efforts to use DOD used a ceramic membrane which created mechanical movements
when voltage pulses are applied on it, a technology now termed piezoelectric printing followed
by application of brief heat pulses to generate droplets, now termed thermal inkjet printing
(Le, 1999); the two techniques are the most common inkjet technologies (Ihalainen et al.,
2015).
Inkjet printer components
Current inkjet printers are devices that generate droplets of ink deposited typically on a piece
of paper on specified areas denoted by the computer by a Cartesian grid to create an image
(Tyson, 2010; Peppas et al., 1993). The dots produced are extremely small, usually in the range
of 50-60 microns in diameter (Tyson, 2010).
Printing system hardware
All desktop inkjet printers have similar configuration, the printhead moves across one and the
print substrate is perpendicular to the printhead motion (Hayes et al., 2011).
Current DoD systems are generally viewed to be composed of simple, inexpensive unit
operations that are straight forward to use as designed (Hirshfield et al., 2014). Thermal inkjet
printers have range of different configurations to cover their wide area of application;
however, common desktop thermal inkjet printers are serial printers, which are shown in
figure (A1-2) below (Allen, 1999).
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Figure A2-2: Serial printed design (Allen, 1999)

Those have two printheads containing the four primary printing colours (one for black and the
other for colour, which houses the cyan, magenta and yellow colours) (Costello et al., 2010;
Lloyd and Taub, 1988).
Technically, Inkjet systems are complicated involving several electromechanical subsystems
working together to create the printed page (HP, 1997). The relevant subsystems are:
Paper path
It is responsible for moving the paper throughout the printer. The user inserts pages for
printing into the tray. At an appropriate time, a single piece of paper is picked from the stack
and begins moving through the printer (HP, 1997).
Each time the carriage finishes a pass over the paper, it is advanced an appropriate amount to
prepare for next pass of carriage (Broder et al., 1994; HP, 1997). A single electric motor moves
the paper via drum rollers. The paper movement is under open-loop control, ie there is no
feedback to the printer about the actual paper position (HP, 1997). The paper is drawn through
a main driver roller then held flat in the printing zone under a grill to the output roller. The
rollers are elastomer coated shafts (Broder et al., 1994).
Carriage
The carriage along holding the two printheads move or scan across the page printing area or
swath (Allen, 1999; Lloyd and Taub, 1988). The paper is advance and scanning is repeated
(Allen, 1999).The carriage holding the printheads scans at a rate of 0.5-1 meter/second in
desktop inkjet printers (Shimoda, 1996; Arney, 2006; Beeson, 1999).
The print carriage must be able to move out of the print zone on either side of the scan to
allow all printheads to print up to the left or right margins, this also permits the carriage
enough distance to decelerate, stop, and accelerate back across the print zone as well as to
park in the printhead service station (Arney, 2006). This design offers a balance between the
memory needed by the printer as it only needs to store a single scan worth of data, the
subsequent scan information is transferred as needed (Allen, 1999).
It also allows the printer to perform multiple passes depositing drops from different nozzles on
the exact same drop site to average out any variations within the nozzles (Allen, 1999). The
cost savings by the manufacturers outweigh the disadvantage of this design which requires
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multiple passing of the carriage and the subsequent necessity of allowing the cartridge to
accelerate and decelerate with each pass (Allen, 1999).
It holds the cartridges (also called pens) in the printer. Its function is to print a swath of data,
by moving across the page at a constant speed, firing the nozzles at appropriate times. It
connected by flexible cable to the printer’s main circuitry (Pepper et al., 2009; HP, 1997).
A single motor is used to move the carriage. Carriage movement is a closed loop-process, ie
the position of the carriage is tracked using an LED shining on a photoreceptor. Between the
photoreceptor and the LED is a strip of plastic made up of alternating light and dark regions.
The logic boards of the carriage recognise when the LED is infront of dark or transparent region
tracking the carriages current position (HP, 1997).
The carriage also holds all the electronics needed to fire the nozzles onboard (HP, 1997). The
carriage maintains the temperature of the printhead to keep the viscosity constant, thereby
keeping the drops generated of consistent size (HP, 1997).
Print Cartridge
The cartridges hold the printer’s printhead; the cartridge in HP’s thermal inkjet printers is userreplaceable and contains both the ink and the mechanism for placing ink on the paper (HP,
1997). Desktop colour inkjet printers carry multiple printheads mounted side by side on a
carriage which can scan across the paper. The printheads deposit rows of dots as the paper is
advanced. This process repeats until the print is complete (Katen, 1999; Arney, 2006). Most
desktop printers carry the ink reservoirs along in the print carriage, which is termed on-axis
supplies on the contrast of off-axis supplies more prevalent in higher end printers (Ross, 2002;
Wilson and Langford, 2003; Arney, 2006).
Colours can be produced by placing dots of the aforementioned colours in close proximity at
appropriate levels to produce variety of perceived colours (HP, 1997). The cartridge
manufactured by HP has been shown to be reliable and robust, withstanding the corrosive
effect of strong stain removers used to tissue engineering printing purposes (Parzel et al.,
2009).
Cartridges are intricately designed components of the printer. They encompass:
Nozzle plates, which are nickel plates that are mass manufactured electroformation, since it is
a developed technology with good process control. Using this method of manufacture HP was
able to successfully compete with Canon for a greater market share (Le, 1999; Katen, 1999).
Laser drills are used to make the tiny holes (nozzles) (Day and Shufflebottom, 2001; Le, 1999).
Black colour HP 337 cartridge contains the 11 mLs of black ink in a single reservoir and 672
nozzles. The colour cartridge contains three reservoirs totalling 7 mL of ink and 600 nozzles
(HP, 2005).
Nozzles are arranged in two columns, which are out of phase, the left column is positioned in
between the one on the right. The left will fill the ink gaps to leave a line. The length of the
nozzle array is 4.5mm (Day and Shufflebottom, 2001).
The nozzles are arranged in a pattern to generate proper images, even if all the nozzles are not
fired at the same time. The pattern is fired at different intervals to compensate for the timing
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difference since different set of nozzles will be above the desired printing area at different
times due to the constant moving of the printhead (Shelley et al., 1997).
Foam pads, used to hold the ink a block of non-rigid foam inside the rigid plastic container
(Cook and Denton, 2000; Arney, 2006). It provides a porous medium for ink storage which
permits flow via capillary action as ink is withdrawn for printing (Cook and Denton, 2000;
Arney, 2006). Up to 20 mLs of ink can be stored on ink containing foams (Arney, 2006).
The ink flows through channels; from reservoir, in which it is stored to the printhead; channels
are also known as refill channel or snouts (Bohorquez, 1994; Montanez, 1999). Nozzle refill
channels are 10-20 microns wide and can be easily clogged by particles of fibre or air and can
be impaired by manufacturing tolerances; these factors hinder the flow of fluid from the
reservoirs (Thackray and Hindagolla, 2010; Arney, 2006).
The ink flows from the reservoir through the channel into an area called drop generator or
firing chamber, below those are a series of holes called nozzles made with laser drills, above
those are the thermal firing resistors (Smouse, 1999; Montanez, 1999).
The refill channels can be few micrometers in dimension, Wang and Bokor, 2007 report 10 x 20
um cross-section of the refill channel of a high resolution TIJ printer. The length of the channel
has been reported to be 300 um (Pond, 1996).
O’horo et al., 1996 used a transparent channel to record and observe the events that take
place when nucleation takes place and noticed that the nozzle is robust at the designed
frequencies of 10kHz. However, the presence of large air bubbles can disable the nozzle. This is
phenomenon known as channel ingestion.
Printhead service station (PSS)
Desktop printers require the presence of printhead service stations (PSS) to allow for reliable
operation, maximum the nozzles life and maintain the quality of the print over that life (HP,
1997; Allen, 1999; Arney, 2006; Harmon et al., 1989). Essential functions of PSS include
capping of the printheads, spitting of the nozzles, priming and purging of the nozzles and
wiping of the nozzle surfaces (Harmon et al., 1989; Arney, 2006). These functions are
controlled by the printers internal firmware that keeps records of the drops printed by each
nozzle on each printhead, the air exposure time of the nozzles during printing, the longest time
any nozzle has gone without printing, the number of pages printed between service cycles, the
time since the last page printed as well as other operational parameters (Arney, 2006). An
onboard motor facilitates these functions through an open loop controller (HP, 1997).
The capping of the nozzles happens when an elastomeric cap contacts the nozzle plate of each
printhead and seals them from the atmosphere when not in use (Harmon et al., 1989; Arney,
2006). The cap provides a humid environment that limits the evaporation of the ink and the
formation of viscous solution “plugs” or “crusts” at the nozzles which may impair the printing
quality (Thackray and Hindagolla, 2010; Arney, 2006).
Wiping of the nozzle plate can aid in the effective removal of the crusts mechanically (Day and
Shufflebottom, 2001; Harmon et al., 1989; Arney, 2006). Flexbile elasometric wipers are
passed across the nozzle plate to remove ink sprays, crust and paper dust. Separate wipers for
each group of nozzles are employed if they are used to jet different solutions so as to minimise
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cross-contamination (Harmon et al., 1989; Allen, 1999; Arney, 2006). Wiping is done only when
needed as the printer firmware keeps track of the wipe cycles for each printhead since it can
exacerbate nozzle cloggings by forcing foreign materials into them (Harmon et al., 1989; Arney,
2006).
Spitting is the periodic ejection of the drops from each nozzle into the PSS waste ink (Harmon
et al., 1989; Arney, 2006). The spitting of few drops eliminates the concentrated solution
accumulating in unused nozzles to allow the ejection of drops with fresh ink (Thackray and
Hindagolla, 2010; Arney, 2006). If the printer pauses in midst of printing and heads to PSS,
then it is almost certainly for spitting from any unused nozzles (Arney, 2006).
Priming and purging are the removal of air bubbles entrapped in the drop generators of the
printhead components (Harmon et al., 1989; Allen, 1999; Arney, 2006). It commonly takes
place during the start up initiation of the printer or after installing a new cartridge.
Modification
Reick, 2003 states that the modification of cartridges for refilling had been easier up to the
recent introduction of recent design of cartridges, termed 3rd generation of cartridges. The
challenges faced by refillers of inkjet cartridges are due to the presence of air bubbles in the
ink and the refill channels leading the ink from the reservoir to the printhead (Reick, 2003).
Those challenges have been so tremendous that many companies have stopped refilling
cartridges (Reick, 2003). Small air bubbles can be entrapped inside of the refill channels which
when printing proceeds will be drawn to the drop generators affecting the printing process
(Reick, 2003). If the channels are filled with air, there will be no driving force to make the ink
leave the reservoir and enter into the chamber, leading to failure of printing from the cartridge
(Reick, 2003). Manufacturers design this to adversely impact the competitive refill markets
which eat away from the manufacturers’ share of cartridges sold (Reick, 2003). Refill
mechanisms used by manufactuers are cartridge fill under strong vacuum conditions (Reick,
2003).
Inkjet cartridges were emptied, pads removed; thoroughly rinsed with deionised water until no
ink was visible, then the cartridges were rinsed alternately with ethanol and water several
times (Mueannoom et al., 2012; Melendez et al., 2008; Roth et al., 2004; Wilson and Boland,
2003).
Printer modification can take place via two different ways, the first is by software modification
of the printer and the second is by mechanical and hardware manipulation (Costello et al.,
2010).
Canon printer is modified following a dual-axis design, where the paper feed mechanism was
relocated and a separate motor and circuitry was developed (Costello et al., 2010). The
objectives of Costello et al., 2010 were to develop a two-dimensional coordinate mechanism
to accuracy print solutions on a medium, derive solutions for printing and finally to create a
product. Costello et al., 2010 used aluminium metal stock for the modification.
Wilson and Boland, 2003 with access to proprietary printer blue prints and driver source codes
were able to extract the printing components from an off-the-shelf desktop inkjet printer
including the printheads, logic boards, encoders and reassembled on a height adjustable stage.
The stage is height adjustable to cater for different sample thicknesses.
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Fragile substrates lacking flexibility due to their nature or consecutive printing attempts may
break during feeding into unmodified printers that require flexibility (Raijada et al., 2013).
Substantial modification of printers to allow use of wide array of substrates is tedious and
challenging (Cho et al., 2007).
Dry cartridges
Cartridges containing nozzles should not be operated while containing no ink, as the vapour
bubble formation takes a portion of the heat. This portion is missing when there is no solution
leading to the rising temperatures in the nozzles and consequent short circuiting damage
(Reick, 2001). This scenario takes place when the ink runs out while in midst of the printing
process, this is an important issue to consider since printing does not stop automatically
before the cartridge is empty (Reick, 2001) leading to higher percentage of failure rates of less
than 50% (Reick, 2001).
Digital Electronics
Controlling all the other electromechanical parts, is a microprocessor connected to Read-only
memory (ROM) containing the printers internal software (firmware), and writeable memory
EEPROM containing information needed by the printer across power cycles (HP, 1997).
Of key importance to the flow of the printing process are the sensors, which are needed to
coordinate and synchronise the function of a printer. These sensors include:
A lid sensor that prevents printing from taking place until the lid is safely closed. Print quality
sensors, such as optical and electrostatic drop detectors which can be used as nozzle health
monitors to determine which nozzles are operating and if the output of the nozzles is within
the drop weight, velocity and trajectory requirements in less than 2 milliseconds per nozzle
(Bruch, 2002; Arney, 2006). This information are used in nozzle substitution algorithms and
error hiding methods to replace unfit nozzles with good ones until the nozzles are either
recovered by the PSS or identified by the printer as unusable and replacements are used
(Allen, 1999; Bruch, 2002; Goodall et al., 2002; Arney, 2006).
Media type sensors to inform the system of the type of media used. TIJ offers media sensors to
facilitate printing (Nigro and Smouse, 1999). Automatic media type sensors are typically a
combination light emitting diodes (LEDs) and a photo-detector using the reflection pattern of
the media to determine if it is a plain paper, coated proprietary paper or an overhead
transparent acetate. If selected in the print software, the sensors check the type of paper type
is loaded into the paper tray (Arney, 2006).
Some inkjet printers have environmental temperature sensors and inner temperature sensors
which are used to stabilise the ink droplet volume which is affected by the temperature, the
range is normally 15-70°C. The printer controls the waveform for printhead heaters in
response to the temperature sensor readings (Torigoye, 1999; HP, 1997; O’horo, 1996).
Of critical importance is paper feed sensors. Those are electrical switches that detect the
passage of a paper by whether the sensor receives light from a neighbouring LED. The LED light
is occluded when a medium passes (Costello et al., 2010).
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Two sensors, one determining the direction of the feed of the medium and another
determining paper jam status. If these are not triggered correctly the printers’ functionality
will pause and a paper jam error sent to the computer (Costello et al., 2010).
Other sensors inform the movement of the rollers. This sensor is a light activated sensor that
monitors the angular displacement of the rollers when rotated by the motor forming what is
known as a closed-loop system (Shelley et al., 1997). The movement of the roller is tracked by
the presence of a plastic disc made of transparent and dark regions sandwiched between the
light sensor’s ends attached to the roller’s axis. The alterations of the light report the
movement of the roller back to the printer (Shelley et al., 1997). The closed-loop system is an
advancement that is present in more recent TIJ printers since earlier models did not provide
this feature (Shelley et al., 1997).
A sensor carriage is also present which enables the printer to precisely move the carriage
which holds the printheads across the printing areas of the page to deposit the droplets
accurately on the substrate. This movement is controlled by a closed-loop system in which
light activated sensors attached to the top of the carriage are moved across a strip containing
transparent and dark regions in a similar configuration to the roller sensor (Shelley et al.,
1997). The circuits on the printer determine whether the sensors are reading a dark or
transparent region, thereby determining the current position of the carriage (Shelley et al.,
1997).

Case
A clean, attractive design showing LED panel and control buttons (HP, 1997). Since the inkjet
printer does not involve mechanically striking the paper to produce print as in the older dotmatrix printers, the printer case no longer need to be heavy or expensive to maintain
robustness against the strikes of hammers used in the older printers.
Driver Software
Present on the host computer interacts with the printer. It is supplied by the printer
manufacturer (HP, 1997). The software provides the driver which dictates the feature available
to facilitate printing. Of these features print mode is an example.
Inkjet printers support a wide range of media which show a variety of dot gain, feathering,
colour-to-colour bleeds, drying time and ink capacity. Inkjet printers also allow different levels
of speed, quality and cost-per-page for prints (Kubota, 1993; Holstun et al., 1996; Holstun et
al., 1997; Arney, 2006).
Draft mode uses the least amount of ink. The black printhead, which has wider swath and
more nozzles than the colour, is used for faster printing in this mode (Holstun et al., 1997;
Arney, 2006).
Best is the slowest and highest quality mode since more printhead passes are done over and
over again on the printing area using different nozzles to print on top of the print of a previous
nozzle to average out nozzle-to-nozzle variations (Arney, 2006). In this mode, ink has the
longest time to be absorbed as print is done slowly to minimise colour-to-colour bleeding
(Arney, 2006).
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The number of ink drops printed into each pixel depends on the quality mode and the ink
capacity of the medium (Allen, 1996; Arney, 2006). Color is printed uni-directionally in the best
setting to achieve consistency of drop placement and mixing of colours (Allen, 1996).
Ink for Inkjet printers
There is a range of commercially important inkjet techniques, as mentioned before they are
continuous inkjet (CIJ), piezoelectric jetting (PZT) and thermal inkjetting (TIJ). Ink design for
each printhead technique is very different (Hudd and Fox, 1999). The focus will be drawn on
the formulation of thermal inkjet printers, the most common technology for desktop printers.
A typical ink has a viscosity of up to 2 cPs, however, printers can be deisgned to deposit liquids
up to 100 cPs (Calvert, 2001). There are no universal composition of ink for printing that would
be suitable for each drug to be printed, whether PZT or TIJ (Raijada et al., 2013).
The most concentrated printable drug concentrations are preferred since the volume
transferred by printing to the substrate is low (Raijada et al., 2013).
For the ink to be Jettable; Calvert, 2001 highlighted that viscosity and surface tension are the
crucial parameters in ink selection. A viscosity that permits a successful refill of the drop
generator and a surface tension that allows the drop generator to hold the ink without
dropping is ideal.
For PZT printers, Ink properties that Hirshfield et al., 2014 have observed to affect drop
generation are surface tension and viscosity. Fromm’s Z number can be used to establish the
printability of an ink which suited the PZT printers’ technology (Hirshfield et al., 2014), as
equation 1 below shows. The author reported that the most stable drop formation took place
when Z was between 1 and 10.

𝑍=

√𝜌𝛿𝐿
𝜇

Equation 0-1: Fromm’s Z number; 𝝆, 𝜹, L and 𝝁 refer to density, surface tension, length and viscosity respectively
(Hirshfield et al., 2014)

The formation of satellite drops has been suggested it may influence the accuracy of the drop
deposition on the print substrate (Hirshfield et al., 2014).
Melendez et al., 2008 stressed the choice of a solvent for TIJ that has a relatively low boiling
point so as to enable the generation of vapour phase needed to drive bubble generation. An
example is Water and ethanol, glycerol on the other hand has a high boiling point which would
make it a good humectants rather than a solvent.
Particulate ink
Pigment based black inks contain particles of about 50-150 nanometers in diameter which do
not dissolve in the ink solvent forming a suspension (Gregory, 1996; Arney, 2006). They are
used since they show high optical density and minimal spread on the paper to impart sharp
appearance and better edge acuity to the printed text (Bohorquez, 1994; Arney, 2006).They
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exhibit expiration or “crashing” leading to formation of sludge in the ink containers and
therefore are produced in containers labelled with Use by date. (Gregory, 1996; Arney, 2006).
Very small particles (<100 nm) can be used as ink so as to reduce the potential to clog the
nozzle (Calvert, 2001). Pardeike et al., 2011 used nanosuspension formulation of ink to
dispense folic acid. The LD 50 of the nanosuspension particles was 420 nm as the printer used
was a purpose built PZT high aperture (100 µm) printing system.
Formulation solvent
Typical desktop inks are use water as vehicle (Arney, 2006; Lloyd and Taub, 1988; Nigro and
Smouse, 1999; Montanez, 1999; Le, 1999) and various additives e.g.soluble dyes/colourants in
1-10% by weight of the ink (Arney, 2006; Le, 1999; Lloyd and Taub, 1988; Sun et al., 2012).
Water is used in all desktop printers since it is the only solvent that meets worldwide health
and safety regulations for home and office print requirements (Arney, 2006; Nigro and
Smouse, 1999). Montanez, 1999 mentions that in addition to the solvents non-toxicity and
dissolution of all the formulation components, it provides excellent bubble nucleation
properties.
Water used for ink formulations is typically highly purified deionised water with viscosity
between 1.5-3 centipoise (Reick, 2004; Arney, 2006). This is because even very low levels of
impurities in the water can cause kogation in the prinhead (Reick, 2001). Shirota et al., 1996
found that inorganic elements present in the ink such as iron and silicon contributed to the
formation of residues on the heating elements of inkjet printers reducing their efficiency in the
forming consistent nucleation. Calvert, 2001 advised against use of surfactants due to
potential for dripping of ink.
Saturation solubility is the maximum quantity of a compound dissolved in a certain quantity of
specific solvent at specified temperature (Pardieke et al., 2011). This solubility is advised to be
avoided by Raijada et al., 2013 to reduce nozzle blocking. Satellite drops (also known as
secondary drops) can also not only affect drop formation, but also drug deposition on the
substrate, it is important that drop lands in its designated place on the substrate, otherwise it
can lead to changes in dose due to deposition on improper position (Hirshfield et al., 2014).
Also it is important that the satellite drop recombines with the primary drop and not drop
elsewhere on the substrate, also it is important to consider that the drop may not even fall
from nozzle, leading to decrease in drug content (Hirshfield et al., 2014).
Drop volume and velocity in TIJ increase with ambient temperature, this in part is because ink
has a negative dependence of viscosity on temperature, and in another reason, higher ambient
temperatures increasing the thermal energy stored in the ink, nucleating a larger and more
explosive bubble. This in turn produces larger and faster drop (Freire, 1996). Buanz et al., 2011
has reported that modifying the surface tension of the ink used in a TIJ printer does not affect
deposition of the ink.
Multilayer printing
Multilayer printing (repeated deposition of solution on the same area over and over again) has
been shown to result in non-linear increments in doses, due to smearing of the printed drug as
a result of shear force between substrate and printhead and the erosion of printed drug by
rollers (Kolakovic et al., 2013).
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Hirshfield et al., 2014 has hypothesised that a separation layer can be printed on top of an
already printed layer to act as a barrier the environment or further printing layers. For this
system to work, the layers must not be miscible with each other, even when dried.
Inkjet media (printing susbtrates)
Development of research focusing on media began early in the 1980s in Japan with paper
companies leading the industry (Le, 1999).
The quality of the print of inkjet printers relies on the interaction between the accurately
deposited ink and print substrate or media. Ink-receptive coatings are applied to proprietary
manufacturer media for high quality prints (Le, 1999; Arney, 2006). The performance
enhancement which can be obtained from such media depends on the selection of the
controlled spread, penetration and absorption of the ink on the media (Le, 1999; Arney, 2006).
Surface treatment of the media plays an important role in image quality (Le, 1999; Arney,
2006). Printers are programmed to provide the adequate drop size, dot shape and optical
density for the best print quality (Arney, 2006). The opacity of the media is key to minimise
strikethrough (undesirable property where the image printed on one side of a sheet is visible
to an extent on the other (Arney, 2006)). UV radiation has been used to dry commercial prints,
usually using UV curable ink when printed on porous print media to overcome strikethrough
(Hudd and Fox, 1999).
Transparencies due to their non-porous form will not absorb ink. They may be coated with
hydrophilic polymer to provide a rough surface with which the ink will interact (Calvert, 2001).
Melendez et al., 2008 has reported a good adhesion between the printed API, prednisolone
and the inert PTFE coated surfaces. The researcher also reporter an excellent adhesion when
the drug is dispensed on films made from pharmaceutically acceptable excipients of HPMC or
Pullulan. Different media would require different optimisation parameters (Allen, 1996).
Printing sequence of events
When a printing commencement command is handed to the printer, the following processes
take place:
Computer application
Users normally use software applications which produces outputs, which the users would like
to print hardcopies of. Commonly used applications include Microsoft Word, Web browsers
and email clients (Tyson, 2010) When the user chooses the Print order, the application of
choice formats the page into standard format used by the operating system, e.g. Windows
(Shelley et al., 1997).
Printer Driver
Once the print command is issued, the application sends the data to the printer driver, which
translates the data into a format the printer can understand and checks if the printer is
available to print (Wilson and Boland, 2003; Tyson, 2010). This stage includes digital halftoning,
which is the process of generating the pattern of binary dots of varying size and shape the eye
perceives as continuous-tone image (Bockman, 1999; Lloyd and Taub, 1988). A 20% gray shade
or level is produced where 8 of 10 dots are white; the 2 of 10 are black. At a distance the eye
integrates the two colours as the eye moves closer to the image, visible dot structures or grain
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is observed (Bockman, 1999). This was one of the driving forces to reduce the drop size to
achieve finer printing dots and higher quality. Halftoning is necessary for display of gray-scale
images in media which make the direct rendition of gray tons impossible (Pappas, 1993). The
printer driver reformats the page into a form suitable for sending to the printer (Shelley et al.,
1997).
Printer
Upon receipt of the data from the computer, the printer stores portions of the data for
printing and requesting other parts of the data when as printing progresses. If the printer stays
idle for a period of time, a brief clean cycle normally takes place.
Once the printer receives the right formatted data over the cables, the printer uncaps the
nozzles and services them in preparation for printing (Shelley et al., 1997). This is followed by
picking up a piece of paper, advancing it to the spot where printing will occur (Shelley et al.,
1997).
After the printer has enough data to print a swath of data, it performs a full sweep by moving
the carriage across the page. As it moves, it pulls the data from memory and fires the
appropriate nozzles at the accurately needed times. Once this sweep finishes, the printer waits
for the next swath’s worth of information, advances the paper and starts again (Shelley et al.,
1997).
At the end of the print, the printer kicks the paper depositing it in the output tray, parks the
carriage in the service station, caps the nozzles and may perform cleanup of the nozzles if
necessary (Shelley et al., 1997).
Drying phase
After printing, drying processes can be used to enhance uniformity of printed doses (Costello
et al., 2010). Dryers can be a part of current designs of inkjet printers; they used steam heated
cylindrical rollers. The employ a heating rate that is necessary to avoid drying the printing
substrate quickly, or overdrying which is a challenge when using drying techniques (Le, 1999;
Allen, 1999).
Laser radiation can be used to dry the printed photocurable resin on substrates. Upon
exposure the resin solidifies (Sumerel et al., 2006). Absorptive drying is the main drying
mechanism in ambient conditions, as the liquid penetrates the paper fibre network (Carreira et
al, 1996). Evaporative drying becomes preferred method of drying when the process needs to
be accomplished n short time to cope with the high throughput deposition of the print
(Carreira et al., 1996).
Under ambient condition air flow over the paper surface provides moisture removal
mechanism. To enhance the drying, forced hot air flow over the paper surface provides higher
mass transfer rates. Drying at elevated surrounding temperatures and hot air impingement in
a convection/impingement oven are additional enhanced drying techniques (Carreira et al.,
1996).
Both methods of print medium drying depend on the drying load e.g. the amount of ink to be
removed. This in turn depends on the ink coverage density (mass on ink per unit surface area)
(Carreira et al, 1996).
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IR-dryers or air dryers can be additionally used, and if heat sensitive materials are to be used,
temperature can be controlled not to exceed 50°C and the heating time can be extended to
compensate for the lower temperature (Voura et al., 2011).
Suboptimal Inkjet printing conditions
Ink pooling is the accumulation of the deposited liquid from the inkjet on the substrate leading
to overlapping of the liquid and coalescence (Stringer and Derby et al., 2010; Thackray and
Hindagolla, 2010). Blooming is the excessive spread of the deposited liquid on the substrate
(Thackray and Hindagolla, 2010).
Puddling is the build up of the ink on the nozzle plate, occurs when the viscosity and surface
tension are poorly matched to the nozzle choice leading to misdirected drop ejection or
preventing it altogether (Bohorquez, 1994; Thackray and Hindagolla, 2010).
Drying of water-based ink on a paper under ambient condition happens mainly via absorptive
drying. This method of drying involves penetration (into the voids to the bulk of the paper) and
absorption (spreading along the paper fiber lines) as the other category of drying, evaporative
drying, is too slow to be the main mechanism (Day and Shufflebottom, 2001; Calvert, 2001; Le,
1999; Carreira et al., 1996). Media distortion(buckling, cockling and curling) takes place when
the media (paper) becomes wet leading to formation of stressed within it causing physical
distortion of the media (Carreira et al., 1996; Bohorquez, 1994).
In absorptive drying, the main mechanism by which drying takes place is capillary movement
of ink into pores of paper and absorption of liquid into the paper fiber (Carreira et al., 1996).
This leads to cockling. Penetration and spreading on the paper can result in print quality
degradation (Oka and Kimura, 1996; Carreira et al., 1996) as figure below shows.
Wet-cockle is the deformation of a printed portion paper out of the plane of the overall sheet
due to absorption of water-based ink by the paper (Broder et al., 1994; Sandler et al., 2011;
Costello et al., 2010; Allen, 1999). Cockle may also manifest in the form of wrinkles on the
substrate (Costello et al., 2010; Katen, 1999). It happens as the random network of cellulose
fibers of the paper swell and shift as water molecularly interferes with the hydrogen bonding
between the cellulose fibers (Broder et al., 1994; Carreira et al., 1996; Katen, 1999; Sandler et
al., 2011). This may lead to bridging the 1mm gap between the printhead and the substrate if
the ink has sufficient time to penetrate the paper (Allen, 1999; Carreira et al., 1996). Printer
manufacturers control the cockle by producing a stress across the paper path to keep the
sheet in place. This stress is normally delivered by wrapping the sheet on a drum (Allen, 1999;
Carreira et al., 1996).
Cockle may be minimised by drying the medium under restrain or the use of mechanical
decurling after drying (Broder et al., 1994; Carreira et al., 1996). Oil-based ink is a new area of
ink formulation, mainly for the piezoelectric printers and may have potential for faster drying
time and absence of cockling (Costello et al., 2010; Le, 1999).
Feathering is the residence of the printed ink on the print medium for long duration as a result
of slow drying or penetration into the medium as a result the drops spread and wick on the
surface due to the random distribution of pores and grooves on the surface; It can appear as
blots of ink (Carreira et al., 1996; Torigoye, 1999), figure (A1-3) below shows the effect of
feathering on prints.
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Figure A2-3: Optimal print compared to a feathered print (Tyson, 2010)

The extents to which issues related to drying occur depend on the ink and medium properties
as well. Ink viscosity and surface tension and the mediums roughness, surface finish and fiber
properties are additional factors (Carreira et al., 1996). Strikethrough is an undesirable
property where the image printed on one side of a sheet is visible to an extent on the other
(Arney, 2006).
Ink Spatter is the ejection of drops from the nozzle with a comet shape (tip and a long tail). The
tip and tail can separation during travel, the head becoming a separate drop and the tail
forming two or more satellite drops with the result of these satellite drops affecting the print
quality (Shimoda, 1996; Day and Shufflebottom, 2001; Raijada et al., 2013). To reduce the
effect of this phenomenon on print outcome, the tip and tail are designed to be in the same
ejection direction (Shimoda, 1996).
In the use of DoD when the nozzle is not jetting droplets, it remains exposed to the
surrounding environment leading to the evaporation of the solvent from the ink. The
accumulation of the remnants of the ink on the nozzle has led to clogging of the nozzles
(Kolakovic et al., 2013).
Reducing the rate of evaporation of the ink, and using solvents with higher evaporation point
as well as the use of humectants have all been suggested to reduce the incidence of nozzle
cloggings (Calvert, 2001; Kolakovic et al., 2013).
Advantages of inkjet drug delivery
DoD offers automated computer-controlled method to deliver doses (Wilson and Boland,
2003; Tirella et al., 2011). Following are additional advantages of using such systems:
Acceptability of the system and substrate
There are as of yet no studies on patients acceptability of such a system, however, Bredenberg
et al., 2003 has reported patients’ acceptability of a micro-tablet dispenser for production of
personalised doses by means of counting the tablet dispensed to provide the number
providing a dose close to the required one.
Patients feedback included difficulty in entering the dose by pressing the require buttons,
either pressing it for too long or pressing them more than once. They also complained that the
buttons were too small and the excessive weight of the prototype. The reading of the text on
the device was an area of discussion. Regardless of those drawbacks, the patients were still
interested in using the device (Bredenberg et al., 2003).
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For a system controlling an inkjet system, the technical challenges of efficient control and
visibility of the characters are easily addressed using adapted human interface devices that can
accommodate the physical and cognitive limitations of its users (Manoim, 2011).
With regards to the produced dose deposited on an orodispersible film, high patient
acceptability has been reported. Oral films that dissolve quickly in the mouth have been
suggested to be applicable to patients aged term newborn infants (0-28 days) and above
(Krause and Breitkreutz, 2008). If traditional oral doses are preferred, the printed doses can be
separated by cutting and inserted into capsule shells to enable personalisation of the dose
(Sandler et al., 2011).
Speed of production
DoD technology is attractive from a drug delivery point due to the technology’s high volume
throughput (to a printing technology), feasible digital control of that throughput, and accurate
placement of the deposited ink (Cui et al., 2012).
A few seconds were needed to print a row of five rectangles of rasagiline with an unmodified
Canon TIJ printer, but the researcher needed to repeat the process for multiple passing
because of the very small amount of ink that was being transferred with every pass (Genina et
al., 2013).
Dose control model
Genina et al., 2013 controlled the dose of Rasagiline deposited by Canon TIJ printer by using
different passes since the print size was fixed to 16 mm x 26 mm.
Dose accuracy
A RSD of below 5% is the limit mandated by the FDA for pharmaceutical dosage forms
(Hirshfield et al., 2014). Printing smaller drops takes longer to build an entire therapeutic dose
but allows for more precise doses as it is easier to achieve the target dose with smaller drug
amounts per deposited drop while larger drops lead to shorter production times but less
precise dose amounts (Preis et al., 2015; Hirshfield et al., 2014).
Genina et al., 2013 and Buanz et al., 2011 have used multi-pass inkjet printing on an off the
shelf printer but as a result of a smearing effect on the sample, the printed dose output was
not fully deposited or printed with high variability. The standard deviation was unacceptable as
it varied widely for the prints across the different substrates.
Other advantages
It can reduce the time between manufacturing and patient consumption of the produced dose,
mitigating potential drug stability issues (Hirshfield et al., 2014). Especially in clinical trials,
doses are escalated to achieve the tolerable effective doses, printing can aid in those studies
by delivering the formation of stable, repeatable drops of uniform velocities and volumes and
accurate placement to offer the dosing flexibility those studies need (Raijada et al., 2013).
Cost-wise, Genina et al., 2013 reported that TIJ would cost less than the costs that are incurred
in the design and manufacture of traditional solid dosage forms like tablets. If inkjet devices
are used to dispense medicines to patients, drugs could be delivered in liquid-filled cartridges
or could be lyophilised in containers with solvents (Voura et al., 2011).
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The scale up process for different conditions and medicines can be easily accommodated by
scaling up the dose dispensing by means of addition of multiple nozzles (Hirshfield et al.,
2014).
Printed dose confirmation
It is important to ensure that proper dose amount is present on the printing substrate
(Hirshfield et al., 2014). Print quality sensors can be used to verify the workings of the solutiondepositing nozzles, should some fail in which case compensatory volumes of liquid can be
dispensed by other nozzles (Bruch, 2002).
The confirmation of the dose dispensed even after ensuring adequate functioning of the
printing mechanism is an ethical requirement (Royal pharmaceutical society, 2011). Elele et al.,
2012 has used the difference in film weight before and after printing to quantify the amount of
drug deposited. Voura et al., 2011 suggested spectroscopic techniques such as UV-vis, NIR or
Raman without detailing how these techniques would reduce or eliminate interference from
the substrate. Raman and X-ray diffraction have been used by Hirshfield to analyse the spectra
of polymorphic forms of printed medicines.
Other inkjet applications
Inkjet printing has been used in printing materials (polymers, metals and biomaterials such as
enzymes and living cells). Gene delivery and tissue engineering and the development of
implants have also benefited from the features of this technology (Kolakovic et al., 2013). The
technology has presence in home, office, graphic arts, postal marking, textile, medical imaging
and large format applications (Le, 1999). Nanoparticle deposition, protein and DNA synthesis
have also been conducted with inkjetting systems (Wang and Bokor, 2007).
The printing of organic thin film transistors for polymer transistor circuits, DNA probes on glass
made and neurotransmitters on cells all use of IJ facilities (Lim et al., 2006; Noolandi et al.,
2003). Inkjetting has been used to product light emitting diodes (LEDS) and thin film transistors
(TFT), and has been used to deposit peptides, proteins and DNA on substrates (Yun et al.,
2009). Solar cells have been printed with IJ (Costello et al., 2010)
Calvert, 2001 reported using the technology for the printing of free-form fabrication resulting
in the formation of 3D objects formed layer-by-layer of printing (Calvert, 2001; Costello et al.,
2010; Sumerel et al., 2006; Roth et al., 2004; Pepper et al., 2009; Priest et al., 1997). Such
devices included organic transistors and biopolymer arrays, tissue engineering and even
molten metal. Free-form fabrication has also been the aim of Costello et al., 2010 who have
built a supporting platform to enable this fabrication on Canon printers. They used PVAIsopropyl alcohol-water as the main polymeric solution for printing and used traditional
printing substrates (paper, coated paper) as well as aluminium foil.
Cui et al., 2012 used inkjet printing for Tissue engineering and bioprinting of cells and
biomaterials scaffolds using layer-by-layer assembly to produce the 3D model of tissues. This is
to aid in the dire need for transplantation tissues and organs, because of the lack of which, 25
people died everyday in 2009 (Cui et al., 2012). Cui et al., 2012 defines tissue engineering as
the fabrication of tissue replacements in vitro which can be implemented into the human
body.
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Another area where inkjet printing is making promising advances is drug discovery. Zhu et al.,
2012 reviewed the literature in the theme of drug discovery which included assays of proteins
and cells, printing microarrays and biosensors, applications for tissue engineering as well as
basic biological studies. The researcher concluded that the technology is a promising method
that is growing rapidly in drug discovery application due to its high throughput, precise control,
repeatability and non-contact nature of the technology (Percin et al., 2003; Zhu et al., 2012).
The researcher highlighted some area which is deemed inescapable, such as the stresses faced
by the ink and nozzle blocking and suggested having those areas future design research areas.
Zhu et al., 2012 chose as an example of the success of this technology in producing biosensors
the colorimetric glucose sensor which is prepared by inkjetting and is sensitive to
concentrations of 0.1 mg/mL of glucose. Xu et al., 2005 used a modified thermal inkjet
cartridge and a modified thermal inkjet printer of HP manufacture, and used Chinese Hamster
Ovary and rat motor neurons for printing with the future aim of printing organs for
transplantation.
Nemato et al., 2011 used TIJ to produce aerosol of insulin for the treatment of diabetes
mellitus. Mueannoom et al., 2012 has utilised a modified thermal inkjet printer to produce
excipients free inhalable particles by jetting solution of salbutamol sulphate into liquid
nitrogen.
Goodall et al., 2002 is one of the first researchers who have utilised a thermal inkjet printing
system for the aerosolisation of a solution of human growth hormone and insulin. The aerosol
was collected and analysed for aggregation and activity. There was no significant difference
between the solutions before and after jetting. Goodall et al., 2002 can be used for drug
delivery.
Buanz et al., 2013 used the printer to produce rapidly co-crystals of pharmaceutical
compounds, benefiting from the non-expensive costs of thermal inkjet printing systems, and
the ease with which volumes can be deposited.
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The following scenarios have been observed to be the behaviour of a successful and nondamaging re-engineering.
1. If the carriage is above the spittoon and the printer has just been initialised from a cold
start (Power on), the printer will purge the printhead above the spittoon and the
nozzle plate wipers will engaged followed by the carriage driving to the parking
position then back to the purging zone, once it reaches this position, it is time to
prepare to engage the paper intake sensor, then the cradle will move slightly toward
the substrate away from the purge zone and the rollers will briefly become activated,
activating the paper type sensor at which time the paper intake sensor need to be
manually activated.
The time between the finish of the movement back to the purge zone and printing is
short, lasting approximately 2-3 seconds, hence preparing to activate the sensor is
important because it represent the opportunity to trigger the printing process.
2. If the cradle is above the printhead parking zone after a prolonged period of idle time,
then the cradle will move to the purge zone, wipers will clean the nozzle plates of the
cartridges and the cradle will move toward the stage, rollers become activated briefly
at which point the sensor needs to be activated.
3. Should the cradle be above the printhead parking zones after immediate use, the
printhead will move toward the purge zone, skipping printhead wiping and moving
toward the stage along with the brief activation of the roller. Paper feed sensor needs
to be activated then.
4. After printing the cradle will hover back to the purge zone for few seconds, before
heading to the printhead parking area.
5. The timing of those events is important because should the sensor not become
activated, the printer will assume there were not paper delivered to the print area
despite detecting it via other sensors, and will trigger a paper jam warning and stop
working until this warning is addressed.
6. Addressing this jam needs the sensor to be in the activated state, then engaging the
insert paper button physically on the printer which is shown in Figure (A3-1) below;
this will initiate a strong slow motion of the roller (meant to purge the printer from
jammed paper, should there be any). It is advisable to reduce the use of this routine as
much as possible to maintain the printer in print-ready state.

A

B

Figure A3-1: 5940 control panel. A: Insert paper button B: Cancel print button
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7. Should the sensor not be engaged while the insert paper button is pressed, the printer
will freeze and need to be restarted after activating the feed paper sensor.
8. While the printer is printing the sensor must remain activated to avoid signalling the
paper jam warning and must be deactivated after finishing the printing session. Print
sessions finish with a fast roll of the main rollers meant to push the freshly finished
paper to the output tray of the printer.
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The novel dosing method has shown to dispense a greater dose of warfarin sodium, extending
the range of doses which can be dispensed by thermal inkjet systems. Levothyroxine sodium
which has been dispensed so far using traditional shade level printing has been able to achieve
a maximum dose of 70 µg per cm2. While this dose is therapeutic for this drug, about 32% of
the elderly require higher doses which average 122 µg (Turner et al., 2011). While the dose
should be individualised, an average replacement dose of the drug is 1.6-1.7 µg/kg/day,
highlighting the need for a dose ranger higher than that achieved by shade level printing for
greater dose coverage (McDermott and Ridgway, 2009).

Levothyroxine dose (µg/cm2)

Using the same set up of jetting solvent (0.2 M NaOH) used in levothyroxine shade printing
study and selecting height values ranging from 1 – 5 cm, the doses shown in figure (A4-1)
below are produced.
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Figure A4-1: The use of height method to produce doses of levothyroxine sodium (n=3, Mean± SD)

Figure (A4-1) shows that as with warfarin sodium, the dose range that can be achieved with
this dosing model is significantly greater than that of the shade level printing, enabling dosing
for a greater, if not all, of the patient groups who require oral doses of levothyroxine sodium.
The linearity (Coefficient of determination of 0.999) and precision (RSD <5%) are retained
while dosing this active, indicating the versatility of this method as shown in figure (A4-1)
above and table (A4-1) below.
Table 0A4-1: The doses of levothyroxine sodium and their variation when produced by height method (n=3)

Height value (cm) Average dose (µg)
SD
1
83.83
3.47
2
169.21
7.40
3
253.70
9.85
4
335.97
7.52
5
427.95
10.69

RSD
4.15
4.37
3.88
2.24
2.49
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The technique is also capable of producing doses that are comparable to that produced by the
traditional shade level available in off-the-shelf printers. This is done by selecting a lower
height value to dispense a smaller volume of the jetting solution and thereby producing lower
doses. Figure (A4-2) below shows the doses produced when height values ranging from 0.2 0.9 were printed.
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Figure A4-2: The use of smaller height values to produce doses of levothyroxine sodium (n=3, Mean± SD)

The use of smaller height values has produced doses in a smaller range as predicted which is
comparable to that produced with traditional shade level printing. It is notable that there is a
variation with regards to the dose printed when compared to the larger height printing; this is
probably due to the cartridge cleaning variation.
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